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Introduction
The effect of mass migration has been the creation of radically new types of human
beings: people who root themselves in ideas rather than in places, in memories as
much as in material things, people who are obliged to define themselves – because
they are so defined by others – by their otherness; people in whose deepest selves
strange fusions occur, unprecedented unions between where they were and where they
find themselves. The migrant suspects reality: having experienced several ways of
being, he understands their illusory nature. To see things plainly, you have to cross a
frontier.1
In 2006, the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York presented the exhibition Without
Boundary. Seventeen Ways of Looking. In this exhibition, artworks of fifteen artists “from the
Islamic world”2 were shown: Jananne Al-Ani, Ghada Amer, Kutlug Ataman, Mona Hatoum,
Pip Horne, Shirazah Houshiary, Emily Jacir, Y.Z. Kami, Rachid Koraïchi, Shirin Neshat, The
Atlas Group / Walid Raad, Marjane Satrapi, Shirana Shahbazi, Raqib Shaw, and Shahzia
Sikander. With the exhibition, curator Fereshteh Daftari aimed to undermine simplistic and
binary thinking about artists from the Islamic world: “We often think of artists in terms of
their origins, even when much of their life and work takes place elsewhere. This is
problematic with artists from the Islamic world, particularly in light of the intense attention
currently directed toward Islam from the West.”3 Besides works of “Islamic” artists, the work
of two American artists – Mike Kelley and Bill Viola – was included to provoke the question
of what Islamic art is, as they make work that might appear “Islamic”, such as Mike Kelley’s
carpet Untitled (1996-97, fig. 0.1).
The way the exhibition’s concept – to challenge preconceived notions of cultural
homogeneity and to prove the diversity of the Islamic culture – was developed, was, however,
not without problems.4 One of these was the selection of artists. Of the seventeen artists –
including the two American artists – all but two live in the West. Emily Jacir, for instance,

1

Salman Rushdie, Imaginary Homelands. Essays and Criticism 1981-1991 (London: Granta Books, 1991), 24.
Fereshteh Daftari, "Islamic or Not," in Without Boundary. Seventeen Ways of Looking, ed. David Frankel, ex.
cat. (New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 2006), 10.
3
Ibid.
4
For a thorough analysis of the exhibition, see: Maymanah Farhat. "Contemporary "Islamic" Art in Context.
MoMA's Without Boundary Exhibit." Counterpunch, 25 March 2006,
http://www.counterpunch.org/2006/03/25/contemporary-quot-islamic-quot-art-in-context/ (accessed on 5
November 2014).
2
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both lives in Ramallah (the West Bank) and New York, while Kutlug Ataman divides his time
between London, Istanbul and Buenos Aires. The artists live in major cosmopolitan cities,
such as London, Paris or New York. Besides, all of them went to Western art schools and
universities where they were educated in Western art history and theory. Another problem
was the “Islamic” background of the artists: Mona Hatoum is Christian, which Daftari
acknowledges in her article in the catalog.5 Moreover, even if these artists address Islam in
their work, it would be from the viewpoint of a migrant, of a person from an Islamic country,
but living somewhere else.
Besides the selection of the artists, another problem lay in the structuring of the
exhibition and accompanying catalog. The art was examined through three perspectives: a
focus on formal qualities, questions of identity, and faith. The main problem was the
classification of the works, resulting in categorizations of the art in terms of classical
traditions in Islamic art, such as calligraphy and carpets. In the catalog article, Daftari, for
instance, discusses Ghada Amer’s text-based work, amongst which The Definition of Love
According to Le Petit Robert (1993, fig. 0.2) as part of the calligraphy category. In this work,
Amer embroidered the definition from the popular French dictionary of the word “amour” on
canvas in Roman script. Daftari states: “Even when she was still a student, at the Ecole des
Beaux-Arts in Nice, Amer defied a teacher’s expectation that this Egyptian-born artist might
use Islamic calligraphy. Instead she chose to work with Roman script, legible to her audience
in France.”6 The question arises why Amer’s work is discussed in the calligraphy section as it
clearly does not belong there and this categorization only seems to lead to simplistic thinking.
Thus, while the aim of the exhibition was to liberate the artists from categorical
interpretations and to question whether their work can or should be considered within an
Islamic context, the exhibition did not accomplish what it set out to do.
The Four Artists
The exhibition at the MoMA inspired me to think about the categorization of these artists and
the interpretation of their work based on their background. Since the early 1990s, a large
group of artists of Middle Eastern descent has attained international attention. As I want to
scrutinize the artworks in this dissertation in depth, I will not present an overview of a large
group of artists and their work, but I will focus on the art of the four established and renowned
artists Ghada Amer (Egypt, 1963), Mona Hatoum (Palestine, 1952), Shirin Neshat (Iran,
5
6

Daftari (2006), 17.
Ibid., 13.
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1957) and Shahzia Sikander (Pakistan, 1969). These artists were also included in the
exhibition at the MoMA.
The choice of these four artists is based on the following considerations. Since it is
impossible in a dissertation with four case-studies to represent artists from all countries in the
Middle East, I selected artists from different descent. As the artists come from different
countries, and have different backgrounds and histories, each of them will elucidate the issues
from a different perspective. Even though they each grew up in a different social, cultural and
political context, they were all educated at Western art academies where they familiarized
themselves with Western art theories and practices that they incorporated in their work.
Besides a variety of descents, I also wanted to analyze a variety of art forms, such as painting,
sculpture, video art, installation art and photography. This makes it possible to study how
certain themes are given form in various mediums. The four selected artists in this project use
different mediums in their art practice, not binding themselves to one particular medium.
Finally, I specifically opted for women artists. As women, they have to deal not only with the
tension between multiple cultures, but also with gender stereotypes and patriarchal structures,
which make their position even more complex. What the artists have in common is that,
because of their move they all developed new understandings of belonging to a place, and
reconsidered and renegotiated notions of identity, including gender identity.
Mona Hatoum (1952) visualizes the complicated relationship to the home and the
homeland in her work. Hatoum was born in Beirut as the daughter of Palestinian parents.
When Hatoum was visiting London in 1975, the Lebanese civil war broke out. Stranded in
London, she decided to attend art school. Hatoum still lives in London. Many of her works
express her perception and experience of displacement, and the notion of home, along with
feelings of fear, instability and threat.
The complex relation to the homeland also affects the work of Shirin Neshat, but in a
very different way. Born in Iran in 1957, Neshat’s family supported the Shah of Iran, Reza
Pahlavi, who wanted to modernize and westernize Iran. In 1974, her family sent Neshat to
study in the United States at the University of Berkeley. When she was in the United States,
the Islamic Revolution in Iran broke out. The first time she was able to visit Iran again was in
1990, an experience she found profoundly disturbing, causing her to make photographs, video
installations and a feature film. The representation of Islamic women in her art shows the
artist’s continuing preoccupation with her homeland and the situation of women in an Islamic
society.
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Gender roles and female identity are also a recurrent theme in the work of Ghada
Amer. Amer was born in 1963 in Cairo, Egypt, but moved to Nice (France) in 1974. In her
paintings and sculptures, she investigates female sexuality and gender roles by means of
several strategies and sources. In some of her works, Amer embroiders erotic images of naked
women from Western pornographic magazines on canvas, sometimes in combination with
images of female protagonists from Western fairy tales. In other works, she embroiders texts,
mainly Islamic, in which female gender roles and female sexuality are addressed.
Finally, Shahzia Sikander (1969), born in Pakistan but currently living in New York,
examines the fluidity of female identity in miniature paintings. The figures in Sikander’s
work, many of whom are female, are emphatically hybrid and cross-cultural due to the
mingling of Hindu, Islamic and Western iconography. By constantly setting up new
combinations of images, Sikander aims to undermine stereotypical images of women in her
work and explores the borders that define identity.
Plurality of Vision
Focusing on the art of four contemporary, female artists, frequently presented as Middle
Eastern, living in Western countries, this project examines the complex relation of these
artists to their homeland and hostland, and the ways in which their art might reflect this
relationship.7 These artists all moved to the West at a young age; Amer, Neshat and Sikander
currently live in New York (US), and Hatoum lives in London (England) and Berlin
(Germany). By migrating to the West, these artists have crossed political, cultural, and
religious borders. They were confronted with various cultural and artistic practices, different
views on gender and sexuality, and had various experiences of belonging, which they reflect
upon in their work. Edward Said’s statement on the awareness of several cultures, though
written in the context of exiles, is relevant here:
Seeing “the entire world as a foreign land” makes possible originality of vision. Most
people are principally aware of one culture, one setting, one home; exiles are aware of

7

The terms homeland and hostland are often used in theories on migration and diaspora, but the terms do not
carry connotations of loyalty, belonging and obligation. Despite their ambiguity, these terms will be employed
throughout this study. Yossi Shain and Barth Aharon, "Diasporas and International Relations Theory,"
International Organization 57, no. 3 (2003): 452 n. 423.
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at least two, and this plurality of vision gives rise to an awareness of simultaneous
dimensions, an awareness that – to borrow a phrase from music – is contrapuntal.8
The four artists draw on the experience of migration and have an understanding of multiple
cultures that offer them alternative visions of the contemporary world at large. The present
project examines how their experiences of migration and their knowledge of multiple cultures
are represented in their art, aiming to answer the following question: To what extent and how
have Ghada Amer, Mona Hatoum, Shirin Neshat, and Shahzia Sikander – all contemporary,
female artists living in a Western country – represented experiences of migration and their
familiarity with multiple cultures in their art, in light of their complex relationships to both
home- and hostland?
Before embarking on an analysis of the representation in the artworks under discussion
of experiences of migration, potential problems of autobiographical accounts of artworks need
to be considered. The work of these four artists cannot be seen as purely autobiographic, and
yet the artists’ artistic and aesthetic choices are likely to be determined by their past
experiences. Their background of moving to another country, a different culture, has shaped
their world, so the artworks are expected to be related to their life experiences. This leads to
the question what the role of the artists’ biography is in their work and to which extend
biographical issues should be considered in the interpretation of their work.
When examining the artists’ experiences of migration and their awareness of multiple
viewpoints in their art, I also consider the following subquestions: How do Ghada Amer,
Mona Hatoum, Shirin Neshat and Shahzia Sikander reflect on notions of identity, gender roles
and the concept of the home? And have, and, if so, how, artistic and art historical traditions of
their homeland and hostland affected the artists’ work? I realize that these questions pose a
problem as they appear to be based on the assumption that these artists mingle elements of
two cultures in their art. The question, therefore, carry the risk of essentializing two pure
cultures. It is important to remark that the artists, whose work this dissertation centers on, can
be considered cosmopolitans and therefore do more than merely represent experiences of and
reflections on two cultures. Besides, it is impossible, to relate every element in their work to
one of the two countries or both. The emphasis in this study lies on the dynamics between the
different experiences and reflections out of which their work evolves.

8

Edward W. Said, "Reflections on Exile," in Reflections on Exile and Other Essays, Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2000), 185.
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Art World and the Middle East
Since the late 1980s, early 1990s, the Western art world has paid increasing attention to nonWestern art and artists from a non-Western background, fueled by influential exhibitions such
as Primitivism in Twentieth Century Art: Affinity of the Tribal and the Modern (1984), curated
by William Rubin at the MoMA, Jean-Hubert Martin’s exhibition Magiciens de la Terre
(1989) at the Musée National d’Art in Paris and the Documenta 11 exhibition held in Kassel in
2000. The first non-Western artistic leader of this renowned exhibition, Okwui Enwezor,
explored the idea of globalization in relation to cultural expressions such as visual art.
Enwezor found artists from almost every corner of the globe and presented them according to
their own artistic values without comparing them to western art. Since Documenta 11, more
non-Western artists have had access to the art world.9 After this exhibition, various
publications, art historians – among whom James Elkins, John Onians, David Summers, Kitty
Zijlmans, and Wilfried van Damme – also started to discuss the globalization of the art world
in publications.10
At the start of my project, in 2008, relatively little attention was paid to contemporary
migrant artists from the Middle East as a group, despite changes in the art world’s attitude
towards non-Western artists, the change in social climate and debate on the Middle East and
Islam after 9/11, and the position of major individual international artists such as Mona
Hatoum, Shirin Neshat, The Atlas Group / Walid Raad, Jananne Al-Ani and Kutlug Ataman.
This deficiency was all the more conspicuous when compared to the amount of literature and
exhibitions on, for instance, the art of Jewish and African diasporas.11
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David O’Brien interestingly states that the scarcity of attention paid to artists from the
Middle East is partly the result of the overlapping of geographical areas: the Middle East,
North Africa, South Asia, the Arab world, the Islamic world, the Mediterranean world, and
the Third World.12 The artists in this study have also been assigned to different geographical
regions in exhibitions and publications. Sikander’s art has been included in exhibitions on
Asian and Indian art, such as Domains of Wonder. Masterworks of Indian Painting (2006) at
the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, and Out of India. Contemporary Art of the South Asian
Diaspora at the Queens Museum of Art in New York in 1998. Amer is sometimes placed in
an African context as in the exhibitions Africa Remix. Contemporary Art of a Continent
(2004) at the Museum Kunst Palast in Düsseldorf, and Looking Both Ways. Art of the
Contemporary African Diaspora in 2003 at the Museum of African Art in New York. How
categorization according to geography can lead to strange classifications became apparent
when works by Hatoum, of British-Palestinian descent, was shown in the exhibition The
Other Story. Afro-Asian Artists in Post-war Britain (1990). Finally, Neshat is often placed in
an Iranian and/or Islamic context due to the subject of her work.
Besides categorization according to geographies, the term Middle East that I use to
describe the shared descent of the artists discussed in this dissertation is also problematic, as it
refers to a historical and political region with no clear boundaries. In this study, I will depart
from the broad definition that Dale F. Eickelman gives in his book The Middle East and
Central Asia. An Anthropological Approach (1998). According to Eickelman, the collapse of
the Soviet Union at the end of the 1980s led to cross-border cultural and commercial ties
between Middle Eastern and Central Asian countries, whose boundaries had been nearly
impermeable in the preceding decades.13 According to Eickelman, the Middle East
encompasses the region stretching from Morocco to Iran, but also includes Afghanistan and
Pakistan if the linguistic, religious, political and historical complexities of the region are
emphasized.14 Historically, the broader area that we now name Middle East corresponds
roughly with the first wave of Arab invasions and with the three largest Muslim empires: the
Umayyad (661-750), the early Abbasid (750-ca. 800) and the Ottoman (1500-1800).
Politically, the region was not always unified, but there are considerable social and cultural
continuities. Islam originates in and spread throughout the world from the Arab peninsula.
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Principally associated with Islam is the Arabic language, which is also the main language for
the majority in the Middle East. It should be noted that, although Islam is the dominant
religion in the Middle East, there are Jewish and Christian minorities in many Muslim
countries. Besides, there are populations in the Middle East that speak different languages,
like Berber, Kurdish, Farsi et cetera.15 Despite the problems and ambiguities of the label
Middle East, the term will be used in this dissertation to describe the work of Amer, Hatoum,
Neshat, and Sikander as the artists are mainly associated with that region, for instance in
exhibitions such as the 2006 exhibition Without Boundary. Seventeen Ways of Looking at the
MoMA. In their work, they represent nuanced reflections on complex issues related to the
Middle East, such as identity, veiling, and various local practices, offering resistance to
stereotypical thinking about the region as a monolithic culture. The works by the four artists
central to my dissertation in fact accentuate that the region consists of many countries that all
have their own traditions, habits, histories and so on.
Apart from the term Middle East, several other terms used in this dissertation have to
be discussed. In my own discussion of the definition Middle East, as in several other arthistorical publications and exhibitions, words like “Islamic” and “Muslim” appear frequently,
even if not all the artists in this study can be considered “Muslim.” I will avoid these terms as
much as possible, as they cannot be used for every artist, but more importantly, the terms are
ambiguous and it is essential not to construct new generalizations. Each artist has a different
relationship to her homeland and hostland. It is the complexity of this relationship to culture
and geography that is the focus of this study in the analysis of each artist and her work.
Publications and exhibitions devoted to artists from the Middle East have appeared
since the 1990s, but the attention has significantly increased since 2006.16 One of the first art
historians to pay attention to this group of artists was Fran Lloyd, who wrote two books on
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Arab women artists in Britain.17 Further, the book Veil. Veiling, Representation and
Contemporary Art (2003) by David A. Bailey and Gilane Tawadros concentrates on a small
subfield, as the title also indicates: the representation of the veil in contemporary art. In 2004,
the Krannart Art Museum in Champaign (Ill.) organized the exhibition Beyond East and West:
Seven Transnational Artists. It took the East as a guideline without giving a clear definition of
the very general term “East.” Two years later, in 2006, the exhibition Without Boundary.
Seventeen Ways of Looking, discussed earlier, was organized at the MoMA in New York.
These publications and exhibitions address subfields like the Arab and/or Islamic world, but
none of them have focused specifically – as I do – on the Middle East, nor brought together
insights from the different areas of research concerning issues of identity, home, diverse
experiences of migration within the context of artistic and art historical traditions of the
artists’ home- and hostland.
Most books on artists from the Middle East that have appeared since 2006 group
together a relatively large number of artists. An example of this was the exhibition and
accompanying catalog Unveiled. New Art from the Middle East, organized by the Saatchi
Gallery in London in 2009, in which the work of 21 artists was shown. In the catalog, each
artist was introduced with at most a few sentences. The concept of the exhibition was hardly
touched upon, but situated briefly in the discussion of terrorism and 9/11.18 The book
Contemporary Art in the Middle East compiles the work of 45 artists working in the Middle
East or in Europe, together with several contextual essays by art historians and theorists, such
as Nat Muller, Lindsey Moore, TJ Demos, Suzanne Cotter, Edward Said and Zachary
Lockman.19
Migratory Experiences?
This study brings together theories on migration, diaspora, home and identity that show how
complex processes of migration are visualized by women artists with Middle Eastern
affiliations. The art historical studies mentioned above frequently use the diaspora theory to
explore the impact of migration on artists of Middle Eastern descent.20 Yet, the application of
17
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the diaspora theory to the artists in the present study is quite problematic. Originally, the term
“diaspora” stems from the Greek verb diaspeirein (to scatter), and it was first used to describe
the exodus of the Jewish people from their Holy Land in the sixth century BC. The classical
definition of the term indicates a (forced) flight from nation or culture, which caused people to
spread over different parts of the world.21 According to Khachig Tölölyan, the original
definition of diaspora has expanded since the 1990s and now also includes other groups and
people, such as immigrant, expatriate, refugee, guest-worker, exile communities, overseas
communities and ethnic communities.22 The main reason why applying diaspora theories to
this study would not be appropriated is the concentration in diaspora theory on a community
or a collective, while the artists discussed here make work individually. Diaspora also has the
connotation of a forced flight from a land and the dream of an eventual return to that land. As
stated earlier in this introduction, the circumstances of migration differ significantly among
these artists, and none of the artists were really forced to leave their country of birth.
The notion of diaspora resonates with other related terms, such as migration, exile,
transnationalism, and nomadism. All of these terms are highly debated and contested within
their fields of study. The terms are frequently used interchangeable, and sometimes also
include people whose reason for living in another country may vary, as illustrated above with
expansion of the concept of diaspora. This project will not aim to settle the confusion and
solve problems surrounding these terms. I will follow Saloni Mathur in using the term
migration and migrant “with respect to the accelerating and uncertain conditions of human
displacement and transplantation in the modern era.”23 In order to analyze the artists’ complex
relation with homeland and hostland, and the resulting visualization of the construction of
home and identity, I will use notions from migration, diaspora and exile studies that are
relevant for this specific project. In the following, I will discuss several concepts from these
studies that provide a theoretical framework for the subsequent chapters.
Multi-locationality
Through their move to another country people in diaspora need to create a new understanding
of belonging to place and community. Some authors, like Safran and Cohen, put emphasis on
21
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the homeland in their definition of diaspora.24 In their view, the original homeland, from
where the dispersion took place, is the ideal and true home to which people in diaspora want
to return. They relate home to the past, as a result of which home becomes static and fixed.
Ghorashi states that in this sense home becomes synonymous with the country of origin that
assumes a place where people are rooted and which they left behind.25 And it presumes that
home is located within the national borders of the country of origin, or “original” homeland.
However, the relation to the homeland is not as stable and unchangeable as Cohen and
Safran seem to suppose. There is variation in the connection to the homeland. Some people
have a very close engagement, while others have minimal interaction in terms of visiting or
material ties with the country of origin or other diaspora communities. The nature of these
relationships is determined by the era of migration, the circumstances of migration and
settlement in the hostland, and the available communication technologies. The connection
people have with their homeland can also change over the years. When changes occur in the
political relation between homeland and hostland, and the possibilities of contact increases or
decreases, the connection can get stronger or weaker.26
Perhaps more importantly, several studies have indicated that notions of “homeland”,
“home” and “origin” imply more than just a link to a territory. According to Arjun Appadurai,
“people confined to and by the places to which they belong, groups unsullied by contact with
a larger world, have probably never existed.”27 Liisa Malkki also states that native places and
notions of nativeness are very complex since people increasingly identify themselves with
deterritorialized “homelands”, “cultures” or “origins:”
There has emerged a new awareness of the global social fact that, now more than
perhaps ever before, people are chronically mobile and routinely displaced, can invent
homes and homelands in the absence of territorial, national bases – not in situ, but
through memories of, and claims on, places that they can or will no longer corporeally
inhabit.28
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Malkki’s idea of a deterritorialized homeland was adopted by Ghorashi in her dissertation, in
which she describes the diasporic home not as a physical place, but as a “feeling at home.”29
She sees the diasporic home as a space in the present that is constructed through contacts,
memories and activities.
The experience of feeling at home is also important in Avtar Brah’s book
Cartographies of Diaspora. Contesting Identities (1996), but Brah’s definition of the
diasporic home comprehends more. In her notion of home she makes the distinction between
a mythical place of desire in the diasporic imagination and the lived experience of a locality.30
Since the mythical place exists in the imagination, it is a place of no return, even if the place
still exists and can be visited. But home is also an experience of a place. Whether one feels at
home is dependent on the processes of inclusion and exclusion in the hostland that are
subjectively experienced.31 There is, however, a difference between feeling at home and
claiming a place as one’s home. The relationship to the place of settlement will be different
for various people and generations, depending on the memories of the homeland and on the
experiences of displacement. Also, these experiences are shaped differently by men and
women. The migration to another country will not result in a replacement of patriarchal forms
from the homeland by those of the hostland, but both forms will undergo transformations.32
Brah therefore states that “[t]he concept of diaspora signals these processes of multilocationality across geographical, cultural and psychic boundaries.”33 Brah’s focus on multilocationality will be used to analyze how the four artists under discussion reflect on the notion
of home and homeland.
Memory
If territory is not the binding factor, as home is decentered and spread over multiple locations,
what connects diaspora populations? How are diasporic identities constructed? Baronian et al.
state that memory is the primary carrier of diasporic identity.34 There is no diaspora identity
29
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without memory; to forget the trans-local connections means to abandon the diasporic
identity. No matter how long ago the people left their homeland, the bond remains through
memories, even though these places may not exist anymore or may have changed beyond the
recognizable. This shows that memories of people in diaspora are, as Fortier states, placebased, but not necessarily place-bound.35 But just as territory is not a stable element for the
diaspora-identity, neither is memory. Memory is in constant flux, susceptible to rearticulations and re-enactments, and therefore unreliable. So memory, both personal and
collective, is both the condition and the limit of diasporic identities.36 When it comes to
analyzing the art of the four artists in this study, memory is not the central focus, but aspects
from memory studies relevant to this study will come up.
In this study I will understand the term memory along the lines of Paul Connerton’s
notion of an “acts of transfer,”37 following Marianne Hirsch and Valerie Smith.38
Remembering is an act in the present. By recalling events or experiences from a shared past,
individuals and groups constitute their identity. This past is based on common norms,
conventions and practices that are often contested.39 Hirsch and Smith state that memories are
always transferred through “a complex dynamic between past and present, individual and
collective, public and private, recall and forgetting, power and powerlessness, history and
myth, trauma and nostalgia, conscious and unconscious fears or desires.”40 The memories are
mediated: they are fragmented collective or personal experiences that are given shape by
technologies and media, such as artworks. Therefore, memories are always acts of
performance, representations and interpretations.41
Most of the literature on diaspora focuses on the traumatic experiences of the loss of
home and homeland. Within the theory of cultural memory, trauma is mainly studied by
Cathy Caruth. In her book Unclaimed Experience: Trauma, Narrative, and History (1996),
Caruth defines trauma as a psychological wound. This wound arises from an event that
happened too suddenly and was experienced too soon, so that it could not be fully understood
during the event. The event constantly returns at a later moment and is continually relived by
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the individual.42 However, as the artist’s in this project were not necessarily forced to flee
from nation or culture, the experience of leaving the home or homeland does not
automatically have to entail a traumatic experience. In this study, the work of the four artists
will not be analyzed within a discourse of trauma.
Whether or not the memories visualized in the artworks are based on traumatic
experiences, artists often express collective memories in a personal way. For the relation
between personal and collective memory, I rely on the theory of the French sociologist
Maurice Halbwachs on collective memory. Halbwachs distinguishes two kinds of memory.
The first is personal memory, which contains memories of events that an individual has
experienced. The second kind of memory Halbwachs distinguishes is historical memory,
which is composed of stories, depictions, anecdotes, data, descriptions et cetera. According to
Halbwachs, memory is always a collective memory, because the individual is part of a
collective, like a family or a community. The historical narratives that are passed on by the
members, will always become a part of the memories of the individual.43 There are no
memories outside the social context, since all biographical memories intersect with social
memories. Halbwachs acknowledges that individuals acquire personal memories, but
emphasized that they recall, recognize and localize their memories as members of one or
several groups.44 Marita Sturken also claims that personal memories function almost in the
same way as the collective memories of a specific culture. The process of cultural memory is
the interaction between individuals as their narratives compete with each other for a place in
history.45 According to Sturken, a memory is a narrative and not a replica of an experience
that can be summoned to be relived. The degree in which a memory is faithful to the original
event is hard to determine. What a person remembers is highly selective, but this selection
says a lot about the desires and denials of a person. All memories are after all constituted in
connection with forgetting, because there are too many memories to store.46
Remembrance is a social act that is performed and represented. The performance,
representation and distribution of memories is affected by issues of power. Therefore, gender
forms an important aspect of memory construction, as analyzed by Marianne Hirsch and
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Valerie Smith.47 Besides the issue of power, Hirsh and Smith give two other reasons why
cultural memory should be studied from the perspective of gender theory. First, the
construction of identity, gender, but also ethnicity and class, mark identity in a specific way.
According to Hirsch and Smith, gender places cultural memory – which is too easily
considered subsumed in monolithic and essentialist categories – in a specific context.48
Second, a culture represents its past through cultural tropes and codes that are marked by
gender, ethnicity and class.49
As stated above, memories are given shape by technologies or media. The memories
of the artists discussed in this study are externalized by the artworks. Sturken argues that the
technologies of memory are “not vessels of memory in which the memory passively resides so
much as objects through which memories are shared, produced, and given meaning.”50 The
technology is a requisite for the externalization of the memory. The form of memories in the
artworks is dependent on the medium that the artists use. As the artists all employ a variety of
mediums, the effect of this medium on the memory should be taken into account. In her article
“Individuelles und kollektives Gedächtnis – Formen, Funktionen und Medien,” Aleida
Assmann distinguishes three types of mediums that function as a repository of volatile
memories, namely speech, script and image.51 Due to the focus on visual arts in my study, the
most relevant medium here is that of the image, sometimes in relation to texts.
Identity
In recent decades the essentialist notion of identity as singular and stable has been challenged
in various fields, such as psychoanalysis, feminism, postcolonial theory and various
postmodern theories.52 Out of the critique on essentialism emerged the notions of pluralism
and multiplicity. Identity is no longer seen as a unity, but an identity is considered as
constructed out of a variety of categories, such as gender, race, ethnicity, class and age.
Individuals can no longer be placed in one category, because the multiplicity of categories
makes everyone different.53 Along with the ideas of plurality and multiplicity, scholars also
47
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emphasize that identity is not fixed, but subject to change. As individuals interact with one
another, they are constantly engaged in a process of exchange and adaptation. These outside
influences on identity are not stable and therefore identity is always in flux. As the context
continually changes, identity can be seen as fluid and transformable.54
In this study, I will consider identity not only as a process of change, but also as a form
of continuity, as it is described by Stuart Hall and Halleh Ghorashi.55 According to Hall there
are two different ways of thinking about cultural identity. First, he defines cultural identity as
a reflection of “the common historical experiences and shared cultural codes which provide
us, as “one people,” with stable, unchanging and continuous frames of reference and meaning,
beneath the shifting divisions and vicissitudes of our actual history.”56 The second view on
cultural identity recognizes the similarities, but also sees many points of significant
differences that constitute not only who we are, but also what we are becoming. Cultural
identity is not only a “being” but also a “becoming”. Therefore, identity is related to both past
and future. It has a history, but also undergoes constant transformation.57 Diaspora identities
“are constantly producing and reproducing themselves anew, through transformation and
difference.”58
In her research on exile and diaspora identity, Ghorashi too argues that the fluid
character of identity involves elements of continuity.59 When people move to a new country,
they take their “cultural baggage” with them, but this baggage is not fixed and unchangeable.
Their identity will undergo transformation. However, people do not freely choose to alter their
identity. The choices people make are shaped by various cultures and traditions which mark
their identity. Their identity is therefore continually shaped and reshaped by interactions
between past and present discourses.60 Hall’s and Ghorashi’s theories on the process of
identity formation that involves both change and continuity will be deployed to analyze how
the artists visualize identity in their art. Because they moved to a new country, these artists are
now living in a new setting, which affects their identity. The various cultures, traditions and
experiences have provided them with different views on gender, ethnicity and sexuality,
which they represent in their art.
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An important aspect in the present study on the construction of identity is Judith
Butler’s idea of performativity. Performativity implies that identity is constructed through the
repetition of norms and performances (words, behaviour, decisions, desires) by men and
women.61 Individuals are not just subjects, subjected to a sovereign power or anonymous
system. Individuals “become a subject” as acts or performances shape their identity as
subjects.62 Our performances affect our own becoming of subjects, but we are also affected by
the performances of others. According to Butler, these performances are similar to a script
that people, like actors, use to perform certain actions. These scripts can be variable and
change in the course of time.63 Like Michel Foucault, Butler sees the construction of
subjectivity as a process since we submit ourselves to socially constituted norms and
practices. Butler also follows Foucault when she acknowledges that the performances are tied
up with relations of power. Subjects embody the norms of behavior that are considered ideal,
for instance heterosexuality is a dominant ideal.64 In this project, Butler’s idea of
performativity will mainly be discussed in the chapter on Amer, whose interest in “the
model”, which for her is an example of imitation or general norms people tend to follow,
share similarities with Butler’s concept.
Gender and Sexuality
In their work, Amer, Hatoum, Neshat and Sikander explore the different views on gender and
sexuality. Gender is often defined as the cultural difference between men and women that is
based on biological distinctions. However, the reality is not that simple, and human beings
cannot easily be divided into two categories.65 According to Alsop et al. gender covers several
interconnected aspects. The first important feature is subjectivity: people identify themselves
as men or women. Second, cultural understandings and representations affect our notion of
men and women. And thirdly, gender functions as a social variable that structures society, for
instance the idea that some jobs, like nursing, are more suitable for women than men.66 R. W.
Connell also states that dichotomy and difference are not the only characteristic of gender
relations, arguing that gender also involves hierarchies of power. Connell, therefore, describes
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gender therefore as a social structure. In this social structure, the body takes a special place, as
society addresses bodies and their reproductive differences in several ways.67 Because of this,
Connell describes gender as “the structure of social relations that centres on the reproductive
arena, and the set of practices (governed by this structure) that bring reproductive distinctions
between bodies into social processes.”68
Taking the definition of Alsop et al and Connell as a starting point, I will study how
the artists understand and represent gender and focus mostly on the body as the main place
where gender comes into play. I will use the theory of “doing gender” by West and
Zimmerman is relevant, whose ideas are similar to Butler’s concept of “performativity.” West
and Zimmerman argue that gender is a characteristic of conduct, based on the reactions and
behaviour of others. It is always interactional and relational: “a person’s gender is not simply
an aspect of what one is, but, more fundamentally, it is something that one does, and does
recurrently, in interaction with others.”69 As such, gender refers to the formation of femininity
and masculinity, notions which will be discussed in the chapter on Amer.
In the discourse on sexuality, some terminologies and debates correspond to the theory
on gender. Jeffrey Weeks defines sexuality as “a result of diverse social practices that give
meaning to human activities, of social definitions and self-definitions, or struggles between
those who have power to define and regulate and those who resist. […] Sexuality is not a
given, but a product of negotiation, struggle and human agency.”70 One of the most influential
theorists in the study on sexuality is Michel Foucault, who was one of the first to reject
sexuality as a natural aspect of identity and as an expression of a biological drive. Foucault’s
concept of discourse is crucial in the understanding of his theory. According to Foucault,
discourses are anything that can carry meaning, like language, images, narratives and all other
cultural products. For Foucault, discourses do not reflect reality, but are the means by which
differences, for instance between people, are produced. Thus, the distinction between
homosexuality and heterosexuality is made through our discourses on sexuality.71 Foucault
describes this in his book The History of Sexuality (1978) in which he denies that sexuality is
a natural aspect of identity and instead insists on the cultural-historical character of sexual
identities.72 The historical variable is a crucial aspect in Foucault’s discourse. He is concerned
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with providing a genealogy of the discourses on sexuality as he examines the historical
circumstances in which they emerge. Another important aspect in his theory is the relation
between discourse and power. Discourses are linked with power, because people use them to
reinforce or undermine relations of power between people.73
Following Foucault, Butler denies the unity between body, gender identification and
heterosexuality. This unity is an illusion, or what Butler calls phantasmatic. As one is not born
as a woman, but becomes a woman, becoming is a social process which is not dependent on
the body. Butler therefore refuses to accept that gender and sexuality are dictated by
biological sex. Gender and sexuality are socially constructed through performative acts.74 As
there are various notions of femininity, masculinity, and sexuality in different cultures, how
gender and sexuality is “done” or “performed” will be dependent on the cultural background
of a person. The four artists in this study all explore notions of gender in their work, some
more than others, but the representation of sexuality is thoroughly examined in Amer’s work.
Methodology
Interpretation, like the production of works of art, is a mode of communication.
Meaning is a process of engagement and never dwells in any one place.75
Analyses of the artworks of the four artists Amer, Hatoum, Neshat and Sikander form the core
of this study. In analyses of art, interpretation plays a major role. In her book Visual
Methodologies, Gillian Rose has made useful comments concerning interpretation. According
to Rose, interpretation of visual images takes place at three sites at which meanings of an
image are made: the site of the production of an image, the site of the image itself, and the site
of the audience.76 The site of the production coincides with of the circumstances in which the
image was made. What technology or art form the artist has used determines the form,
meaning and effect of an artwork. In the case of site-specific works, the location for which the
work was made also plays a role. Another element within this site is the role of the maker of
the visual images. What intentions did the artist have when making the artwork? The site of
the image relies on a number of formal strategies: content, colour, composition, light, sound
and so on. The third site refers to the process in which the audience, in this project art
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historians and critics, interpret the meaning of the image. However, these three sites are not
easily distinguished from one another. For instance, the interpretation of the image itself is
substantially dependent on the art form chosen. Visual analyses of the artworks take place at
the level of the first and second site of Rose’s critical visual analyses. The most important
themes, sources and stereotypes will be analyzed to study how the artists represent identity
and notions of the homeland in their work. The symbols they use, the incorporation of writing,
composition, the choice of material and so on, have an effect on this visualization.
Although I sometimes had to rely on reproductions of the artworks, I have analyzed
many pieces under discussion in situ in several galleries and museums during three periods in
the United States. In September and October 2009, I spent five weeks in New York, analyzing
paintings, prints, drawings and sculptures at the MoMA, the Whitney Museum of American
Art, the Brooklyn Museum, Barbara Gladstone Gallery, Sikkema Jenkins Co., and Cheim &
Read. An exhibition curated by Sikander at the Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum in
New York in 2009 – for which she selected works from the museum’s permanent collection
and also made a new work – gave me a lot of insight in Sikander’s artistic interests, such as
Indian and Persian miniature painting, but also Francisco Goya’s prints. I revisited New York
for a period of three weeks to verify my analysis in February and March of 2012. During my
short-term visitorship of three weeks at the Smithsonian American Art Museum in
Washington (D.C.) in January 2011, I analyzed artworks and had access to the archives of the
Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden. During a private trip to London in June of 2010, I
was able to study several of Hatoum’s sculptures at the Tate Modern. Additionally, several
solo exhibitions of the four artists held in Europe enabled me to study their works, among
which Shirin Neshat. Women Without Men (2008) at the ARoS Aarhus Kunstmuseum in
Aarhus (Denmark), Mona Hatoum. Interior Landscape (2009) at the Fondazione Querini
Stampalia in Venice (Italy) and Mona Hatoum. You Are Still Here (2012) at Arter in Istanbul
(Turkey).
I have examined the artworks within their social context, considering the biographical,
political and cultural specificities the artworks are associated with. I have used several sources
for the analyses of the pieces. Throughout this project, I have examined articles in catalogs,
art historical journals, scholarly publications and reviews in newspapers. Besides published
material, the Internet constituted a valuable source of information, providing me with access
to written documents. It also enabled me to watch interviews with the artists on video-sharing
websites, such as YouTube and Vimeo.
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Interviews with the artists were also an important source for my analyses of the
artworks. All four artists have given interviews on their work which are published in journals,
(art) books, catalogs and on the Internet. In these interviews the artists speak about their views
of their work, providing extra insight into the work. I had the opportunity to personally
interview Amer in her studio in New York in October 2009. Unfortunately, it turned out to be
impossible to interview the three remaining artists.
Structure of the Thesis
This dissertation is divided into four chapters, each focusing on the work of one of the four
selected artists. The first three chapters of the dissertation – on Mona Hatoum, Shahzia
Sikander and Ghada Amer – each have a thematic approach, exploring a theme or subject
characteristic of the artist’s oeuvre. The fourth and final chapter on Shirin Neshat takes a
different approach, following the development of her art from her first to last photographic
series. During my research on her work, it became clear to me how the course of Neshat’s art
was affected by changes in her personal life and political events in Iran, the United States and
the Arab Spring. This chapter, therefore, has a chronological approach to Neshat’s oeuvre to
study how her work, and her view on her work, changed throughout the years, becoming more
political and activistic.
The first chapter examines the representation of the home and homeland in Mona
Hatoum’s installations and sculptures. Since the early 1990s, Hatoum often refers to this
theme by transforming familiar environments, such as the kitchen and objects related to the
home, such as furniture, into something strange and uncanny. For Hatoum, the home is
connected to notions of the homeland. In some of her works on the home, maps – another
theme in Hatoum’s oeuvre – of former Palestine are also included. Through the uncanny
transformation, feelings of unease, threat and instability may arise in the viewer. This chapter
studies how Hatoum’s visualization and experience of the home is related to her life
experiences, while simultaneously transferring these experiences and feelings to the viewer.
The second chapter addresses one of the key ideas, the idea of transformation, in
Shahzia Sikander’s work in relation to the representation of female identity. In her work,
Sikander appropriates stereotypical symbols, such as the veil, and several female figures, such
as a Hindu multi-armed female goddess and Hindu gopis. Taking the images out of their
original context, she transforms the images, often layering them with other images to
continuously make new combinations. The constant shifting of meaning of the images
prevents fixed meanings from getting attached to the imagery. This chapter studies how
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Sikander – through strategies of transformation, recontextualization and layering – aims to
challenge and subvert stereotypes in favor of shifting meanings.
The chapter on Ghada Amer explores how the artist aims to reclaim several domains –
including pornography, language and modernist art – which she perceives as masculine or
meant for the pleasure of men. Amer appropriates sources, such as images from pornography,
fairy tales, but also Islamic texts on sexuality, in which female identity, sexuality or gender
roles are addressed. This chapter explores how Amer, through the employment of the
traditionally feminine method of embroidery, aims to rewrite these sources into the feminine
domain, reclaiming the female body for women.
The final chapter on Shirin Neshat explores the development of Neshat’s work from
the early 1990s until the present. The main theme in her oeuvre throughout the years is the
influence of a country’s political and religious ideology on the lives of its inhabitants in an
Islamic society. While most of her work addresses the role and position of women in Iran and
their strategies to struggle for freedom, in her last works, Neshat shifted her attention to men
and women fighting for freedom in the Arab world as a result of the Arab Spring. Although
this might seem like a new phase in her art, for Neshat, the Arab Spring has similarities with
the Iranian Green Revolution of 2009. Throughout the years, Neshat has also become much
more outspoken in interviews on the relation of her work and her own life, and the (political)
role she sees for herself as an Iranian artist. This raises the question whether and how
Neshat’s work can be seen as political. This chapter focuses on the interconnected
development of Neshat’s art production and her life experiences to explore the relation
between the personal and the political in her art and her views on art.
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Chapter 1
Unsettling Home. Experiencing Instability in the Art of Mona Hatoum
I always try to make the work in such a way that it can include you and your
experience as well as mine. If I’m trying to convey a feeling of instability, I’m not
doing it in a kind of documentary sense. I’m creating a work that you can experience
physically – it’s not necessarily an illustration of a specific event.77
On a table, several gleaming metal kitchen utensils are scattered: a colander, a whisk, a spoon,
a grater, a laddle, scissors, a sieve, a pasta maker, salad servers, presses, a heart-shaped pastry
cutter, and a meat grinder. Wires snake through the installation and are connected to the
utensils with crocodile clips. These wires conduct electrical currents to the utensils. Small
light bulbs hidden under the sieve, colander and grater turn on and off at irregular intervals.
The electrical current is controlled by a computer program that alters the frequency and
intensity of the light. When the lights are turned on and become increasingly brighter,
speakers amplify the crackling sound of electricity coursing through the wires and the metal
objects, lending the whole installation a sinister effect. The table with the utensils is placed
behind horizontally stretched wires to keep the viewers at a distance from the potentially
lethal current.
The installation is called Home (fig. 1.1-2), made in 1999 by the British-Palestinian
artist Mona Hatoum. Hatoum has presented this domestic environment as a dangerous place,
not just for the absent inhabitants, but also for the viewers, who are challenged to respond
physically and psychologically to the work. Art historians often claim that Hatoum’s work
affects the viewer physically and psychologically. Volker Adolphs, for instance, insists that
“[t]hese works […] trigger an intense response in the spectator,”78 while Giorgio Verzotti says
that “Hatoum’s environments can be physically treacherous […] [o]r her work can involve the
spectator on an intense psychological level […] .”79 For Hatoum, the viewer’s bodily
experience forms an essential part of her art: “Your first experience of a work of art is
physical. I like the work to operate on both the sensual and intellectual levels. Meanings,
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connotations and associations come after the initial physical experience as your imagination
and intellect are fired by what you have seen.”80
Like Home, many of Hatoum’s sculptures are directed at the viewer’s body. For these
sculptures, Hatoum often uses objects or furniture from the domestic space, but transforms
them by altering the material or scale. In Incommunicado (1993, fig. 1.3), for instance,
Hatoum has replaced the springs of a child’s cot with razor-sharp wire, which makes it
impossible to place a child in the bed without endangering its life. For other works, Hatoum
enlarged kitchen utensils to extreme proportions as in Mouli-Julienne ( x21)81 (2000, fig. 1.4).
This old French kitchen utensil can be used to shred or slice vegetables. Enlarged 21 times,
Hatoum has made the shredding drum large enough to house and shred a human body. The
utensil is transformed into an instrument of torture. Instead of being warm and nurturing, as
one might expect from objects associated with home, these works pull the viewer into a space
where they run the risk of being ground or cut.
From the beginning of the 1990s, the home is a recurring theme in Hatoum’s oeuvre.
Several other contemporary artists have explored the idea of the home and its divergent
meanings in their work, for instance Louise Bourgeois, Doris Salcedo, Robert Gober, and
Rachel Whiteread.82 For a migrated artist like Hatoum, the notion of home may, however, be
more charged. Hatoum was born in 1952 in Beirut, Lebanon, but her family is originally from
Haifa, where her father worked for the British Mandate of Palestine. When the Jewish
militants bombed Haifa in 1948, the family fled to Beirut. There, Hatoum’s father took a
position at the British Embassy. As their Palestinian documents were no longer
acknowledged, her father arranged British passports for his family through the embassy. As a
result, Hatoum has had the British nationality her whole life. When Hatoum was visiting
London in 1975, the Lebanese civil war broke out. Expecting the conflict to last for a few
days, maybe weeks, she planned to return to Beirut. As the problems lasted longer than she
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expected and the airport of Beirut was closed for nine months, she was forced to stay in
London. Hatoum decided to attend art school, first the Byam Shaw School of Art (1975-79),
followed by the Slade School of Art (1979-81).83 After she finished art school, Hatoum
remained in London, where she currently still lives and works, although since several years
she also has a studio in Berlin.
Besides the home, Hatoum has made several piecess that address notions of the
homeland, mainly by using maps. In Present Tense (1996, fig. 1.5-6), Hatoum depicts those
occupied Palestinian territories, which, Israel should have handed back to the Palestinian
authorities, as determined by the 1993 Oslo Accords. She indicates the outline of the
territories with with red beads. In her later work Interior Landscape (2008, fig. 1.7-1.10),
Hatoum connects the homeland to the home by including several maps of Palestine in a
bedroom.
This chapter focuses on how Mona Hatoum examines notions of home in her artworks.
Hatoum’s ambiguous and subversive visualization of the home is to some extend connected to
her life history, but at the same time, it remains open for associations and connotations of
viewers by setting up a physical encounter between the artwork and the viewer through the
senses. The interplay between Hatoum’s biography and the viewer becomes even more
complicated in some of Hatoum’s site-specific artworks, such as Present Tense, made
specifically for an exhibition in Jerusalem, where the role of the site is of great importance for
the meaning of the work. I will end this chapter with a discussion on the reinstallations of two
site-specific artworks in other places to illustrate the consequences for the meaning of the
work, but also to indicate how some of Hatoum’s artworks are open for other and new
narratives.
Stories of Anteriority
Since its inception in 1999 during the artist’s residency at ArtPace in San Antonio, Texas,
Home has been exhibited in several museums around the world. When Home is installed, it is
usually placed against or in front of a wall, while the three remaining sides of the work are
barricaded with wire. This spatial presentation of the installation allows the viewer to observe
the work from multiple perspectives: from a distance, from nearby, from the front, and from
the sides. As the viewer moves around the installation, the work gradually reveals itself.
Elements that had been hidden from view, become visible when the viewer approaches the
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work from a different angle. During this process of exploration, the lamps hidden under the
kitchen utensils suddenly light up, while at the same time the penetrating sound of electricity
triggers viewer’s sense of hearing. The installation activates viewers and their senses,
encouraging them to move around and experience the work.
After completing Home, Hatoum created two similar installations that focus on the
domestic space. In the same year as Home, she installed another instance of an electrified
kitchen in Sous Tension84 (1999, fig. 1.11), in which the kitchen utensils are also spread on the
floor. In Sous Tension and Home, Hatoum addressed one particular room of the home, the
kitchen, but in Homebound (2000, fig. 1.12-3), she reconstructed several types of rooms in
one installation. The bedroom of the parents and the infant stand on the left with two metal
beds, two chairs, two small metal boxes, and a clothes stand. In the middle, the kitchen is set
up with a table, chairs, and kitchen utensils; on the floor next to the table stands a birdcage
and a sewing machine. A bench, a chair, a table with table lamp, and a floor lamp without a
shade on the right constitute the living room. Finally, the hallstand at the back suggests the
entrance of the house. Just as in Home, the objects in Homebound and Sous Tension are
connected to crocodile clips and wires. A loud, pulsing sound of electricity can be heard as the
lamps turn on and off. The similarities between the three installations is not only the
representation of a barricaded domestic space, but in all the installations, viewers are able to
walk around the work to see and experience the domestic space from several viewpoints.
This experiential aspect of her work is essential for Hatoum, who, as stated in the
introduction of this chapter, has mentioned several times that the physical experience of
viewers is the first encounter with her work after which meanings can be assigned. The
interrelation between artwork and viewer is often seen as a characteristic of installation art.
Julie H. Reiss states that “[t]he essence of installation art is spectator participation […]” and
that “[…] the viewer is required to complete the piece; the meaning evolves from the
interaction between the two.”85 As it is almost impossible to define installation art, and the
role of the viewer varies from work to work, only the aspects of the relationship between
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viewer and installation art that are relevant for Hatoum’s work will be discussed.86 Many
scholars argue that installations activate viewers, encouraging them to move in and around the
work, resulting in a direct experience of the work.87 Viewers of Hatoum’s installations Home,
Homebound and Sous Tension can also walk around the works, looking at them from different
angles. As such, the viewer activation takes place in time. Further, in Home, Homebound, and
Sous Tension, the flickering of lights encourages viewers to respond kinaesthetically, a
response that also happens over time. While the viewing of any artwork takes time, this time
is extended, one might argue, in an installation. Installations cannot be viewed in one glance,
as the viewer needs to take time to walk around the work in order to get a comprehensive
view.
Viewers of Hatoum’s installations are thus placed outside of the works, but are
implicated as they can imagine themselves into it. For Hatoum, this imagination is part of her
work, not just of her installations, but also of her sculptures: “Sometimes [the body of the
viewer becomes an active part of the work] by projection, because obviously you can’t enter
the space because it is too dangerous. Because it is made with everyday objects that you use
usually in your everyday life, there is a sort of feeling of you being able to project yourself on
those environments.”88 Hatoum’s interest in the viewer’s experience of the work will be
discussed more thoroughly later on in this chapter, but this quote already indicates that
Hatoum is not interested in merely transferring her life story and her experiences of the home
to the viewer. She believes an artwork is rooted in an artist’s background, but also needs to
remain open for other experiences and meanings of viewers.
In her article “Narrative Inside Out: Louise Bourgeois’ Spider as Theoretical Object,”
Mieke Bal examines the experiences of the viewer alongside biographical interpretations of an
artwork.89 She discusses these issues in relation to the installation Spider (1997, fig. 1.14) by
the artist Louise Bourgeois, but her remarks are relevant to Hatoum’s work as well.
Interpretations of both Bourgeois’ and Hatoum’s works have often relied on biographical
information, but the artists have experienced and approached these interpretations in a
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different way.90 Hatoum does not deny her background, but she is very wary of biographical
interpretations, stating:
What in your work comes from your own culture? As if I have a recipe and I can
actually isolate the Arab ingredient, the woman ingredient, the Palestinian ingredient.
People often expect tidy definitions of otherness, as if identity is something fixed and
easily definable. […] [I]f you come from an embattled background there is often an
expectation that your work should somehow articulate the struggle or represent the
voice of the people. That’s a tall order really. I find myself often wanting to contradict
those expectations.91
Bourgeois, on the other hand, has often directed interpretations of her work towards her life
experiences in interviews, letters, and published writings. For instance, the book Louise
Bourgeois. Destruction of the Father, Reconstruction of the Father. Writings and Interviews
1923-1997 – containing interviews, notes and formal texts from Bourgeois – opens with the
following statement: “My name is Louise Josephine Bourgeois. I was born 24 December
1911, in Paris. All my work in the past fifty years, all my subjects, have found their
inspiration in my childhood.”92
Both artists make installations that set up a relationship with the viewer through its
scale. Bourgeois’ installation Spider – part of the larger series Cells – is a big, enclosed space,
measuring about 4.5 meters in diameter and 5 meters high. The cell is made of woven steel,
over which a huge spider hovers. Viewers can look into it from the outside, seeing an
assemblage of objects, such as a chair, fragments of tapestry, pieces of bone, three small glass
cupping jars standing upside down on short pins, a key, a black, long rubber object with big
needles, broches and medals stuck into it, perfume bottles, and a watch.93 Similar to the role
of the viewer in Hatoum’s work, viewers of Bourgeois’ installation Spider will get acquainted
with the work by walking around the cell, looking into it from different angles to discover
new objects or seeing them from different perspectives.
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In her article, Bal advocates an interpretation that emphasizes this viewing process of
an artwork by a viewer in the present to interpret the work, rather than stressing the artwork’s
contexts, such as biographical information, psychoanalytical accounts, intentions, and
references to past texts and artworks that have preceded the artwork and affected the artist.
Bal calls these preceding contexts or narratives of an artwork “anterior stories” or “stories of
anteriority.”94 According to her, if the focus is on these anterior stories of an artwork, “the
visual work is then considered an illustration of a narrative that precedes it […].”95
Emphasizing these anterior stories prevents the artwork from having a meaning in the present,
and reduces the artworks’ multifarious, multilayered complexity, as well as the possibility to
connect it to the present time and space. Bal shifts her attention from all the preceding
contexts to the present of the work. According to her, “[t]his more promising but also more
complex strand of narrative reasoning concerns the relationship between sculpture and the
viewer, of more precisely, the act of viewing.”96
Although Bal seems more interested in the present viewing of an artwork than in its
anteriority, this does not mean that she completely rejects the use of these anterior stories for
interpretations: “Do not misunderstand me; I too find Bourgeois’ background important,”97
and “predecessors can be pinpointed as meaningful […]. Far from being ‘influenced’ by it, the
artist ‘discusses’ her visual and artistic environments, past or present […].”98 The present
viewing of the artwork adds an extra layer, or in the words of Bal an extra narrative, to the
meaning of the artwork.
Bal’s idea of anterior stories and the present-time viewing of an artwork is also of vital
importance for Hatoum, as Hatoum claims that her work is not merely a reflection of her
(cultural) background, biography or experiences, but is directed at the viewer: “I always try to
make the work in such a way that it can include you and your experience as well as mine. If
I’m trying to convey a feeling of instability, I’m not doing it in a kind of documentary sense.
I’m creating a work that you can experience physically – it’s not necessarily an illustration of
a specific event.”99 Viewer’s experiences that are unrelated to the artist’s experiences or
intentions can lead to a different understanding of the work.
Hatoum started to include the viewer in her work after she made Measures of Distance
(1988, fig. 1.15), her only explicitly autobiographical artwork. In this video, she explored her
94
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relationship with her mother that had been affected by the years and distance that had
separated them, as Hatoum’s parents still live in Beirut.100 The video consists of photographs
that Hatoum took of her mother in Beirut, while the latter was taking a shower. The images
are accompanied by an audiotape with a cheerful conversation between Hatoum and her
mother in Arabic. The audiotape and the photographs stem from 1981, when she was visiting
her family in Beirut. Across the photographs, Arabic texts are written; these are taken from
letters from Hatoum’s mother, which she sent to her daughter during the civil war when
Hatoum was unable to travel to Lebanon. With a sad and monotonous voice, Hatoum reads
fragments of these letters translated into English. In these letters, her mother tells stories about
their family history: their former life in Palestine, Hatoum’s childhood in Lebanon, and how
family members, including her daughters, have spread across the world.
Within Hatoum’s oeuvre, Measures of Distance is a turning point, marking the
transition between her performances and videos of the 1980s to her sculptures and
installations from the late 1980s onward. For Hatoum, Measures of Distance also felt as a
defining moment: “When I made Measures of Distance it felt like I had unloaded a burden off
my back. I felt afterwards that I could get on with other kinds of work, where every work did
not necessarily have to tell the whole story, where I could just deal with one little aspect of
my experience.”101 The switch to different mediums coincided with Hatoum’s wish to switch
from her body to the viewer’s body: “What changed is that instead of my delivering a
message to the audience through my actions as a performer, I decided to set up situations
where viewers could experience for themselves feelings of danger, threat, instability and
uncertainty through the physical interaction with the work”102
Hatoum’s personal history and experiences as a migrant and her family history of
losing their home and the Palestinian homeland may form the background to Hatoum’s work
on the theme of the home, but the issues Hatoum questions and discusses in her work
transcend her biography. Hatoum’s installations and sculptures give no direct clue to her
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biography, her family history, the civil war in Lebanon or to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, as
Hatoum also stated:
What [I bring in from my culture is] just a sense of instability and restlessness, from
someone who has moved from one culture to another and having to reassess
everything around them and trying to find a solid framework to refer to. This
instability to find that and this sense of dislocation and estrangement is something that
comes into my work. In this sense, it sort of, maybe gives a glimpse into the life of
someone who is exiled or estranged from their own background in some way. That is
the extent to which my background, if you like, comes into the work, because I did
grow up in an unstable environment with a threat of war all the time and the actual war
happening with the civil war and the threat from the neighbours invading the country.
All these things have obviously affected my work in some way. But I don’t have a
direct wish to talk about these things. They do come into the work. Very often it is
something I reflect on after the work has been done.103
When asked by Janine Antoni whether she minds being always described as “Lebanese-born,”
“born into a family of Palestinian refugees,” “a woman, a Palestinian, a native of Beirut,”
Hatoum answered:
It’s more the inconsistencies that bother me, like when people refer to me as Lebanese
when I am not. Although I was born in Lebanon, my family is Palestinian. And like
the majority of Palestinians who became exiles in Lebanon after 1948, they were never
able to obtain Lebanese identity cards. It was one way of discouraging them from
integrating into the Lebanese situation. Instead, and for reasons that I won’t go into,
my family became naturalized British, so I’ve had a British passport since I was
born.104
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As has become clear in the above, both the role of the viewer and Hatoum’s background are
of importance in her work. Therefore, interpretating Hatoum’s work should entail both an
analysis of biographical information and (art historical) contexts, as well as an exploration of
the work’s meaning in the present for the viewer, to understand the multilayered complexity
of her work on the home.
Home
Home, Homebound and Sous Tension all represent (part of) the domestic space, but the
representation is ambiguous and alienating. The title of the work Home, for instance, refers to
the domestic space, but Hatoum has only reconstructed one particular room in the home: the
kitchen. Apart from the kitchen utensils, nothing in the installation refers to the kitchen; its
functionality, and even a sense of domesticity is absent. All of the utensils have a cold
appearance, because they are made of metal. Because of their shininess, they appear to be
unused. The coldness of the utensils also characterizes the table, which has industrial
connotations, as its legs are made out of scaffolding-poles, fastened to wheels. No color, no
personal belongings or anything else hint at a feeling of domesticity or the presence of
inhabitants.
In Sous Tension, Hatoum has represented the kitchen environment in a similar way as
in Home. The installation only consists of a table and kitchen utensils. In this installation,
however, the objects have a different appearance than in Home. Both the table and the kitchen
utensils are old. The wooden table shows signs of wear. According to Panhans-Bühler, the
utensils in Hatoum’s installation are of a type that was introduced during the industrial age in
the nineteenth century, except for the vegetable shredder, which stems from the 1950s.105
Where Home has a cold appearance, Sous Tension might evoke nostalgic feelings in the
viewer. This feeling of nostalgia is undermined by the threat created by the electricity that
runs through the utensils, as the title of the work Sous Tension, or “under tension” in English,
also indicates.
Although Hatoum has reconstructed a space that is more recognizably domestic in
Homebound, this space has similarities with Home and Sous Tension. In Homebound, the
Palestinian Art (London: Reaktion books ltd, 2006), 124; Stephanie Snyder, "Mona Hatoum. The Body Electric,
Reflected in the Mirror," in Mona Hatoum, ex. cat. (Portland, Oregon: Reed College, 2005), 8; Zegher (2012),
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“kitchen” area also consists of a table, this time with chairs around it, as well as kitchen
utensils scattered on top of it and on the floor. The kitchen utensils are the same old utensils
as in Sous Tension, stemming from the nineteenth century.106 The furniture in Homebound
consists of a formica kitchen table with folding leaves, chrome kitchen chairs, a bench and
chair, and beds, which, according to Panhans-Bühler, all date from the postwar era.107 The
furniture and kitchen utensils not only stem from a previous time, most of the objects also
appear cold. They are all made of metal. The bed and the sofa are stripped down to only a
metal frame. Matrasses, cushions – anything that could soften these pieces of furniture – have
been removed. The trolley with lamp next to the sofa has a cold industrial appearance too, just
like the table in Home. Apart from the cold appearance of the objects in the installation,
Homebound also lacks the presence of obviously personal belongings, such as (family)
photographs, clothing, and books, except for the toy train next to the cot.
The descriptions of Home, Homebound, and Sous Tension already clarify that
Hatoum’s visualization of the domestic space is not only alienating, the works also present a
confusing and ambiguous image of the home with several possible allusions and puzzling
references. To analyze Hatoum’s representation of the home in these installations, it is
necessary to elaborate on the concept of home. According to Blunt and Dowling, home is a
complex concept which can be experienced in multiple ways, and therefore has several
connotations.108 As the concept is so multi-layered and complex, only those aspects that are
relevant for the analysis of Hatoum’s work will be explicated.109
Home can refer to a house, the residence where people live and interact with each
other socially. In this sense, the home is related to notions of privacy, family, intimacy, and
offers people a place of relaxation.110 Home, then, is not just a house, or a construction of
bricks, but it is, as Gill Perry states, also a system of representation.111 A home is a
representation of its occupants and gives information about their lives. Occupants leave many
traces in their home that hint at their corporeality. Food or kitchen supplies are traces of
eating, while an unmade bed is a vestige of sleeping. Other traces in a house also refer to the
presence of inhabitants or their use of objects in the house, such as scratches, repairs, damage,
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dust and so on. The objects or the occupant’s possessions in a house can also provide
information about who the occupants are.112 Color, flowers on a table, and items such as a
blow-drier or razor are not just materials, but can be an indication of the gender of its
occupants.
Aside from gender relations and identities being inscribed in the interior of the house
and its objects, home is also a place in which social relations between people are gendered
and shaped by power relations.113 Traditionally, women were held responsible for the
preservation of the home through nurturing, caring and domestic work. Bowlby, Gregory, and
McKie claim that, although relationships and tasks within the home have changed since the
1970s through the stimulation of women to work outside the home and participation in the
public sphere, gender relations and experiences within the home are still largely maintained.
Even though men are now more involved in parenting and doing domestic work, “the
responsibility for these and for the less easily identified activities of caring is still expected to
be, and usually is, women’s.”114 Thus, there were and still are gendered expectations and
experiences within the home.115
Another connotation of the concept of home is the home as a safe place. Home is often
considered to be a place that offers shelter and security for its occupants.116 Lynne C. Manzo
states that the home is, however, not always a haven or sanctuary to which one retreats after
work.117 Especially within feminist research it has been documented that the home may also
be a place of fear, violence, oppression, and alienation.118 It is not only violence or
oppression, however, that can lead to negative feelings towards home. Unpleasant experiences
related to pain or loss, such as death or divorce, or experiences such as a burglary can also
change people’s attitude towards home. Furthermore, as home is the location where most of
the daily routine of everyday life takes place, this place can feel oppressive and
imprisoning.119
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In the preceding pages, home has been conceived as a place, but as Blunt and Dowling
state, home is more than a location as it is also “an affective space, shaped by emotions and
feelings of belonging.”120 Hazel Easthope also relates the home to emotional feelings,
claiming: “While homes may be located, it is not the location that is “home.” Home is the
fusion of a feeling “at home,” a sense of comfort, belonging, with a particular place.”121
Thus, home is a complex concept, and it raises the question of how Hatoum represents
home in her work. In Hatoum’s installations, the home is represented as an enclosed space,
barricaded with wires. As will become clear in the following sections, these wires serve
several purposes and evoke different connotations. I will use the wires as a leitmotiv
throughout these sections to explicate these connotations and illustrate the different and
ambiguous notions of home in Hatoum’s work.
The Threatened Body
The wires separate viewers from the potentially lethal current in the domestic environment.
Home, Homebound, and Sous Tension imply that one can never be completely safe, not even
at home, although the home is often thought of as a place that offers shelter and security. This
home is invested with feelings of fear, violence, and alienation. The barricade thus functions
as a protection for the visitors, but, as Hatoum has explained, it sometimes also evokes other
thoughts in viewers:
Because the whole installation is so dangerous you have to somehow barricade it. So I
used this cable that goes across, which almost looks like electric cable in itself. So
sometimes people are even apprehensive to get close to it. So the whole installations is
quite threatening, not just the idea of these objects being alive, but also the buzzing
sound is very penetrating, very threatening. […] It has that feeling of something going
dreadfully wrong. But actually nothing does go wrong and just keeps repeating. It is
this cycle that repeats again and again.122
Viewers are thus sometimes afraid to even come close to the barricade, scared of being
electrocuted. While Hatoum may not have intended this effect of her installations, it does
indicate how viewers sometimes experience her work.
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Hatoum claims that her preoccupation with the body in her work stems from her
observation of the relation between the body and the mind, which, according to her, is
perceived differently in the West than in her culture:
[…] [G]enerally speaking I have always insisted on the presence of the body in my
work. I think it is because I come from a culture where there isn’t that tremendous
split between body and mind. When I first went to England it became immediately
apparent to me that people were quite divorced from their bodies and very caught up
in their heads, like disembodied intellects. So I was always insisting on the physical in
my work. I did not want my work to be one-dimensional in the sense that it just
appeals to the intellect. I wanted it to be a complete experience that involves your
body, your senses, your mind, your emotions, everything. I think this has very much to
do with the culture I grew up in where there is more of an integration between body
and mind.123
In the above-stated quote, Hatoum refers to the mind-body split, a mode of thinking in which
the body and mind are regarded as separate from each other. In her view, in the West, people
often set a high value on the mind. Hatoum, on the other hand, emphasizes the body. She
directs her artworks at the viewer’s body to indicate that bodily experience affects our
psychological experience of objects and environments.
The human body has, however, never been physically present in Hatoum’s works
from the late 1980s onwards, but it is always evoked through objects, such as furniture or
household utensils. Viewers of Hatoum’s sculptures and installations cannot physically
experience the works, but only enter into a relationship with them by projecting themselves
into the work: “Sometimes [the body of the viewer becomes an active part of the work] by
projection, because obviously you can’t enter the space because it is too dangerous. Because it
is made with everyday objects that you use usually in your everyday life, there is a sort of
feeling of you being able to project yourself on those environments.”124 Viewers can only
imagine receiving a shock from the objects in Home, Homebound or Sous Tension, or getting
physically injured through sharp wire in Incommunicado or grinding machines in MouliJulienne (x21). As viewers can project their thoughts and feelings onto the works, the
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imaginative experience of the viewer of a work can be seen as an important aspect of the
physical relationship between the viewer and Hatoum’s artworks.
The viewer’s imagination, associations and projections play an important role in
Hatoum’s work. The emotional and physical response to the works can trigger a viewer’s
perception of the domestic environment or object. The contrast between strangeness and
familiarity might produce a distressing and strange experience for the viewer, as their
expectations of a domestic environment or object are challenged. Hatoum encourages the
viewer to question the home and our perception of it: “It is not so much shock that I am after
but more a desire to create a shift in perception on the part of the viewer.”125
For a viewer standing in front of Hatoum’s sculpture or walking around one of her
installations, the works present a confusing image of the home with several possible allusions
and puzzling references. The works do not offer a coherent narrative or fixed meaning, but
they draw the viewer into themselves by opening up a space to give meaning to the work. This
multiplicity of meaning is deliberately encouraged by Hatoum: “Different people make
different readings of the same work. That is very interesting to keep a system very open so
that people can project their own readings and bring their own historical anxieties or whatever
experience they have had, their own histories.”126 Hatoum indicates in this quote that every
viewer will respond differently to her artworks, not only depending on their experiences and
history, as Hatoum mentions, but also on their cultural baggage, age, gender, sexuality,
ethnicity, religion and so on.
This does not mean that the works can allude to everything. Through the interaction of
a viewer with the works, a tension arises between what is given in the work, such as certain
objects like kitchen utensils, and the associations that are evoked.127 These associations are
restricted by the character of the work, which in Hatoum’s case is often to incite feelings of
threat and danger. Associations that are not related to this character, for instance feelings of
joy, will probably not arise. While feelings of threat may have various meanings for viewers,
they do seem to stem from Hatoum’s life experiences: “I think artworks are rooted in one’s
history and life experience. So inevitably there is a sense of conflict, threat and instability in
my work, but it is not meant as an illustration of my own experience.”128
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The threat that is imposed on the viewer’s body through Hatoum’s installations and
sculptures refers to the vulnerability of the human body. The endangerment of a person’s life
in Incommunicado and Mouli-Julienne ( x21) is also present in Silence (1994, fig. 1.16).
Silence is made with transparent glass tubes, normally used in laboratories, rendering them
nearly invisible. The absence of the slatted base in the cot renders the bed unusable. The
hollow network of laboratory tubes brings to mind blood tests in hospitals that detect diseases.
Furthermore, the bed, which is designed to offer a child protection, has become a fragile
construction that looks vulnerable. Even if the bed would have a base, the bed would probably
collapse by the weight of a child, leaving the child injured between the broken glass. Furniture
has a direct link to the body, as it is supposed to hold and support us, as Hatoum has said:
“We usually expect furniture to be about giving support and comfort to the body. If these
objects become either unstable or threatening, they become a reference to our fragility.”129
Hatoum’s work – the furniture pieces, installations on domestic space, and enlarged kitchen
utensils among others – all evoke vulnerable bodies, bodies that are, however, completely
absent.
The fragility of the human body is a theme that often recurs in Hatoum’s oeuvre.
According to Hatoum, this interest stems from the AIDS epidemic: “The first thing I noticed
when I came here was how divorced people were from their bodies, although recently the art
world has become far more preoccupied with the body. I am convinced that this is a direct
result of the AIDS epidemic which has forced everyone to become aware of the body’s
vulnerability.”130 In Silence, this awareness also comes back in the material: laboratory glass.
In her installation Corps Étranger (1994, fig. 1.17-8), Hatoum also refers to a hospital test. In
a cylindrical space, a video is projected onto the floor, showing the inside of Hatoum’s body
with an endoscopic camera. These images are combined with sounds from her heartbeat and
breath of the echo.131 Art historians also often claim that the cots in Silence and
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Incommunicado allude to hospitals.132 Although Home, Homebound, and Sous Tension do not
explicitly refer to hospitals or diseases, the vulnerability of the body remains an important
issue in Hatoum’s work associated with the home, as these works invite the viewer into a
space where they run the risk of being ground or cut.
In the installations and sculptures discussed so far, the relationship between the viewer
and the artwork is mainly set up by imposing a threat on the viewer’s body either through the
sound of electricity or through the material used. Throughout the remainder of the chapter,
other strategies employed by Hatoum to address the viewer’s body will be discussed, such as
smell, touch, warmth and scale.
Uncanny Transformations
Through the electrification of the objects, Hatoum’s domestic environments not only become
dangerous for the viewer’s body, but also evoke an unsettling or uncanny feeling, which
Hatoum also aims to establish:
It is sort of like taking something from one’s everyday environment and turn it into
something threatening. I actually like doing this, where I can take an everyday object,
a harmless everyday object, and turn it into something uncanny. And give it a
completely different status, which makes you then question the status of all the objects
around you.133
The best-known exploration of the distinctive nature of the uncanny was made by Freud in
1919 in his essay “The Uncanny” (Das Unheimliche). According to Freud, the uncanny “is
that class of the terrifying which leads back to something long known to us, once very
familiar.”134 Freud states that “das unheimliche,” or the uncanny, is the opposite of
“heimlich,” which has several meanings, such as familiar, belonging to home, homelike,
homey, and cozy. Although “unheimlich” is the opposite of “heimlich”, it does not necessarily
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mean that what is “unheimlich” or uncanny is something new and unknown. Freud argues that
“heimlich” and “unheimlich” are closely related to each other. Something which is
“unheimlich” (uncanny) was once homey and familiar. The uncanny is therefore close to us,
but has transformed into something mysterious.135 Freud indicates that every emotional affect
can be turned into a morbid anxiety through a process of repression.136 The frightening quality
of an uncanny experience thus does not lie in an intrinsic characteristic of a person, place,
situation, event or object, but in the fact that an emotional impulse is transformed into fear and
is being repressed. When the impuls or the object to which the impulse is attached is shown,
that fear will arise again. Thus, the “unheimliche” or the uncanny “is in reality nothing new or
foreign, but something familiar and old – established in the mind – that has been estranged
only by the process of repression.”137
For Hatoum, the uncanny is an instrument of defamiliarization to make an everyday
object deliberately strange. Because of the altered or electrified objects, viewers can become
uncertain about what they are looking at and experiencing. The objects in Home, Homebound,
and Sous Tension are connected to the light bulbs. Through the intensifying and fading away
of the lights underneath the objects, the utensils almost appear to come alive. Especially the
objects that are spread across the floor become animated as if they are spiders or scorpions.
Viewers are left in doubt whether the objects are animate or inanimate. This doubt is what
Freud, in relation to other examples such as wax-work figures, artificial dolls and automatons,
claimed could arouse a feeling of the uncanny.138 The uncanny, perhaps seemingly “alive”
objects may give the viewer the impression that Home, Homebound, or Sous Tension are
haunted houses. Something seems to have happened in the homes, and, judging by the old
furniture, it may have happened a long time ago. A viewer might wonder what happened in
the spaces, and why the inhabitants left. Lisa Saltzman’s remark about the domestic space in
the video Crawl Space by Jane and Louise Wilson is perhaps also applicable to Hatoum’s
installations: “Uninhabited because it became uninhabitable, or uninhabitable because it
became uninhabited, […], notions of cause and effect are fundamentally suspended.”139
With Hatoum’s domestic sculptures it is not merely the doubt whether the objects are
alive that produces an uncanny sensation, but other alterations also turn the kitchen utensils
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into strange objects. In Mouli-Julienne ( x21) and Slicer140 (1999, fig. 1.19), for instance,
Hatoum has enlarged the vegetable shredder and egg slicer. Hatoum’s strategy of enlarging
objects is reminiscent of the large-scale sculptures of Claes Oldenburg, who, from the late
1960s onwards, has enlarged ordinary objects.141 Oldenburg’s early sculptures focused not
only on scale, but also on material. In Soft Dormeyer Mixer (1965, fig. 1.20), the mixer was
transformed into a larger, but also softer object. Measuring 81.2 x 50.8 x 31.8 cm., and made
out of vinyl, wood and kapok, the object’s shape and meaning was altered. From sketches in
the artist’s notebooks (1965, fig. 1.21), it becomes apparent that Oldenburg himself associated
the mixer with various other shapes, such as breasts and the collar on a dress.142 In this early
work, Oldenburg already played with scale, but in following projects objects would be
enlarged to monumental size. Placed at the Centre Square, Philadelphia, Clothespin (1976,
fig. 1.22), for instance, is 14 m. high.143
In both Oldenburg’s and Hatoum’s work, the physical encounter of viewers with these
enlarged objects affects their relationship with the object and their surroundings, and changes
their common relationship with the objects. Hatoum has disrupted the viewer’s expectations
of the utensils, creating objects that can no longer be used in the kitchen. A viewer will
probably recognize the object, but cannot use it. Because the objects lose their functionality,
they may attain different and new associations through the enlargement. Hatoum, for
example, associates the enlarged object in Mouli-Julienne ( x21) with animals such as a giant
scorpion, a mammoth or a whale, but as the drum is big enough to place a human being in it,
the object also seems to become an infernal machine in which someone can be shredded.144
The enlarged vegetable shredder has as such obtained an ambiguous status. This idea of an
instrument of torture, which can carry other associations, are also present in Slicer.
Besides engendering new associations and meanings of the object through
enlargement, for Hatoum, scale also becomes a tool to evoke emotional responses in the
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viewer in relation to the object, as she explains in the following quote about Mouli-Julienne
(x21):
I imagine that when you first approach [the work], you’re wondering what this huge
contraption is. Then when you recognise it or make a connection with the kitchen
implement, there is a moment of relief, maybe even laughter. I think this is then
followed by feelings of dread, as you consider the scale of it and you realise its
potential threat. I imagine that these feelings go back and forth.145
For Slicer, this mechanism works perhaps similarly: the scale of the work attracts viewers, but
at the same time causes fear. This juxtaposition of attraction and repulsion is a strategy
Hatoum applies more often in her work, as will be discussed later on.
Besides altering the scale of the objects, in other works Hatoum changes the materials
of objects to produce an uncanny sensation. Entrails Carpet (1995, fig. 1.23), for instance,
consists of meandering entrails, made of silicone. This translucent, seductive material invites
the viewer to walk over the carpet with bare feet, but its repulsive intestinal pattern evokes a
feeling of unease, an uncanny sensation as viewers can imagine having to touch these entrails.
While intestines are familiar for us, they are at the same time foreign, a foreign territory to
which Hatoum also refers in the title of the work Corps Étranger.
The uncanny feeling that the intestines or the inside of the human body evoke is
related to theories of abjection. An influential theory of abjection is advanced in Powers of
Horror. An Essay on Abjection by psychoanalytic theorist Julia Kristeva. According to
Kristeva, the abject is a substance that is neither subject (or person) nor object (or thing).146
Abjection is a human reaction, triggered by disgust or phobia, to the abject as there is a loss of
a distinction between subject and object, or between self and non-self. An example of an
abject substance is a corpse. A corpse reminds us of our own materiality, and as such is
familiar, but at the same time alien to us. Thus, the abject does not belong to us anymore, but
is not an object, either. This is seen as a threat by the subject, who then rejects it. An
experience of abjection can be uncanny as one might recognize something familiar in the
abject – in this case intestines – before it becomes alien, so that one gets repulsed by it.
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Hatoum has also referred to or used intestines in other works, such as Socle du Monde
(1992-1993, fig. 1.24) and The Negotiating Table (1983, fig. 1.25-6).147 Palestinian art
historian Gannit Ankori has interpreted the reference to intestines in Hatoum’s work not in
terms of the uncanny, but related to her family’s traumatic past of leaving their homeland. In
her performance The Negotiating Table, Hatoum responded to the Sabra and Shatila massacre
in 1982, when more than a thousand Palestinians were murdered in Palestinian refugee camps
shortly after Israel invaded Lebanon. For the performance, Hatoum placed a table with two
chairs in a dark room. A bright light shone on the table, on which Hatoum lay. Hatoum’s body
was wrapped in plastic, while surgical bandages were enfolded around her face. Underneath
that plastic, Hatoum’s whole body was covered in blood and her abdomen was covered with
intestines. News reports on the Lebanese civil war and voices of Western political leaders
talking about peace could be heard in the background. As if she were a victim, Hatoum lay
almost motionless on the table for three hours; a victim whom the world leaders did not seem
to care about as the chairs remained empty. Hatoum explicitly connects the work to the
massacre in the refugee camps: “This piece was the most direct reference I had ever made to
the war in Lebanon. I made this work right after the Israeli invasion and the massacres in the
camps, which for me was the most shattering experience of my life.”148
In his analysis of The Negotiating Table, art historian Gannit Ankori contends that the
performance is not only a reference to the massacre in the Sabra and Shatila camps, but also to
traumatic stories of Hatoum’s family expulsion from their home in 1948 after the Deir Yasin
massacre.149 The Deir Yasin massacre took place only twelve days before the Israeli forces
started to bomb the Arab neighbourhoods in Haifa. The stories of the brutalities spread very
quickly through Palestine. There was, for instance, a story of an eyewitness who reported how
her pregnant sister was shot in the neck, after which her belly was cut open.150 When the
bombing of Haifa started, fear of similar atrocities caused the citizens to leave the city.
According to Ankori, the entrails lying on Hatoum’s abdomen refer to a recollection of
Hatoum’s mother of their flight from Haifa: “I heard my mother say: they were
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disembowelling pregnant women, that’s why we had to leave!!!”151 In response to this quote,
Ankori states that Hatoum merges the images from the stories in 1948 with contemporary
images of the massacre in the Lebanese camps, and replaces the bodies of the Palestinian
women in 1948 with her own displaced body.152
Ankori also claims that the intestines in Hatoum’s later minimalist works Entrails
Carpet and Socle du Monde “reflect Hatoum’s aforementioned preoccupation with entrails
that stems from her early traumatic exposure to reports of the disembowelled women of Deir
Yasin.”153 Socle du Monde is a reference to the sculpture of Piero Manzoni with the same title
(fig. 1.32), made in 1961. Manzoni named an iron cube the “Base of the World” and wrote the
title of the work upside down on the cube, ironically suggesting that the world rested on this
pedestal as a work of art. Hatoum took the minimalist form of the cube and altered it by
covering it with magnets and iron fillings to create patterns that resemble meandering entrails.
While the entrails in The Negotiating Table may be related to the story of Deir Yasin,
the use and functioning of it in Socle du Monde and Entrails Carpet goes beyond Hatoum’s
life story and family history. The entrails in these two later works have developed into an
image that is not linked to a specific time, place or event. This is made clear in Hatoum’s
explanation of Socle du Monde:
This work is entitled Socle du Monde and that means pedestal to the world. It is a work
which is a hommage to Piero Manzoni who made a piece by the same title in 1961. In
his case, it is a pedestal which has got an inscription upside down, so in other words
it’s a clean plate and the world is underneath it. I was trying to pretend that I was
looking at the same pedestal 30 years later with all the possible death, destruction,
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disintegration and diseases that might have actually eroded the surface of that pedestal.
By implication I am trying to make a comment on the statement of the world.154
Besides, Ankori’s interpretation does not correspond with Hatoum’s ideas about her work,
since she is very wary about strict biographical interpretations of her work, which is explained
in the following quote:
[…] [M]ost people look for a very specific meaning, mostly wanting to explain it
specifically in relation to my background. I find it more exciting when a work
reverberates with several meanings and paradoxes and contradictions. Explaining it as
meaning this or that inevitably turns it into something fixed rather than something in a
state of flux. A work of art has two aspects: the natural, physical aspect, which I think
of as the conscious aspect that the artist can manipulate and shape; and then there is
the very complex cultural and unconscious aspect of the art work. This is rich and full
of meanings and associations, and it is as impossible to explain fully or comprehend as
an individual or the social subconscious.155
An analysis of the entrails solely as a reference to Deir Yasin in Socle du Monde and Entrails
Carpet leaves out other interesting aspects of the works. In such analyses, Socle du Monde
and Entrails Carpet merely become an illustration, in Bal’s words, of an anterior story, and do
not take into account the work’s present-time effect on the viewer.
To my knowledge, Hatoum has never responded to Ankori’s interpretations, but she
has reacted to the interpretation of her work by Edward Said, who is also of Palestinian
descent. Said wrote an essay for the catalog for Hatoum’s exhibition The Entire World as a
Foreign Land at Tate Britain in 2000. Said claims that Hatoum visualizes the Palestinian
experience, stating: “No one has put the Palestinian experience in visual terms so austerely
and yet so playfully, so compelling and at the same time so allusively.”156 Said describes
Hatoum’s work in terms of dislocated objects; objects that are familiar to the viewer, but
through transformation have become strange, an irreconcilable state. The transformation of
the objects cannot be undone, they cannot transform back to their “original” state: “For not
only does one feel that one cannot return to the way things were, but there also is a sense of
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just how acceptable and ‘normal’ these oddly distorted objects have become, just because they
remain very close to what they have left behind.”157 The transformed objects can be seen as a
representation of the lost home or a state of being that one cannot return to. As such,
according to Said, “exile is figured and plotted in the objects [Hatoum] creates.”158
When John Tusa, managing director of the Barbican Centre in London, suggested that
Said’s interpretation seemed to be the opposite of what Hatoum is aiming at, she responded:
Well people interpret these works depending on their own experience, so his
experience of exile and displacement is that of the Palestinians so he read specifically
the Palestinian issue in my work, but it's not so specifically to do with the Palestinian
issue. It could be related to a number of people who are exiled, who are displaced,
who suffer a kind of cultural or political oppression of, of any kind. Now sometimes
people who are writers often sort of look for very literal meaning and, therefore, the
content in the work is more important the form. I actually like it when people, critics
are writing about my work to actually value the form as well and to talk about the
possible readings, or the possible meanings that come through that form, but that can
be a kind of multiple, that can be not necessarily fixed, because I think the language of
art is very, very slippery. It never, you can never say this work is about this.159
While Hatoum may not have intended to visualize the Palestinian experience, she does not
seem to have a major objection to Said’s interpretation. The interpretation stems from his
personal experience of the work, to which Hatoum always attaches great importance. Yet, she
prefers a more open interpretation with multiple readings of her work, which addresses its
form and material.
The material of the work is of vital importance for Hatoum, as she uses it to set up a
juxtaposition of attraction versus repulsion in order to create an uncanny feeling: “I want the
meaning to be embedded, so to speak, in the material that I’m using. I choose the material as
an extension of the concept or sometimes in opposition to it, to create a contradictory and
paradoxical situation of attraction/repulsion, fascination and revulsion.”160 This idea was
already demonstrated clearly with Hatoum’s sculpture Entrails Carpet, but is also present in
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Socle du Monde. The iron fillings almost seem like fur, which makes the sculpture very
seductive to the beholder. The visual resemblance with entrails, however, creates a sense of
unease, strengthened by the magnets, which cause the fillings to be in a constant flux. The
implication of instability in combination with the seductive as well as repulsive character of
the sculpture creates an uncanny sensation.
Hatoum repeatedly uses this strategy of attraction versus repulsion in her work in
different ways. As illustrated earlier in this chapter, for instance, through the scale of the
objects in Mouli-Julienne ( x21) (fig. 1.4) and Slicer (fig. 1.19), but also in Home (fig. 1.1-2),
Homebound (fig. 1.12-3), and Sous Tension (fig. 1.11), the light bulbs and sound of electricity
function both to attract and repulse: “This is another work which is both mesmerizing and
lethal. When you are looking at those lights intensifying and fading away, and you hear the
buzzing, you feel like you are almost a moth, attracted to the light. And then the buzzing
sound is like when that moth actually disintegrates when it hits the light.”161 Viewers might
feel inclined to come close to the work when they see the lights flickering from afar, but when
approaching the work, they see and hear the threat.162
The strategy of altering familiar objects in Hatoum’s work is reminiscent of works by
surrealist artists such as Man Ray and Salvador Dalí. Although minor attention has been paid
to the effect of surrealist strategies in Hatoum’s work, Hatoum herself has said: “[…] [M]y
point of entry into the art world was through Surrealism—in fact the first art book I ever
bought was on Magritte.”163 Hatoum appears to be less preoccupied with the surrealist
interests of revealing dreams or repressed sexual desires of the unconscious, but the uncanny,
strangeness and ambiguity that are evoked in surrealist paintings and sculptures through
enlargements, material alterations, and strange combinations within objects recur in Hatoum’s
sculptures.164 Man Ray’s sculpture Gift165 (1921, fig. 1.33), for instance, consists of a flat-iron
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on the bottom of which the artist attached a row of fourteen nails, while for the sculpture
Lobster Telephone (1936, fig. 1.34), Dalí covered the receiver of a telephone with a lobster.
Similar to some of Hatoum’s works, the objects in Ray’s and Dalí’s sculptures could harm a
person’s body as the iron could rip a piece of clothing and the claws of the lobster could grab
the user’s ear.166 Works by Hatoum and the Surrealists show that the manipulation of familiar,
everyday objects disturbs and disrupts the perception of these objects.
Although the feeling of the uncanny is related to estrangement of objects like the
kitchen utensils in Hatoum’s installations and sculptures, the uncanny, as Freud has explained,
is an experience of a person. Anthony Vidler’s discussion of the functioning of the uncanny in
relation to architecture is useful to understand Hatoum’s visualisation of the domestic space
and objects: “[T]he “uncanny” is not a property of the space itself nor can it be provoked by
any particular spatial conformation; it is, in its aesthetic dimension, a representation of a
mental state of projection that precisely elides the boundaries of the real and the unreal in
order to provoke a disturbing ambiguity […].”167 The uncanny is thus not an intrinsic quality
of the objects in Hatoum’s works or the works themselves, but has to be projected by the
viewer onto the work. Home, Homebound, Sous Tension, Slicer, Entrails Carpet, Socle du
Monde, or Mouli-Julienne (x21) cannot guarantee to provoke an uncanny feeling, but the
spaces and objects can act as “sites for uncanny experiences.”168 The spaces are invested by
the viewer with uncanny qualities and as such can act as representations of estrangement.
For Hatoum, the uncanny opens up a space to enable viewers to reconsider their ideas
and beliefs about the home as the nature of the domestic objects and environment have
become unstable and therefore unreliable. By using the uncanny as an instrument, Hatoum is
able to create, in Vidler’s words, a “disturbing ambiguity” in the domestic space. As Hatoum
changes people’s perception of everyday objects and environments, people might start to
question not just these objects, but, in Hatoum’s words, “it makes you then question the status
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of all the objects around you.”169 Ralph Rugoff has also claimed that artworks on the domestic
space in general take “on the notion of interior environments as staging grounds for our
relationships to the world at large.”170 This certainly seems true for Hatoum’s works, because
if nothing in a person’s environment is certain and stable anymore, one might begin
perceiving one’s entire surroundings differently. Hatoum aims not only to change the viewers’
perception of the domestic space, but of the whole world, making them aware that everything
is unstable.
Private and Public Space
The wires in Homebound, Home, and Sous Tension do not just prevent viewers from entering
the domestic space, but also set up a barrier between that space – which is normally perceived
as private – and the public space of the museum or gallery. The private domains, as visualized
in Hatoum’s installations, are always exhibited in a public museum or gallery. The public
space in these installations is the exhibition area, from where the viewer can look inside the
enclosed domestic space. To a certain extent, one part of the public space of the museum is
transformed into a homelike space. Although Hatoum separates the two spaces, since viewers
can only observe the domestic space from the outside, she also breaks down the barriers
between inside and outside, as she makes the private public.
In a different, but at the same time similar way, Hatoum also makes the private public
in her video Measures of Distance (1988, fig. 1.15) and in the video installation Corps
Étranger (1994, fig. 1.17-8). Earlier in this chapter, Measures of Distance was addressed as
Hatoum’s only autobiographical work, but Hatoum also discusses other subjects besides her
family history in the work. The video is made up of photographs of her naked mother that
Hatoum made. The feeling of intimacy of making these photographs is also described in the
video in one of the letters from Hatoum’s mother:
You asked me in your last letter if you can use my pictures in your work. Go ahead
and use them, but don’t mention a thing about it to your father. You remember how he
was shocked when he caught us taking the pictures in the shower during his afternoon
nap. I suppose he was embarrassed to find us both standing there stark naked and we
just carried on and ignored him. We laughed at him when he told us off, but he was
seriously angry. He still nags me about it as if I had been with something that only
169
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belongs to him. I actually enjoyed this session because I felt we were like sisters, close
together and with nothing to hide from each other. I enjoyed the feeling of intimacy
that developed between us. Anyway, whatever you do with the pictures, for God’s
sake, don’t tell him about it, or we’ll never hear the end of this story.171
Besides putting very intimate photographs on view in the video in a public art institution,
there is another resemblance between the video and Hatoum’s installations on the home. The
texts written on the photographs can be seen as a reference to the correspondence of letters
between Hatoum and her mother that Hatoum translated,172 but also function as wires or as a
barrier between the viewer and the intimacy of the photographs.173 The images of the naked
woman get obscured through the layer of the text, creating a distance between the viewer and
the photographs. With both Hatoum’s installations Home, Homebound and Sous Tension, and
the video Measures of Distance, viewers are confronted with intimate, private spaces and
images, while at the same time, they are kept at a distance through the wires.
Prison
Besides preventing viewers from entering a potentially dangerous domestic space, the wires in
Hatoum’s installations Home, Homebound, and Sous Tension also isolate the domestic space
from the outside as if it is a prison. Viewers are not able to enter the space, but may also
imagine a person being in the space, unable to get out. This feeling of the home as a prison
manifests itself in several of Hatoum’s work, disrupting several common notions of the home.
Although the relation between the home and the prison may not be directly visible in
the installations Home (fig. 1.1-2), Homebound (fig. 1.12), and Sous Tension (fig. 1.11), it
becomes more clear in Hatoum’s works on cages. A cage is a structure of metal bars or wire,
in which an animal or bird can be kept, but it is also a synonym for jail. Hatoum unites the
cage and prison in her works Untitled (Baalbeck Birdcage) (1999, fig. 1.35) and Cage-à-Deux
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(2002, fig. 1.36). Untitled (Baalbeck Birdcage) was, just like Home, made during a residency
at Artpace in San Antonio, Texas, in 1999. For this work, Hatoum enlarged a bird cage from
Lebanon to fit the measurements of the size of a prison cell in the Alcatraz Federal
Penitentiary: “The work […] is based on a beautiful old birdcage, which I enlarged 10 times
till it became as big as a room or a prison cell. In fact, when I was trying to decide on the final
dimensions of this work […], I used the size of the prison cells in Alcatraz as a guide.”174 The
space in the cell is now large enough to house a human being instead of a bird, but the interior
is bare with only a feeding trough. For Cage-à-Deux, Hatoum also enlarged a bird cage to
approximately fit the measurements of the Alcatraz prison cell.175 Inside this cell, two sinks
are adjusted at the rear end, suggesting that this space can be occupied by two persons, as is
reflected in the title of the work; a cage for two. In both works, the bird cage is turned into an
unhomely living space, where a human being could be imprisoned.
In Home, Homebound, and Sous Tension, Hatoum does not literally refer to a prison
through its scale or a cage, except for the presence of a birdcage in Homebound similar to the
one in Cage-à-Deux. Yet, according to Hatoum, the home can feel like a prison for people:
Homebound is a very ambiguous title. It can mean bound for home, somebody going
home. Or somebody who is bound by their home, as in house arrest. Or the
confinement of home, especially for women for whom household chores become a
confining thing.176
Hatoum specifically relates the idea of the confinement of the home or the domestic life to
women. In her installations, Hatoum aims to disrupt the feminine connotations of the
domestic space and the role of women within it:
I called it Home, because I see it as a work that shatters notions of the wholesomeness
of the home environment, the household, and the domain where the feminine resides.
Having always had an ambiguous relationship with notions of home, family, and the
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nurturing that is expected out of this situation, I often like to introduce a physical or
psychological disturbance to contradict those expectations.177
Hatoum challenges viewer’s expectations of the home as a feminine space by evoking
uncanny feelings, as stated earlier in this chapter. Homebound differs slightly from Home and
Sous Tension, as these last two installations focus strictly on the kitchen by electrifying its
utensils:
I see kitchen utensils as exotic objects, and I often don’t know what their proper use is.
I respond to them as beautiful objects. Being raised in a culture where women have to
be taught the art of cooking as part of the process of being primed for marriage, I had
an antagonistic attitude to all of that.178
The undermining of the kitchen and its utensils for its feminine connotations was already
examined in 1975 by Martha Rosler in her well-known, feminist video Semiotics of the
Kitchen ( fig. 1.37). In 2004, Hatoum selected this video for the exhibition she curated at the
Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York entitled Artist’s Choice: Mona Hatoum, Here
is Everywhere.179 Hatoum was invited to organize this exhibition as part of a series. One of its
underlying ideas was, in the words of Kirk Varnedoe, former Chief Curator of the Department
of Painting and Sculpture, “[…] to gain insight into the way contemporary artists draw
inspiration from the work of their predecessors.”180 In Semiotics of the Kitchen, Rosler,
dressed in an apron, stands behind a table in the kitchen, which is covered with kitchen
utensils.181 Rosler picks up the utensils one by one in alphabetical order, calls out its name and
demonstrates its use. This presentation becomes increasingly violent and aggressive, for
example when Rosler’s demonstrates a fork with a stabbing gesture.
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Rosler’s video is similar to some of Hatoum’s work, as the normal use of this fork is
not only altered, but, as Hatoum herself said, Rosler “seems to turn these utensils into
weapons.”182 The change of function is also observed in Hatoum’s work No Way (1996, fig.
1.38), as the holes of the ladle are filled up with steel pins. The ladle is no longer functional,
but can be used to harm a person, or in Hatoum’s words: “[…] [I]t became an uncanny and
threatening object, like a weapon.”183 Whereas the kitchen, kitchen utensils and the domestic
space are historically associated with femininity, violence and weapons are much more related
to men and masculinity.184 Both Rosler and Hatoum undermine the feminine connotations of
the kitchen, the utensils, and the domestic space by giving them unexpected and masculine
associations. While Rosler achieves this through a demonstration of a different and
unexpected use of objects, Hatoum establishes new associations of objects through alterations
of scale, material and the use of electricity. The kitchen utensils and the domestic spaces in
Hatoum’s works have lost their functionality and conventional identification, making the
viewer question the objects and spaces with their feminine connotations.
Besides the home as a prison for women who are confined to household work, the
relation between home and prison in Hatoum’s work may also have been inspired by Edward
Said’s work. Said states the following in his essay “Reflections on Exile”:
The exile knows that in a secular and contingent world, homes are always provisional.
Borders and barriers, which enclose us within the safety of familiar territory, can also
become prisons, and are often defended beyond reason or necessity. Exiles cross
borders, break barriers of thought and experience.185
It may well be that Hatoum’s visualization of the home as a prison stems from Said’s
statement, because she remarked:
[Reflections on Exile] is a text that when I discovered it I found extremely inspiring,
but also very reassuring, because in this text [Said] talks about the state of mind of the
exile as someone who is continuously in a state of restlessness. And kind of trying to
make sense of their environment, and trying to compensate for a sense of loss of the
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“original” home by creating a world of their own in a sense. It is full of very
interesting concepts that have been really inspiring for my work.186
Although Hatoum does not explain which concepts she finds particularly interesting, Said’s
phrase of the home as a prison may have affected Hatoum’s work.187 Said states that as the
world is characterized by temporality, nothing in it is certain, fixed or permanent, not even
homes. The home is also susceptible to change, making it unpredictable. The exile knows and
has experienced the unpredictability of the home. Hatoum, too, aims to disrupt the idea of a
fixed or stable home, stating: “[…] [M]aybe it's the question of having lost that stable
environment, longing for it at the same time dreading the idea of home becoming almost also
like a prison.”188 She unsettles and destabilizes the stable prisonlike home through uncanny
transformations.
The idea that the home is temporal and not permanent or fixed seems to be visualized
by Hatoum in her installation Mobile Home (2005, fig. 1.39). In this installation, Hatoum
placed furniture, household objects, suitcases, and more personal items, such as children’s
toys, laundry, and a small rug between two metal barriers. Two sets of wires are connected to
the top and bottom of the barriers. All the objects are attached to these wires; the laundry, a
small rug and a cuddly toy to the top wires, and the rest to the bottom wires. A motor slowly
pulls these objects between two barriers. Unlike Homebound, Home and Sous Tension, Mobile
Home is not threatening to viewers, because the installation and its objects were not
electrified.189 With its title Mobile Home, Hatoum seems to suggest that homes can be
reconstructed at a different place through personal objects, such as toys, to create a homely
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feeling, and which can remind a person of home. Some of the objects in the installation also
hint at mobility and travel. The child’s truck carries dollhouse furniture in its pick-up hinting
at a move, while the two old suitcases and a bedroll refer to travel, perhaps to a place
somewhere on the inflatable globe. It is, however, not the home that is mobile in this
installation, but the objects inside, making the domestic space unstable. According to
Aukeman, Mobile Home illustrates “the unstable environment that many of the world's
displaced find themselves occupying every day.”190
Mapping the Homeland
Jo Glencross: “Does your ambiguity toward the notion of home, as you talked about it
earlier, extend to notions of homeland – which I know is not an easy subject for you?”
Mona Hatoum: “Well, of course, there must be a connection.”191
In the above-quoted interview, Hatoum confirms that for her the home is connected to the
homeland. In her book Transnational Women’s Fiction. Unsettling Home and Homeland,
Susan Strehle also makes this connection, stating: “Like home, homeland connotes a settled,
homogeneous place of mythic origins. Homeland is the country-sized space of home, of kin
and belonging, and therefore of sentimental unity.”192 In their book Home, Blunt and Dowling
also discuss the idea of homeland, paraphrasing Thembisa Waetjens who described it as “a
place embodying social essences, cultural or historical, that legitimate claims to a natural
sovereignty. A homeland is the landscape also of historical memory that offers tangible
images of rootedness and grounded community.”193 The notion of the homeland is thus tied
up with issues of place, (cultural) identity, belonging, a shared history and heritage, and
cultural memory. When it comes to the issue of place, the idea of a homeland also relates to a
mapping of national spaces, whether through a remembered past, an existing space in the
present, or a space to be created in the future.194 As the homeland of the Palestinians no longer
exists, their relation to the homeland is, according to Mohamed Kamel Dorai, a symbolic
one.195
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Although in many of Hatoum’s works, her family’s history and their homeland
Palestine is not explicitly referred to, she did make several works about her family’s
homeland. In Measures of Distance (1988, fig. 1.15) she gives a personal account of the
consequences of loss of the Palestinian homeland through the letters of her mother. In other
works, Hatoum explores the homeland through cartography. The earliest work in which she
incorporated a map of the Palestinian territories was in April 1996, when she installed a work
entitled Present Tense (fig. 1.5-6) at the Anadiel Gallery in East Jerusalem, an area annexed
by Israel in 1967.196 On the floor of the gallery, Hatoum laid 2400 pieces of soap in a
rectangular shape. The soap was Nablus soap, a traditional Palestinian product made of olive
oil. Hatoum pressed tiny red glass beads in curved lines into the soap (fig. 1.6). At first sight,
the lines seem to make up abstract forms, but in fact they depict part of the occupied
Palestinian territories, which, as determined by the 1993 Oslo Accords, Israel should have
handed back to the Palestinian authorities. In Present Tense, she omitted the outlines of the
map of Israel, only drawing the Palestinian territories: fragmented parcels of land, scattered
across Israel, resembling an archipelago.
When Hatoum went to Jerusalem for her solo exhibition at the Anadiel Gallery, it was
her first visit to the former homeland of her parents. In an interview with Michael Archer,
Hatoum revealed how she felt about working in Jerusalem:
Going to Jerusalem was a very significant journey for me, because I had never been
there. My parents are Palestinian. They come from Haifa, but have never been able to
go back since they left in 1948. Jack Persekian, who has this little gallery in East
Jerusalem, and I had been discussing the possibility of doing the exhibition there for
over two years. I kept postponing it because emotionally it’s a very heavy thing
[…].197
When Hatoum finally decided to exhibit in Jerusalem, it seemed almost inevitable that the
context of the city would play a role in the exhibition, not only because of her Palestinian
background, but also because she often creates artworks in response to the context of the
location of an exhibition. Before going to Jerusalem, Hatoum already had ideas for the gallery
show, but never executed them when she arrived in the city: “The ideas I had proposed
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beforehand seemed to be about turning the gallery into a hostile environment, but the
environment outside was already so hostile that people hardly needed reminding.”198 On her
first day in Jerusalem, Hatoum stumbled upon a map of the Oslo agreement. After some
consideration she decided to make a sculpture based on it: “When I first came across [the
map], I had no intention of using it, but a week later I decided I would like to do something
with this local soap made from pure olive oil, and the work came together.”199 The hostility of
the environment of Jerusalem also seems to have affected Hatoum’s choice of the red beads:
“Originally I was going to draw the outline of the map by pushing nails into the soap, but it
looked quite aggressive and sad. I ended up using little glass beads which I pressed into the
soap.”200
Maps are often used to affirm territorial claims, as is the case with the map from the
Oslo Accords. In 1993, an attempt was made to resolve the ongoing conflict between
Palestinians and Israelis. The government of Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization
(PLO) signed, after years of negotiations, the Oslo Accords.201 In this agreement, the two
parties decided that the Israeli army would withdraw from some parts of the West Bank and
the Gaza Strip. Furthermore, a provisional Palestinian self-governance would be established,
and Israel and Palestine would publicly recognize each other. A new series of negotiations,
however, would have to be set up on issues such as the exact borders between Israeli and
Palestinian territories, return of Palestinian refugees, Jewish settlements in the Occupied
Territories, and the biggest problem of all, the future of Jerusalem.202
Present Tense not only examines a political map, but was also created especially for
the exhibition in Jerusalem, and the context of the city frames the meaning of the work. The
Anadiel Gallery, in which Present Tense was exhibited, was located in East Jerusalem. This
area is claimed by the Palestinians as the capital of their future Palestinian state, but was
conquered by Israel in 1967 as it claims Jerusalem as its capital. The international community
198
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does not recognize Israel’s claim of Jerusalem as its capital, and, the capture of East
Jerusalem in 1967 is perceived by the international community as illegal.203 Not only was
Present Tense created in a highly contested area in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, it was also
exhibited a several months after the murder of Israeli prime minister Yitzhak Rabin. On 28
September 1995, Oslo II had been ratified by Rabin and PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat. Just
over five weeks later, on 4 November 1995, Rabin was murdered by an Israeli opponent of the
Oslo Accords. After this incident, the peace process began to fall apart and violent attacks by
Hamas led to a halt of the negotiations with the Palestinians.204 Although Present Tense does
not refer to these political events, they are likely to have framed the viewer’s experience of
the work in the East Jerusalem gallery at that time.
The map that was drawn as a result of the 1993 Oslo Accords to indicate the future
Palestinian territories in Israel, was the point of departure for Hatoum’s work. This map is a
reflection of political ideas and serves military goals of controlling the territorial divisions,
something Hatoum is well aware of: “[…] [I]t was a map about dividing and controlling the
area. At the first sign of trouble, Israel practices the policy of ‘closure’: they close all the
passages between the areas so that the Arabs are completely isolated and paralyzed.”205 The
division of the territories by the Oslo Accords has served as a form of surveillance of the
Palestinians. Hatoum is well aware of the power issues that is often related to maps in general:
Right up to the present day the only maps on which negotiations are based are either
American or Israeli ones… You only need to look at colonial history as in India. The
first thing the colonialists did was to draw up maps…. They changed geography to suit
their power interests …. They gave places new names, erased history. Drafting and redrafting maps means endless changes in land and land ownership, in the traditions and
the culture of a region.206
The topic of surveillance and control of human beings has been of interest to Hatoum ever
since as a student she read the book Discipline and Punish: the Birth of the Prison by the
French philosopher Michel Foucault.207 The prison was already connected to the notion of the
home in several of Hatoum’s installations and sculptures, but her interest in the subject is also
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related to issues of institutionalization as explicated in Foucault’s book. Foucault argues that
the disciplinary techniques used in prisons starting in the middle of the eighteenth century are
a means of controlling people. One of the techniques Foucault describes is hierarchical
observation. People can be made to behave in certain ways by merely observing them. Several
architectural structures, such as watchtowers, are designed for observation and command over
people, but Foucault was especially interested in Jeremy Bentham’s panopticon. The
panopticon is a cylindrical construction with a small tower in the middle of a huge cupula. All
the cells of the inmates are located around this tower against the wall of the cylinder. From the
central tower, a guard can monitor each cell. The key to disciplining the prisoners is to make
them believe they are under constant observation, even if they are not. Thus, inmates are
controlled through surveillance, not only as a result of physical constraints. Foucault argued
that through this threat of observation of the bodies that need to be controlled, institutions like
prisons have moulded bodies into the correct form, creating so-called “docile bodies.” Docile
bodies were ideal in a modern industrial society as they would also function in other
disciplinary institutions, such as factories, military regiments, and schools. 208
Hatoum has made a number of artworks that deal with issues of control and
surveillance, mainly in relation to institutional and architectural structures. Besides issues of
threat and the fragility of the body, the hospital beds in Silence and Incommunicado also
contain references to institutionalization and power structures. With the title Incommunicado,
Hatoum aimed to “associate it with prisoners in solitary confinement. But also an infant in
those situations has no ability to communicate about extremes of fear or paint.”209 Similarly,
the title Silence evokes a feeling of helplessness as the phrase “to be silenced” expresses the
inability to express oneself. In Light Sentence (1992, fig. 1.40), Hatoum piled up wire mesh
lockers and placed them in the middle of a dark room. Some of the locker doors are open. The
vertical piles of lockers are connected to each other to form a U-shape. In the middle of the Ushape, a light bulb hangs from the ceiling. This light bulb slowly moves from the ceiling to
the floor, touches the floor, and after slightly toppling over, slowly rises again. The light from
the bulb falls on the lockers, casting shadows on the walls of the room. When the light bulb
reaches the floor, the shadows begin to tremble. Visitors who enter the installation see their
own shadows projected onto the wall, making them part of the installation, and – similar to
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Hatoum’s installations and sculptures on the home – are burdened with feelings of unease, or
as Hatoum described it:
[…] [T]he movement of the light bulb causes the shadows of the wire mesh lockers to
be in perpetual motion, which creates a very unsettling feeling. When you enter the
space you have the impression that the whole room is swaying and you have the
disturbing feeling that the ground is shifting under your feet. This is an environment in
constant flux—no single point of view, no solid frame of reference. There is a sense of
instability and restlessness in the work.210
With the title Light Sentence, Hatoum steers the viewer’s interpretation towards ideas of
confinement or imprisonment. The lockers, however, are perhaps also an allusion to other
institutional structures, like schools or factories, where people can put their personal
belongings in lockers before going to class or to work. As Foucault indicated, these
institutions also discipline people, since they set norms – either through examination of
students or job descriptions that determine their behaviour – which people have to adjust to.
For Hatoum, Light Sentence refers to all instances where the built environment is designed to
restrict personal freedom:
[…] I have now spent half of my life living in the West, so when I speak of works like
Light Sentence, […] as making a reference to some kind of institutional violence, I am
speaking of encountering architectural and institutional structures in Western urban
environments that are about the regimentation of individuals, fixing them in space and
putting them under surveillance.211
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Although Present Tense does not directly refer to structures of control, the divisions of
territories in the Oslo Accords also fixed people to spaces in order to put them under
surveillance. The map of the Oslo Accords shows how Palestinians were to be confined in
small areas. Hatoum also refers to these restrictions: “[…] [T]he saddest thing in Jerusalem
was the policy of ‘closure’ that restricted movement for the Arabs.”212 Also, the Palestinian
Authority took over the task of policing the Palestinian population inside the territories, and
quickly set up police and security forces. Israel, however, maintained control over the borders,
airspace, labor, water and natural resources of the occupied territories. Israel also controlled
the registration of the population, possessing the power to grant Palestinians residency, to
change their residency status (for instance from Gaza to the West Bank), and to issue identity
cards.213 Palestinians were also confronted with checkpoints, curfews, and road blocks that
were used by the Israelis to restrict the movement of the Palestinians. Thus, Palestinians were
not only confined to small areas, but “the institutionalized system of checkpoints, curfews,
and closures introduced by Oslo led to ever-greater immobilization and paralysis […].”214
In Present Tense, Hatoum not only explores the confinement of people to restricted
areas using military presence, but also utters a hope that the situation will change. The title
Present Tense is based on the grammatical term for the inflection of verbs to locate a situation
in the present time, but it can also refer to a tense situation in the present. Hatoum has
explained the title as follows: “The piece is called Present Tense; it’s about the situation as it
was then.”215 Hatoum’s reference in this quote to a specific situation at a specific time already
hints at the fact that the territorial divisions are subject to change due to political conflicts.
Hatoum has stated about Present Tense, in reference to the transient nature of soap, that “it
holds the promise [the soap] will dissolve one day and with it all these ridiculous borders.”216
Thus, the fragility and instability of the borders as well as Hatoum’s hope that the borders will
dissolve is reflected in the nature of the material.
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Transcience of Scent
For Present Tense, Hatoum used a local material that is emotionally charged for Palestinians,
traditional Palestinian Nablus soap. This soap is made in Nablus, a city north of Jerusalem,
out of virgin olive oil, water and a sodium compound. The centuries-old production method
takes several weeks. It is said that Palestinian women were already making the soap for
household purposes more than one thousand years ago. The major soap industry in the city
came into existence in the tenth century, and the soap was exported across the Arab world and
Europe. The industry was at its height at the end of the nineteenth century with nearly 40
factories in existence. In the twentieth century, many factories were destroyed through several
natural disasters, such as the earthquake in 1927, and again after Israeli military actions which
began in 2000 at the start of the Second Intifada. Currently, only two factories remain
active.217 The factory that produced “Al-Jamal” soap, the brand Hatoum used, was destroyed
by Israeli forces in 2002.218
Nablus soap is thus inextricably connected to Palestinian cultural history and identity.
Using this material for a sculpture in Jerusalem has political, cultural and emotional
implications. For Hatoum, the soap functioned as a “symbol of resistance.”219 This symbolism
might be interpreted as a resistance against the oppression of Palestinians in general, but in
relation to the map of the Oslo Accords imprinted on the soap, it is more a symbol of
resistance against the absurdity of the borders established by the agreement.
The soap not only functions as a symbolic sign with political connotations, but it has
an additional, perhaps even more powerful, effect as the smell of the soap triggers
recollection. In his book Swann’s Way, Remembrance of Things Past (1913), Marcel Proust
describes how smells can activate memories, while Patrick Süskind in his novel Perfume: The
Story of a Murderer (1985) shows how penetrating smells can be. Although in Süskind’s
novel, the main character Grenouille possesses an extraordinary power to discern odours,
which is of no importance in relation to Hatoum’s work, the fragment given below does show
how a smell can produce a bodily response and how it can be relived at a later time:
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Grenouille sat on the logs, his legs outstretched and his back leaned against the wall of
the shed. He had closed his eyes and did not stir. He saw nothing, he heard nothing, he
felt nothing. He only smelled the aroma of the wood rising up around him to be
captured under the bonnet of the eaves. He drank in the aroma, he drowned in it,
impregnating himself through his innermost pores, until he became wood himself; he
lay on the cord of wood like a wooden puppet, like Pinocchio, as if dead, until after a
long while, perhaps a half hour or more, he gagged up the word “wood.” He vomited
the word up, as if he were filled with wood to his ears, as if buried in wood to his neck,
as if his stomach, his gorge, his nose were spilling over with wood. And that brought
him to himself, rescued him only moments before the overpowering presence of the
wood, its aroma, was about to suffocate him. He shook himself, slid down off the logs,
and tottered away as if on wooden legs. Days later he was still completely fuddled by
the intense olfactory experience, and whenever the memory of it rose up too
powerfully within him he would mutter imploringly, over and over, “wood, wood.”220
The smell of the soap in Present Tense can produce an embodied response in the viewer.
Although the smell may have affected the viewers in Jerusalem, this was perhaps an
accidental circumstance of using the symbolic soap, not intended by Hatoum. As will be
discussed later in this chapter, the characteristic smell was no longer present in later
reinstallations of the work. Present Tense is Hatoum’s only olfactory artwork, and Hatoum
has never explicitly said anything about the effect of smells on viewers. However, for
Hatoum, a bodily experience of her work through the senses is essential as, again in her own
words, this experience “activate[s] a psychological and emotional response.”221 Although
most of Hatoum’s artworks primarily address the viewer’s sight in a direct way, the other
senses – touch, hearing, and smell – can also play a role in engaging with artworks, as
described through, for instance, the effect of the sound of the buzzying electricity in Home,
Homebound and Sous Tension.222
In Present Tense, the smell of the Nablus soap pulls a viewer towards the work. As the
material is a traditional Palestinian product, the smell may also evoke emotional responses to
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the work in Palestinians. Laura U. Marks has argued that smells activate emotions, and that
individuals retain olfactory memories longer than visual or auditory memories. They can
evoke personal and nostalgic memories of, for instance, grandmother’s pie or mother’s
perfume.223 Hatoum has indicated that Palestinian visitors of the exhibition immediately
recognized the material and the smell.224 It is, however, difficult to determine which thoughts,
memories, emotions or ideas the smell actually triggered in the viewers. Perhaps the smell
recalled childhood experiences, or possibly – as a symbol of the Palestinian identity –
functioned as a reminder of the Nakba,225 connecting it to the current Palestinian situation.
Marks also points out that, for exiles, senses such as smell, taste and touch can be a reminder
of the homeland, and especially a reminder of their separation from it.226 For the viewers of
Present Tense in 1996, the spread of the smell of the soap throughout the gallery in occupied
East Jerusalem – for Palestinians an emotionally charged place – may not only have activated
memories, but may also have intensified a longing for the homeland that was taken from
them. This longing may have been accompanied by a feeling of sadness, because the
homeland, as they knew it, no longer existed. The integration of the map of the Oslo Accords
must have enhanced that feeling, as it shows fragmented Palestinian territories. Hatoum
activated the senses of Palestinian viewers with the scent of this work, which, along with the
map of the Oslo Accords, may have caused a reliving of collective memories of Palestinian
history and the loss of the homeland, as, according to Maurice Halbwachs, personal memories
intersect with social memories.
The meaning of the smell of Nablus soap is partially culturally determined.227 The
smell of olive oil soap will evoke particular memories in Palestinians, yet only in those
Palestinians who grew up with the smell. Viewers without a Palestinian background are
unlikely to be familiar with the specific scent. For these viewers, the smell of the soap perhaps
only carries connotations of cleaning, and will conjure completely different thoughts,
memories or emotions. The use of soap as a medium can also evoke a completely different
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reaction. An Israeli artist, for instance, asked Hatoum, after a lecture at the al-Wasiti Art
Centre in East Jerusalem, if she was not aware that soap was connected with the Holocaust.
During World War II, soap in the concentration camps was manufactured from the human fat
of the camp’s victims.228 Hatoum said about this reaction: “This couldn’t have been further
from my thoughts.”229 Thus, viewers’ reactions to the smell of the soap, or to the soap itself,
can be very diverse, and the intensity of the reaction may also differ from viewer to viewer.
But whatever responses viewers might have, the smell of the soap will provoke a physical
sensation and set up an interplay between the viewer and the sculpture.
Minimalism and Material
The smell of the soap causes a physical reaction in the viewer, but Hatoum also aimed to
provoke a bodily experience of the work in the viewer through the use of the artistic language
of Minimal Art. The majority of Minimalists aimed to create a physical relationship between
the artwork and the viewer. Hatoum’s placement of the blocks of soap in a grid on the floor is
especially reminiscent of the floor pieces by Minimal artist Carl Andre. For 144 Magnesium
Square (1969, fig. 1.41), for example, Andre placed 144 plates of magnesium in a square flat
on the floor. The magnesium plates are unprocessed in part because Andre, like other
Minimalists, aimed to make works that were not the expression of the artist’s emotions. For
this reason, Andre used prefabricated industrial materials, which he did not carve or model.
Andre left the materials intact, and in 144 Magnesium Square simply placed the plates next to
each other to create a square. As none of the magnesium plates has been given more
importance than another within the serial structure, there is no internal hierarchy in the work.
144 Magnesium Square does not refer to anything outside the work, but only to its own
structure and the materials. For Andre the material was essential. He aimed for a direct and
sensual engagement of the viewer with the work’s physical and tactile qualities, such as the
material’s solidity, weight, and color, which a viewer could experience literally by touching
the material or by walking on the work.230
Hatoum started to use the minimalist language in The Light at the End (fig. 1.42) in
1989, when the physical interaction between viewer and artwork became important to her.
She stated: “I liked the minimal aesthetic because of the economy of form and the emphasis
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on the material reality of the work. At the time, it felt important to use the language of
minimalism but also to fill it with signs that refer to the world outside, as opposed to keeping
it non-referential.”231 Although in this comment, Hatoum does not specifically refer to
Minimalists’ preoccupation with the viewer’s physical encounter with an artwork, her
appropriation of the minimalist aesthetic language in Present Tense contributes to a
phenomenological experience and understanding of the work. As it is beyond the scope of this
chapter to go into the Minimalists’ theories on the viewer’s bodily engagement, the following
will be restricted to Andre’s floor pieces, such as 144 Magnesium Square, which is similar to
Present Tense on several levels. In his book The Sculptural Imagination: Figurative,
Modernist, Minimalist, Alex Potts describes how a viewer’s engagement with Andre’s floor
pieces differs from an interaction with a traditional sculpture. Andre’s 144 Magnesium Square
has no frontal view from which the sculpture is to be seen, so there is no fixed viewpoint.
According to Potts, this lack of a singular viewpoint “forces one to engage with the work at a
kinaesthetic as well as purely visual level.”232 The work can be viewed from all sides, even
from above.233 The viewer is invited to walk around, and even on, the work to experience the
sculpture and its material.
For Andre, a direct engagement of the viewer with the physical and tactile qualities of
his work is essential: “[…] [T]he tendency of my work is to engage the participant in a more
physical, tactile experience.”234 Although viewers can have a tactile experience of the material
used by Andre by walking on the work and touching the plates, they cannot experience the
weight of the material, as they are not allowed to pick up the plates. According to Potts, this
tactile experience of the work can only be experienced by viewers through “imaginative
identification.”235 The viewers have to imagine what it would feel like to pick up the plates
and feel the substance and mass of the material. Potts states that Andre was also fascinated by
this internalized tactile experience before realizing the actual piece, when the artist laid down
the work in his mind. As Andre claimed:
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I do not visualise works and I do not draw works and the only sense I have running
through my mind of the work is almost a physical lifting of it. I can almost feel the
weight of it and something running through my mind either has the right weight or it
doesn’t.236
According to Potts, the viewer can share the artist’s internalized tactile experience. Walking
around and on the work, the viewer can imagine how the artist had a tactile experience with
the material, just as a viewer can imagine how a sculptor carved a figure out of wood or
marble, or molded clay.237
A viewer engaging with Hatoum’s work Present Tense might have a similar tactile
and bodily experience as a viewer of Andre’s work. Similarly to a viewer’s engagement with
Andre’s floor sculpture, the viewer can walk around Hatoum’s sculpture Present Tense to
experience the work from different perspectives. Although the viewer cannot walk on the
work, nor touch its material, the viewer can also have an internalized tactile experience with
the soap. The viewer can imagine touching the material and feeling its substance, or can
imagine how Hatoum pressed the beads into the soap. Along with the smell of the soap, this
internalized touching of the material enhances the engagement of the viewer with the work,
and perhaps also the emotional response of Palestinian viewers. By drawing a political map
on the soap, Hatoum relates the soap to a political reality, and establishes a sensual as well as
political engagement with the work for the viewer. This is different from Carl Andre’s work,
which does not explicitly refer to politics, even if the artist’s political convictions in part
determined the structure, materials, and form of his work.238 Within the politically charged
context of Jerusalem, Hatoum uses the minimalist aesthetic language to emphasize the
material and to set up a relationship between viewers and the artwork, to make viewers aware
of their own body in relation to the site and to engage them on a physical level with the
political content of the work.
Interior Landscape
In Present Tense, the relation between home and homeland cannot be immediately derived
from viewing the work, but in Interior Landscape (2008, fig. 1.7-10), Hatoum connects the
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home, homeland, and cartography more explicitly. Hatoum made this installation during a
one-month residency at the arts centre Darat al Funun in Amman, Jordan. Displaying a
bedroom, the installation consists of an old bed with chipped paint, a pillow on the bed, an
end table with a carton plate covered in grease stains, and a hat rack with a coat hanger and
paper bag. A map of historical Palestine is used several times in the installation. On the
pillow, strands of hair suggest that someone slept on the bed, but the hair is sewed on the
pillow in the shape of the map of pre-1948 Palestine. The same contours can be seen in the
bent coat hanger. Finally, the paper bag is made from a printed map of pre-1948 Palestine
with the place-names written in Arabic.
Interior Landscape differs from and corresponds with the other installations on the
domestic space – Home (fig. 1.1-2), Homebound (fig. 1.12), and Sous Tension (fig. 1.11) – in
several ways. The barrier to prevent viewers from entering the space is absent. In this
installation, viewers can walk through the space, enabling them to engage more intimately
with the work, as they can take a closer look at the objects. These objects are not connected to
lamps and electric wires. A fear of being electrocuted is thus not present. Similar to the other
three installations, Interior Landscape consists of pieces of old furniture, the most pronounced
of which is the bed. With only a pillow at the head, this bed is uncomfortable, not only
because the matrass is missing, but also because the support of the bed is made of barbed
wire. This wire prevents people from lying on the bed. Just as in the other installations and in
“bed” sculptures such as Incommunicado and Silence, a person could be physically hurt by the
altered object. A sense of fragility and vulnerability of the body is also evoked through the
hair on the pillow.239 It appears as if a person recently slept on the bed.
Both the hair on the pillow and the stains on the carton plate can be seen as vestiges of
a former human presence. The abstract, organic forms on the carton plate appear at first to be
random drawings, but in fact are outlines of grease marks of food. Beginning in 2002, Hatoum
made several works with the title Clouds (fig. 1.43) – Clouds (2), Clouds (3), and so on –
using discarded paper food plates from a local Turkish take-out restaurant. With a brown pen,
she marked the contours of the food stains after her meals.240 According to Hatoum, “[t]hese
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stains become a record of your life, evidence of your presence.”241 Even though the human
body is once again absent in Interior Landscape, the hair suggests that someone recently lay
on the bed and perhaps had something to eat.
One of the aspects that sets Interior Landscape apart from Hatoum’s other installations
on the home is the inclusion of several maps. Comparable to the map on Present Tense, the
two maps in Interior Landscape – the bended coat hanger and the hair on the pillow – consist
merely of outlines. Whereas in Present Tense, the fragmented Palestinian territories appear to
be abstract forms, making them unrecognizable as pieces of land, the two maps of Palestine in
Interior Landscape are more easily identifiable, though the two maps are completely detached
from that context. The surrounding countries and the Mediterranean Sea are not depicted, and
all detailed information about the country is absent, such as place names, and signs for rivers,
lakes and mountains. In his book Imagined Communities. Reflections on the Origin and
Spread of Nationalism, Benedict Anderson describes the development of mapping. Maps were
used by colonizers to label and define their colonies as a means to imagine their dominion of
the geography of its domain. Anderson states that one of the avatars of the map is the map-aslogo, in which all explanatory glosses have been removed.242 The two maps of Palestine in
Hatoum’s work can be seen as a logo, and become, in the words of Anderson, a “[p]ure sign,
no longer compass to the world,”243 a sign of the Palestinian homeland.
This sign of the homeland in Interior Landscape is outlined with human hair. In
another work, Keffieh (1993-1999, fig. 1.27), Hatoum also connected human hair with
Palestine, this time addressing the Palestinian identity and struggle. Keffieh is a white cotton
fabric onto which human hair has been embroidered in a pattern similar to a so-called keffiyeh
(kūfiyya in Arabic). A keffiyeh is a headscarf that has become representative for the resurgent
Palestinian identity and the Palestinian struggle.244 According to Mikdadi, Hatoum ascribes a
common saying to her work, judging from her statement: “I was so angry, I was about to pull
my hair out.”245 Hatoum further explains:
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I imagined women pulling their hair out in anger and controlling that anger through
the patient act of transcribing those same strands of hair into an everyday item of
clothing that has become a potent symbol of the Palestinian resistance movement. The
act of embroidering can be seen in this case as another language, a kind of quiet
protest.246
Similar to Present Tense, in which the material Nablus soap was a symbol of resistance, in
Keffieh and Interior Landscape, the embroideries of the headdress and the map can be seen as
acts of resistance.
The embroidered map of hair in Interior Landscape may also be a recollection or
mourning of the loss of the Palestinian homeland. Hair as a medium of memory seems to be
present in several other works by Hatoum. The title of her installation Recollection (1995, fig.
1.28-30) seems to refer to an act of memory.247 The installation resulted from a commission of
the Belgian Kanaal Foundation in Kortrijk to make a work for the main meeting hall of the
Beguinage St. Elisabeth, dating from the Middle Ages. In this hall, Hatoum scattered little
balls of her own hair – which she had collected for over six years from combs, brushes and
bath plugs – on the floor and on the window sills. In a corner stood an old, pale green table, to
which a small loom was attached. On this loom, a small grid was woven, again of human hair.
The title Recollection may refer to the handwork activities of the former inhabitants of the
Beguinage.248 For another work from the same year, Hair Necklace (1995, fig. 1.31), Hatoum
used, as the title indicates, balls of hair to make a necklace. This work bears resemblances to
hair jewelry, pieces of jewelry – often a brooch, locket or ring – with human hair. Hair
jewelry was widely popular in Europe in the eighteenth century to mourn a beloved, serving
as a remembrance of the deceased.249 In relation to these works, the hair in Interior Landscape
is not only a remembrance of the absent body, but as the hair is shaped as the map of
Palestine, it is also a recollection and mourning of the homeland. In the chapter on Sikander,
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the issue of hair will also be address, but in her work, hair that has been removed from the
body obtains different connotations.
The maps in Interior Landscape and in Present Tense all relate to the Palestinian
homeland or territories. Present Tense was Hatoum’s first work that dealt with the issue of
mapping and conflict, but many followed afterwards. According to Hatoum, maps “give […]
the illusion of a stable, measurable space. [My] works are more about mappings of precarious
space with unstable boundaries and a shaky geography.”250 This is materialized in Map (1999,
fig. 1.44), another floor piece made three years after Present Tense. On the floor of a museum,
Hatoum laid out the continents of the world with glass marbles. In contrast to Present Tense,
no political borders of the nations on the continents are visible, only the outlines of the
continents. The map is, however, fragile, because when viewers enter the room, their steps
make the floor vibrate and the glass marbles roll out of place. At the same time, viewers can
slip over the dispersed glass balls, experiencing the ground they walk on as unstable too. As in
this work the borders are geographical rather than political, Hatoum destabilized the surface
that viewers walk upon to “expand the idea of a shaky ground to the entire earth.”251 As Map
only shows geographical borders, the work may seem less directly politically charged than
Interior Landscape and Present Tense. The work, however, does not focus on one particular
place, but indicates that borders can be unstable everywhere.
The unstability of borders recurs in many of Hatoum’s works on mapping, often in
relation to issues of conflict. Hot Spot (2006, fig. 1.45), for instance, is a globe, slightly taller
than an average person’s height, made out of rods of steel that indicate the meridians and
parallels of latitude. Neon tubes are placed over this frame of steel, in the shape of the
boundaries of the continents. A hot spot is an area of political, military or civil unrest that is
usually considered to be dangerous. In Hatoum’s work, the hot spot is not a specific place,
but, as Hatoum herself has stated, “[t]his depiction of the world is saying that the whole world
is in conflict.”252 Similarly, in Shift (2012, fig. 1.46), the world is depicted as a potential
danger zone on a domestic carpet, as yellow seismic rings cover the world, dividing it into
shifted segments. Instability as a result of conflict in these works is, again, not restricted to a
specific place, either, but can be everywhere.
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In Interior Landscape, the carton plate with grease marks is not only an indication of a
former human presence, but can also be related to issues of instability. As mentioned above,
Hatoum has made several works of carton plates entitled Clouds. Clouds are also instable,
changeable and ephemeral. Besides, several authors have interpreted the outlines of the grease
marks as borders.253 In discussing the cardboard tray in Interior Landscape, Richard Parry
interprets the forms in relation to present-day Palestinian territories, when apparently quoting
Hatoum: “For Hatoum [the stains are] reminiscent ‘of the present map of the territories
divided into a multitude of parts with no territorial integrity amongst them’.”254 As Parry’s
source for this quote is unclear, it is uncertain if Hatoum herself has stated that the stains refer
to the territories. Whether or not this quote is Hatoum’s, the idea of the stains as territories is
interesting as the abstract figures are reminiscent of the clusters of islands on Present Tense.
Together, the grease stains and the other maps of Palestine in the installation would then
portray the Palestinians’ loss and mourning of their homeland. The installations’ ambiguous
title Interior Landscape may refer to a (future) landscape imagined by a person who was
asleep on the bed, as the initial title was Dreams and Nightmares:255 the dream of a future
homeland that is in fact nothing but a trace.
In Interior Landscape, home and homeland – past, present and future – come together.
Whether Hatoum appropriates kitchen utensils, home environments, maps of the world or
political maps of Palestine, issues of instability and threat are often present. It appears as if
Hatoum aims to make viewers aware of the fact that one is never entirely safe. Danger awaits
in notorious territories and conflicts, like the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, a conflict of personal
interest for Hatoum. Yet, it can be present in every other place in the world, including at
home. Hatoum undermines the idea of a stable home and homeland by imposing feelings of
threat, conflict, danger, instability and the uncanny on viewers.
Afterlife of Site-Specific Artworks
In several interviews, Hatoum has said that she feels like a nomad who travels around and sets
up provisional homes:
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Different spaces and places always inspire me. I’m not someone who finds inspiration
staring at a blank wall in my studio; I think better when I’m on the move. I find myself
often getting ideas or resolving works suddenly while traveling on a plane or train.
The nomadic existence suits me fine, because I do not expect myself to identify
completely with any one place. They are all provisional bases from which to
operate.256
Hatoum frequently travels, not just to set up or to visit her solo exhibitions, but also for
residencies that allow artists to stay and work temporarily in a different place: “For me,
residencies and travelling around and doing these projects in many places is very much like
setting up temporary homes or temporary studios. I enjoy doing that.”257 During some of these
residencies, Hatoum uses materials or images from the locations of her work: “[Leading a
nomadic life] makes me feel much more comfortable than expecting everything to be
provided by one place or one environment or one culture. I enjoy moving in and out of all
these different cultures and playing with all these different inputs from the different
places.”258 This input can vary from the use of local materials, such as Merano glass for
Nature Morte aux Grenades (2006-2007, fig. 1.47), after a visit to Venice, to the
incorporation of a local image like the Virgin of Guadalupe in Alfombra Roja (Red Carpet)
(2002, fig. 1.48) for an exhibition at the Laboratorio Arte Alameda in Mexico City.
These site-specific works often take the location of the exhibition or residency into
consideration. When a site-specific work is taken apart or moved to another place, the
replacement affects the meaning and interpretation of the work. The site where a work is
made informs it. With a relocation, the relation between work and site is broken, as a result of
which the meaning of the work shifts.259 It is beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss all of
Hatoum’s site-specific artworks, and the possible consequences of its reinstallations.
Therefore, this section will be narrowed down to the two previously discussed works Present
Tense (fig. 1.5-6) and Silence (fig. 1.16), as the reinstallations of these works both address
different problems.
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Present Tense
As Present Tense was shown at, and made explicitly for, an exhibition in Jerusalem, the
context of the city affects the work. Hatoum, however, reinstalled the work several times, for
instance, for her solo exhibition Present Tense: Mona Hatoum at the Parasol Unit, Foundation
for Contemporary Art in London in 2008; at the group exhibition Disorientation II: The Rise
and Fall of Arab Cities at Abu Dhabi Art in 2009-2010; and at a solo exhibition at Arter in
Istanbul in 2012. In 2013, the original work from 1996 was acquired by the Tate, and is now
part of their permanent collection.260
Present Tense is no longer exhibited in the highly charged political context of
Jerusalem, but the work never entirely loses its political content. That is partly due to
Hatoum’s use of the political map of the Oslo Accords, but also because visitors to the later
exhibitions are given information about the background of the sculpture.261 The meaning of
Present Tense does, however, differ from exhibition to exhibition. In the context of the
exhibition in Istanbul, the meaning of Present Tense was framed in relation to other works in
Hatoum’s oeuvre, with their recurring themes of war, conflict and borders. Within the group
exhibition Disorientation II: The Rise and Fall of Arab Cities, Hatoum’s sculpture obtained
its meaning through the context of the subject of the exhibition. This exhibition showed the
work of Arab artists who examined issues of conflicts, war and displacement in their work
after the utopian vision of the pan-Arab unity failed in the 1970s.262
The question may arise whether the reinstallation and conservation of Present Tense is
desirable, as the sculpture loses a major part of its social, cultural and political implications in
these new and different contexts. I, for instance, saw the sculpture at Hatoum’s solo exhibition
in Istanbul in 2012, along with 29 other artworks by Hatoum from the 1990s until the present
years (fig. 1.49). Although Present Tense does not lose its political content entirely in new
contexts, the work does lose its “sharp edges.” This is probably enhanced by the fact that the
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soap was already 16 years old in 2012: the smell was gone! In a video from 2011 that is made
available on YouTube, Hatoum says that she is also remaking the work, because of the brown
stains on the soap: “At the time [of the making of Present Tense], we didn’t think about
conservation very much, so it is all drying out, shrinking, and going brown. So now what we
are doing with the fresh soap is that we are covering it with liquitex to seal the moisture in, so
that hopefully it will stay like this.”263 Because of the liquitex, the material will stay intact, but
the work will no longer have its characteristic smell.
Apparently, the shift in meaning of Present Tense due to a recontextualization and the
loss of smell are not insurmountable problems for Hatoum. What is also striking is that the
conservation and remaking of the sculpture disregard an important dimension of the original
work: the implications of the transient nature of soap, which in its dissolving process also
dissolved the borders within the work. The reinstallations as well as the new version of the
work thus show that the recontextualization and conservation of Present Tense has
consequences for the meaning of the work, which was originally linked to a particular site, to
Jerusalem.
Silence
In the reinstallations of Present Tense, the context of its original installation is usually
featured information provided to the viewer. In art historical literature, authors always discuss
the installation of the sculpture as installed in Jerusalem, never referring to later
reinstallations. A different problem has arisen with Hatoum’s work Silence (1994, fig. 1.16).
Throughout this chapter, the sculpture Silence has been examined in connection to recurring
themes in Hatoum’s oeuvre, such as the home, vulnerability of the human body, threat, and
instability. Other art historians also discuss the work within the context of Hatoum’s oeuvre as
an illustration of the fragility of life and in particular the vulnerability of children,264
institutionalization,265 or in light of Hatoum’s fascination of the interior of the human body,266
but they do not mention the origins of the work.
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The sculpture Silence originates in a site-specific installation with the same title, made
for the group exhibition Heart of Darkness in 1994-1995 at the Kröller-Müller Museum in
Otterlo, the Netherlands.267 The exhibition displayed works of artists who live in exile, and
who explore issues of the exilic state in their work.268 Hatoum’s installation (1994, fig. 1.5051) consisted of four identical beds, made of transparant glass tubes, beds that stood adjacent
to each other in a row in a room. The beds were placed behind a glass wall that, according to
the exhibition’s curator Marianne Brouwer, reflected them in a second, slightly ghostly
row.269 Besides the cots, the white room was completely bare. Although a doorway on the
right suggested that viewers could enter the room to wander around the beds, they could only
observe the installation from behind the glass wall.
Brouwer had asked the participating artists to make their works in situ and to include
the museum as a place of meaning in their work.270 The arrangement of the beds in Silence
resembled a room in a hospital, and perhaps more specifically a pediatric ward. This idea of a
hospital ward emanated from the history of the museum building, which Brouwer pointed out
to Hatoum in a letter.271 The Kröller-Müller Museum is named after Helene Kröller-Müller, a
private collector who – advised by art critic H.P. Bremmer – began collecting in 1907.272 One
of Kröller-Müller’s dreams was to build a museum, a dream that came true when the KröllerMüller Museum opened its doors in 1938. Although the museum was specifically built to
house an art collection, the museum served as an emergency hospital during World War II.
From September 1944 onwards, emergency hospitals were set up near the front, because
regular hospitals had become unreachable. After the Dutch city of Arnhem was evacuated on
25 September 1944, the Red Cross requisitioned the museum, and equipped it as a hospital, in
which about 380 patients were accommodated until 1 June 1945.273 A photograph of the ward
from 1944 was included in the accompanying exhibition catalog (fig. 1.52).274
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Hatoum’s reference to this past use of the museum in the work was, similar to many of
her other works, a reminder of the fragility of life and the vulnerability of the human body.
Injured at the front, people were moved to the Kröller-Müller Museum to be hospitalized.
Injuries are an indication of the fragility of the body and of life, which, as stated earlier in this
chapter, is represented by Hatoum’s fragile construction of the beds. Silence thus evoked
vulnerable bodies, bodies that were again completely absent. Not only were the beds empty,
there was nothing in the room that hinted at the presence of humans: no clothes, no cards, no
food, no medication. Not even color could be found in the installation. The hospital ward had
been deserted, and was no longer in use.
Although the hospital is no longer in function, and has been dismantled, its memory is
part of the history of the Kröller-Müller museum building. This history of the Kröller-Müller
Museum is largely forgotten in the Netherlands, and is hardly ever referred to in literature on
the museum and its history. Although forgotten, this past remains part of the building, but in
silence. Hatoum’s work not only recalls this historical moment in the museum’s history, but
also the victims of the war, who were brought to this hospital. Victims who were injured, but
also children who passed away and were perhaps represented by the ghostly row of beds, or
by the mere emptiness of the beds and absence of sound. The title of the work enhanced the
viewer’s awareness that no child could be heard, as children and other people were all absent.
The silence of absence or perhaps even death seemed to be prevalent in this room. Only
memories remained. Hatoum’s installation Silence thus not only constructed a forgotten event
from the past in the present, but also remembered its victims.
The installation Silence recalled an event from a specific place and time, but the work
can also be connected to various themes in Hatoum’s oeuvre. In several of Hatoum’s works,
the theme of war is explicitly visualized by a toy soldier. In Over My Dead Body (1988-2002,
fig. 1.53),275 Hatoum placed a soldier on her own nose. The soldier is pointing his gun at
Hatoum as if he wants to attack her. Hatoum looks at the soldier with slight irritation. On the
left, the title of the work is printed in bold letters. Humorously, Hatoum seems to offer
resistance to dominant power structures in the form of a harmless toy soldier. The long row of
soldiers in ∞ (Infinity) (1991-2001, fig. 1.54) and Round and Round (2007, fig. 1.55) appears
to refer to unending military violence; the soldiers are walking around in circles, as if war will
never stop. Finally, in Misbah (Arabic for lamp) (2006, fig. 1.56), the figure of a soldier and a
star have been cut out of a lantern. The kinetic installation turns around the room, projecting
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the images of the soldiers and stars onto the walls. This lantern resembles the lanterns that
children often have in their bedrooms. This projection may refer to loss of innocence or the
disturbance of a childhood by war and violence. It may also bring to mind images of children
confronted with war, or the fascination of many children at an early age with violence.
War, vulnerability of the human body, feelings of threat, danger and instability are
recurring themes in Hatoum’s artworks, which, as stated throughout this chapter, stems to a
certain extent from Hatoum’s life experiences. The installation Silence, however, also clearly
illustrates that Hatoum is not only interested in visualizing her personal history. She feels that
other memories can enrich her work. In discussing Hatoum’s installation, the question thus
arises of how some of Hatoum’s experiences of war, threat, and instability interact with the
history of the specific site in which the work is exhibited. The connection between the local
memory of the Kröller-Müller museum building and Hatoum’s personal experiences implies
that Hatoum’s memories can function as a kind of vehicle or, as Lisa Saltzman calls it, an
“agent of memory.”276 Hatoum sets up a familiar situation that cannot literally or exclusively
be traced to her past. Instead of expressing personal memories in her work, Hatoum
communicates certain feelings, emotions and thoughts to the viewer that are not bound to a
specific and recognizable personal, historical, political, or cultural event. This
“unboundedness” of the memories in Hatoum’s art enables them to enter into a relation with
other memories. Hatoum’s memories can serve as a mediator of the memories of other sites or
events.
After the exhibition in the Kröller-Müller Museum, the four beds that had constituted
the installation were sold separately as a sculpture in an edition of four, also by the name of
Silence (fig. 1.16), which has considerable consequences for the meaning of the work. In a
letter to Brouwer, Hatoum stated that, as the work was inspired by the special character of the
exhibition room, it would be unlikely that this work could be reinstalled in another space.277
Hatoum’s comment indicates that she valued the impact of the memories of that specific
context on the installation, but that she realizes that this impact cannot be recalled and
recreated in any other place. Without the local context of the museum, the work loses part of
its memorial function, and obtains different meanings.
Similar to Present Tense, Silence has been acquired and exhibited by various
museums, although now as a series of sculptures. The sculpture is in the permanent collection
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of the MoMA in New York, the Louisiana Museum of Modern Art in Humlebaek (Denmark),
and in the Rennie Collection in Vancouver.278 In 2000-2001, the MoMA organized the
exhibition Open Ends with works from their permanent collection. The exhibition was a
survey of the period between 1960 and 2000, divided into the following themes: “Actual
Size,” “Architecture Hot and Cold,” “Innocence and Experience,” “Matter,” “Pop and After,”
“Counter-Monuments and Memory,” “One Thing After Another,” “Sets and Situation,”
“Minimalism and After,” “The Path of Resistance,” and “White Spectrum.” Silence was
included in the section “Innocence and Experience,” which dealt with imagery of childhood in
contemporary art. In Hatoum’s solo exhibitions at the Rennie Collection in Vancouver in
2009-2010 and at Arter in Istanbul in 2012, the sculpture was shown in the context of other
works by Hatoum.
Unlike Present Tense, the original installation Silence was never exhibited again after
1994, as it was made for a particular location. As can be seen with Present Tense, a
reinstallation can have consequences for the meaning and effect of the work. With the
disassembling of the installation, Silence continued to exist, but in a different and new form.
The disassembling of the installation and the resulting loss of the original meaning is not
necessarily problematic. The different contexts of the exhibitions in which the sculpture has
been shown, add to the meaning of the work. Different aspects of these contexts accumulate
in the work as the exhibition history of the sculpture condensates. The memories are carried
along by the work, so that the work, as it were, acquires a memory of its own. Paul Mattick,
Jr. argues that if traces of a work’s previous installation are preserved, it “can embody
continuity between present and past.”279
Whereas the history of Present Tense is always addressed in exhibitions and literature,
the original installation of Silence has been forgotten. Referring to its history and all of its
divergent meanings does, however, enrich the work. Anthropologist Igor Kopytoff claims in
his article “The Cultural Biography of Things: Commoditization as Process” that things have
a life that can be described in a biography.280 By tracing the life of a thing to its inception and
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describing all of the following stages of its life, its past social functions and cultural
connotations can be revealed. This concept of the cultural biography of things can also be
applied to artworks to understand how the different meanings of works are renegotiated
through its life. These meanings do not only change and are not only renegotiated through the
life of an artwork, but artworks also have the capacity to accumulate histories and meanings.
By following the life of Silence, or of any artwork, its history and the shifting contexts in
which the work has been exhibited can provide an understanding of the different meanings of
the artwork and its history.
Conclusion
Hatoum’s installations Home, Homebound, and Sous Tension and her sculptures of furniture
or kitchen utensils such as Slicer, Mouli-Julienne (x21), and Incommunicado all represent
ambiguous notions of the home to challenge the viewers’ perception. Hatoum’s domestic
spaces and sculptures refer to everyday objects and surroundings. The objects and spaces
remain familiar and recognizable for viewers, but through the wires around the spaces and the
alterations of the objects, the home becomes dangerous and uncanny. Viewers’ expectations
of a domestic environment can become upset by this psychological disturbance. This
destabilizes the sense of the comfortable, permanent and stable home, its social and gender
connotations, and psychological emotions. As a result, the works can evoke multiple
associations and readings, depending on viewers’ experiences and life history.
While Hatoum’s work is marked by her personal experiences of war and threat, its
power of communication goes beyond the personal narrative that inspired it. Instead, traces of
Hatoum’s past experiences are communicated to the viewer in the form of conveyers, such as
fear, threat, instability and uncanniness. By directing the work at the viewer, Hatoum’s works
do not only establish a bodily experience, but they also remain open to incorporate
viewers’experiences, associations, and meanings. This openness to multiple narratives, not
merely the viewer’s, was illustrated with Hatoum’s work Silence. The suggestion of a hospital
ward in the original installation at the Kröller-Müller Museum recalled the history of the
museum building, since the museum functioned as an emergency hospital in WWII. This
memory of the museum building may be connected to recurring themes of Hatoum’s work,
flux.com/journal/art-and-thingness-part-one-breton%E2%80%99s-ball-and-duchamp%E2%80%99s-carrot/
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such as war, vulnerability of the human body, threat, and instability. The installation reflects
the interplay between Hatoum’s life experiences, as embodied in an artwork, and memories of
the site of memory of that work. With the dismantling of the installations, the sculptures
obtained new meanings in new installations and through the associations of viewers. Thus,
Hatoum’s works do not merely reflect or incorporate Hatoum’s personal experiences, but
function as a catalyst or an agent to set various associations in motion.
Most of Hatoum’s work cannot be literally related to her background, but a few works
refer more directly and explicitly to the Palestinian homeland by incorporating historical
maps. For Hatoum, the ambiguity of the home extends to notions of the homeland. The home
and the homeland both connote a stable place imbued with issues of belonging, (cultural)
identity, and (cultural) memory. In Hatoum’s work, this connotation of stability of the home,
the homeland and any other place in the world is undermined by the continuous projection of
feelings of instability, threat and fear upon the viewer.
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Chapter 2
Transformation as Narrative. Past and Present in the Art of Shahzia
Sikander
The construct is conceptual.
The dialogue is open-ended.
The narrative is unpredictable.
The suggestion is subjective.
The structure is infinite.
The rhetoric is suspended.
The memory is regurgitated.
The ownership is continuous.281
I wanted to explore an art form with a present that was based on the past. I wanted to
question its relevance and critically understand its cultural and historical dimension.282
“Transformation for me is really about understanding that change is constant, and
appreciating it, but also respecting it. It is very much about resilience.”283 With this statement
by the American-Pakistani artist Shahzia Sikander, one of the key ideas in her work becomes
immediately apparent. Transformation as a process of change bears significance for Sikander
as it demonstrates the flexibility and fluidity of images and meanings. Sikander also refers to
the importance of transformation with the title of her work Transformation as Narrative
(2007, fig. 2.1). Transformation as Narrative is a site-specific wall painting, which Sikander
made for a solo exhibition at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney. In this work, a host
of abstract forms and colors seems to be loosely connected by red threads, but on closer
inspection images such as soccer balls, an elephant, and guns can be distinguished. It
embodies a play between figuration and abstract forms.
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Sikander’s animation SpiNN (2003, fig. 2.2) gives insight into these processes of
transformation, while also challenging the construction of binary opposition of representation
versus abstraction. In this animation, several gopis meet in a royal court. Gopis, or cowherd
women, are devotees of the god Krishna in Hindu mythology. At the moment at which a large
group of gopis have gathered, their bodies dissolve, while their hair remains visible. With a
witty sense of humor, Sikander makes the hair fly around in circles, as if it is an abstract form,
reminiscent of birds or bats. Without the body, the pieces of hair have now obtained a new
and different meaning. Both the separation of the gopis’ hair from the body and the multitude
change the perception of the gopis. In SpiNN, Sikander plays with the female bodily marker of
hair to question certain feminine representations and to unsettle the idea of a fixed identity.
Sikander has often connected the process of transformation to the notion of identity
since the beginning of her artistic production. Fleshy Weapons (1997, fig. 2.3), for instance,
depicts a silhouette of a multi-armed goddess from Hinduism with loops connecting her legs.
Her head is covered with a shredded Islamic veil and she is holding a weapon in each hand.
With the combination of Hindu, Islamic, and Western iconography, Sikander creates figures
that are not only emphatically cross-cultural, but also emphatically female. Sikander’s image
of the goddess is constantly repeated in other works, with or without slight alterations, but
always in combination with other images. In Who’s Veiled Anyway (1997, fig. 2.4), for
instance, the silhouette of the female figure can be seen several times in different shapes.
Under the tail of the horse, the headless red figure seems to float through the air. In this
depiction, the arms of the goddess are now also replaced with loops. A similar transparent
drawing of the figure, outlined with black, can be seen in the top left. The figure can also be
seen in the bottom left of the frame, this time, however, without arms, and the veil seems to
have been transformed into wings, reminiscent of angels.
These earlier works – Fleshy Weapons and Who’s Veiled Anyway – were made in the
tradition of miniature painting. Sikander was born in Lahore, Pakistan in 1969, and unlike the
other artists in this project, also went to art school in Lahore. During her education at the
National College of Arts (NCA) in Lahore in the late 1980s, Sikander took up miniature
painting as her major. The specific methods, techniques and rules of miniature art were
imparted to her by her teacher Bashir Ahmed. Sikander has called her choice of Ahmed’s
course “an act of defiance.”284 Neither students nor teachers were interested in miniature
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painting, but preferred to study Western, modernist art from the twentieth century. As for
Sikander, she was not interested in copying miniature paintings, which Ahmed encouraged his
students to do, but she wanted to use the medium for her own purposes: “I was attracted to the
inherent challenges of miniature painting. My interest was and still is to create a dialogue with
a traditional form – how to use tradition while engaging in a transformative task. Over the
years I have continued to try to understand miniature painting’s historical significance and its
contemporary relevance.”285
At the NCA, Sikander was merely educated in the tradition of Indo-Persian miniature
painting.286 She gained an understanding of Indian visual culture and Hindu iconography
when she visited India in 1992. Many books on this topic, which were unavailable to her in
Pakistan due to the complex relationship between India and Pakistan after Pakistan’s
separation from India in 1947, became accessible to her.287 She has said that during this trip,
she realized that because of the shared histories between India and Pakistan, there were many
similarities between the countries, especially visually.288 After the trip to India, Sikander went
to the U.S.A. for an exhibition at the Pakistani Embassy in Washington D.C. in 1992. None of
her works were sold, but as she had all of her work with her, she decided to visit some art
schools. One of these schools was the Rhode Island School of Design in Providence, Rhode
Island, which offered her a scholarship.289 During her education at this school, Sikander
started to experiment with the different traditional conventions and schools of miniature art.
Besides starting to use Hindu iconography, which she had come across during her travel
through India, she also introduced Western iconography into her work.290 It is important to be
aware of the fact that Sikander’s interest in miniature painting already arose in Pakistan to
understand that her study of the tradition is not merely an examination of her Pakistani
heritage from a migratory point of view. In 1995, Sikander received a Core Fellowship for a
residency at the Glassell School of Art, Museum of Fine Arts in Houston, where she lived for
a while, but she eventually moved to New York City in 1997, where she still resides.
With the combination of Hindu, Islamic, and Western iconography, Sikander explores
the complex nature of identity. As illustrated by Sikander’s image of the goddess, she
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conducts this questioning of the construction of identity by using three methods. Her first
method is the transformation of images from different cultures and time periods. The second
method is connected to this first method, namely recontextualization. Because she
continuously places the images in new contexts – a different time, culture and different
artwork within Sikander’s oeuvre – the images do not acquire a fixed meaning, but this
meaning depends on the context in which they are placed. Her work, therefore, suggests that
identity is not static, but flexible. Sikander aims to increase the potential for the change of
meanings of these images, thereby offering resistance to stereotypes and categorizations.
Thirdly, Sikander literally creates her images by layering images on top of each other, as in a
palimpsest, addressing and relating various cultures, religions, and histories. Older images
shine through images placed on top of them and remain visible. By layering images, Sikander
suggests, as I will argue in this chapter, that identities are not singular and fixed, but layered
and complex.
This chapter examines how Sikander represents identity by layering, recontextualizing
and transforming images from different times, religions and cultures in a palimpsest
composition. The structure of the chapter corresponds to the three methods: transformation,
recontextualisation, and palimpsest.
Transformations and Combinations
Sikander selects images for her work based on the image’s ability to transform: “I’m always
searching for a form that has the potential beyond its appearance, a form which has the ability
to change its meaning.”291 Her idea of transformation is illustrated in the female figure in
Fleshy Weapons (1997, fig. 2.3), which she calls a “platform.”292 This platform figure is a
basic form or a scheme of a female body that Sikander can alter or to which she can add
elements. In Fleshy Weapons, Sikander has altered the platform figure by replacing her feet
with loops that connect her feet, covering her face with a white veil, and by giving her
multiple arms with weapons in her hands. In an interview with Homi Bhabha, Sikander
explained that the basic form, just like many of her other images, evolved out of an
experiment with pigment on paper from an abstract form into an organic one.293 This organic
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form has no direct relation to the real, but bears resemblance to the female body. It is merely
an outline of a female body, exaggerating female body shapes with large breasts, a thin waist,
and wide hips. No individual features can be recognized, and there are no signs that point to
ethnicity, age or class. As Sikander’s figure is a schematic, abstract form of a female body, it
can easily obtain new identities by giving the figure different pieces of clothing and various
attributes.
In Fleshy Weapons, Sikander altered the schematic figure into a powerful, even
aggressive veiled female figure with multiple arms, and a weapon or other attribute in each
hand. She holds various weapons from swords, knives, an ax, a dagger, a sickle, to a mace,
but also attributes like a ring and what seems to be a trumpet. One of the hands is not grasping
a weapon, but is holding a white circle or ring, in which a girl is depicted. All the attention is
directed to the armed and veiled female figure, as she occupies a large part of the pictorial
space, and the background is kept completely neutral. Consequently, the viewer has no idea
where the figure is in time and space.
Sikander developed an abstract female form into the figure of a Hindu goddess with
multiple arms. She has taken this goddess out of the original religious context, transformed
the body and combined it with the image of a veiled Muslim woman. The multiplicity of
organs and limbs is a convention that occurs within Indian iconography of divine images.294
Several deities have multiple arms, but it is unclear to which deity Sikander refers. Some
authors, like Linda Eilene Sanchez,295 suggests that her figure is a reference to the Hindu
goddess Durga, who fights against male demons to maintain or reach the stability of the
cosmos.296 The beautiful Durga has four, eight, ten, or sometimes even twenty arms, and
holds several attributes: Talwar (long sword), Chakram (sharp ring), Scimitar (backsword or
sabre), Trishula (trident), a discus, a thunderbolt, a mace, a bow, a conch shell, a snake, and a
lotus flower. Others, like Nitya Dhakar,297 suggest that the figure refers to the Hindu goddess
Kali, a wild and violent being, who is often depicted as blue or black, naked with long hair,
multiple arms with weapons, and skulls as a necklace.298 Considering the light skin color of
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Sikander’s figure, it is more likely that the figure is Durga instead of Kali, but according to
Sikander, it does not matter who the goddess is:
[T]he goddess becomes not important, whether it’s Kali or Durga; it’s the idea of it,
the allusion to the opposition of the veil. So I’m stripping the identity of the goddess
and putting the veil on its head. One is dealing with very two extremes of image. The
goddess image is something which is very familiar to media. It’s this image with
several hands, and yet it’s not a particular goddess, because I was not interested in
that; I was interested in coming up with a definition that could occupy the entirety of
that experience as such, and the dilemmas of it. Again it’s about raising issues about
stereotypes with the veil and the goddess and the interplay of both. And yet the
goddess as such becomes a problematic issue, and the veil also, because it’s not like
the oppression, or the subversion.299
The veiled goddess questions Western stereotypical connotations of veiled Muslim women as
oppressed, as the veil becomes an ambiguous image in Sikander’s work. The veil in Fleshy
Weapons seems to be useless, as its traditional function to cover and desexualize women in
order to protect men from the seductiveness of the female body, has vanished. Further, the
veil becomes almost reminiscent of a pair of wings, which is even more apparent in Who’s
Veiled Anyway? (fig. 2.4), perhaps suggesting, especially in the latter, that the figure is about
to fly away. In other works, such as Then and N.O.W. – Rapunzel Dialogues Cinderella
(1997, fig. 2.5), the veil is shredded, again making its traditional function useless. Sikander
has also made strange combinations to challenge the stereotypical idea of the veil as
oppressive by placing a shredded veil on a griffin, a mythological animal with the body of a
lion and the head and wings of an eagle, in works such as Ready to Leave? (1997, fig. 2.6).
Through this new combination, Sikander has created the potential for the veil to obtain new
and different meanings.
Similar to the strategy of recontextualizing the veil, the schematic female figure in
Fleshy Weapons was described by Sikander as a platform figure, a figure that can be altered
or to which elements, like a veil, can be added. Sikander’s description implies that the abstract
figure can reappear in an altered form in other works. Sikander’s female figure indeed has
repeated in several artworks in different contexts and in various forms. The female figure can,
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for instance, be seen in works like Hood’s Red Rider #2 (1997, fig. 2.7), where she is almost
exactly the same. In Reinventing the Dislocation (1997, fig. 2.8) and Uprooted Order, Series
3, #1 (1995, fig. 2.9), the female figure is overlayed with another figure, and in Reinventing
the Dislocation, the figure has arms nor a head. Finally, in To Reveal or Not to Reveal (2004,
fig. 2.10), the figure is veiled, but her body fades into a strip of rectangles that swirl around
her body. The repetition of images with slight changes illustrates not only how transformation
is a continuous process, it also demonstrates the flexibility and fluidity of images and
meanings.
The repetition of images in several works also has another implication. For Sikander,
the repetition of an image is a strategy to constantly make new combinations with other
images: “I like the idea of exhausting an image. And to generate as many combinations as I
can through the usage of limited vocabulary. Because every time it becomes familiar to a
viewer they attach a meaning to it and next time they may see it used in another context.”300
The context in which the images are placed contributes to their meaning. The shifting of
meaning through the recontextualisation of images can also be related to the notion of shifting
identities, which will be further discussed at the end of this chapter.
That the female figure defies stereotyping gets enhanced by the replacement of her
feet with reddish loops that connect her legs as if they are blood-filled veins. Because of the
roots, the figure is self-feeding and therefore independent of other people or institutional
legislation. The figure is also afloat, “uprooted”, or as Sikander has described it, “not rooted
in any one context.”301 The figure is therefore fixed, grounded, nor stereotyped, as Sikander
has also described it.302 At the same time, it can also mean that the figure is uprooted,
something Sikander refers to in titles as Uprooted Order, Series 3, #1. Thus, the roots make
the figure independent, but also disconnected because she is not connected to other people or
a place.
The combination of the female body with roots, a non-human material, can also be
seen in light of the concept of the grotesque. The term grotesque was used by Mikhail Bakhtin
in his book Rabelais and His World (1968) to examine folk culture in the novels of Rabelais.
According to Bakhtin, unofficial folk culture had its own language, which can be seen as an
escape from the hierarchically ordered and authoritarian official culture. Although this folk
culture has its own territory – the grotesque world of carnival – it belonged to all people,
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eliminating hierarchies.303 The new forms that were invented during the carnival rejected the
official system of values and ideology, upending hierarchies and social conventions as they
entrenched social codes and cultural values.304 While official culture conceives of the world as
timeless, absolute, unchangeable, and eternal, folk culture, in which humor played an
important part, rejoiced in creativity, renewal, openness, unfinish, surprise, and
transformation.305
Besides being a specific historical phenomenon, the concept of the grotesque has been
employed by artists as a means to challenge and deconstruct conventions and conventional
ideas of beauty.306 Acknowledging that it is difficult to define the grotesque because of the
contested meanings of the term, Frances S. Connelly states in her book Modern Art and the
Grotesque that the grotesque includes images “[…] that combine unlike things in order to
challenge established realities or construct new ones; those that deform or decompose things;
and those that are metamorphic. […] Grotesque also describes the aberration from ideal form
or from accepted convention, to create the misshapen, ugly, exaggerated, or even formless.”307
Though it is debated what does and what does not belong to the category of the grotesque, the
concept is useful to analyze the female body in Sikander’s work as a strategy to challenge
existing hierarchies and unsettle conventions such as stereotypical images.
The combination of the female body and roots recalls the grotesque, as Bakhtin
stresses the merging of the human body and other material entities. According to Bettina
Papenburg, the new hybrid form blurs the existing boundaries between aesthetic categories. 308
In light of Bakhtin’s concept of the grotesque, the grotesque female figure in Sikander’s work
can potentially be liberating, challenging and destabilizing representational conventions of the
female body. Sikander continuously transforms the female figure in various works, which
connects the figure to the grotesque based on what they both lack: fixity, stability and
order.309 Bakhtin has also discussed the idea of flexibility and flux, describing the grotesque
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as “a body in the act of becoming […] never finished, never completed; it is continuously
built, created, and builds and creates another body.”310
In 2009, Sikander was asked to make an exhibition for the Cooper-Hewitt National
Design Museum in New York, based on their permanent collection. For this exhibition
Shahzia Sikander Selects. Works from the Permanent Collection, Sikander chose Francisco
Goya’s print Manner of Flying (1865-66, fig. 2.11), describing it as a work “[…] where the
human and the mechanical, the grotesque, absurd, and comical come together as a device for
satire.”311 This print shows multiple views of a man with the head of a bird on his head, who
is trying to fly with a winged apparatus. In some of her works, Sikander also combines a
human figure with an animal, such as the combination of a peacock with a human face in To
Desire (Flip-Flop series) (2004, fig. 2.12) and the transformation of the lower bodies of two
men into snakes in Entanglement (2001, fig. 2.13). According to Connolly, the griffin, a
recurring figure in Sikander’s work, can also be termed grotesque, as the figure combines two
animals: the lion and the eagle.312 In all of these figures, Sikander destabilizes the boundaries
between two entities by merging them into one figure. The new forms that are created
challenge existing hierarchies and conventions.
Along with the strategy of subversion, the combination of female images from Hindu
and Islamic iconography in Fleshy Weapons also illustrates the multidimensionality of female
identity. For Sikander, the goddess represents the complexity of female identity as she unites
several characteristics: “The reference to the goddess, I think, for me, I am interested in the
multidimensions of the female identity. The goddess could be a figure of power. It refers to
empowerment definitely. And yet there is a certain sort of dark side to it too, where there is a
reference to destruction. And whether it’s destruction of evil or good is left in the
background.”313 Apart from being a reference to destruction, the aggression of the female
figure also seems to be related to sexuality. The title of the work, Fleshy Weapons, has sexual
overtones. In relation to aggression, it can refer to the female figure using her sexuality as a
weapon, as the female forms of the naked goddes, such as breasts and hips, are also
exaggerated. Furthermore, one of the goddess’s weapons, the trumpet, has phallic
connotations as it is placed between the gymnast’s legs. The weapons of the goddess are also
flesh-colored, instead of having the colors of shiny metals.
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Sikander’s interest in the multidimensionality of female identity can be linked to the
Hindu convention of multiplying arms of goddesses like Kali and Durga. According to Hindu
mythology, these war goddesses were created by several gods, who each made a part of their
body and gave them their special weapon.314 Although Sikander has, to my knowledge, never
specifically referred to the background of this Hindu convention, the idea of goddesses being
created out of different parts can be related to notion of pluralism and multiplicity of identity.
Thus, by mingling Hindu and Islamic iconography in Fleshy Weapons, Sikander subverts
singular and fixed identities that stereotypical images represen,t and explores the multiplicity
of female identity, which encompasses divergent and perhaps even conflicting characteristics,
such as evil, good, sexual, subordinate, independent, and powerful.
The sampling of images from different cultures and times is not only a strategy of
subversion of Western stereotypes, but, according to Sikander, it is also a reference to
religious clashes: “Merging antithetical subjects stemmed from the desire to question the
historic animosity between Hinduism and Islam and confront the Western stereotype of
Muslim women as oppressed.”315 Sikander not only aims to confront and subvert Western
stereotypes, but also to explore stereotypical images and (mis)perceptions between various
cultures and religions. In this light, the armed veiled goddess in Fleshy Weapons may be
revolting against all such perceptions, and the work could be interpreted as a general call for
reconciliation by Sikander between different religions, cultures, and states.
The merging of Hindu and Islamic iconography does not just serve the purpose of
examining cross-cultural misunderstandings, but Sikander also wants to question the
construction of national identity in Pakistan:
I deliberately began contrasting the abstract reserved nature of Muslim art with the
expressionistic and sensual elements of Indian painting, destroying all borders
between them through this intermingling. The paradox of identity, especially that of
Pakistan and its complex relationship with India, became crucially important. By
combining the Muslim-Hindu vocabulary, I found the intersection of the two provided
a new visual language with which to confront problems of identity and who claims
what.316
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With the establishment of a Hindu and an Islamic state in 1947, the two religions were
completely separated. In Pakistan, a national identity was constructed that was based on
Islam, in an attempt to erase the nation’s complex history with India and Hinduism. In her
work, Sikander wants to address this past, which will be further discussed in the section on
palimpsests in this chapter.
Personal and Multidimensional Identities
The abstract female figure in works like Fleshy Weapons stems from the early years of
Sikander’s career, between 1993 and 1998. Sikander has repeatedly mentioned that the
exploration of identity issues in these works is related to personal experiences. According to
Sikander, she addressed issues of identity partly to react to the labeling of her work and
herself: “I made a few works that specifically addressed the notion of identity as being fluid
and unfixed, primarily in response to the rigid categories I found my work and myself being
placed in or put in.”317 The main classification Sikander got confronted with was “Muslim”,
and with a work like Fleshy Weapons (fig. 2.3), Sikander demonstrates that the construction
of (female) identities and the background of her work is far more complicated and ambiguous.
In an article Sikander wrote herself, she explains how her experiences of coming to the US in
1993 and of being stereotyped, affected her work : “[M]y impulse was to absorb, digest and
then regurgitate my felt experiences – thus I painted subjects in context to my new location. A
Kind of Slight and Pleasing Dislocation came out of this experience – the signature figure
evolving as an image of a self-nourishing, interconnected form, refusing to belong, to be
fixed, to be grounded, to be stereotyped. It mirrored my own state of being.”318
Although Sikander’s signature figure came out of personal experience, Sikander has
stated on several occasions that her work “definitely does not present “my story” in an
autobiographical sense. My lived experiences are at times conducted as experiments to gather
material that becomes fodder for work. The impulse is very different in such a context.”319
Besides the signature figure of the Hindu goddess, the aforementioned griffin is a recurring
image in Sikander’s work (fig. 2.5, 2.6, 2.7). Sikander relates this image to her personal
situation as a migrated artist, something art historians often refer to in their analysis of this
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image in her work.320 As a hybrid figure, the griffin appears to be an ideal metaphorical
animal to illustrate Sikander’s situation, as a person or artist who constructs her identity out of
different cultures. In an interview with Homi Bhabha, Sikander explains that the griffin is also
a standard figure in Punjabi321, called a chillava, whose identity she relates to her own: “It is
somebody who is coming and going so fast you can’t pin down who they are. I tried to pin it
down with a headdress, a veil. The Chillava has multiple identities, and it reflects the sort of
rhetoric or categories that I am confronted with. Are you Muslim, Pakistani, artist, painter,
Asian, Asian-American, or what? But it is not my agenda to say that I belong to any of these
categories.”322 The griffin is not only useful for Sikander as a metaphor for her personal
identity, but it also fits in with her examination of identity being fluid and multidimensional,
as the griffin’s identity is literally constructed out of several identities, just like the goddess’
identity in Fleshy Weapons. Thus, Sikander often draws on personal experiences for her work,
but the resulting images and artworks have deeper and richer meanings than an
autobiographical interpretation would account for.
Another example of an element inspired by personal experience, but also evoking
meanings is that of the cowboy boots. These boots are also a recurring image in Sikander’s
work and can, for instance, be seen in Phenomenology of Transformation – Transcending Text
(2006, fig. 2.14). Sikander got the inspiration for this image during her stay in Texas. The
cowboy boots, as Singer argues, could refer to the period Sikander spent in Texas,323 but for
Sikander, the boots refer to issues of cultural diversity and identity: “When I first arrived in
Houston, I was fascinated with the elaborate styles of cowboy boots and thought they were
incredibly exotic. They also seemed to be a central part of a specifically “Texan” identity, one
distinct from being “American.”324 For Sikander, cowboy boots were exotic, just like images
of a Hindu goddess might be exotic for a Western viewer.
The veil is also a subject that sprang from her personal experiences. In the beginning
of her career, Sikander has made a couple of works in which she explored its stereotypical
image of the veil. Being a Muslim from Pakistan, Sikander often had to deal with prejudices
in the US, and occasionally even wore a veil in 1993-1994 as an experiment to analyze
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people’s reactions.325 It struck her how people approached her differently. It made her realize
how a piece of clothing can construct and even manipulate identity, but also how identities are
dependent on the perceptions of other people. Because of these experiments, she asked herself
the question: “So, what is identity?”326
Although Sikander tried to undermine stereotypical images of the veil and Islamic
women in her work, critics and art historians often categorized her work and the artist herself
because of these images. This may have been enhanced by Sikander’s use of the traditional
medium of her homeland: miniature painting. The image of the veil mainly appeared in
Sikander’s work from 1993 until 1998, but even years later some of these works are
repeatedly mentioned and depicted in articles on her work. Patricia Covo Johnson even calls
the image Sikander’s hallmark.327 Sikander is now unsure whether it was wise to tackle the
issus of veiling:
[…] I now wonder – after seven, eight years – would it have been smarter to steer
away from this topic instead. And ignore the questions. I found that the three to five
drawings I did on the topic in 1994-96 got a lot more coverage and were at times the
only works chosen to be printed and my work got written about a lot within the
framework of a “Muslim woman” or perhaps “liberation” experienced by coming to
the U.S.328
The period in which Sikander made these works were the heyday of identity politics329 in the
mainstream art world. From the late 1980s, exhibitions and debates about art that engaged
issues of difference and cultural identity flourished with peaks such as the 1993 Whitney
Biennial (sometimes called “the Identity Biennial”) in New York City.330 Sikander was well
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aware of these debates, as she says: “Finding myself immersed in the early 1990s politics of
identity, […] I began to see my identity as being fluid, something in flux.”331
In the period that brought forth these works, Sikander became a well-known artist,
mostly due to her selection for the influential Whitney Biennial. The Whitney Biennial is a
famous exhibition for young, and often lesser-known contemporary American artists. In 1997,
Sikander did not have a green card, and was thus officially not an American artist. Sikander
explained in an interview with Kurt Andersen that she had applied for the green card, but the
file got lost. While she had to wait for approval, which came in 2001, Sikander was unable to
leave the US.332 Although the Whitney Biennial usually includes foreign-born artists working
in the U.S., this number was larger than ever before in 1997. When asked how they dealt with
the “American” issue, curator Louise Neri answered: “[…] "American" artists are those who
primarily live and work in the US, whose work reflects something of their experience of and
response to the cultural conditions and influences we identify as being American […].”333
Sikander’s migratory experiences are different from Hatoum’s experiences, as
Sikander voluntarily moved to the United States. In most literature on Sikander, authors state
that her move to the U.S. was for education at the Rhode Island School of Design in
Providence, which can perhaps be interpreted as a search for better (career) opportunities.
Sikander, however, never intended to stay in the U.S. when she went to Washington [D.C] for
an exhibition. When Kurt Andersen asked her if she had the intention to stay in the U.S. for
the rest of her life, she answered: “No, no, no. I couldn’t imagine beyond a few months at that
time.”334 The fellowship and stipend at the Rhode Island School of Design and Glassell
School of Art extended Sikander’s stay: “[…] I was buying myself a little bit of time, taking
another path that would delay my return to Pakistan.”335 In 1997, only a year after her
residency at the Glassel School of Art, Sikander’s career already took off, when she was
selected for the renowned Whitney. Thus, as Sikander’s move to the U.S. was voluntary, her
relation to both the U.S. and Pakistan is very different, and perhaps less complicated, than it is
for people who have to leave their country because of the turmoil of war, famine, or political,
cultural, religious, and gender-based oppression. All of the often-mentioned negative effects
of a forced migration, such as a sense of displacement, feeling of loss, a longing for home
331
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and/or homeland, or perhaps the feeling of instability and threat in Hatoum’s life and work, do
not really apply to Sikander. Her work is not a reflection of the negative aspects of migration,
like displacement, nor is her reinterpretation of miniature art a nostalgic longing for her
homeland, or a search for her identity, as some art historians seem to suggest.336 Sikander
herself has also said that “[t]here is no sense of loss […].”337 She has even stated that her
migratory experience is “[…] a pleasing dislocation,”338 a feeling which can also be read in
the title of her work A Kind of Slight and Pleasing Dislocation.
Transformations into Abstraction
After a couple of years, Sikander abandoned the images of the female figure and the veil.
Recently, however, she did take up the image of the goddess again. The reason for the
abandonment is unknown, but two factors spring to mind. First, through the many
combinations she has made with other images, the images of the female figure and the veil
have probably become, in Sikander’s words, “exhausted.” Perhaps with the appropriation of
other images, Sikander saw possibilities for new combinations and potentially new meanings
for the female figure. Second – and this mainly counts for the veil – the strong categorisation
of her work and of herself as an artist which Sikander faced, may have caused her to decide to
move into a new direction. In the following, it will become clear that this new direction
entailed the transformation of images of identity into abstraction.
Sikander’s animations give an insight in the process of transformation in her work.
During a two-month residency in 2001 at ArtPace, a foundation for contemporary art in San
Antonio (Texas), Sikander started experimenting with animation. In an interview with Kurt
Andersen, Sikander explained that she wanted to develop one painting into an animation. The
reason was that it takes a lot of time to make one miniature painting, as she paints many layers
on top of each other. With a limited amount of time to create work for the exhibition at the
end of the residency, she decided to develop one painting into an animation.When she was
drawing, she would scan every stage of the process. She then conntected the images on a
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computer to make an animation and added effects and music.339 As each image slowly
evolved into the next, the transformation became clearly visible. Sikander’s technique can be
seen as a metaphor for her artistic ideas and the meaning of the work. With the animations,
she went one step further in the transformation and deconstruction of the traditional medium.
Since the residency in 2001, Sikander has made several animations, including the
aforementioned work SpiNN (2003, fig. 2.2).
In SpiNN, Sikander plays with the female bodily marker of hair to question certain
representations of the female and to unsettle the idea of a fixed identity. In this animation,
gopis undergo a transformation as their bodies slowly dissolve while their hair remains
visible. Hair removed from the body was also an element in some of Hatoum’s works, but in
Sikander’s animation SpiNN, hair obtains a completely different meaning. Without the body,
the pieces of hair have now obtained a new and different meanings. They look like an abstract
feature, but are also reminiscent of birds or bats. After the isolation of the hair from the body,
the hair flies or “spins” around in circles, which perhaps emphasizes the idea of birds or bats.
Thus, while the gopis’ hairstyle can be read as a symbol with complicated cultural
associations, the separation and multitude changes their perception.
Linda Eilene Sanchez illustrates in her dissertation that Sikander appropriated the
gopis in SpiNN from the illustration ‘Krishna Steals the Clothes of the Maidens of Vraja’ (ca.
1700, fig. 2.15) from a Bhagavata Purana340 from the Punjab Hills.341 In this story, the young
Krishna plays a trick on the gopis. When the gopis take a bath in the river, Krishna steals their
clothes and climbs up a tree to laugh at them. Krishna told them that he would give them their
clothes back if they would come to him. Embarrassed to approach him naked, the gopis
covered their breasts and private parts as they came out of the water. According to Krishna,
the gopis had offended the gods with their nudity. They had to raise their hands above their
head to be expiated of this sin, and to retrieve their clothes. Although ashamed, the gopis
obeyed his order, as he promised them that they could accompany him on the following
nights.342 On the eighteenth-century illustration, Krishna sits in the tree, tempting the gopis to
come out of the water by showing them their clothes. Some gopis, both in the water and on
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the bank, still cover their breasts and private parts, while others already raise their arms above
their heads.
The main role of the gopis is the worship of Krishna, and therefore their identity solely
depends on Krishna. As the gopis only serve one purpose and nothing sets them apart from
each another, their appearance on the eighteenth-century illustration and therefore also in
Sikander’s animation is entirely indistinguishable: they all have the same face, same hair,
same jewelry, they are all naked, and they all seem to behave, act and respond in the same,
obedient way. The gopis function as a collective and do not have separate identities.343 As a
group, the gopis are subordinate to Krishna, whose power over them is illustrated in the story
of the stealing of the clothes.
In SpiNN, Sikander has taken the image of the gopis out of its original context, and
placed it into a new context. The hall in which the gopis are placed is reminiscent of a durbar
hall where Indian Mughal emperors held audiences. The gopis are now not only relocated
from the Hindu devotional paintings to a court in an Islamic Mughal setting, but they are also
represented without Krishna.344 Both the person and place that define the gopis and their
identity are absent in Sikander’s animation. This does not mean, however, that the identity of
the gopis is no longer dependent on him. Hindu specialist Paul van der Velde states that the
mere presence of the gopis suggests a presence of Krishna.345 But the recontextualisation of
the gopis has opened up the possibility of constructing new meanings, according to Sikander,
“[b]y isolating the Gopi character I emphasised its potential to cultivate new associations.”346
A similar strategy, to separate a character from figures, who are important to define their
identity, will return in the chapter on Amer, when she separates Snow White from the
dwarves.
The images in SpiNN slowly evolve into the next, making the transformation clearly
visible for the viewer. When the gopis are isolated from their source, multiplied and
transformed, the perception of them changes. The hairdos shed their reference to gopis as the
subordinate female lovers of Krishna, and are turned into whimsical signs. It is a state of
constant flux to indicate that representations are not static, but flexible. Sikander plays with
the oppositions of figuration versus abstraction in order to keep it unclear whether the
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whimsical signs are bats, birds, floating helmets or abstract features. It is the role of the
viewer to create new meanings. Sikander only increases the potential of engendering new
meanings by deconstructing and destabilizing the fixed representation of the gopis and
generating multiple associations.
The multiple associations and meanings in SpiNN are further complicated by its title.
The first association of the title is to the spinning of the hairdos of the gopis. By capitalizing
the letters SNN, however, other associations spring to mind. According to Jessica Hough, it
could be an allusion to the U.S. news channel CNN, whose worldwide broadcasting and
reporting of events is very influential, but that their perspective is not only very dominant but
also singular.347 Sikander has commented on the role of media in representation: “The
international media does not necessarily represent [the religious and cultural aspect] correctly.
They usually show masses of men when showing footage of Pakistan, having everyone
believe that there are no women in the society!”348 Although this quote does not directly refer
to SpiNN, it illustrates Sikander’s view on how perception and representation can be
manipulated into a single view by media. In SpiNN, the gopis’s isolation from their source,
multiplication and transformation into abstract forms, broadens the perception of them,
allowing multiple interpretations.
Sikander has transformed the gopis in SpiNN with a witty sense of humor. According
to Sikander, humor is an essential element in her work that challenges notions of identity:
“Although I share a heartfelt concern about the notion of identity, I would like to address it
with a certain sense of humor.”349 With regard to her appropration of the gopis, she has stated
that “[u]sing the gopi over the last several years has led me to see it in a variety of ways – one
being to use humor to address gender and power hierarchies.”350 When the gopis gather in the
court hall, the viewer will probably not expect their bodies to dissolve, nor will they expect
that their hairdos become an ambiguous image that can obtain divergent and different
meanings. It is the unexpectedness of the transformation that becomes humorous. The
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transformations alter the viewers’ perception of the naked gopis, and laughter may arise when
viewers recognize that their prediction has failed them.
Laughter that results from unexpected images and scenes is the subject of the so-called
incongruity theory of humor.351 This theory was already proposed in the 17th century by
French philosopher Blaise Pascal, who wrote: “Nothing produces laughter more than a
disproportion between that which one expects, and that which one sees.”352 The incongruity
theory can be used to explain why an artwork like SpiNN can cause viewers to smile, giggle,
or even laugh, but humor also has personal, cultural and social functions. These functions are
explored by sociological theorists of humor, like Avner Ziv. According to Ziv, one of the
functions of humor is to control and disrupt norms and stereotypes,353 which is exactly what
Sikander has achieved by addressing hierarchies with the gopis. The witty transformation
subverts and liberates the gopis from the hierarchies by destabilizing the connotations and
perceptions of the gopis through the creation of new and unexpected associations. Perhaps the
gopis are almost literally liberated as the hairdos spin around, as if they are about to fly away.
Thus, humor in SpiNN acts as a vehicle for the subversion of established systems of
representation and hierarchies, as Sikander plays with the viewers’ connotations and
perceptions.
As with the female figure and the veil, the image of the gopis has been reused by
Sikander in several works. She continuously places them in a new context and creates new
combinations with other images to establish new connotations and meanings. The bodies of
the gopis are still completely visible in Then and N.O.W. - Rapunzel Dialogues Cinderella
(1997, fig. 2.5). Sikander has, however, individualized the gopis here by giving them different
facial features, and by changing their skin color. That these females were originally gopis can
be seen in their posture that corresponds with the gopis in the water beneath the tree on the
eighteenth-century illustration (fig. 2.15). In Sikander’s work Then and N.O.W. - Rapunzel
Dialogues Cinderella, the gopis are surrounded by images such as Rapunzel, a griffin, and
flip-flops, and they seem to be spectators of the scene. How these divergent images are
actually related to one another, remains unclear, and it is for the viewer to try to make the
connections.
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In later works, Sikander increasingly emphasizes the formal aspect of the hairdos more
and more. In Prey (2002, fig. 2.16), the abstract hairdos are layered on top of trees, animals
who prey on one another, and jet fighters. As Prey mainly consists of figurative elements, the
hairdos obtain their meaning in relation to these images with connotations of violence and
aggression, and can thus perhaps be interpreted as floating helmets or fighting animals. The
gopis’ hair has become abstract in Transformation as Narrative (2007, detail, fig. 2.17). In
this nearly abstract work, the abstract feature almost merges into a swarm of abstract forms
and colors that seem to be loosely connected by red threads as if every image, and thus every
association and meaning is interconnected.
As can be seen in Transformation as Narrative (fig. 2.1), Sikander’s later work, from
approximately 2004, has progressed towards abstraction. This is not only evident in
Transformation as Narrative, but also in works like The Sinxay Series: Narrative as
Dissolution #1 (, 2008, fig. 2.18), To Declare, To Dissolve (2008, fig. 2.19), Pathology of
Suspension #11 (2006, fig. 2.20), and Phenomenology of Transformation – Transcending Text
(2006, fig. 2.14). From the beginning of her career, Sikander has always been interested in the
relation between representation and abstraction: “The Western discourse of representation
versus abstraction, especially in its relation to the miniature genre interested me.”354 Whereas
in the early works figuration seems to get more emphasis than abstraction, this turned around
in later works. These later, almost abstract works still show traces of figurative elements, but
they appear to dissolve into abstract features. Sikander’s later work falls somewhere between
abstraction and figuration, and she plays a game between the poles of abstraction and
figuration.
The idea of transformation seems to have become more important in Sikander’s later
work. This is evident in the titles of her works, such as Transformation as Narrative,
Phenomenology of Transformation – Transcending Text, and Series of Transformation (2007).
Sikander’s interest in transformation as a constant process to change the meaning of an image,
has perhaps more potential when using abstract features. The meaning of abstract features,
such as the gopis’ hairdos, is even less fixed than the meaning of figurative elements. The
image becomes very ambiguous, and it raises questions about possible and probable slippages,
uncertainties, and misperceptions of images that can occur when viewers apprehend them.
With the abstract features, it becomes even more clear that the meaning of images is unstable
and unfixed. The construction of meaning of the images is dependent on the perception of the
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viewer. The importance of perception in the construction of meaning and identity has already
been emphasized by Sikander with regard to the veil and influence of media. To my
knowledge, Sikander has never referred to the book Phenomenology of Perception by the
French philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty, but the title of her series Phenomenology of
Transformation (2006), and her statements on perception seem to indicate that she is aware of
his theory.355
Another striking element in Sikander’s later works are the loops or threads that seem
to connect the abstract features. In Transformation as Narrative, The Sinxay Series: Narrative
as Dissolution #1, and Pathology of Suspension #11, for instance, red, white and black loops
swirl between the images. These loops are reminiscent of the red, seemingly blood-veined
threads that connected the legs of the female figure in Fleshy Weapons (fig. 2.3), and perhaps
have evolved from this early work. According to Rachel Kent, these loops are “[a] formal and
metaphoric pictorial device, they convey the interconnectedness of all things: organic and
inorganic, seen and imagined, concrete and formless.”356 Years before Sikander started using
these loops, she said in an interview: “Art for me is lived experience which has been about
revealing the interconnectedness of things and people.”357 In her earlier works, made around
the time of this interview, Sikander placed many images of different cultures, periods and
different schools in miniature painting together. The relation between the images was never
obvious, and it was up to the viewer to make the connections. As Sikander interconnects
images of different cultures and periods, these can also be interpreted in light of migration and
globalization. Cultures are no longer seen as stable, fixed, and unique, but, according to
Papastergiadis, they are “increasingly seen as interconnected, dynamic, fragmented and
amorphous.”358 In later, abstract works, Sikander emphasizes the interconnectedness between
“things and people” with the loops. The interconnected loops provide a chaotic network,
perhaps in order to indicate that, as Stuart Hall claims, culture and identity “are inevitably the
products of several interlocking histories and cultures […].”359 Therefore, the meaning of
images and identities is never fixed, because they are always constructed in relation to the
past, to interlacing cultures, to each other, to their current context. They are constructed in a
web of interconnectedness.
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In her move towards abstraction, Sikander has also shifted to other mediums and
techniques. Besides producing digital animations, from 1997 onwards, Sikander also started to
make site-specific wall paintings, such as To Reveal or Not to Reveal (2004, fig. 2.10), which
will be elaborated upon in the section “palimpsest.” Her earlier works were usually more in
line with traditional miniature painting: small in scale, and made with traditional techniques
and materials, such as vegetable color, dry pigment, and tea on hand-prepared wasli paper.
The later wall painting, animations, and also other paintings, Sikander’s works are not only in
different mediums, but also larger in scale and made with different materials like ink,
gouache, acrylic, and tissue paper. Although Sikander’s attention shifted to abstraction and
different mediums and techniques, her point of departure has always remained miniature
painting: “When I’m studying the miniature, I am not obsessed only about its form. I think
that it’s possible to have a continuous dialogue with the miniature tradition and have it exist at
a larger scale or in another medium. So it is really not about moving away – it is about
moving further into it.”360 The shift to abstraction and other mediums seems to have enabled
Sikander to elaborate more on ideas of transformation, which can also be seen in the titles of
her later works, Transformation as Narrative, Phenomenology of Transformation –
Transcending Text, and Series of Transformation (2007).
Another result from these shifts in Sikander’s work, is that her background as an
American-Pakistani artist is much more difficult to “read” in her work. In her earlier work,
she worked with the traditional techniques and materials of miniature painting, and with
subjects such as veiling and identity, the categorization of her work and herself as an artist.
With her later works, she appears to have taken some distance from this, perhaps slightly out
of frustration with categorizations, but probably also due to a further development of her
ideas. Many of her ideas and interests continue to be of importance in her later works, but on a
different level: construction and perception of identity and meaning in relation to history and
culture with the traditional form of miniature painting.
Translation as Transformation
Sikander’s use of various sources from old Hindu and Islamic manuscript paintings is not a
mere appropriation, as demonstrated by the dislocation and transformation of the gopis in
SpiNN in order to to create new meaning, but her working method can be seen as a translation
of an image from an old source to a new one: “I am also interested in the concept of
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translation because of the distance or the gap it can create from the original.”361 Originally,
translation derived from literary and linguistic practice, where it is the process of transposing
a text, statement, phrase or word from one language to another. Inevitably, there is always a
sense of loss, as translation can never be perfect, because denotative and connotative
meanings of languages do not always correspond. As a result, meanings tend to change or are
left out in the new form.362 According to Mieke Bal and Joanna Morra, translation is
nowadays also employed by other disciplines, such as art history, cultural studies and
philosophy, as a conceptual trope or metaphor to explore the translation’s potential of
generating multiple meanings.363
Translation in reference to Sikander’s work should not be understood as an attempt on
her part to provide the viewer with an interpretation or understanding of images from old and
culturally different sources. Sikander’s interest in translation instead mainly lies in the
changing of meanings through translation: “Another way my image-making process evokes
[time] is through memory, which to me always implies a certain loss. It is a different process
than appropriation. The memory of an image is selective and translates into different versions
of the original on different occasions.”364 As previously seen with Sikander’s translation of
the gopis in several works, the transformation of the “original” image is different in every
work. The meaning of the “original” image is then lost, but the new, transformed image gains
meanings through the new context. It is a translation to a different culture, period, but also to a
different medium, in Sikander’s words: “There’s always a kind of translation between
different mediums, so that a painted image might be transformed in an animation, or a
drawing’s meaning will change when it’s transferred into a painting.”365 This translation from
one medium to another is what Mieke Bal and Joanna Morra call “intermedial translation.”366
Through Sikander’s translation of an image to a different cultural context and sometimes also
to a different medium, the meaning of that image gets reconstructed. Papastergiadis states
that, as translation constantly engenders new meanings, it “allows us to see transformation as
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an ongoing process.”367 Thus, the meaning of an image is always in flux through the processes
of translation, or, as Sikander says in reference to her work: “Issues of translation and
mistranslation are very important in my work. Language is as fluid and chaotic as image.”368
Theorists like Sarat Maharaj and Homi K. Bhabha have turned to the notion of
translation to analyse the processes of hybridization in the migrant experience in what they
call respectively the “scene of translations”369 and the “third space.”370 In an earlier statement
that was quoted above, Sikander mentioned that translation always goes hand in hand with a
certain loss, which seems to be a very conventional view on the processes of translation.
Considering that Sikander different ocassions through translation, one would say that
something is gained in Sikander’s work.371 Translation in this sense is not about the loss of
meaning of the original source, but it is a practice that has the potential to produce new
meanings. This characteristic of translation was addressed by Maharaj in his influential essay
“Perfidious Fidelity: the Untranslatability of the Other,” in which he writes:
Meaning is not a readymade portable thing that can be “carried over” the divide. The
translator is obliged to construct meaning in the source language and then to figure and
fashion it a second time round in the materials of the language into which he or she is
rendering it.372
In his article, Maharaj recognizes the limits of translation, the untranslatability of meaning
from one language to another. It is a construction by the translator, whose interpretation of the
meaning in the original language cannot be fully rendered in the translation, as systems of
language usually do not completely correspond. What does get translated, according to
Maharaj, is “something different, something hybrid,”373 which is both the success and the
failure of translation. In his view, hybridity is a constant process, which is shaped by
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“optimism and pessimism, the opaque and the crystal-clear.”374 It is therefore an “openended” process.375
Although, to my knowledge, Sikander has never reflected on Maharaj’s notion of
hybridity as a constant and open-ended process that occurs after translation, Sikander’s ideas
can be related to Maharaj’s. On several occasions, Sikander has mentioned that she searches
for a sense of open-endedness in her work.376 Sikander’s transformation of the gopis in SpiNN
from one state to another leaves room for continuous interpretation and re-interpretation.
Multiple associations and meanings are possible, and it seems almost impossible to prioritize
one meaning over the other. It is this state of ambiguity that Sikander wants to achieve, since
for her “[…] the richest meanings are harvested in those in-between places, when something
is neither one thing nor another.”377 It is in this hybrid, in-between place that results from
translation where the viewer can continuously construct meaning. Sikander’s image is
therefore always in flux as a constant and open-ended process.
Hybridity is one of the key concepts in the theory on migration, and it is often
associated with Sikander’s work and background. Hybridity can generally be described as the
mingling of cultural materials, backgrounds and/or identities, but the uses of the term are
divergent and also highly contested.378 As a migrated artist who mingles images from Hindu,
Islamic and Western cultures in her work, it might be tempting to view Sikander’s work as
almost literally visualizing the idea of hybridity. Yet, this assumption would be banal since it
denies the complexity and ambiguity of her work. Sikander has also rejected the suggestion
that her personal experiences have resulted in cross-cultural imagery and hybridity: “It's
absolutely not about that; the imagery is driven out of academic research into the genre and a
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systematic engagement with the parameters given in miniature painting.”379 This does not
mean, however, that Sikander is not interested in the notion of hybridity. In an interview with
Bhabha, Sikander describes how she is confronted with multiple categories, such as Pakistani,
Muslim, Asian-American, and follows this up by saying: “To borrow one of your key words, I
am interested in hybridity.”380
Sikander’s interest in hybridity is related to Bhabha’s idea of the term, and especially
to his concept of the third space to question power hierarchies which are created by binary
oppositions. As Sikander asks herself: “What was the representation of the other? Could
representation exist outside of the binary oppositions? What could be the third space, the inbetween space?”381 Sikander even seems to refer to Bhabha’s ideas with the title of one of her
works, Spaces In Between (1996, fig. 2.21), in which she literally appears to visualize inbetweenness by having a white, shredded veil float in the middle, connected to a white
rectangular and a round form in green, pink, yellow, brown, black and white.
Bhabha has developed his concept of hybridity and the third space to describe the
construction of identity and culture within postcolonial discourse. For Bhabha, hybridity
describes how both colonizer and colonized were transformed within processes of
colonialization through the intermingling of elements of both cultures.382 Within the study of
colonialism, the relationship between the colonizer and the colonized was seen in terms of the
Self and the Other. It was believed that colonized and colonizer had little in common except
mutual animosity. Bhabha, however, focuses on the degree to which the two interrelated and
how the single-voice authority of the colonizer became infused with traces of the language of
the colonized. This infusion infected the representation of the colonized and in effect
undermined the power of the colonizer. Hybridity in Bhabha’s theory is a form of resistance
to the dominant hegemony.383
For Bhabha, hybridity is an in-between space, which he terms the third space; it is not
the location from where one comes, nor the place one moves to, but it is a new and different
space, a space in-between.384 In this space, production can take place that generates new
possibilities:
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The intervention of the Third Space of enunciation, which makes the structure of
meaning and reference an ambivalent process, destroys this mirror of representation in
which cultural knowledge is customarily revealed as an integrated, open, expanding
code. Such an intervention quite properly challenges our sense of the historical
identity of culture as a homogenizing, unifying force, authenticated by the originary
Past, kept alive in the national tradition of the People.385
In this third space, new forms of cultural meaning and production can occur, calling into
question established categorizations and representations of culture and identity. Bhabha states
that in the third space “the meaning and symbols of culture have no primordial unity or fixity;
that even the same signs can be appropriated, translated, rehistoricized and read anew.”386
Thus, the third space is the site where cultural translation takes place. As the construction of
meaning in this space is constantly subject to modifications due to processes such as
translation, Bhabha sees possibilities for other positions to emerge that resist power
hierarchies and binary oppositions. For Sikander, Bhabha’s concept of the third space is a site
of translation and of resistance: “It is the gap, the silence, the break, the lacuna that acts as a
foil to the narrative implicit in time. This particular idea has been at the core of my
investigation, drawing on references from Homi Bhabha’s ‘third space’ to post-structuralist
de-centred space; to political space, to transgressive space, to the space of the ideal, the
fantastical, the subliminal.”387
Recontextualisation and the Shifter
From the beginning of this chapter it has become apparent that many images in Sikander’s
work are repeated, sometimes with (slight) differences, in several works. Gopis, the goddess,
the veil and the griffin are only a few of the frequently recurring images that Sikander uses in
her work. Other examples can be found in Who’s Veiled Anyway? (fig. 2.4). The silhouette of
a woman with the long shredded veil on the horse, as well as the man drawn in red outlines on
her left can also be seen in Separate Working Things II (1993-1995, fig. 2.22), which was
made at the same time as Who’s Veiled Anyway?. The horse with the woman hanging upside
down, returns in works like Veil ’n Trail (1997, fig. 2.23) and in a site-specific wall painting
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Untitled (1998, fig. 2.24), created for a group exhibition On the Wall at the Contemporary Art
Museum in St. Louis.
The meaning of the images in Sikander’s work is not only dependent on the new
context, but shifts between the works. The shift in meaning of Sikander’s recurring images
can be explained with the concept of the shifter as employed by Rosalind Krauss in relation to
art from the 1970s. In her essay “Notes on the Index. Part 1”, Krauss uses the linguistic
concept of the shifter, first introduced by Otto Jespersen (1923), but adopted by Roman
Jakobson in his famous essay “Shifters, verbal categories, and the Russian verb” (orginally
presented as a paper in 1956).388 When a message is sent by a sender, it must be adequately
understood by its receiver for communication to function properly. According to Jakobson,
the sender encodes the message and the receiver has to decode that message.389 To encode and
understand the message, three aspects are of importance: the context, the channel and the
code. A code is a set of conventions that is used to communicate, for instance, verbal
language, bodily language and behavioural codes.390 Within linguistics, a shifter is a particular
unit, a grammatical unit, that occurs in every code, and it is described as follows: “the general
meaning of a shifter cannot be defined without a reference to the message.”391 The meaning of
a shifter can only be determined in relation to the message and is therefore also dependent on
the context and the channel. Examples of shifters are the pronouns "I”, “you” and “we.” When
two people are having a conversation, both use “I” and “you,” but the referent of those words
shifts depending on the person who is speaking. Thus, the meaning of a shifter shifts
according to the message, the context and channel.
According to Krauss, quoting Jakobson, a shifter “is “filled with signification” only
because it is “empty.””392 Of interest for Sikander’s work is Krauss’ analysis of Marcel
Duchamp’s works, as she states that his readymades function as a shifter: “It is about the
psysical transposition of an object from the continuum of reality into the fixed condition of
the art-image by a moment of isolation, or selection.”393 In a slightly different way, this
process of isolation or selection can also be found in Sikander’s process of art production. A
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shifter occurs in every code. Assuming that all images and representations are founded on
conventions, and can therefore be perceived as a code, the process of isolation of these images
by Sikander involves “the filling of the “empty” indexical sign with a particular presence.”394
According to Krauss, this implies that there is no convention for meaning as it is dependent on
that presence, the presence of a context. By selecting an image, Sikander has isolated the
image from the convention, resulting in “a succession of meanings.”395 In Sikander’s work,
the recurring images, for instance the veiled goddess or the gopis, can be defined as a shifter,
as a unit that derives its meaning in reference to the context of each artwork and in relation to
other shifters. The meaning of the images remains unfixed, unstable and fluid through the
succession of meanings. Sikander aims to constantly transform and shift the meaning of
images in order to disrupt existing meanings.
When interpreting Sikander’s images and works with the notion of the shifter, it
becomes clear that the meaning of Sikander’s images are not a permanent given, but alter
according to contextual change. Meaning is contextually bound, and in her work, Sikander is
concerned with the processes of the production of meaning. This constant recontextualisation
will also prevent other binary oppositions, power relations and conventions to arise.
Sikander’s questioning and subversion of gender and power hierarchies by deconstructing the
connotations of images becomes not just apparent in one artwork, but is emphasized when one
sees how meanings can shift between several of Sikander’s works. “All of my work is linked
– each is not just a formal experimentation. I now look at all of my work as part of a larger
installation.”396 Thus, the meaning(s) of the translated image may shift from context to
context, and is established through relations with other images in the art work.
Palimpsest as Metaphor
In the preceding part, it became clear that Sikander’s switch from producing works in the
tradition of miniature painting to other mediums, including digital animations, corresponds to
her ideas on transformation. For Sikander, these works are a continuation of miniature
painting. In 1997, Sikander started to explore the structure of miniature painting in several
wall paintings, such as Chaman (2000-2001, fig. 2.25). Traditional miniature paintings are
built out of several layers of paint. Just like these traditional paintings, Sikander’s works are
composed of multiple layers of paint, but she also layers images on other images. In
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Sikander’s wall paintings, these multiple layers are now literally shown, as she paints the
individual images on tissue paper, which are then placed on top of each other. As only the
tops of the tissue papers are fixed to the wall, layers underneath can be also be seen.
Sikander created the temporary, site-specific painting Chaman for her solo exhibition
entitled Acts of Balance at the Philip Morris branch of the Whitney Museum of American Art
in New York. Chaman was a wall painting, encompassing four walls, and constructed as an
enclosed space. The paintings on the walls and overlapping tissue papers covered the walls
from floor to ceilings with green, yellow, blue and lavender colors, mixed with earthy colors
like beige and ocher. The painting displayed a complicated interplay of layers with images
such as oversized plants, the griffin, the shredded veil, the curves of a female figure, cowboy
boots, portraits, architectural forms, geometrical patterns, and abstract shapes. This wall
painting, like other wall paintings by Sikander, was significantly larger in scale than her
miniature paintings. Another difference with the miniature paintings was the time it took to
make the work. Making a miniature painting is very time-consuming, while the wall paintings
only took a few days to create. Sikander reinstalled the work for two other exhibitions: the
Millennium Prize exhibition Illusive Paradise (fig. 2.26) in 2000 at the National Gallery in
Ottowa, Canada, and the exhibition Threads of Vision. Toward a New Feminine Poetics (fig.
2.27) at the Cleveland Center for Contemporary Art (since 2009 called Museum of
Contemporary Art Cleveland, or MOCA Cleveland).397 For each installation, she had to adjust
the work to the space, and therefore the dimensions varied according to the space in which it
was exhibited.
The layering of images in Sikander’s work has been described by several authors as a
palimpsest or as palimpsestic. Meg Linton states that “[Sikander’s] paintings resemble
palimpsests in which she places one image on top of another and leaves visible a trace of what
came before.”398 Similarly, Linda Eilene Sanchez characterizes Sikander’s work as “a
palimpsest process of composition.”399 The term palimpsest stems from the Greek word
“palimpsestos,” which means “scratched or scraped again.” Originally, the term refers to a
piece of papyrus, parchment or other writing material from which the text has been scratched
in order to reuse the writing material. The old writing was erased, but as time passed, the old
397
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text reappeared as the iron in the remaining ink reacted with oxygen. The resulting reddishbrown oxide could then be read through the later over-writing.
The layering in Sikander’s work has several connotations. First, it is related to her idea
of the construction of meaning, as with every layer added, the perception of an image
changes:
At some level, the idea of layering […] suggests a certain sense of meaning being
either manipulated or meaning being constructed, or that there is more to understand
than a simplistic reading of something. So it does allude to a lot of meaning which
becomes significant culturally. […] It takes on and challenges how people read work,
or how people read different cultures, or one’s own sort of reaction to those
experiences.400
The idea of layering thus fits in with Sikander’s ideas on the construction and transformation
of meaning. For instance, the perception and meaning of the recurring image of the goddess
alters when Sikander adds a veil, and this suprising combination of two divergent images
makes people aware of their preconceptions and destabilizes meaning.
Layering can also be seen as a metaphor or conceptual tool for Sikander: “Although
the many layers we are addressing here are not just process related. Conceptual layering is
always the focus. It becomes a means of trapping all my various issues and ideas.”401
Layering or the palimpsest can also be used as a metaphor to describe the mechanics of
memory. According to the Dutch psychologist Douwe Draaisma, the palimpsest describes the
layeredness of memory: new information gets added, old information gets erased, but the old
memory will shine through the new memory.402 Draaisma applies this metaphor to the human
brain, but the metaphor can also be used to describe the mechanics of historiography.
Sikander has mentioned the importance of historiography in her work several times, for
instance when she stated: “I am interested in recorded histories and their paths of evolution in
terms of what gets culled and elaborated. What is usually left out is the space imagination fills
in.”403
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This interest in recorded history in Sikander’s case is connected with the recorded and
complex history of Pakistan and India. Before and after the partition of the two nations in
1947, Pakistan wanted to construct a Muslim national identity, and in order to achieve that,
Pakistan deliberatedly tried to forget everything that was a reminder of their relationship and
of its shared past with India and Hinduism.404 Thus, it can be said that the Pakistan
government was engaged in a strategy of what Milan Kundera in the Eastern European
context has called “organised forgetting.”405 In the Pakistani context, this strategy aimed to
revise the Pakistani past and identity. On her trip to India in 1992, Sikander became more
aware of the complicated, shared pasts of Pakistan and India. The assembling of Hindu and
Muslim images in Sikander’s work represents that past: “Such juxtaposing and mixing of
Hindu and Muslim iconography is a parallel to the entanglement of histories of India and
Pakistan.”406 The technique of layering also refers to the separation of India and Pakistan:
[T]here is no separation; you can’t separate the many layers of Hindu-Muslim
experience, to say this is Pakistani or this is Indian or this is Muslim or this is Hindu.
All of those aspects played a part, and they’re like layers of meaning over layers of
time. And there’s no separation there. So part of it was actually paying homage to that
notion, but in the process, almost subverting it, too.407

Thus, the description of Sikander’s work as a palimpsest is more than a mere description of
her technique, and can be used as a metaphor to examine the construction of memory.
The title of the work, Chaman, means garden in the Urdu language of Pakistan.
Sikander has stated that with this title she refers to poetry in Persian and Urdu, in which
imagery of the garden usually is an indication of the homeland.408 Sikander refers to Urdu
poetry as an important medium in the construction of the homeland after the separation
between India and Pakistan:
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Then, as an artist, how do you separate the many layers? How are the Pakistanis trying
to define that? “This art is ours” and “This art isn’t.” And so, whatever came under
Muslim patronage suddenly became Pakistani heritage. All of these aspects are so
intertwined with the social-political identities being defined. And the relation to Urdu
literature plays a very significant part here, because of the whole Muslim identity
during British occupancy. When the idea of a separate homeland for Muslims was
being defined, Urdu literature became the main form of expression where these
political ideas were played out. As a result of it, the poetry became revolutionary and
was accessible to the masses.409
Sikander seems to confront Pakistan’s past in Chaman, using the metaphor of the palimpsest
to describe the complexity and layeredness of history, memory and identity. Although
Pakistan tried to erase its history with India by “overwriting” it with a Muslim layer, this
shared past will always be part of their history, and therefore part of their identity. The past
cannot be completely forgotten or erased. Sikander has visualized this almost literally with the
layers of tissue paper. A new layer of tissue paper covers another layer, but because of the
transparency of the paper, the images of the previous layer stay visible.
Chaman is not only embedded in the post-colonial history of Pakistan and India, but
the post-colonial discourse has also affected Sikander and her work.410 The effect of postcolonialism on Sikander and her work has already become evident in this chapter, in
connection with her interest in concepts of hybridity and the third space by Homi Bhabha, one
of the key theorists of post-colonial discourse. Sikander has not explicitly referred to her
interest in post-colonialism often, but in an interview with Vishaka Desai, President and CEO
of Asia Society, she stated:
Well, for me, the personal is very essential. It starts there, but just taking on miniature
painting required a larger understanding of what it meant as a gesture to take on
something that was very traditional, and was going to create a lot of issues, especially
in juggling it as a contemporary medium. I was very interested in the post-colonial
discourse as such because it affected throughout my childhood, my education and my
409
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own representation as an individual and relationship to culture. So those issues were
there. And this seemed an appropriate vehicle to navigate that.411
Although Sikander has spent much of her career in the United States, she was originally
trained at the National College of Arts (NCA) in Lahore, and to understand Sikander’s
relationship to post-colonialism and miniature painting, it is important to go briefly into the
time she spent at this college, to which I briefly alluded at the beginning of this chapter.412
The NCA, until 1958 called Mayo School of Art, was established by the British in 1878 as a
school that was inspired by the Arts and Crafts movement in Britain. The purpose of the
British was to educate craftsmen according to European ideas of art making, but the art they
had to make was supposed to be “Indian” in order to preserve local culture and traditions.
After the British left in 1947, the curriculum of the NCA started to change, mainly because of
the artist and art teacher Shakir Ali, and the college turned its focus to “modern art,” based on
art movements in Europe. Miniature painting was considered to be a craft during the colonial
period, and after the British left, it was merely viewed as an art form for tourists that idealized
the past. 413 The NCA’s focus on Western art lasted until the late 1980s and 1990s, and was
still the dominant approach when Sikander entered the college: “We're talking about an
academic institution, which is an outcome of the colonial experience. So the schooling that
one got was still very Western, but very dated. So miniature painting did exist as a subject,
and yet it was more like an apprenticeship.”414 When Sikander was studying at the college, the
subject miniature painting consisted primarily of learning the specific methods, techniques
and rules of miniature art, taught by her teacher Bashir Ahmed.
The status of miniature painting started to change during the dictatorship of
Muhammed Zia-ul-Haq, which affected Sikander’s art practice. Zia-ul-Haq listed the
orthodox style of miniature painting as officially sanctioned state art. Despite Zia-ul-Haq’s
emphasis on the orthodox style, artist and art teacher at NCA, Zahoor Akhlaq saw the
potential to deconstruct the miniature painting tradition.415 Akhlaq, who completed his postgraduate work at the Royal College of Art in London, brought together elements from both
Mughal miniature painting and Western art movements, such as Conceptual art and American
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Pop Art. Because of his interventions, he opened up a way for other artists and students at the
NCA to experiment with the traditional medium of miniature painting.416 Akhlaq’s insights in
the subversive potential of miniature painting were very important for Sikander’s ideas:
“Zahoor played a critical role in a conceptual dialogue with the miniature tradition and my
interest grew through watching him do the opposite of what I was pursuing – he was
deconstructing miniatures in relation to larger-sized painting.”417 Thus, due to Akhlaq,
Sikander became aware of the possibilities to subvert traditional miniature painting and to
bring together elements from different cultures, while her other teacher at the NCA, Bashir
Ahmed, taught her the technical skills. Miniature painting may not have been a popular class
to take at the NCA during Sikander’s training, but as Sikander has become a very successful
artist, the class has now become very appealing to other students and the miniature painting
department has transformed considerably.418
Sikander’s interest in miniature painting during her training at the NCA was framed by
the lack of availability of Hindu miniature paintings and knowledge about these works
because of the construction of a Muslim national identity in Pakistan. It was very difficult for
her to get access to Hindu miniature paintings. Besides, during the colonial period, the British
had taken many miniature paintings, both of Hindu and Islamic origin, and these works are
now conserved at Western institutions.419 Sikander’s knowledge about miniature painting is
thus framed by these effects of post-colonialism: “It is just as important to note that my
knowledge of miniature painting from the mid-1980s in Pakistan was framed in part by
studying catalogues written and printed by Western scholars and institutions such as the
Smithsonian.”420
Many of Sikander’s sources are unknown to me. An exception Sikander used from the
collection of the Freer Gallery of Art and Arthur M. Sackler Gallery (part of the Smithsonian
Institution) is the drawing The Polo Player (1642, fig. 2.28). This drawing was the source for
Who’s Veiled Anyway? (1994-1997, fig. 2.4). It is a Safavid drawing taken from the Riza-I
Abbasi Album (1642).421 On this drawing, a single polo player is riding on a horse in a
mountain landscape, while holding his stick with his left and right hand. It seems as if the
416
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player is about to hit the ball, but this ball is nowhere to be seen. The expected element, the
ball, that provides the polo player its function and identity, is missing, which is similar to the
removal of Krishna from the gopis in SpiNN. For Who’s Veiled Anyway?, Sikander
appropriated this drawing without altering much of the original source, but she added images
and a border, and changed the colors. Sikander’s main and most noticeable alteration is
centered around the horse. She painted a female figure in profile with a long shredded veil on
top of the polo player. The long-handled mallet is not only grasped by the polo player, but
also by a man standing next to the horse, drawn in red lines. On the back of the horse, a
naked, veiled woman with two heads and three arms, dangles upside down, clasping her legs
around the saddle and holding the legs of the horse and the rider with her hands.
The miniature paintings in the above mentioned collections, including the drawing The
Polo Player, were often part of an album, but nowadays are conserved apart from the albums.
In a conversation with Sikander, Glenn Lowry422 explained that European collectors in the
nineteenth century took many miniature paintings out of albums, because they could not read
the Arabic or Persian language. They therefore treated them as autonomous objects – as
paintings – and gave them titles that are out of context.423 Sikander is well aware of this
history of miniature painting, as she indicates in a short article she wrote for the CooperHewitt exhibition Shahzia Sikander Selects. Works from the Permanent Collection in 2009,
stating that Indian and Persian miniature paintings “were often dislocated from their sources
and historical contexts. Time thus emerges as the nemesis to authority. With time, the context
shifts.”424 The shifting of contexts of miniature painting may have been of interest for
Sikander. Isolated from the original album, a miniature painting is in a different context and
obtains a new and different meaning, which fits in with Sikander’s working process of
constantly recontextualizing images.
Conclusion
This chapter aimed to study the representation of identity in Sikander’s work by following her
strategies of transformation, layering and recontextualization. In her work, Sikander
appropriates images and symbols from different times, religions and cultures, such as a Hindu
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goddess, Hindu gopis, veils, griffins, but also cowboy boots. She takes this images out of its
context, combines and layers it with other images.
Through the strategies of transformation, layering and recontextualization, Sikander
aims to undermine stereotypical imagery and symbols. She usually only employs a limited
amount of images at a specific time, with which she continuously makes new combinations.
These new combinations challenge stereotypes as they offer new and unexpected images, the
meaning of which is ambiguous. The result of constant creation of new combinations,
meanings never become fixed to the imagery and remains fluid. Sikander makes it possible
for possibilities of these images to engender new associations and new meanings, which can
offer resistance to the stereotypes. The meaning of the images thus becomes dependent of
each context and each artwork. Thus, her work illustrates that identity is not static, but
flexible. Sikander’s works are connected to one another, as the shifting of meaning of images
is more clearly visible if viewers see the transformations, and recombinations through several
artworks.
Sikander started making her works with the traditional techniques of miniature
painting, which she had learned at the National College of Art in Lahore, Pakistan. After a
few years, she started to use the techniques in other mediums, such as large scale wall
painting and animation. With these mediums, Sikander could explore her interest in
transformation and layering more thoroughly, at the same time making it more apparent for
the viewer. In animations, such as SpiNN, viewers can see clearly how the gopis’ hair
transforms into abstract forms. In wall paintings, like Chaman, Sikander uses transparent
tissue paper, layering paper on paper against the wall. Since this material is transparent, the
images on underlaying paper shine through. As Sikander only adjusts the paper at the top to
the wall, viewers can also look beneath the top layers of paper.
The layering of images in Sikander’s work is often described as palimpsestic. The
palimpsest was used in this chapter as a metaphor for the functioning of memory to analyze
how Sikander brings together and layers images from different periods and different cultures.
she started to layer and combine images from Hinduism and Islam after a visit to India. In
Pakistan, Hindu iconography had not been available to her as after the partition between
Pakistan and India in 1947, Pakistan wanted to construct an Islamic identity, banishing Hindu
miniature paintings and iconography. In her work, Sikander brings these iconographies back
together, because she believes they are inextricably connected.
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Chapter 3
Reclaiming Female Sexuality. The Model in the Art of Ghada Amer
In 2001, Ghada Amer (1963, Cairo, Egypt) installed 57 boxes in a room at the contemporary
art gallery Deitch Projects in New York (fig. 3.1-3.2).425 The boxes have four different sizes,
and they lie seemingly arbitrarily on top of each other and scattered through the space. A
cream-colored fabric covers the boxes, and texts in Roman script are embroidered on the
fabric with golden thread. The fabric is attached to cardboard boxes, but a zipper runs around
the upper seam of each box, suggesting that the fabric can be removed from the boxes.
The texts on the boxes are excerpts from a book from the late tenth, early eleventh
century, entitled Jawami‛ al-ladhdha or Encyclopedia of Pleasure. This English translation is
also the title of Amer’s sculpture. The book was composed by ‛Ali ibn Nasr al-Katib, an
author of whom nothing is known. 426 The encyclopedia is the oldest known Arabic treatise
about love and sexuality that was preserved intact. The texts originate from diverse fields, like
literature, poetry, lexicography, psychology, sociology, anatomy, astronomy, astrology, and
medicine. The author cites from Arabic sources like the Qur’an, poets like Abu Nuwas, and
historians like Ibn al-Jauzi. He paraphrases important Islamic theologians and scholars, and he
refers to social practices and ideas. The author also refers to Western philosophers, such as
Socrates, Aristotle and Plato, and physicists like Hippocrates.427 The encyclopedia circulated
in the Arab world until the seventeenth century, when it was gradually overshadowed by later
works on erotica. Nowadays, the book is hardly available in the Western and Arab world, and
secondary scholarship on the book is also relatively sparse.428 Amer used an English
translation for her work Encyclopedia of Pleasure.429 She was given a copy of this English
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translation by her sister Sahar Amer, a professor of Asian studies as well as French and
Francophone studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, who was studying the
book.430
For her sculpture, Amer has specifically chosen excerpts that address women and
women’s sexuality. Also in other works, such as Private Rooms (1998, fig. 3.3-3.4), Snow
White without the Dwarves (2008, fig. 3.5), and Red Diagonals (2000, fig. 3.6), women have
been Amer’s leitmotiv to address issues of sexuality, beauty, the body, or love. From the
beginning of her career, Amer has been interested in stereotypical images of women, just like
Sikander:
What interests me in stereotypes is the idea of a “model to be followed” and in life, we
are confronted with these everywhere; from birth, one is shown how one must live;
one is educated this way, one grows up and follows the model imposed on us. All my
work revolves around the idea of a “model.”431
Thus, Amer’s central object of reflection is the idea of a “model.” As Amer discusses the
notion of the model briefly, it is not completely clear what she means by it. In the quote given
above, Amer associates stereotypes with models, but possibly, Amer’s idea of a model should
be understood as an example for imitation, or for general norms and examples people tend or
aspire to follow. Amer’s idea of the model is reminiscent of Judith Butler’s concept of
performativity, which entails that identity is constructed by men and women by repeating
certain norms and performances (words, behaviour, decisions, desires). Amer critically
reflects on the model by appropriating texts and images from various sources, such as texts,
pornographic images, and images from fairy tales. These images originate from Western,
Arab and Islamic sources. The appropriation, however, does not entail making exact copies of
the texts or images, as Amer selects specific text fragments and leaves out details of images.
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In this chapter, I will argue that these “adjustments” destabilize the “masculine” model in
order to reclaim the female body and sexuality.
Although the source for Encyclopedia of Pleasure is Arabic, the sculpture also seems
to allude to Western sources, to artworks from Western, white, male artists. The principle of
piling up boxes can be found in Andy Warhol’s Brillo Boxes (1964, fig. 3.7). The boxes can
be seen as a reference to the work of minimalist artists, such as Donald Judd (fig. 3.8). Several
art historians have also compared Amer’s artworks with these and other artists or art
movements. Art critic David Frankel, for instance, compares Amer’s work to the “masculine
geometric boxes of Minimalism.”432 The dangling threads in Amer’s paintings (fig. 3.6), on
the other hand, have often been compared to the drips of paint in the works by the abstract
expressionists painter Jackson Pollock (fig. 3.9).433 I agree with Jan-Erik Lundström who
states that Amer’s attraction to art movements such as Minimal Art and Abstract
Expressionism, stems from a “need to intervene and rewrite gendered art history.”434
This chapter examines how Ghada Amer aims to reclaim female sexuality from the
masculine domain through the appropriation and combination of Western, Arabic and Islamic
elements from popular culture, art history and textual sources. Amer’s idea of the “model”
will be used to explore her representation of the female body and sexuality in the Western,
Arab and Islamic worlds. The structure of the chapter is based on sources or domains that
Amer perceives as “masculine” – successively language, pornography, fairy tales and
particular artists or art movements – which she wishes to destabilize and reclaim.
Destabilizing Masculine Language
With my written works I always take the “masculine” language or language of
“authority” and copy it as if women (especially me) do not have a language of their
own. That is why I copy texts, definitions, quotations, etc. […]435
Encyclopedia of Pleasure is one of many works of Amer that is based on a text. Since the late
1980s, Amer has incorporated sentences, words and complete texts in her work. As the above
quotation indicates, her choice for these texts is driven by their, as she calls it, “masculine”
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language. What Amer means by this, can be read in her explanation of her interest in the book
Encyclopedia of Pleasure:
This remarkable book was written by a man, and I was fascinated to read of women's
intimate pleasure from the perspective and analysis of a man. We do not know how
women might have written about and analyzed their own sexual experiences at that
time. I liked this book because it attempts to explicate in a scientific and very precise
way both women and men's sense of sexuality, yet still grapples with trying to
comprehend the feelings of desire humans, inevitably, face. […] I am embroidering
my work as an homage to women – asking them (and myself included) whether we
really have a different “voice” from that of a man's to describe the world.436
This quote illustrates that Amer is interested in the male perspective on female sexuality in the
book. About her choice for specific chapters for Encyclopedia of Pleasure, Amer has stated:
“Specifically, I am choosing to illustrate parts of the Encyclopedia that speak of women’s
pleasure.”437 Of the 43 chapters, Amer embroidered seven full chapters on the sides of the 57
boxes: chapter 7 (On Lovers’ Opinions of Sexual Union), 8 (On Heterosexuality), 12 (On the
Praiseworthy Aesthetic Qualities of Women), 13 (On the Manners of Women and on Chosen
Women), 14 (On Women’s Desire for Coition), 16 (On Attracting Women), and 40 (On the
Advantages of a Nonvirgin over a Virgin).438
All seven chapters deal with female sexuality, but are written by men and, as such,
from a male perspective. Amer wonders whether men’s writing about women’s sexuality and
pleasure is different from women’s writing about their own sexuality. Rowson argues that the
author’s goal of the book Encyclopedia of Pleasure was not to preserve all knowledge on the
subject of sexuality, but that it was meant to educate the readers in its ethics and etiquette.439
As such, what was taught – the model that was imposed on its readers – was a male
perspective on the subject. According to Amer, a model shapes people’s thoughts, for instance
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through education. Therefore, the encyclopedia and its “masculine” language and perspective
can also be seen as a model that people are supposed to follow, a model for women written
down by men. Before analyzing how Amer aims to reclaim women’s voices on sexuality in
Encyclopedia of Pleasure, Amer’s background will be described, as it explains her interest in
the notion of “the model.”
Amer was born in Cairo, Egypt, in 1963. Her father was a diplomat and her mother an
agronomist. The family moved to France in 1974, because Amer’s parents wanted to study for
their doctorates. When Amer went to university to study mathematics, she became depressed:
“It was about my identity, feeling I didn’t know who I was, I was in such a different place. I
didn’t fit. The only thing I could do was draw.”440 She decided to switch from mathematics to
art, and from 1984 until 1989, studied painting at the Villa Arson, also known as École
Nationale Supérieure d'Art, in Nice. She also studied for a year at the School of the Museum
of Fine Arts in Boston in 1987, and at the Institut des Hautes Études en Arts Plastiques in
Paris in 1991. After her application for French citizenship was rejected, Amer moved to New
York in 1996, where she has lived ever since.441
During the first years of their stay in France, Amer and her family did not visit Egypt.
Amer returned to Egypt for the first time early in 1984. Her parents had returned to Cairo after
completing their Ph.D’s, and Amer began to make annual visits to Egypt to see her parents.
Her first visit to Egypt was after the assassination of Egyptian president Anwar Sadat in 1981
by Islamist militants, who killed him because of his open-door policy (infitah), and the Camp
David peace treaty with Israel in 1978. On her return, Amer noticed how much the country
had changed:
I left Egypt in 1974, and my memories of this Egypt are very different from the Egypt
that I found upon my return in 1980. Of course, I was still a child when I left my
country, bus also in six years there was a religious revival – not like in Iran with an
Islamic revolution that took power quickly with a lot of bloodshed. In Egypt, the
“Islamic revolution” took place little by little, almost without the knowledge of the
people, with no noise. And I find this even worse!442
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Amer claims that the changes in Egypt especially affected women: “Each summer I was there
I witnessed the rising number of veiled women. Women in the street, then my relatives, my
aunts, mother, cousins, friends, every woman I knew was choosing to return to the traditional
veil. It was very upsetting.”443 Because of the visits to her homeland, Amer became aware of
how the changes in her homeland after the rise of the Islamic movement had affected women.
The effect of change on women in her homeland is also of importance for Shirin Neshat and
her work, which will be examined in the next chapter.
It was not just the increase of veiled women that stunned Amer. She was particularly
struck by an Egyptian fashion magazine called Venus. Amer came across this magazine
during a visit in 1988.444 In this magazine, French fashion designs by brands like Dior,
Givenchy and Yves St. Laurent were adjusted to the needs of veiled Egyptian women: sleeves
and skirts were elongated and the women wore veils or sometimes hats. Amer was amazed by
this phenomenon: “I was very interested in this manipulation. How can they sell this to
people? Making them believe that, as well as think, they can keep tradition, or go back to the
tradition and still be modern women. So, I really decided at the time that I was going to work
with this magazine.”445
Although Amer wanted to use this magazine, she did not want to make art about the
veil or Muslim women. Instead, she wanted to make work on women in general: “[…] I
thought women’s issues and problems were widespread. I wanted to speak to all women in the
world.”446 Through this magazine, Amer became interested in “the model,” although the idea
at the end of the 1980s was not fully developed yet. During the first years, Amer cut out
patterns of magazines and made collages with them. She was interested in how these design
models or fashionable clothing styles that people come across in magazines, on television, and
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on the street, and are imprinted on us. She also explored how people often dress according to
a certain fashion style, as a result of which stereotypical “groups” emerge.
Amer then started to embroider the dress patterns on canvas, as in Sans Titre (1990,
fig. 3.10), but in 1991, she switched to embroidering stereotypical images of women
performing domestic duties on canvas. Her best known work from this period is Five Women
at Work (1991, fig. 3.11). The work consists of four panels showing a woman vacuuming,
grocery shopping, taking care of the children, and cooking. Some authors have suggested that
the fifth woman, who is not depicted, is Amer herself.447 I suspect that Amer left the fifth
woman “blank” so the viewers can fill in the stereotype, perhaps reflecting on their own
stereotypical role or contemplating the stereotypes in their surroundings. Not satisfied with
the result of this kind of work, Amer, in 1992, started to embroider pornographical images,
taken from magazines such as Hustler and Club, a practice she has continued throughout her
career.448 One of these works is Red Diagonals (2000, fig. 3.6), which shows a pornographic
image of a woman repeated in horizontal and vertical lines. It is with these works that Amer
has made a name for herself in the art world.
The idea of a model can also be related to Amer’s sculpture Encyclopedia of Pleasure,
since the male author of the original encyclopedia brought together knowledge from a great
variety of sources on pleasure and sexuality, all written by male authors. The fact that a man
wrote the encyclopedia was what interested Amer: “I chose all the sections which spoke about
women’s sexuality. I thought it was funny that this was written by a man, a scholar, and that
he was making an encyclopedia. It was scientific. He would study how women would have
pleasure, and men as well, but as a man, how can he relate to the experience of a woman?
How can he put himself in the body of a woman?”449 It is the masculine view and ideas on the
subject that prevail and are likely to become dominant, affecting how pleasure and sexuality is
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perceived and represented. As such, the male view can become a dominant view that shapes
gender roles.
With her sculpture Encyclopedia of Pleasure, Amer implies that she wants to give
women a voice by using this “masculine” language in her text-based works, as women seem
to have no voice in the texts. This reclaiming of the female voice is reminiscent of the
writings by the French feminist theorist Hélène Cixous, who, in her article “The Laugh of the
Medusa” (1976), claimed that women should write their own texts in order for their bodies to
be heard:
Woman must write herself: must write about women and bring women to writing,
from which they have been driven away as violently as from their bodies […]. Woman
must put herself into the text – as into the world and into history – by her own
movement.450
Cixous advocated that women reclaim their body by writing in their own “feminine”
language, which she calls écriture féminine. Cixous reacted against the literary canon, which
according to her, mainly existed of writings by men. She urges women to take up their pens
and start writing, as only women can write about their own femininity. By writing themselves,
their bodies “must be heard”, because, as Cixous says, the female body has been “confiscated
from her” by the writings of men.451 When a woman writes, it will make her realize that it will
give her back her sexuality, and pleasure. By challenging women to write, Cixous did not
want to protest against the suppression of women in literature only, but also in other cultural
productions and society in general, or as Cixous says: “To become at will the taker and
initiator, for her own right, in every symbolic system, in every political process.”452
Amer appears to follow Cixous’ plea for women to challenge the “masculine” domain
by reclaiming language in order to take control over their own bodies through language, but
she was not aware of Cixous’ theory until art historian Maura Reilly analyzed Amer’s work
using Cixous’ theory in her article “Writing the Body: the Art of Ghada Amer,” written for a
catalog on Amer’s oeuvre in 2010.453 In this article, Reilly aims to show that Amer’s whole
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oeuvre is “an artistic manifestation of the theory of the écritude féminine.”454 After reading
Reilly’s article, Amer became very enthusiastic about Cixous’ theory:
Maura Reilly, she is comparing my work to Cixous. I didn’t know her. Writing the
body, it is so interesting. It’s a great text, really in terms of feminist texts. I didn’t
know, this was a big feminist in the 60s. And in her texts she said things that I do. So
strange. […] She is saying that the woman should write their bodies, this power and all
of this. She is comparing my work with this. It is almost as if I have known her. I was
shocked. For me, it was very nice.455
Amer also wonders, like Cixous, whether men can speak about women’s pleasure and
sexuality from their male point of view. Reilly’s description of Amer’s work as an artistic
expression of the écriture féminine par excellence, should not be taken too literally. Amer
might undermine the “masculine” language by employing the “feminine” language of
embroidery, but she does not “write” or “rewrite” a female perspective on sexuality as she
copies parts of the book. The encyclopedia functions as a point of departure, although
rewriting is important, according to Amer: “The conventional wisdom about women AND
men needs to be rewritten, and the stories need to be corrected.”456 Although Amer focusses
on women in her work, she claims that the rewriting of history needs to be done by men and
women. She repeated this again later on in the same interview, when Antle asked her if the
rewriting of history should be done by women: “No, it has to be women AND men. It doesn’t
do any good to seize power. WE NEED TO KNOW HOW TO SHARE IT.”457 Amer does not
rewrite herself, nor does she want to be pedantic, but she reflects on her surroundings: “I don’t
want to teach anything. What I do is tell what I see.”458
In this chapter, I will not base my interpretation of Amer’s work solely on the theory
of Cixous, as Reilly has done. Partly because Amer’s interest in the idea of rewriting is not
manifested in an actual writing from a female point of view, but in a copying with a craft
often related to women: embroidery. An interpretation building merely on Cixous’ theory is,
moreover, restrictive, as it leaves out other interesting aspects of Amer’s work.459 Cixous’
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theory is useful though, because it sheds an interesting light on Amer’s work. Therefore,
Cixous’ ideas will return occasionally throughout this chapter.
Reclaiming Sexuality
Encyclopedia of Pleasure entails more than merely “rewriting the female body” as it also
deals explicitly with sexuality within Islam. The Arabic encyclopedia presents a view on and
discussion of sexuality that seems to be absent in the contemporary Arab world, the existence
of which surprises people in the West, and perhaps also the Arab world. The religious nature
of the book was also a reason for Amer to appropriate it:
What I find so fantastic about [the book Encyclopedia of Pleasure] is that it's
profoundly religious. It's not that the author wanted to make a revolution. It's that he
wanted to be a better Muslim by being a better sexual being. I copied it as a way of
preserving it, as proof of something that is very different from now.460
Amer thus aims to illustrate how different the medieval Islamic attitude on sexuality was in
comparison to the contemporary thoughts on the subject both in the West and the Middle East.
By embroidering excerpts of the texts, Amer critically reflected on this change: “I have
chosen to illustrate passages from this forbidden book as a protest against the loss of great
freedom.”461 When one sees Islam as a model to be followed, one might state that the
religion’s ideas on sexuality are imposed on its believers. In Amer’s view, there was a
freedom of sexuality in the Middle Ages, a freedom that is currently restricted in
contemporary Islam.
Amer has stated that, with Encyclopedia of Pleasure, she “wanted to “save” the scraps
of freedom.”462 Amer embroidered the excerpts on 57 boxes, a number which, as Amer
explains in an interview, was determined by the amount of text she had. She also says that the
boxes refer specifically to moving boxes:
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[…] I chose four different sizes, as if someone were moving out and they had boxes
around. I took this format because it is how culture and knowledge move out and in
from places. Did you see the film by Youssef Chahine called Le Destin, which I think
is very beautiful? It is about some books that are forbidden in Spain and that are saved
through the Arab world, so it is the reverse of what is going on now. These
manuscripts were brought in a boat to save them from the fires of the Inquisition. So I
used these boxes as if it were a modern moving company.463
Chahine’s movie Le Destin, to which Amer refers, is set in the twelfth century in the Arabruled Spanish province Andalusia, which was ruled by the Caliph al-Mansour. In that region
lived the renowned philosopher Averroës, who wrote extensively on medicine, mathematics,
astronomy, political philosophy, and ethics, and also penned commentaries on the work of
Aristotle. The rule of the Caliph gets threatened by the arrival of a religious sect. This sect
wants to establish the rule of religious purity. Under the influence of the religious
fundamentalists, the Caliph orders Averroës books to be burned. Averroës’ followers want to
preserve his writing from destruction. They copy his writings and send them to Egypt by
boat.464
By referring to Chahine’s movie, the boxes in Amer’s sculpture have become
signifiers of mobility and knowledge keepers. Similar to Averroës followers, Amer copied the
texts on the boxes to preserve the knowledge. Amer used a translation, however, so the
message of the text would live on in its translation, and so it would be more accesible to a
Western audience. The placement of the embroidered fabric on moving boxes enables this
knowledge to also travel, thus making it more widely known. Besides, the zipper on the top of
the box gives the viewer the sense that they can open the boxes, look inside, and perhaps
finding the book.
If Amer aims to save an old forgotten text from oblivion, a complication arises
because the excerpts are difficult to read for viewers. Since the texts are embroidered on all
sides of the boxes, and the boxes are piled on top of each other or placed upside down, parts
of the text cannot be read. The forgotten text only reaches the audience in fragments. The
work shows parts of the text, while other parts will remain unread. Furthermore, the technique
of embroidery blurs the words, making it more difficult to read the excerpts. For Amer, image
and word are equal, and the written word becomes visual in an artwork like Encyclopedia of
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Pleasure. She states about this issue in general: "In the mosque, you can't read all the words
on the wall. It's not meant to be read. You just get a sense. I think for Islamic people, the text
and the image are the same. When I think about using a text, I don't think about translating it
into drawings. To copy it means I have illustrated it."465 The beauty of the embroidered texts
thus shows that “writing is indeed visual language, that is, it is something which appeals to the
eye as well as the mind.”466 The beauty of the written word can also give pleasure to a viewer,
who can enjoy the aesthetics of the work. Amer has stated that the aesthetics of a work is
important to her, claiming: “I always try to connect both ideology and aesthetics in my work
as a painter or a sculptor, in one way or another. I am very much interested in this specific
relationship. Aesthetics alone are not enough for me and a message alone is just
propaganda.”467
The embroidery Amer used for this work is not only beautiful to look at, but it has
further implications for the interpretation of the work as an exploration of the relation between
sexuality and religion. Amer’s other works are always embroidered by hand, but for
Encyclopedia of Pleasure she chose to embroider with a specific method called “Sirma.”
Sirma is originally an Indian embroidery technique, but it is also used in Egypt to embroider
texts from the Qur’an with golden thread on a black, velvet fabric by machine. These
calligraphic texts and quotes are usually embroidered on popular products such as souvenirs.
The embroidery for Encyclopedia of Pleasure (fig. 3.1-3.2) was done in Egypt by a team of
ten persons and took ten months to complete.468 Amer chose a technique with religious
connotations in Egypt, stating that she wanted to show that sexuality and eroticism are sacred
too, and that people need to see this sacred dimension of human life.469 Whether this sacred
dimension of sexuality will be communicated to the viewer is doubtful, but by using a
contemporary technique, Amer does connect the ideas on female sexuality within Islam from
the historical book to the present-day context.
For her sculpture, Amer replaced the black fabric by an off-white cotton cloth.
According to Sahar Amer, the reason why her sister used off-white fabric instead of black or
white was to avoid binary oppositions such as black/white, sexuality/spirituality or good/bad,
because sexuality “cannot be reduced to such a simple formula […] and go[es] beyond these
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oppositions.”470 As Amer wants to avoid binary oppositions, both the colors black and white
were off-limit for her. Why Amer specifically chose the color off-white is unclear, but
perhaps it can be explained in terms of the visibility of the embroidered words. The light color
of the background allows the golden thread to stand out more, attracting the viewer’s eye. I
would like to suggest that Amer does not only explore pleasure as a subject in her artworks,
but that pleasure can actually be experienced by the viewer on several levels. This experience
is related to the aesthetics of the works, but also, as in the case of text-based works such as
Encyclopedia of Pleasure, to the interaction of the viewer with the work.
The pleasure of experiencing Amer’s work coincides with the difficulty of reading the
excerpts. Apart from the blurriness of the embroidered words, the chapters cannot be fully
read either, as only various fragments can be seen. Due to the piling of the boxes, the texts on
the bottom and sometimes on the upper side cannot be read by the viewer. Besides, the 57
boxes on which the texts are embroidered are scattered around the room – or in Amer’s words
– “randomly piled up,”471 disassembling the seven chapters. As such, the text gets split into
fragments in various ways. When asked if she thought this was a problem, Amer answered: “I
like the audience to read a part of it. The point is not to read the text. The point is to see it
visually. And to read a little bit, to arouse you a little bit, so that you want to read it. Where is
this book?”472 It seems that Amer not only wants the viewer to become curious about the text
by reading parts of it, but also to seduce the viewer. The act of reading the text and engaging
with the artwork almost seems to become sexually charged. Amer not only takes female
sexuality and pleasure as a subject in her work, but also wants the viewer to take pleasure in
reading fragments of the text. In that sense, sexuality is not only the subject of the work, but is
also performed in the act of reading and viewing. The work may enter into a relationship with
the viewer, which Roland Barthes may metaphorically perceive as sexual, as it has
characteristics akin to sexual interaction. It should be noted that in order for this performance
to be successful, the viewer must be willing to enter in such a relationship.
In his essay The Pleasure of the Text (1973), Roland Barthes describes the pleasure a
reader can have while reading a text. The concept “Text” was defined by Barthes in his essay
“From Work to Text” (1971), in which – as the title indicates – he juxtaposes it with that of
“Work.” What is of interest in Barthes’ concept of Text in relation to Amer’s work is that “the
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Text is experienced only in an activity, a production.”473 A Work can be casually read, or in
concurrence with Barthes’ vocabulary, can be passively “consumed,” because it has a clear
meaning. A Text, on the other hand, requires a greater and more active engagement of the
reader, as the Text obtains an endless string of meaning. Barthes compares the Text with a
game, as the reader needs to play with the Text to activate one of its many manifestations.
According to Barthes, the reader can therefore become a “co-author.”474
The viewer of Encyclopedia of Pleasure is encouraged to move out of the role of a
passive observer and become an active participant. Walking through the room and around the
boxes, viewers can read fragments of texts on the boxes. This reading of the text is
reminiscent of Barthes’ idea of a game. The viewer will skip fragments, read passages here
and there, and may try to link several fragments. What fragments the viewer reads and in what
order is up to the viewer, and neither the author nor the artist has control over this. The
possibilities are therefore endless, and the result is open-ended. By “playing” with the text,
every viewer can construct a different narrative, bringing in his or her reflection and
imagination. The text on Amer’s work is thus experienced by individual viewers through an
active engagement with the text.
One of the “propositions” of Barthes’ concept of text is pleasure, a notion on which he
expands in The Pleasure of the Text. Barthes distinguishes texts of pleasure and texts of
bliss.475 A text of pleasure will satisfy a reader, because it conforms to the established cultural
conventions and will therefore fulfill the reader’s expectations. As such, a text of pleasure
corresponds with Barthes’ concept of a Work. A text of bliss, however, does not coincide with
the reader’s expectations but rather “unsettles the reader’s historical, cultural, psychological
assumptions, the consistency of his tastes, values, memories, brings a crisis to his relation
with language.”476 This kind of text does not conform to the established cultural conventions.
Amer’s sculpture Encyclopedia of Pleasure can be understood as a text of bliss in both
its metaphorical relationship with the viewer as well as content of the text, as neither conform
to the established cultural conventions. By reading fragments of the texts, viewers may get
aroused and become curious about the rest of the text. Through the fragments, they can get a
sense of the issues discussed in the book, which may go against the viewers’ dominant beliefs
about (female) sexuality in the Arab world, depending partly on which excerpts they read. The
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visual presentation can, in Barthes’ words, “bring a crisis to [the reader’s] relation with
language,”477 while the content can unsettle the reader’s historical and cultural beliefs. The
pleasure or arousing of a text for Amer lies both in its visual presentation as well as in its
sexual context, while for Barthes a text or words can be arousing as they are unexpected.
Women in Private Rooms
Amer has not made many works that deal explicitly with her cultural background or with
Islam, but Encyclopedia of Pleasure is certainly not the only one. The representation of
women through the male voice returns in Private Rooms (1998-1999, fig. 3.3-3.4), for which
Amer used excerpt from the Qur’an. The works that can be related to her background are
often based on texts. Amer has said: “This is probably from my background. When I grew up,
I never saw images. All I saw was calligraphy. Maybe, this is why for me, image or language
are the same. I use language sometimes, when I cannot use images.”478 Yet, Amer’s
upbringing within an Islamic culture should not be seen as the only reason for her using texts,
as she was also, as she has stated, inspired in the 1980s, when she was still in school, by
artists like Barbara Kruger and Jenny Holzer.479
It is unknown what attracted Amer exactly in the work of these female artists, but her
interest probably lies in their use of language in relation to gender, sexuality, the female body
and power structures. Kruger uses texts in combination with strategies from commercial
advertising to question power structures, patriarchy, and stereotypes. Kruger’s work Untitled
(Your Body is a Battlefield) (1987, fig. 3.12), for instance, consists of a black and white
photograph of a woman’s face split in the middle, the positive print on the left, the negative
on the right. The words “your body is a battlefield” are written in white letters framed with
red blocks on top of the woman’s face. Originally, Kruger created the work as a poster for a
demonstration in 1989 in Washington D.C. to demand legal abortion. In this work, Kruger
uses words to criticize the battle over the female body, the struggle which is seemingly
symbolized through the division of the woman’s face into a negative and a positive side.
Kruger explores the conflict between various groups or institutes, such as the law, trying to
control the female body, while women continue to fight for control over their own bodies.
Amer rarely combines language and image in her work, but her interest in Kruger’s work may
477
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stem from her use of language to address the struggle over the body, and specifically this
reclaiming of the female body by women.
Like Kruger, Holzer appropriates strategies from advertisement. Holzer prints or
displays phrases on a variety of mediums, such as t-shirts, electronic billboards, and baseball
caps, but in Holzer’s work, authorship and the intended public remain ambiguous. In Abuse of
Power Comes as No Surprise (1982, fig. 3.13), Holzer displayed the title on a electronic
billboard in New York in 1982 as if it were an advertisement, visible to every passer-by. It is
unclear what kind of abuse of power Holzer is referring to, as if she aims to make people
aware that it is or can be everywhere. In her writings, Holzer also rarely uses the first person
pronoun: “I always try to make my voice unidentifiable… I wouldn’t want it to be isolated as
a woman’s voice, because I’ve found that when things are categorized they tend to be
dismissed. I find it better to have no particular associations attached to the “voice” in order for
it to be perceived as true.”480 According to David Joselit, Holzer aims to dematerialize the
author, an ambition that stems from strategies of Conceptual artists, such as Joseph Kosuth
and Lawrence Weiner, who have, for instance, appropriated definitions from dictionaries to
replace the voice of the individual author with that of an authoritative (and collective) voice of
the dictionary.481 While in Encyclopedia of Pleasure and Private Rooms, Amer specifically
addresses the female body, female sexuality and gender roles as discussed through the
masculine voice, she has also made works in which the author is dematerialized in the line of
Holzer, Kosuth and Weiner by appropriating definitions from dictionaries. In Black Longing
(2006, fig. 3.14), for instance, Amer employed this more feminized conceptual strategy by
copying the dictionary definition of longing in her usual method of embroidery on a large,
black canvas.
Amer already started to incorporate texts in her artworks when she was in school in the
1980s. The sources for her works range from dictionary definitions of words to historical texts
to fairy tales. The texts in her work are not always embroidered in English, but she selects
from the three languages she speaks: Arabic, French, and English. Regardless of the source or
language chosen, the subject of the works is often related to women, sexuality, the body and
love.
In Private Rooms, Amer appropriated texts from the Qur’an that describe the role and
position of women. The work consists of 15 satin garment bags and closet organizers in three
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different shapes. One is a zippered garment bag, the other a long piece of fabric with sleeves
on both sides to store shoes, and the last bag is made up of shelves. The 15 elements hang on a
rack arranged in five groups of three. Each group is rendered in its own color – blue, lavender,
green, orange, and champagne – and each group consists of three different organizing shapes.
Similar to Encyclopedia of Pleasure, Amer again selected excerpts that address women:
I took all the sentences that speak about women from the Koran and embroidered them
in French on as many elements as I needed to accommodate the quotes. I didn’t want
to use the Arabic text since it’s a very sacred language. A translation is already an
interpretation and I liked this idea. There were 15 elements, all clothes holders, in satin
with sweet pastel colors like an Arabic bride’s room. I was surprised at all the
contradictions among the quotes. Sometimes they are really liberal and sometimes
not.482
Although Amer says in the above-stated quote that she only used sentences that mention
women, in another interview she has stated that she copied whole suras: “I respected all the
rules about how to cite a sura; that is, I wrote and embroidered the entire sura, no matter how
long, if it mentioned women, even if it was only a single mention without commentary.”483
According to Reilly, Amer embroidered the texts in French, because the Arabic words are
sacred.484 By using a translation, Amer avoids being sacrilegious, as a translation is already an
interpretation. According to Sachiko Murata and William Chittick, this point of view is also
held by Muslims: For Muslims, the divine Word has assumed a specific, Arabic form, and that
form is as essential as the meaning that the words convey. Hence only the Arabic Qur’an is
the Qur’an, and translations are simply interpretations.485
The title Private Rooms may refer to sura 49 of the Qur’an entitled “Al-Hujurât,” or
“The Private Apartments,” which, according to Reilly, refers to the “private apartments” of
the wives of the Prophet Muhammed.486 Although the title may make an allusion to the
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Prophet’s wives, the work deals more with the role of women in the private sphere in general.
Amer said about all of her sculptures:
The sculptures complement the paintings, since I try to express ideas within my
sculptures that I cannot express with the paintings. While my paintings stress
sexuality, the sculptures are more about the woman’s voice since the sculptures are
directly related to “object making” for an abstract “home.” I identify my sculpture with
the woman’s voice, or what she is culturally or biologically programmed to do – take
care of the home. While she sits creating her objects, she is alone and repeating an
action that she has been taught (like a litany or a cruel prayer), knowing that she has
never developed an expression of her own.487
The garment bags are made of satin fabric, because, according to Amer, it is a “cloth that’s
used to make wedding dresses.”488 In accordance with these quotes, it could be said that with
Private Rooms Amer explores the role of married women in the private sphere where women
repeatedly perform a variety of tasks, which might also be reflected in the repetition of the
three different shapes of organizing bags. Although their role might seem limited to domestic
acts, the excerpts from the Quran present many contradictions. As stated above, Amer was
astonished by the contradictory nature of the descriptions of women in the Qur’an. These
contradictions may have been what attracted Amer. In an interview about women in general,
she stated: “[t]here [are] a lot of contradictions of what it means to be a woman.”489 This issue
of contradiction can be seen in Amer’s work on more levels, as shall be discussed later on in
this chapter.
Just like the Encyclopedia of Pleasure, the translated texts on the sculpture Private
Rooms are difficult to read for the viewer. Some blocks of texts are readable, but the flat side
of the clothing bags hang parallel, next to each other at right angles to the wall, making them
unaccessible. Besides, dangling threads cover the letters, and no punctuation is used. With
regard to Encyclopedia of Pleasure, Amer has stated that viewers do not need to read the
whole text, but only a fragment of it to get a sense of the texts. For Private Rooms, Amer
probably wants the viewer to get a sense of the contradictory descriptions of women in the
texts to discuss how contradictions are also inherent in the female identity. A similar
487
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application in artworks and function in relation to the viewer is used by Shirin Neshat, which
will be explored in chapter Four.
Repetitions and Contradictions
The discussion of the works above may have given the impression that Amer’s work largely
deals with Arabic or Islamic sources, but this is actually not the case since such works only
constitute a small part of her oeuvre. Amer has produced many paintings with images
appropriated from mainly Western sources. This is not to say there is a strict division between
Amer’s sculptures with Arabic or Islamic linguistic sources and paintings with Western visual
sources. For example, her painting The Woman Who Failed To Be Shahrazad (2008, fig. 3.15)
refers to the narrator Shahrazad of the stories from One Thousand and One Nights. Primarily
created with grey colors, the painting is flanked by two-mirror-image naked women with their
arms raised behind their heads. Between these images, other images of naked women appear,
but Shahrazad is nowhere to be seen. Amer has made several paintings that refer to
Shahrazad, claiming she admires her, because she is a woman who “controlled her body
through her mind.”490 For her sculpture Barbie Aime Ken, Ken Aime Barbie (1995-2000, fig.
3.16), on the other hand, Amer made two jumpsuits, one female and one male. On the suits,
Amer embroidered the phrases “Barbie Aime Ken” and “Ken Aime Barbie.” The
stereotypical, heterosexual model of the beautiful Barbie who falls in love with the handsome
Ken can be an aspiration for young girls. The famous dolls, however, are absent in this work
as the suits are empty, perhaps as an allusion to the question of who can fill these suits and
live up to the expectations of the model. These examples of Amer’s use of Western and
Arabic or Islamic sources illustrate that it is not the case that her Arabic sources are merely
linguistic and the Western sources purely visual. One should avoid stereotypical
interpretations, claiming that Amer’s use of language only stems from Arabic and Islamic
sources. There is no reason to believe that this is related to discussions on the use of images
within Islamic culture.
At first sight, Snow White without the Dwarves (2008, fig. 3.5) seems to be an abstract
painting with vertical lines in different colors, such as black, blue, red, purple, green and
yellow. Looking more closely at the work, a female figure in black outlines appears on the
left. With her hands folded, the woman looks behind her. The woman is, as the title indicates,
Snow White. The same image of Snow White is repeated on the right. The dwarfs are, as the
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title also mentions, nowhere to be seen. Sikander used a similar strategy in works like SpiNN
(2003, fig. 2.2), as discussed in chapter 2, in which she represented the gopis without Krishna.
In Amer’s work, instead of the dwarfs, an image of a naked woman, of whom only the torso
and head are pictured, is repeated three times in a horizontal row. Snow White is thus depicted
in the same horizontal line as the naked women. Quite difficult to see is the oversized naked
figure in the lower right corner, who spreads her legs and reveals her vagina.
Snow White without the Dwarves combines Amer’s most important theme in her
oeuvre of pornography with a fairy tale. Many of her works focus exclusively on
pornographical images, for instance, Red Diagonals (2000, fig. 3.6). This work shows
fragmented images of women in sexual positions that are constantly repeated in diagonal
lines. The representation of women in these two “genres” could seemingly not be further apart
from each other: the innocent, pure Snow White versus a sexually active woman. The target
group of these genres are also completely different: children on the one hand and mature men
on the other. On the combination of images from fairy tales and pornography, Amer said
when I interviewed her: “I do it because it’s two stereotypes. They are opposites, but they are
two things that we are confronted with. It is more on the role of the model, of what we aspire
to, what we must do, but it is never our self.”491
The opposition of the fairy tales versus pornography is not the only contradiction that
can be found in Amer’s work. Amer appropriates these images from popular culture,
sometimes called “low art,” as opposed to “high art.” Painting is a form of high art, while
embroidery might be considered an instance of popular, or folk culture. Other oppositions
include figuration versus abstraction, male versus female, sexuality versus chastity, and
aesthetics versus obscenity. On the topic of contradictions, Amer has said:
I think my attraction to contradictions is a direct product of my upbringing. When you
are young and you live only in one culture, you think that this is reality. You think this
country, or world, or culture you are in is how things are. And things should always be
like this because this is all you know. When you are young and you go to another
culture, you see the same people living another reality with the same conviction, and
you just wonder who is right. You are wondering why they are different and who is
right. It can be painful, of course. You think that someone must be wrong, and then
you realize there are two different ways of seeing something. This is why I like
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contradiction, because I think it is inherent in human existence in the world. Sexuality
is one part of this for me probably because I come from a Muslim country, where
sexuality is an extreme taboo, and then I went to Southern France where sexuality is
more open.492
Contradictions for Amer are thus part of everyday life, and through her move from Egypt to
France she became aware of the omnipresence of contradictions, especially with regard to
sexuality. Ideas on sexuality in Egypt differed significantly from the ideas in France, as a
result of which Amer realized that “[t]here [are] a lot of contradictions of what it means to be
a woman.”493 It can also be said that by setting up contradictions in her work, for instance
between fairy tales and pornography, Amer perhaps draws attention to the unreachable and
possibly also undesirable and absurd romantic and sexual expectations that these images and
stories construct.
Amer sees both pornography and fairy tales as stereotypical models or figurations of
idealized images that people are confronted with as they grow up, and which people aspire to
follow. The images from the fairy tales, for instance, mainly stem from Walt Disney movies,
movies that many children watch. As such, these images affect people’s view on women,
gender roles and relationships. By taking these and pornographic images out of their original
context, Amer aims to liberate them from their stereotypical associations: “I wanted these
women to be empowered; active, not passive. Pornography was and continues to be my
solution. It allows me to represent women using embroidery, a woman’s tool, but to show
Woman, the universal Woman, as an activated subject empowered by her own pleasure.”494 In
this quote, Amer speaks primarily about pornographic images, in the following, I will argue
that she explores and subverts women’s gender roles and representations in both pornography
and fairy tales by appropriating and repeating images from these sources. In the quote given
above, Amer talks about a “universal Woman.” The women depicted in her paintings are
mainly Caucasian women. For Amer, the white woman represents all women, and is a symbol
for her to discuss women’s sexuality in general:
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The woman, the white woman, is a symbol of all women in the world, that everybody
identifies with anyway. They cannot identify with a black woman, or Chinese. My
main concern is women. I don’t think it has to do with my background. My
background is a forum. Maybe in some works, like Encyclopedia of Pleasure, Private
Rooms, and Majnun, there is something, yes, but I also have other works.495
Most of Amer’s work is based on Western sources. It is impossible in these works to see any
references to her background as a woman who was born in Egypt in a Muslim family. For
Amer, the white woman in these works is a symbol for all women. She wants to discuss
women’s sexuality in general, hoping everyone can and will identify with the white women
on her paintings. Some art historians have interpreted the subject of sexuality in Amer’s work
as a critique of both the conservative attitude towards sexuality in contemporary Islam, and on
Western prejudices and stereotypes of the role of women and sexuality within Islam.496 Olu
Oguibe is more nuanced when he states that Amer’s work “[…] may be seen as the
continuation of a long tradition of Arab investigations of both sexuality and human
passions,”497 and that at the same time her relation to her culture “liberates her from blind
adherence or servitude to either present configurations, or popular perceptions, of that
culture.”498 According to Amer, her works have nothing to do with the Islamic or Arab world:
I think all my work is not about the Muslim world. I was shocked living here in North
America, in what you could call the Protestant world, to find out how prudish it is. Of
course, I am Muslim and I have suffered from this. But so have lots of non-Muslims
women. I talk about what happens when you try and control sexuality. Why control
sexuality? Why not control lying? The reason is that, finally, you can’t control
sexuality. It’s too big a power. There are many things that are layered into it.499
By combining and repeating the images in her work, Amer aims to disrupt the limitations of
the stereotypical roles and behavior that affects women, all women, and shows the
contradictions inherent in female identity and sexuality. These contradictions can also be
found in the Islamic and Arabic sources Amer appropriates. The texts on women in the
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Qur’an embroidered on clothing bags in Private Rooms give contradictory descriptions of
women, while the texts embroidered on the boxes of Encyclopedia of Pleasure represent a
view on sexuality within Islam that differs from contemporary ideas on the subject. It could be
said that Amer aspires to freedom of sexuality by unsettling stereotypes and by reclaiming
women’s voices on sexuality to liberate them from the masculine domain. Providing women
with a voice is also an issue in Neshat’s work, as shall be explored in chapter Four.
Both the images from fairy tales and pornographical magazines have been taken out of
their original context by Amer. She appropriates them by literally copying them, drawing the
images on vellum, and then cutting them out. The images have to be transferred to canvas,
which Amer does employing two methods, depending on the desired effect. When she wants
the size of the images to be similar to the original image, she places the vellum on canvas and
traces the image repeatedly. When she wants larger images, she projects an enlarged image on
the canvas and traces the image.500 After copying the images, she embroiders the outlines of
the images on the canvas, with abstract backgrounds of fields of color. As there are never any
details in the background, the figures cannot be located in a specific place.
The images from both fairy tales and pornography that Amer appropriates all stem
from Western, popular sources. Snow White is not the only fairy tale character she has used in
her work. She also appropriates images of the female protagonists in other Walt Disney
movies, such as Beauty and the Beast, Little Red Riding Hood, Sleeping Beauty, and
Cinderella. These are classic fairy tales that may have affecte people, perhaps especially in
the popularized versions in the Walt Disney movies.501 The same fairy tales have also been
used for modern Hollywood remakes, like Enchanted (2007). Others were made for teenagers,
such as Beastly (2011), while yet other movies have turned a fairy tale into a fantasy movie,
as in Red Riding Hood (2011) or into an action movie, in the case of Snow White and the
Huntsman (2012). Not only young children who are confronted with the fairy tales, but also
adults, like Amer, who says: “[…] I myself, I want to believe the fairy tale. It is very stupid,
but just a little bit in me has to believe it. It is like engraved in the memory. It makes me
dream, you know what I mean?”502
The figures in Amer’s paintings are almost always women: men are hardly ever
present. In the works with figures from fairy tales – for instance, the representation of Snow
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White in Snow White without the Dwarves – the female figure is, as the title also indicates,
depicted without men, without the dwarves. In the fairy tale, Snow White takes on the mother
role when living with the dwarves. She cooks, cleans and washes their clothes while happily
singing songs. Snow White’s role thus depends on the dwarves. By taking her out of this
context, Amer opens up the possibility of constructing new meanings.
The construction of new meanings of Snow White, and other female figures from fairy
tales, is not only brought about through recontextualization, but also by combining the female
figure with images from pornography. This combination is rooted in Amer’s fascination with
how these two genres construct women’s roles in our society.
It is all of the things you are told when you are young. Things that are not true: like if
you behave the prince will come. For me all the moral issues go through the important
feminine and masculine figures in our society, and I don’t think that’s very different
from sexuality, which also raises moral issues. I mean look at Snow White: a woman
who lives with seven dwarfs.503
The combination of pornographical images with Snow White in Snow White without the
Dwarves is, for Amer, a questioning of moral issues that arise through our confrontation with
these images. She is not only interested in how specific cultural codes are passed on, but also
how behavior, and romantic and sexual expectations are shaped by these stories and images.
Both genres represent not only stereotypical images of women, but also how these images and
stories shape women’s roles. For this reason, Amer explores the power of fairy tales and
pornography in the construction of women’s identity.
In fairy tales, there are usually several stock characters, like a princess, a wicked
stepmother, a witch, prince charming, a fairy godmother, and magical helpers like birds or
mice. Of all these characters, Amer always represents the female heroine in her work, the
figure young girls most likely identify with: the princess, who gets rescued by prince
charming after which they live happily ever after. The simple characters and conventional
ideas on men, women, courtship, and marriage presented in these classic fairy tales are often
discussed in their socializing power in gender constructions.504 As Jack Zipes has shown, in
the eighteenth century, fairy tales served to teach children moral lessons about values and
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manner according to the prevailing social codes.505 For girls and young women, this meant
lessons on how to “become domesticated, respectable, and attractive to a marriage partner and
to teach boys and girls appropriate gendered values and attitutes.”506 Amer is convinced that
these moral lessons for women and representations still affect gender identity and women’s
roles. This is in concordance with Marcia R. Lieberman’s idea that “[m]illions of women must
surely have formed their psycho-sexual self-concepts, and their ideas of what they could or
could not accomplish, what sort of behavior would be rewarded, and of the nature of reward
itself, in part from their favorite fairy tales.”507 Amer shares this awareness in her examination
of how these fairy tales serve as models for their readers and viewers.
It is understood by many feminist critics that the traditional roles in fairy tales of the
evil stepmother, powerful fairies, the passive virgin, and the active prince have affected
notions of gendered identity. In her essay “Sorties. Out and Out: Attacks/Ways Out/Forays”
(1986), Cixous refers to fairy tales to discuss how women are defined in opposition to men.
According to Cixous, women in fairy tales are represented as beautiful and passive, waiting
for their prince.508 He is the person they have been waiting for and without which she is
nothing: “Then he will kiss her. So that when she opens her eyes she will see only him; him in
place of everything, all him.”509 The prince is at the center of the woman’s life, and women
define themselves in relation to him. This relationship is, however, co-depending, as the
woman needs to remain in her submissive role in order for the man to be dominant: “[…] she
is the repressed that ensures the system’s functioning.”510 In light of the present investigation,
it is relevant to note that in the West, the image of submissive, passive women is often
associated with Muslim women, but in fact, Western women still grow up with similar
stereotypical images and ideals with, for instance, these fairy tales. In Amer’s work
Princesses (2005, fig. 3.17), three princesses from Walt Disney movies are depicted, while a
pornographic image is repeated four times, on the princesses or in the background. Again, the
princes are absent. As the women are taken away from their original context and from their
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repressed position, the system is no longer functioning, which can lead to an empowerment of
the women.
Zipes emphasizes that the traditional roles of men and women are not present in every
fairy tale, but they are often represented in the classic fairy tales that Amer appropriates for
her work.511 In works such as Snow White without the Dwarves (fig. 3.5) and Princesses
(2005), the co-depending relationship between men and women is broken. Snow White is no
longer fulfilling her caring, motherly tasks and the princesses do not have the prince at the
center of their attention. In a few other works, for instance in The Dwarves and the Lovers
(2003, fig. 3.18), the dwarves are portrayed without Snow White, but with a pornographic
scene at which they cast a distraught look. It can be questioned, however, if the representation
of a princess or Snow White without the prince or the dwarves is enough to empower women,
which could also be said about Sikander’s recontextualization of the gopis without Krishna.
The presence of these figures may also automatically suggest the presence of the other
protagonist. Whether the empowerment of women is successful, might be doubtful, but it can
be said that Amer opens up the possibility for empowerment.
Amer combines the heroines of fairy tales with naked women in sexual positions from
pornographical magazines. Amer mainly takes the pornographical images from Western
heterosexual magazines with men as their target group, such as Hustler and Club. As these
magazines represent male views on women’s bodies, women in these images are often
subordinate and exploited. Pornography is often seen as an expression of patriarchal gender
relations that can foster sexual aggression.512 In his book Art and Pornography. An
Experiment in Explanation, Morse Peckham argues that sexual behavior is about learning
roles.513 In puritanical societies, such as Anglo-American societies, these roles are not
publicly learned, as people are taught to be prudish when it comes to sex.514 According to
Peckham, pornography registers sexual roles, making them available for people’s sexual
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behavior. Peckham therefore also calls pornographical representations sexual role models. 515
The pornographical images Amer appropriates from heterosexual magazines can be seen as
sexist representations of women from the male perspective, but also as providing a sexual
model that people may follow or in which idealized images are created. Similar to images
from the fairy tales, without the original context, Aimer aims for these female pornographic
figures to take control over their own bodies.
The images of Snow White and naked women in Amer’s paintings are hidden behind
the dangling threads of the embroidery. The chaos of the dangling threads prevents the viewer
to immediately and directly see the imagery. The viewer has to observe closely to differentiate
and identify the images. When it comes to the pornographical images, it can be said that the
fact that the images are hidden enhances the seduction. As Barthes has written:
Is not the most erotic portion of a body where the garment gaps? In perversion (which
is the realm of textual pleasure) there are no “erogenous zones” (a foolish expression,
besides); it is intermittence, as psychoanalysis has so rightly stated, which is erotic: the
intermittence of skin flashing between two articles of clothing (trousers and sweater),
between two edges (the open-necked shirt, the glove and the sleeve); it is this flash
itself which seduces, or rather: the staging of an appearance-as-disappearance.516
Behind the chaos of the dangling threads, Amer places the images in orderly lines, which
creates an opposition between order and chaos. The appropriated images are often repeated in
straight horizontal, vertical and/or diagonal lines. In Snow White without the Dwarves, the
image of Snow White can be seen on the left and the right, while the image of the naked
woman is repeated three times, all on a horizontal line. In Red Diagonals, Amer applies a
much stricter order, as she embroiders images of women in various sexual positions in
diagonal lines. The lines are accentuated because Amer uses a different color – yellow, blue,
red, and black – for each line. In the following, I will argue that the repetition of images in
Amer’s work, like in Red Diagonal, not just serves as the structure of her work, but also
functions as a destabilization of gender roles.
The repetition in Amer’s works like Red Diagonals is a device also found in both
Minimal Art, as in the repetition of boxes in Donald Judd’s work (fig. 3.8), and from Pop Art,
as in the repetition of Marilyn Monroe’s portrait in Andy Warhol’s work (fig. 3.19). Amer has
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mentioned that she uses the artistic language of Minimal Art as a response to the presumed
masculinity of the art movement, an aspect which will be discussed later in this chapter. She
has, however, never spoken about the Minimalists’ repetition of a basic form, such as a square
or a rectangular, in relation to her own work. Nor has she ever mentioned, to my knowledge,
Pop Art as a source of inspiration, but both she and Warhol appropriate images from popular
culture and place them in a serial order in their work.
Although there are many differences between Pop Art and Minimal Art, Hal Foster
juxtaposes the movements in his book The Return of the Real in order to obtain a better
understanding of Minimal Art. The two art movements did not only take place at the same
time, but they both “point to a new order of serial production and consumption” as a response
to mass culture.517 Foster states that seriality has always been a part of art – artworks, for
instance, always relate to other artworks by the same artists – but since the advent of Minimal
Art and Pop Art, seriality has become part of the technical production of the work. Foster
further claims that the integration of seriality in these art movements is not only a way to
minimize the expression of the artist’s personal handwriting, or the artist’s subjectivity as
Foster calls it, but also severs the art from representational models. Foster explains this as
follows:
In this way minimalism rids art of the anthropomorphic and the representational not
through anti-illusionist ideology so much as through serial production. For abstraction
tends only to sublate representation, to preserve it in cancellation, whereas repetition,
the (re)production of simulacra, tends to subvert representation, to undercut its
referential logic.518
Foster’s claim that repetition can subvert representation is relevant for the present chapter,
because it helps to understand Amer’s repetition of images from popular culture as a
destabilization of stereotypes. Foster cites French philosopher Gilles Deleuze, who developed
the idea of the forces of difference and repetition in his book Difference and Repetition.
According to Deleuze, there are two types of repetition. The first type is the repetition of the
same, where “we find ourselves confronted with identical elements with exactly the same
concept.”519 In this light, the image of Snow White in Amer’s Snow White without the
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Dwarves can be understood as one of many occurrences of Snow White. If there are slight
differences between the individual images, they are accidental. Every repetition can be placed
under the concept of “Snow White.”
Deleuze argues, however, that the repetition of the same always coincides with another
type of repetition. This second repetition is the “secret subject, the real subject of the
repetition, which repeats itself through them.”520 This is the repetition of difference. For
difference to occur, what must be presupposed is that this “bare, material repetition (repetition
of the Same) appears only in the sense that another repetition is disguised within it,
constituting it and constituting itself.”521 In Amer’s painting, the repetition of Snow White is a
repetition of difference, which she also emphasizes: “It’s almost always the same woman but
with small variations.”522 The images of Snow White in Amer’s painting share the same
concept, but through embroidery Amer is making a different image of Snow White in each
repetition. Amer, for example, embroiders the outlines of the image with different colors: one
is black, the other is embroidered with multiple colors – orange, purple, and blue. If the
images are seen up close, one notices that there are also differences between them because the
stitches are handmade. This way, she produces two unique images. The “black” Snow White
comes more to the foreground than the other Snow White, which blends in more with the
other images. The remarks that have been made about the repetition of Snow White can also
be made for the repetition of pornographical images. No pornographical image is the same in
Amer’s work. As such, the repetition of the same is linked to the repetition of difference. This
occurrence of difference in the repetition makes Amer’s work different from Minimal Art
where the basic shape is often repeated with no or hardly any dissimilarity.
Deleuze sees the difference in sameness as the activity of differentiation. According to
Piercey, who gives an excellent explanation of Deleuze’s complicated theory, this
differentiation is “a destabilizing or decentering force which shatters fixed identities.”523 The
repetition and difference of the images releases, as Foster states, basing himself on Deleuze,
potentially subversive forces. Amer’s engagement with Minimal and Pop Art’s artistic
language of repetition can be seen as an interrogation of gender roles. The obsessive repetition
of stereotypical images in her work is an attempt to undo their referential logic. As each
repetition of the same entails a repetition of difference, it may result in the destruction of fixed
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identities as it destabilizes the “original” image in virtue of difference. While images from
fairy tales and pornographical magazines at first sight seem to be odd features in Amer’s
works, they actually have an important function in that they destabilize the model.
Challenging Masculine Abstraction
The history of art has been written by men in practice and in theory. Painting has a
symbolic and dominant place inside this history, and in the twentieth century it has
become the major expression of masculinity, especially through abstraction. The
geometric abstraction of Mondrian, Albers, Stella, or the Minimal art movement
reflect the geometrical organisation of the world as a paradigm of the rational qualities
attributed to men. Pollock and Abstract Expressionism are the other side of the coin,
but they are also a big metaphor of masculine energy and power. For me, to defend the
choice of being a painter and to use the codes of abstract painting, as they have been
defined historically, is not only an artistic challenge: its main meaning is occupying a
territory that has been denied to women historically. I occupy this territory that has
been denied because I create materially abstract paintings, but I integrate in this male
field a feminine universe: that of sewing and embroidery. By hybridizing those worlds,
the canvas becomes a new territory where the feminine has its own place in a field
dominated by men, and from where, I hope, we won’t be removed again. In those
abstract surfaces I inscribe figures of women taken from pornographical magazines
where male fantasies are represented, and this way I do a double re-appropriation.524
This lengthy quote by Amer from an interview with Roza Martinez illustrates how she
consiously relates her preoccupation with abstract art to issues of gender. Abstraction is one
of the most important developments within art history in the twentieth century. As stated in
the introduction to this chapter, an abstract painter with whom Amer’s work is often
compared is Abstract Expressionist Jackson Pollock (fig. 3.9). Red Diagonals, which I
discussed earlier, appears at first sight to be an exclusively abstract painting with a broad
plane of red bordered by two strokes of black. The paint drips down over the canvas, while
the threads of the embroideries fall into alignment with the dripped paint, resembling
Pollock’s work. This comparison between Amer’s and Pollock’s work or Abstract
Expressionism has often been made by art historians. Laura Auricchio claims, for instance:
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“[T]he work appears to be a reduced and sewn version of a Jackson Pollock drip painting,”525
and Laurie Ann Farrell states: “The introduction of flowing clusters of colorful threads
layered the images further by linking them to the energetic, male-dominated practice of
Abstract Expressionism.”526 Amer herself also relates her work to that of Pollock: “[…] [T]he
threads are my drips. That’s my Pollock.”527 When asked why she appropriates the aesthetic
language of these male artists, she said: “Because I like them. I am jealous. Because they are
like a model, and aspire something […].”528
In a 2004 interview, Amer said that she became interested in American art, during a
visit to New York: “In 1983, I was visiting my sister and I decided to go to the galleries and
museums in New York City like the MoMA and the Whitney, and I discovered American art.
I was really very impressed and I loved it. I was like love at first sight.”529 Pollock, and the
movements of Minimal Art and Pop Art, are not the only art historical references to be found
in Amer’s work. The paint oozing down in Red Diagonals may be a reference to the work of
Abstract Expressionist Clyfford Still (fig. 3.20), while Amer’s “black” paintings, such as
Black Longing (2006, fig. 3.14) and Black Desire (2006, fig. 3.21) appear to refer to Ad
Reinhardt’s well-known so-called “black” paintings (fig. 3.22). In the final part of this
chapter, artworks described earlier will be analyzed in order to explore how Amer
deconstructs the artistic language of these mainly “masculine” art movements and famous
artworks by male artists. In the above-stated quote, Amer claims that abstract art is mainly
dominated by men. To understand why and how she aims to deconstruct these art movements,
it is necessary to clarify first what makes these movements “masculine.” Since this is a
complex matter, only the aspects relevant for Amer’s work will be discussed.
Some of the artists Amer refers to are often considered Abstract Expressionists. The
artists associated with Abstract Expressionism, mainly based in New York, dominated the
American art world after World War II with their abstract paintings. In the history of Abstract
Expressionism, attention has been mainly directed at male artists. Erika Doss, who claims that
critics often casted the art movement as a club of mostly male artists, gives the example of the
group exhibition 17 Modern American Painters. The School of New York at the Frank Perls
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Gallery in Los Angeles, organized by Clement Greenberg.530 Of the 17 artists, which included
Adolph Gottlieb, Hans Hofmann, Jackson Pollock, Ad Reinhardt, Mark Rothko, Clyfford
Still, Willem de Kooning, and Robert Motherwell, only one was female, namely Hedda
Sterne.531
The focus on male artists was not the only reason for labelling the art movement
“masculine.” Several art historians have characterized Abstract Expressionism and the
artworks themselves in terms of masculinity. Katy Siegel, for instance, describes it as
“masculine bombast,”532 while Erika Doss describes Abstract Expressionist work as “bold
paintings that stressed the serious, virile, and heroic nature of the postwar avant-garde.”533 In
the quote cited at the opening of this section, Amer states that she considers Abstract
Expressionist paintings “a major expression of masculinity” and “a big metaphor of masculine
energy and power.”534 In the following section, I will discuss which characteristics of Abstract
Expressionism’s procedures may have led Amer and others to characterize Abstract
Expressionism as masculine.
Amer’s statement on Abstract Expressionism as “a big metaphor of masculine energy
and power” can be related to Jackson Pollock’s act of painting. In her book Abstract
Expressionism. Other Politics, Ann Eden Gibson also states that the rapid and large
brushstrokes of Abstract Expressionist paintings have become metaphors for “spontaneity and
even masculine force.”535 This description is, however, not applicable to all Abstract
Expressionist painters, but mainly to Pollock and Willem de Kooning. From 1947 onward,
Pollock began making his well-known works by dripping or pouring paint on an often large
canvas laying on the floor of his studio. Pollock would walk around the canvas and spatter the
paint on it, instead of applying it with a brush. With this technique, he lost strict control over
the paint. The structure of the paint, its speed and direction when it hit the canvas, and the
way it interacted with other splashes of paint on the canvas determined the work. He painted
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in a highly energetic and bodily manner. The masculinity of Pollock’s work lies in the direct,
energetic almost violent and seemingly spontaneous brushstrokes on a heroic-size canvas.536
Some authors have related Pollock’s working method to psycho-sexual ideas. Reilly,
for instance, describes Pollock’s painting gesture as an “ejaculatory drip,”537 just like Gibson,
who states that the “poured lines of paint suggests […] an ejaculatory (stereotypically
masculine) method of applying paint […].”538 Based on this psycho-sexual assumption, Reilly
sees Amer’s imitation of the sexualized act of painting as a way of empowering the “passive
sexual objects”539 posing the question: “[D]o the masturbating women in Amer’s paintings
finally have the means to ejaculate back?”540 By embroidering Pollock’s drips, Amer,
according to Reilly, violently penetrates the canvas “with her own mini-phallus.”541 Reilly
thus explicitly assigns sexual meanings to both Pollock’s and Amer’s working method. This
kind of interpretation, however, reduces both Amer’s and Pollock’s work to little more than a
sexual expression, leaving out other aspects with regard to issues of gender and femininity.
Later on in this paragraph, I will argue that Amer’s appropriation of the artistic language of
Pollock and other artists is a strategy to challenge the masculine language. Before I will
expound on this strategy, the presumed “masculinity” of the works by other Abstract
Expressionist artists, such as Clyfford Still, Barnett Newman, Ad Reinhardt and Minimal
artist will be discussed.
In 1992, Amer had started with her appropriation of the artistic language of Abstract
Expressionism, but from 1996 onwards, she also started to engage with the work of other
American, Modernist artists, among which Josef Albers, Ad Reinhardt, Clyfford Still and
Barnett Newman. According to Reilly, before 1996, Amer rarely applied paint in her work,
but after 1996 she no longer merely “paints” with thread, in the style of Pollock, but starts to
combine embroidery with painting.542 Amer claims, perhaps as a result of her experience at art
school with her art teacher, that painting is a masculine activity: “To me painting is a male
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tool. … (That is OK, I love painting!!) And embroidery as I said is a woman’s tool. … So I
wanted to put both languages together.”543 Besides applying paint, she also began to take over
the compositions of these Modernist painters, such as the compositional scheme of three or
four squares in Josef Albers’ series Homage to the Square (1970, fig. 3.23) in her work The
New Albers (2002, fig. 3.24). Through the medium of embroidery and the sexual imagery
from popular culture, Amer continues to intervene in the gendered art history by challenging
the notion of modernist painting.
In most paintings, Amer combines the dangling, Pollock-like threads with the artistic
language of other artists, for instance, with that of other Abstract Expressionists, such as
Clyfford Still and Barnett Newman. As mentioned before, in Red Diagonals, but also in Black
Series – Coulures Noires (2000, fig. 3.25), Amer seems to refer to the works of Clyfford Still.
Still’s work 1957-D No. 1., (1957, fig. 3.20) is made up of a large field of black paint,
juxtaposed with other colors like yellow and black, that Still applied with palette knives.
Amer has painted similar fields of color as Still, but lets the paint drip down the canvas, in
accordance with the drips of thread. The vertical line of nude women on an empty canvas in
La Ligne (1996, fig. 3.26) resembles, as Maura Reilly and Germano Celant have claimed, the
“zip” in Barnett Newman’s work, for instance, in Onement I (1948, fig. 3.27).544
The associations of Pollock’s energetic brushstrokes are not applicable to the works of
Still and Newman, but similar to Pollock, and of relevance for Amer, is the monumental scale
of Still’s and Newman’s abstract paintings. Still’s 1957-D No. 1. measures 238.8 x 208.3 cm.
The expanding of the size of Newman’s paintings occurred in a relatively brief period.
Newman’s first “zip” painting Onement I measured only 69.2 x 41.2 cm, but only two years
later he painted Vir Heroicus Sublimis (fig. 3.28) on a scale of 242.2 x 541.7 cm. Standing in
front of these large paintings, viewers might see huge fields of colors projected towards them.
When standing close by the major color fields of Still’s and Newman’s work, viewers can
experience a sense of limitless expanse or infinity, which, according to Michael Auping, could
evoke the sublime, as described in the writings of Edmund Burke.545 In her article “Abstract
Expressionism and Masculinity,” Fionna Barber claims that the sublime had the connotation
of masculinity within Abstract Expressionism, but she does not dwell on this connotation.546
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Another artist, who is often regarded an Abstract Expressionist, to whom Amer seems
to refer with works, like Black Longing (2006, fig. 3.14) and Black Desire (2006, fig. 3.21), is
Ad Reinhardt. His abstract, black paintings, such as Abstract Painting No. 5 (1962, fig. 3.22)
consist of nearly invisible vertical and horizontal trisections. In these works, Reinhardt was
searching for the essence of art by eliminating all elements that he considered not to be pure
qualities of painting. The resulting monochrome, symmetrical works only refer to themselves,
to painting, without any reflection on extra-artistic matters.547 Reinhardt believes that: “Art
confused with life, nature, society, politics, religion is ugly.”548 Although much can said
about, for instance, the connotations of the color black, Amer would consider this
geometrically formalist painting as a rational form of art, rationalism being a quality often
attributed to men. In Amer’s works Black Longing and Black Desire, this formalist quality is
overlaid with embroidered words that refer to the outside world, and literally describe
emotions by embroidering their dictionary definitions on a relatively large scale. Emotions are
usually seen as more feminine. Moreover, viewers of Amer’s work will probably focus more
on reading the words in relation to associations they attach to the color black, than on the
formal qualities of the painting itself.
Amer also deemed the work of artists who are typically associated with Minimal Art,
artists who also often admired Ad Reinhardt, rational and thus masculine. Minimal Art is also
often thought of as an art movement primarily with male artists, including Carl Andre, Sol
LeWitt, Dan Flavin, Donald Judd, and Frank Stella. Female Minimal artists, like Anne Truitt,
Agnes Martin, and Eva Hesse, have, however, become more prominent in recent years. Truitt
was even one of the first Minimal artists. James Meyer examined in his book Minimalism. Art
and Polemics in the Sixties how her art got interpreted as different from works by male artists
based on gender, and analyzes the difference between what is viewed as “feminine” and
“masculine” Minimal Art.549 According to Meyer, women Minimal artists are thought to make
work that is “handmade, emotive, and quirky,” while art of male Minimal artists use “hard,
industrial forms.”550 The oppositions between male and female Minimal artists seem to stem
from binary oppositions like nature versus culture, and masculine rationality versus female
emotions.
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Donald Judd uses these hard, industrial forms in his work (fig. 3.8), to which Amer
appears to refer to with her boxes in Encyclopedia of Pleasure (fig. 3.1-3.2). Judd’s work was
earlier in this chapter discussed in relation to the use of repetition in Amer’s work. Judd’s
work consists of simple, rectangular boxes, made of multiple materials and colors. He
arranged the identical units in rows, repeated at regular, precisely calculated intervals, to
create a simple and impersonal sense of coherence. In his work, which he called “specific
objects,” Judd searched for great simplicity and clarity. He was searching for an art form that
was literal and non-illusionistic. The objects were usually made with industrial materials,
especially aluminum, stainless steel, and plexiglass, because, according to Judd, they were
more impersonal than organic materials, less anthropomorphic, and usually came in specific
colors, eliminating his need to choose a color. Besides, every trace of the artist’s hand or
personality is missing: the work is prefabricated, has a high finish, and a calculated
arrangement.
In Encyclopedia of Pleasure, Amer also repeats identical units of boxes, but apparently
intends to feminize the work. Instead of hard, industrial materials, she covers the boxes with a
soft material, textile. The embroidery on the textile is not only a more feminine technique, but
the embroidered texts also refers to discussions on female sexuality in Islam, providing the
work with a relatively defined subject and meaning. The work, therefore, refers to more than
merely itself. Furthermore, what could be seen as the rational arrangement of Judd’s work is
undone by scattering the boxes through the space.551 It should be noted that Warhol with his
Brillo Boxes (1964, fig. 3.7) also stacks several, almost identical boxes on top of each other,
just like Amer, but not calculated as in Judd’s work. The implication of repetion in both
Judd’s, Warhol’s, and Amer’s work was discussed earlier in this chapter.
The notion of rationality in abstract art is also addressed in Amer’s The New Albers
(fig. 3.24), the title of the work referring literally to the artist Josef Albers. The composition in
Amer’s work of receding squares returns to the composition with which Albers preoccupied
himself in the last twenty-five years of his life, a series called “Homage to the Square” (195076). In Homage to the Square (1970, fig. 3.23), Albers painted exact squares of color that
recede in scale towards the middle of the painting, suggesting depth. The paint is applied with
a palette knife, straight from the tube, making it smooth and flat on the canvas. All the
paintings in the series are an experiment with forms in relation to color: “Painting is color
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acting. […] [C]haracter and feeling alter from painting to painting without any additional
“hand writing.” All this [is] to proclaim color autonomy as a means of plastic
organization.”552 In The New Albers, Amer has filled the experimental color squares with
repeated images of naked women.
Amer’s use of embroidery in these paintings and sculpture can be seen as an act of
liberation, an act to feminize the masculine language of the artists described above. On her
choice of embroidery, Amer has said: “I didn’t invent embroidery, but I wanted to paint with
embroidery. I was speaking about women with a medium for women, and it made the
speaking stronger and more present.”553 In her article “Laugh of the Medusa”, Cixous
sometimes speaks directly to her female readers, and at one point asks them why they do not
write. Cixous gives the answer herself by stating that writing is considered “too high, too
great”, because it is reserved for great men.554 Abstract may also be considered to be “too
high, too great” for women, and Amer challenges this assumption through embroidery.
Before examining how Amer challenges the masculinity of abstract art through
embroidery, it is necessary to understand the stereotypes of femininity associated with
embroidery. In her book The Subversive Stitch. Embroidery and the Making of the Feminine,
Rozsika Parker delves into the history of embroidery from medieval times until the early
1980s to examine notions of femininity and female social roles.555 Parker explains that the
hierarchy between painting and embroidery, or art and craft, stems from the Renaissance, and
is connected to the categories of male and female. According to Parker, from the Renaissance
until the late nineteenth century, embroidery was done by women at home without financial
compensation, while art was mainly, but not predominantly, produced by men in the public
sphere, for money.556 She examines how the notions of feminity regarding embroidery
changed through time. Although embroidery is seen differently in different times, it has
always been associated with feminity.
Amer’s use of embroidery is a feminization of the masculine artistic language, but it is
also a tool she employs by her to set up other contradictions in her work in order to challenge
“the model.” The feminization of Pollock’s work lies not just in the use of a feminine
medium, but also in the act of doing. Pollock’s act of painting has been conceived as
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spontaneous, direct, virile and violent, while Amer’s act of doing is time-consuming and
controlled, in other words, the opposite of masculine. The spontaneity is not just lost through
the meticulous working method, but also, as in Red Diagonals and many other works by
Amer, through the constant repetition of female figures and their placement in straight lines.
Although Amer feminizes painting, she also masculinizes her paintings through scale.
As mentioned earlier, the act of painting as performed by Pollock can be described as
masculine. Gibson states, however, that the result of the masculine act of painting is a work
with “a “decorative” (stereotypically feminine) pattern of threadlike lines.”557 According to
Gibson, this characterization of the paintings that carried connotations of the feminine,
domestic, and trivial, was a major struggle for Pollock. One way to escape this was to make
the paintings large. Smaller works were associated with women, especially when they are
connected with ornamental arts.558 It should be emphasized, however, that the large scale of
Pollock’s works also stems from his time working on large scale murals with his master
Thomas Hart Benton.559 Besides, Ad Reinhardt, Josef Albers, Barnett Newman and Clyfford
Still made relatively large paintings.
Amer’s work Red Diagonals, like many other works by Amer, is a large painting,
measuring no less than 182 x 182 cm. Her large paintings might be a way for her to measure
up to male artists like Pollock, Still, Newman, Albers and Reinhardt. Embroidery as a craft or
“low art” is often seen as subordinate and inferior to the “high art” of painting. By
embroidering on a large scale with the artistic language of the Abstract Expressionists, Amer
destabilizes the masculine scale of the Abstract Expressionists paintings by providing it with
feminine connotations. At the same time, Amer executes the feminine, “inferior” craft on a
large scale to masculinize her paintings, granting it the same validity.
This leads to the final opposition Amer tackles with embroidery, namely that of art
versus craft. Earlier in this chapter, the hierarchy between art on the one hand and crafts like
embroidery on the other was already described. In her works, Amer plays with the opposition
of high versus low art, by using a craft to “paint” in a style that is considered to be high art. In
order to clarify this opposition, I will briefly illustrate it with the ideas of the Abstract
Expressionists on the subject. Abstract Expressionists mainly produced paintings, and, to a
lesser extent, sculptures, but certainly no crafts. At that time, crafts in America were
considered to be a medium for women, children, and unskilled artists, but not for professional
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artists. According to Gibson, crafts were rejected by artists like the Abstract Expressionists,
because they associated it with commercial purposes.560
Amer’s interest in the opposition high versus low, art versus craft may stem from her
experience in art school. The school invited an “all-male parade of artists,”561 like Martin
Kippenberger, Albert and Markus Oehlen, Lawrence Weiner, Daniel Buren, and Alighiero e
Boetti for exhibitions and lectures. Moreover, and perhaps more importantly, Amer has
mentioned in several interviews that she wanted to study painting at the Villa Arson in Nice,
but “the teacher would teach only to the male students as if the activity of painting was an
exclusively male activity.”562 In Amer’s experience, the art school was oriented towards
educating male artists. The teacher’s refusal to teach Amer painting made a profound
impression on Amer: “So when I left school what was anchored in my head was that I didn’t
have access to painting.”563 In a discussion at a conference for the Association for Modern and
Contemporary Art of the Arab world, Iran, and Turkey (AMCA), Amer also explained that
because of her background, teachers and fellow students at the art school expected her to use
calligraphy, a craft that was considered to be low art. At the same time, Amer was interested
in the terms art and craft, because in Arabic craft is art.564 The Arabic word fann is used for
both art and craft.
According to Amer, she did not have any knowledge of feminist artists until she went
to study abroad for a semester in 1987 at the School of the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston:
It was only when I went for a semester abroad to the School of the Museum of Fine
Arts in Boston in 1987 that I learned that there were important women artists, using
different formal languages. Feminism was a topic that was openly talked about there –
in a non-threatening way – unlike at my art school in France where it was never
spoken about, or was considered aggressive, lesbian or man-hating. But in Boston it
was different. When I returned, I became fascinated with Rosemarie Trockel. She had
successfully invented a language for women using knitting, and I liked her use of
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commercial and political symbols, as well. I wanted to invent something similar to her
work.565
Inspired by Rosemarie Trockel, Amer started to use embroidery to challenge the notion of
traditional painting and sculpture. In 1985, Trockel had started to make her “knitting
pictures,” such as Hammer and Sickle (1986, fig. 3.29). This work, like other “knitting
pictures,” consists of a repeating pattern of a hammer and a sickle, made by a machine.
Trockel would stretch the result on a frame as if it were a painting. Trockel uses a similar
strategy to challenge sculpture. For Untitled (1987, fig. 3.30), for instance, she had a machine
knit a piece of long underwear, which she fitted over the bottom half of a mannequin. The
mannequin was then placed on a pedestal, presented as a sculpture. According to Weintraub,
Trockel plays with the commonly accepted distinction between art and craft and its
corresponding traditional gender roles.566 She executes a painting or sculpture, often seen as
masculine mediums, with the feminine craft of knitting. The knitting is, however, executed by
a machine, which has more masculine connotations of power and force. Trockel heightens the
status of the female craft, transforming it from a domestic craft to a more male professional
activity. At the same time, the machine is forced to perform a feminine task, diminishing its
masculine power. Trockel’s plays with oppositions in her work, such as (feminine) craft
versus (masculine) art, returns, as discussed, in many of Amer’s works. With works like Red
Diagonals, Amer confronts the opposition of art versus craft and whether high art can be
made with a feminine craft.567
Conclusion
This chapter has focused on the representation of female identity and sexuality in Ghada
Amer’s paintings and sculptures. For her work, Amer appropriates images and texts from
Western, Arabic and Islamic sources that address women, women’s roles and female
sexuality. The sources vary from pornography images, images from fairy tales to textual
excerpts from the Qur’an. Amer’s choice for specific sources, and especially specific
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mediums, such as language, stems from her belief that they are “masculine” or meant for the
pleasure of men. By appropriating them, she wishes to destabilize and reclaim them.
From the beginning of her career, Amer has been interested in the idea of the “model,”
with which, according to her, people are confronted with throughout their life. For Amer,
stereotypes are a model. This model imposes certain roles and ideas upon people, which they
tend to follow. In the present study, the notion of the model has been understood not merely
as a stereotype, but as an example for imitation, or as a general norm people tend or aspire to
follow. These models can be stereotypical images, traditional gender roles, but also male
painters. Amer critically reflects on the model from a feminine perspective to destabilize the
masculine model and reclaim the female body and female sexuality.
To destabilize the “masculine” domains and reclaim women’s bodies, the theory of the
French philosopher Hélène Cixous on the écriture féminine was used, a theory which Amer
also finds interesting. According to Cixous, the female body is usually described in writings
by men. To reclaim the female body, and to give female sexuality back to women, they need
to write about their own bodies. The theory of écriture feminine, applies to Amer’s work only
in part, as she does not literally write or paint about the female body, but instead she
appropriates texts, images or artistic, abstract language from the masculine domain,
transferring them onto the canvas with the feminine technique of embroidery. Through this
technique, she aims to take control over these sources and to reclaim them for women.
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Chapter 4
Potential Change. The Political is Personal in the Art of Shirin Neshat
What seems to lie at the heart of my art is the personal context of the work; therefore,
any discussion about the art without consideration of my personal background, history,
experiences, and character seems futile. In many ways, I can claim that my art has
developed as a way to confront and cope with my personal anxieties, yet it is infused
with greater social and political issues of my time.568
[A] constant in my work is the subject of politics. Why politics? This is the question
that I ask myself over and over again. It must be that my life has been defined and
determined by politics and this obsession with ‘home’. Subjects related to my country
must reflect something about my life in ‘exile’. Personally, I haven’t found a way –
whether emotional, psychological, or moral – to escape or distance myself from the
reality of the politics that have continued to transform my life.569
[…] [A]lthough the themes of my work continue to be Iranian and concerning the
Islamic population, essentially I believe my art is intended to transcend the notion of
‘place’ and ‘nationality’ and function on a universal basis.570
In January 2012, the American-Iranian artist Shirin Neshat exhibited her photography series
The Book of Kings at the Barbara Gladstone Gallery in New York. Inspired by the political
uprisings of the Arab Spring, which began in December 2010, the work portrays Iranian and
Arab men and women (fig. 4.1-3). The men and women are photographed in black and white
and placed in front of a black, neutral background that gives no indication of their
surroundings. Images or Persian texts are inscribed all over the faces and visible body parts of
the portrayed. The texts are excerpts of poetry by Iranian poets Ahmad Shamlou (1925-2000),
Forugh Farrokhzad (1935-1967), Mehdi Akhavan Saless (1928-1990) and Simin Behbahani
(1927), and diary excerpts from Iranian prisoners. The images stem from the ancient book
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Shahnameh (The Book of Kings). Written between 977 and 1010 AD by the Persian poet
Ferdowsi, the long poem Shahnameh retells the mythical and historical past of Iran from the
creation of the world until the Islamic conquest of Persia in the 7th century.
Neshat’s interest in this subject can be related to her own life story. Neshat was born
in Qazvin, Iran, in 1957. Her father was a doctor and her mother was a housewife. At that
time, the Shah reigned over Iran.571 He had become a powerful ruler with the help of Britain
and the United States, and was oriented towards the West.572 Neshat’s parents were followers
of the Shah: "My parents both adored the Shah. Our lifestyle changed so much under the
Shah. We had his picture on the wall. […] [My father] fantasised about the west, romanticised
the west, and slowly rejected all his own values; both my parents did. What happened, I think,
was that their identity slowly dissolved, they exchanged it for comfort. It served their
class."573 In 1974, Neshat’s parents sent her to the United States for education. She enrolled in
an art program at the University of California, Berkeley. In 1979, while she lived in the
United States, the Islamic Revolution took place in Iran. The Pahlavi dynasty of the Shah was
overthrown and the leader of the revolution, Ayatollah Khomeini, declared the Islamic
Republic.
After the Islamic Revolution, Neshat’s family felt it was not the best time for she to
come to Iran, because of the deteriorated relationship between Iran and the United States and
the war between Iran and Iraq.574 The first time she returned to Iran after the revolution had
taken place was in 1990.575 She was shocked to see how her homeland had changed: “[It] was
one of the most shocking experiences I ever had. […] The difference between what I had
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remembered from the Iranian culture and what I was witnessing was enormous. I had never
been in a country that was so ideologically based. Most noticeable, of course, was the change
in people’s physical appearance and public behavior.”576 The new religious regime in Iran
aimed for a total reorganisation of society, which, when it came to women, meant, for
instance, imposing gender segregation and mandatory veiling.577
Although Neshat had completed an art education, she did not work as an artist: she
hardly made any artworks after finishing her education. In her own words: “I stopped making
art because I felt my work wasn't saying anything new. Many artists who come to the West
from other cultures turn to making hybrid art. I was making typical cliché work, borrowing
elements from the Persian miniature form and putting them into modern Western
paintings.”578 After finishing art school, Neshat moved to New York and married the Korean
curator Kyong Park. In 1982, Park founded the art gallery Storefront for Art and Architecture
in New York, where Neshat also worked. The gallery turned out to be a fruitful environment
for Neshat:
During that time, I organized and promoted conferences and exhibitions for other
artists. I was lucky enough to encounter and collaborate with fascinating people
including cultural critics, philosophers, scientists, and architects, as well as artists with
cross-disciplinary approaches in a non-commercial environment. I set about arriving at
a methodology with which I could be comfortable and eventually realized that I was
interested in creating work that may be aesthetically oriented, but is also based on
ideas backed up by research from other fields. Yet I still hadn't arrived at a subject I
felt compelled to explore until I returned to Iran in 1990, which was one of the most
shocking experiences I have ever had. At that time, the intellectual and the emotional
came together for me.579
Neshat’s first visit to Iran in 1990, after the death of Ayatollah Khomeini, can be seen as a
life-changing moment. When she returned, she started to make art again. Around this time,
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she also divorced her husband. After her first visit, Neshat often travelled to Iran, but the
visits stopped in 1996: “In 1996 […] my frequent travels to Iran were abruptly interrupted
after a terrible experience I had in Tehran’s airport with a government agent. This experience
caused me to never to return to Iran again.”580
From the beginning of her career, Neshat has explored socio-political issues in her
work through the status of women in an Islamic society.581 In interviews before 2009, she
claimed that she was interested in representing the roles of women in Iran, but that her aim
was not to make political statements: “I’m an artist, not an activist. I’m creating work simply
to entice a dialogue. I am only asking questions.”582 Ever since the Green Movement in Iran in
2009, this has changed significantly.583 In interviews, Neshat has become much more
outspoken. She holds strong views on Iran, and is open about the political content of her
work, her own position as a political activist, her own role as an Iranian artist, and the role of
her work within the current political circumstances.
The subject matter in Neshat’s work mainly seems to address local issues in Iran. Yet,
she wants her works also function on a universal level: “Being a visual artist indeed I am
foremost interested in making art. To make art that transcends politics, religion, the question
of feminism, and becomes an important timeless, universal work of art. The challenge I have
is how to do that. How to tell a political story, but an allegorical story. How to move you and
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your emotions, but also make your minds work.”584 This seems to contradict Neshat’s
statements on the political and personal dimension of her work and raises the question of how
the local is translated into universal themes.
This chapter focuses on how Neshat as an Iranian-American artist explores the effect
of the political realities in Iran and the Arab world on its inhabitants and on Neshat as a
person and as an artist, who simultaneously addresses universal themes through the use of
metaphors. Her works will be analysed in a chronological order, as the development of her
oeuvre and the artistic decisions she has made, are tightly bound to events in her personal life
and in the political reality in Iran, the Arab world and the United States. Much has been
written about Neshat’s first photography series Unveiling (1991-1993, fig. 4.4) and Women of
Allah (1993-1997, fig. 4.5), and the subsequent videos, such as Turbulent (1998, fig. 4.6-4.7)
and Rapture (1999, fig. 4.8-4.12), therefore, these works will only be discussed briefly in
order to understand how her work and her ideas on the tension between the political and the
personal have developed. The notion of the political will be examined through the theories of
Chantal Mouffe and Jacques Rancière. Neshat’s works Women without Men (2009, fig. 4.13)
and The Book of Kings (2012-2013, fig. 4.1-4.3) will be analyzed more thoroughly, as from
2009 on Neshat has become more vocal in interviews on politics and on the important role of
art and artists, such as herself, in culture and politics. She herself claims that her work cannot
be understood without knowledge of her biography. The analysis will in many instances be
guided by quotes from Neshat, who also makes interesting statements on her artworks and art
in general. In the analysis of Neshat’s works, the following questions will be addressed: To
what extent are her works political?; How does she aim to transcend the political dimension to
address universal themes?; And finally, what is the relationship between her political views
and her personal life?
Nostalgic Photographs
Neshat’s visits to Iran between 1990 and 1996 resulted in the photography series Unveiling
(1991-1993, fig. 4.4) and Women of Allah (1993-1997, fig. 4.5).585 These earlier series
consisted of black-and-white photographs. Portraits of women with calligraphy written on
their faces and visible body parts, who were placed against a neutral background. In these
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photographs, Neshat portrayed women dressed in chador and sometimes carrying a weapon to
explore the role and experiences of women in Iranian society after the Islamic Revolution of
1979. In numerous interviews, she has stated that her interest in Muslim women in Iran is
related to the political ideology of the country:
In Islam a woman’s body has been historically a type of battleground for various kinds
of rhetoric and political ideology. Much about a culture and its identity can be gleaned
from the status and circumstances of its women, such as the roles they play in society,
the rights they enjoy or don’t, and the dress codes to which they adhere. Also, a
Muslim woman projects more intensely the paradoxical realities that I am trying to
identify.586
Neshat observes that the political and religious ideology of a country like Iran affects the lives
of its inhabitants, and especially of women, who most clearly embody this ideology.
In the literature on these series, Unveiling and Women of Allah are often heaped
together under the title Women of Allah, while the series title Unveiling is hardly ever
mentioned separately. While both series examine experiences of women in an Islamic society,
there is a difference between them. Unveiling explores the veil in relation to the female body,
dealing with issues of visibility and invisibility. The written texts on these photographs are by
Forugh Farrokhzad (1935-1967), who lived during the reign of the Shah. In her poems,
Farrokhzad challenged Iranian ideas on femininity, female sexuality and the female body. In
Women of Allah, on the other hand, Neshat not only examines the veil, but she also focuses on
martyrdom and on women who are committed to religion. The women on these photographs
often hold a weapon. The texts on these works are by Tahereh Saffarzadeh (1936-2008), who
was an advocate of the revolution. In her poetry, she glorifies not only Islam, but also
martyrdom.587 I will briefly discuss the importance of poetry for Neshat later in this chapter.
In both series, Neshat explored the complexity of the veil – an issue that is also
addressed by Sikander – as the veil in Iran, according to Neshat, is “extremely controversial
[and] has been considered both a symbol of repression and a symbol of liberation–resistance
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against the Western influence.”588 The veil had been abolished in 1936 by the Shah as part of
a campaign for women’s emancipation and as a promotion of Western values.589 After the
revolution, wearing a veil for women became compulsory. Yet, there was resistance against it.
For some women, the veil became a political statement to declare their disapproval of
Western culture.
The body of Muslim women is not only a battleground in Islam, but also in the West.
Western ideas of Islam often coincide with stereotypical ideas of Muslim women as
oppressed. Neshat is aware of this issue: “[…] [T]he veil is an incredibly powerful icon in the
way it empowers a woman sexually. It’s supposed to be doing the opposite, but as you can
tell, through a mere gaze the woman can excite men. These are the issues this project
explored. I’m not sure it was understood in the West.”590 Neshat emphasizes in these works
that the veil can also empower women through the gaze, indicating that the position and
gender roles of women in Iran are much more complex than is often understood in the West.
She explores the complexity of the veil and social conditions of women in a male-dominated
society, and the Western stereotypical ideas about Muslim women and Islam. It should be
noted that Neshat has also been criticized of reinforcing the Western perception of the veil as
a symbol of oppression through her use of stereotypical images, and of presenting a romantic
image of the revolution.591
The representation of Muslim women in both series is further complicated as Neshat
herself often posed for the photographs. She has made some contradictory statements about
her role as a model in these photographs. In an interview with Paco Barragán in 1998, she
stated: “I started to photograph myself, just because I am always available to myself. I stepped
forward because I knew what I was looking for. I knew that eye contact was very important.
The past few years, I have placed myself more in the background. [...] I do not feel the need to
stand before the camera; at the moment it is even not at all an essential part of my work
anymore. This is important to know, as many people thought that I identified with those
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nostalgic images.”592 Two years later, in an interview with Arthur Danto, she claimed the
opposite: “When I first arrived in Iran, I was really taken by everything and desperately
wanted to belong to the Iranian community again. [The making of the photographs] was
almost a romantic return to Iran.”593 From this quote, it becomes apparent that she did want to
identify with Muslim women. She wants to understand what it is like to be a woman in an
Islamic society, to be part of the community again.594 It seems, therefore, that Neshat tries to
identify with Muslim women in Iran to understand how the major changes in Iranian society
have affected women, and at the same time to examine her own position as an AmericanIranian woman in relation to women in an Islamic society like Iran.
Neshat’s position as an American-Iranian woman, living in between cultures, is also
one of the themes of her video Soliloquy (1999, fig. 4.14-4.15). Soliloquy is a double-screen
color video installation projected on opposite walls. Dressed in a chador, Neshat herself plays
the main character in this work. One video depicts a traditional Middle Eastern city near the
desert (filmed in Mardin, Turkey), while the other video shows a modern Western metropolis
(filmed in Albany, New York).595 The woman in the Middle Eastern city leaves her house and
wanders through the streets until she arrives at an old palace. After she has walked around,
she is seen standing behind a fence, as if she is captured in the palace. A group of men in dark
clothing and women in chadors arrive at the palace and take the woman with them to start to
chant a prayer. In the Western city, the woman walks through busy streets and between
hurrying people coming from the subway. When she arrives at a church, she sees a group of
men and women in white clothes singing a Christian hymn. When she approaches them, they
turn around and stare at her as if she is a stranger. At this point in the narrative, the dualities
between the screens and two worlds are seemingly connected, when choir music and chanted
prayers form a synthesis. At the end of the video, both women run away, one into the desert,
the other between white modernist buildings.
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Both women do not seem to be truly at home in either city, the modern or the
traditional. Throughout the video, when the woman is walking through the city, the woman on
the opposite screen often stares directly at the camera, as if she is watching her alter ego. She
is at the threshold of two opposite worlds, one of which the community has a central place,
but where one cannot find much freedom. The other, modern world is full of freedom, but at
the same time lonely and anonymous. Although this work was partially based on her personal
experience, according to Neshat, it addresses issues and feelings of in-betweenness that
people experience after leaving their “home”: “[A]lthough Soliloquy was not a biographical
piece, it is based on my personal experiences … those of us living in a state of the “in
between” have certain advantages and disadvantages. The advantage of being exposed to a
new culture and in my case the freedom that comes with living in the USA. The disadvantages
of course being that you will never experience again being in a “center” or quite at “home”
anywhere.”596
With regard to the photography series Unveiling and Women of Allah, Neshat claims
that her examination of her own position as an American-Iranian woman in relation to women
living in an Islamic country like Iran, arose from feelings of nostalgia:
The truth is that at the time, I was so overcome with a sense of nostalgia and so
delighted to return home that I could barely be critical of any political or ideological
order, particularly if I wasn’t completely informed about it. The photographs therefore
became a way for me to begin to understand the revolution and to pose my own
questions about it.597
The dictionary defines nostalgia as “homesickness” and “a wistful yearning for something
past or irrecoverable.”598 The term comes from the Greek word nostos, homecoming, and
algia, a painful feeling. Although the term nostalgia is used in a more general sense of “loss”,
to refer, for instance, to a longing for a “lost childhood”, originally the term referred to the
absence and removal from home and homeland.599 According to Leo Spitzer, nostalgia
becomes “a signifier of “absence” and “loss” that could in effect never be transformed into
596
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“presence” and “gain” except through memory and the creativity of reconstruction.”600
Nostalgic memory is often used by people who have had to leave their homeland, in order to
recreate a way of life or a cultural environment that was previously known.
Mark Graham and Shahram Khosravi have explored the idea of home and homeland
among Iranian refugees in Sweden between 1992 and 1996 and their attitude towards
returning to Iran.601 Although this research focused on a specific group, in a specific time,
some of their results are relevant to understand Neshat’s position and artworks. Graham and
Khosravi state that among Iranians in Sweden, there often exists a nostalgic image of Iran that
is associated with the “good old days,” the time during which they were often young and
without adult responsibilities. This nostalgic image does not coincide with the reality they
experience when they eventually go back to Iran.602 This “reverse culture shock,” when they
realize that Iran is no longer the place they remembered, can arouse “an even more acute
feeling of homelessness.”603
Neshat probably experienced this “reverse culture shock”. She perhaps yearned to visit
her homeland, of which she only had memories from her childhood and adolescence. Upon
arrival in Iran she did not recognize the country anymore. In her work, she does not
reconstruct a nostalgic image of the past, but she examines the current reality in Iran through
the status of women to understand the affect of past events on the present and perhaps also to
understand what has been lost.
The Political
In a speech held at the Neuer Berliner Kunstverein on 27 October 2004, transcribed for a book
published in 2005, Neshat seemed to make two different statements about the political aspect
of her photography series Unveiling and Women of Allah. First, she states: “Although the
subject of revolution is the main theme of this series, the work is deeply personal with little or
no political point of view.”604 Although she claims that Unveiling and Women of Allah were
hardly political, later in the same interview she states the following: “[A]s I made the
transition from photography to the moving image, I was also reformulating my work, shifting
from a political to a more philosophical focus.”605 Whether or not Neshat sees these
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photographs as political, since she has made opposing statements about them, it raises the
question of what the terms “political” and “political art” mean. In the following, these terms
will be discussed with the theories of Chantal Mouffe and Jacques Rancière.606 Then,
Neshat’s photographic series and later works will be analyzed to explore their political
character and to understand how the political aspect of her work has developed throughout her
oeuvre.
The Belgian political theorist Chantal Mouffe states in her book On the Political
(2005) that there is a distinction between the terms “politics” and “political.” She defines the
terms as follows: “[B]y the ‘political’ I mean the dimension of antagonism which I take to be
constitutive of human societies, while by ‘politics’ I mean the set of practices and institutions
through which an order is created, organizing human coexistence in the context of
conflictuality provided by the political.”607 Thus, the political seeks to challenge and negotiate
the establishment in a society, resulting in conflicts. Politics seeks to maintain order and
stabilize these conflicts to maintain ideals of consensus. According to Mouffe, art and the
political can never be fully separated: “One cannot make a distinction between political art
and non-political art, because every form of artistic practice either contributes to the
reproduction of the given common sense – and in that sense is political –
or contributes to the deconstruction or critique of it. Every form of art has a political
dimension.”608 Thus, for Mouffe, artistic practices either have the function of constituting and
maintaining order in society or of challenging it. Another label given by Mouffe to political
art that questions the dominant hegemony is that of critical art or artistic activism.609 She
claims that critical art “makes visible what the dominant consensus tends to obscure and
obliterate. It is constituted by artistic practices aiming at giving a voice to all those who are
silenced within the framework of the existing hegemony.”610 Mouffe’s characterization of
political art as a way of giving a voice to people who are silent, is relevant for Neshat’s ideas
about the role of her art and for herself as an artist.
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Although Mouffe’s account of the political role of art in society is interesting,
application of her ideas to Neshat’s work demonstrates that her theory has its limits.
First, it should be noted that Mouffe has in mind artistic activism within a democratic
society. Neshat does produce her art in a democratic society, in the United States, but
although her criticism is partly focused on Western ideas and representations of Iran,
it is much more related to social and cultural issues in the non-democratic Islamic
Republic of Iran. Besides, Neshat is living and working in the United States as a result
of which the disruptive effect of her criticism within Iranian society is lessened. Tooba
(2002) and Mahdokht (2004) are the only two works by Neshat that have been
exhibited in Iran, in the two group exhibitions New Art at the Tehran Museum of
Contemporary Art in 2002 and 2004.611 Neshat did not visit either of the two
exhibitions, but did hear some of the comments on her work: “Generally, […] I did
hear that the work received a lot of attention and discussion. Obviously the reaction
was mixed, as some understood and supported me for my art’s new conceptual and
visual approach and interpretation of traditional Iranian art, but others were critical
and confused by the work’s socio-political intentions, particularly since I didn’t reside
in Iran.”612
Secondly, when Mouffe speaks of artistic activism, she assumes that artists
aim at causing conflicts, and therewith change. In recent years, since the Green
Movement, Neshat has been stating that she is a political activist: “For the very first
time I became very present in the media as a direct opponent of the government and
supportive of the Green Movement. So, then, that became the climax of my name
being known now no longer as an artist who makes these controversial works, but as
actually somewhat of an activist.”613 This, however, does not mean that her art can be
characterized as activist, which Neshat also seems to deny: “Political art that is
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affective doesn’t have an agenda. It’s politically conscious but not politically
didactic.”614
Lastly, if Neshat’s work is to some degree political, does that mean that it is
capable of bringing about change? This is a question that is perhaps not only of
significance to Neshat’s work, but also more generally: Is art capable of causing
conflicts when it challenges the dominant hegemony? In discussions on contemporary
art, the question regarding the disruptive function of art are omnipresent, but this does
not mean that all contemporary artworks can bring about change in society. It is
therefore questionable if all art is political, as Mouffe claims it to be. These problems
perhaps signify that the definition of political art, or what can be political in art,
remains ambiguous.
Like Mouffe, French philosopher Jacques Rancière argues that every society is
divided into groups who belong and do not belong to society, between “us” and
“them.” Rancière calls this the distribution of the sensible: who is visible and audible
in a society.615 It is important to note that Rancière and Mouffe describe the
functioning of society in different terms. According to Rancière, a society has an
implicit law, which he calls the “police.” This law divides the community into groups,
social positions, and functions. This division leads to one group being excluded, and
therefore to a division between the visible and the invisible, the audible and the
unaudible, the sayable and the unsayable (the distribution of the sensible). As in
Mouffe’s theory, this division can be disrupted when those who are excluded are
given a voice, which Rancière defines as “politics.” The “political”, in Rancière’s
theory, has a relational nature, as it is the intervention of politics in the police.616
According to Rancière, “artistic practices are ‘ways of doing and making’ that
intervene in the general distribution of ways of doing and making as well as in the
relationships they maintain to modes of being and forms of visibility.”617 Rancière
claims that artistic practices are based on dissensus, which is “not a conflict; it is a
perturbation of the normal relation […].”618 Although Mouffe and Rancière’s theories
614
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are not completely similar, they both understand society as a division between groups
that can be rearticulated through political and artistic interventions. They both also
claim that artistic practices are bound up with the struggle of an unrecognized party
for equal recognition in a society to provide them visibility and audibility.
In Neshat’s photographic series Women of Allah and Unveiling, the political
dimension manifests itself mainly in her desire to give repressed women a voice: “The
poetry is the literal and symbolic voice of women whose sexuality and individualism
have been obliterated by the chador or the veil.”619 These works visualize how
women’s roles, experiences and sense of identity are affected by the political and
religious ideology of an Islamic society. Neshat wants to give women a voice, as they
form the group that is most affected by politics.
In the following, the political in Neshat’s later work will be understood as a
visualization of the potential for change. In these works, Neshat not only aims to give
a voice to the inaudible and invisible, but also she becomes outspoken about the role
of her works, as they may inspire change. Furthermore, I will also address how, in the
course of her career, Neshat and her work seem to have become more activistic.
Potential Change in Turbulent and Rapture
After the photography series Unveiling and Women of Allah, Neshat switched to making video
in 1996. She felt that the photographs were too direct: “[A]fter a few years, I felt that I had
exhausted the subject and needed to move on. I no longer wanted to make work that dealt so
directly with issues of politics. I wanted to make work that was more lyrical, philosophical
and poetic.”620 With the change in medium, came a shift in Neshat’s approach of her main
subject, women’s roles in an Islamic society. Not only did her work become more
philosophical and poetic at this point, women in her work now also try to resist or escape the
roles that have been imposed on them.
Neshat’s video Turbulent (1998, fig. 4.6-4.7), for instance, explores the prohibition for
women to sing in public. This black-and-white video is projected on two opposite screens.621
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Viewers have to stand between the parallel projections, and shift their attention between the
two screens, observing along with the men and the women on the screens, who take turns
watching each other. On one screen, a man stands in an auditorium. He is dressed in a pair of
black pants and a white shirt. The audience consists of only men, all dressed in the same
clothes as the performer. The performer stands with his back to the audience and looks into
the camera when he sings a poem by the Persian mystical poet Jalal al-Din Rumi (12071273).622 In Iran, the singing of Rumi’s poetic texts, accompanied by music, is part of a long
tradition.623 Neither the camera nor the man move during the performance. After his
performance, the audience applauds. On the opposite screen, a woman stands in the same
auditorium as the man, though hers is empty. When the man is singing, the woman stares into
the camera, giving the impression that she is listening to the performance. When his song is
finished, the woman starts to sing, but her song is an improvised composition. Gradually, the
emotional intensity of the song increases, while the camera swirls around the woman at a
higher speed. The men on the opposite screen gaze into the camera, also apparently watching
the woman’s performance. Turbulent not only shows how the woman breaks all of the rules of
traditional music by improvising a song, but she also tries to resist the prohibition for women
to sing in public by refusing to be silenced.
Whereas Turbulent was built around the opposition between a man and a woman, the
video Rapture (1999, fig. 4.8-4.12) focuses on a group of men and a group of women, and
explores the differences between male and female spaces in Islamic societies.624 Again, this
work is composed of two screens with viewers standing in the middle. On one screen, more
than a hundred men, dressed in black pants and white shirts, march through a city to an old
fortress. Inside the fortress, they are completely absorbed in activities like debating, playing
cards and wrestling, while the veiled women, standing in a landscape on the other screen,
seem to be watching them. All of a sudden, the men are distracted by the wailing of the
women. When the women have caught the attention of the men, they turn around and walk
away, watched by the men. While the men gather in a circle formation, the women return.
They assemble in a group, kneel on the sand, and raise their hands to reveal the Farsi script
written on the palm of their hands. The women start to pray, lifting their hands up to the sky
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and bowing to the sand. All of a sudden, the women stand up and run to the sea. The women
push a small boat into the sea. A few climb on board and sail away, while the others watch
them leave. The men, now standing on the battlements of the fortress, wave them – not
malevolently – goodbye.
In Rapture, Neshat made several references to the apocalypse. According to Amei
Wallach, Neshat had been reading apocalyptic texts after she was invited for the exhibition
Apocalypse: Beauty and Horror in Contemporary Art at the Royal Academy of Arts in
London, which took place in 2000.625 Although Neshat later turned down the invitation,
Wallach states that these readings resulted in Neshat making the video Passage (2000).
Wallach does not mention Rapture, but it is not unlikely that it, too, grew out of these
readings. The Christian eschatological meaning of “rapture” alludes to the conveying of the
chosen to heaven at the Second Coming of Christ.626 Hamid Dabashi claims that while the
men in Rapture at a certain point are gathered in a circle formation and the women start to
walk towards the sea, a Qur’anic recitation with an apocalyptic atmosphere can be heard, sung
by Susan Deyhim.627 Dabashi identified the recitation as verses 1-9 from Chapter LXXXI:
The Overthrowing
Revealed at Mecca
In the Name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful

625

1.

When the sun is overthrown,

2.

And when the stars fall,

3.

And when the hills are moved,

4.

And when the camels big with young are abandoned,

5.

And when the wild beasts are herded together,

6.

And when the seas rise,

7.

And when souls are reunited

8.

And when the girl-child that was buried alive is asked

9.

For what sin she was slain, …

Amei Wallach, "Shirin Neshat. Islamic Counterpoints," Art in America, no. October (2001): 140-141.
Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Oxford University Press, s.v. "rapture, n.".
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The last reference to the apocalypse can be found in Neshat’s source of inspiration for the
video, the magic-realist novel Ahl-e gharq (1989), translated into English as The Drowned
(1990), by the Iranian writer Moniru Ravanipur.628 This novel tells of the inhabitants of the
small village Jofreh, located in southern Iran near the Persian Gulf. The sea is the source of
supernatural phenomena, as the residents believe in the existence of an evil sea spirit,
Busalmeh, who drowns the young fishermen of the village. The story includes a tale of
apocalypse as the sky turns black and the seawater floods into the homes. The men flee their
homes, while the women dance, drum, and pray to stop the disaster. In the accompanying
catalog of Neshat’s exhibition at the Detroit Institute of Arts from 2013 an excerpt from this
novel is printed next to Neshat’s photograph Guardians of Revolution (1994):
Women were drumming,
Madineh was singing facing the skies.
She was moving her hands as she danced
Men were looking at her in a daze.
They were afraid.
The earth was trembling
But women kept beating their drums, dancing and singing
Until the earth let go of its ugly hands which were suffocating the moon
Suddenly light came through, the sky became bright.629
This apocalyptic scene seems to be visualized in Rapture. When the women start wailing and
praying, the men stop their activities to watch the women. At the same time, the soundtrack
accompanying the video changes from the chanting of the men to an improvised composition
by singer Sussan Deyhim. As the women are walking towards the sea, a drum is heard, and
several close-ups of bare feet dancing on drums intersect the scene to suggest singing and
dancing. This scene seems to announce perhaps not the end of the world, but the end of
women’s subordinate position.
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With the ambiguous ending of Rapture, Neshat suggests that, no matter what the
women decide, they have the freedom to make their own choices about their own lives. They
appear empowered. In a way, this corresponds with Neshat’s view of Muslim women:
In general, I have never believed Muslim women are weak, submissive or victims.
Although I can’t deny the level of repression that is imposed on them by the
government, women remain quite powerful both in their public and private lives.
Iranian women in my opinion are among the most defiant, as they have continued to
confront and protest against authority throughout history.630
Whereas in Unveiling and Women of Allah, Neshat visualized more literally the consequences
of the political ideology on women, in Turbulence and Rapture there is a form of resistance.
In both Turbulent and Rapture, women do not seem to be subordinate to the political ideology
as they try to break free from their predestined position within society. In Turbulent, the
female singer tries to resist the restrictions laid upon women. In Rapture, the women take it a
step further by escaping. It is unclear if the women are sailing towards freedom or if it is a
suicide attempt, but nevertheless it seems to be an attempt to escape from a society that
imposes certain gender roles on women. The women perhaps perform a political act
themselves by trying to escape. It can be said that if Neshat’s work has a political dimension,
it is probably in this visualization of a “possibility of change”, an aspect which will become
even stronger in subsequent works.
The introduction of acts of resistance and a search for freedom was not the only
important change that marked the development of Neshat’s oeuvre. In 1997, Neshat met the
Iranian-American artist Shoja Azari, who played the singer in her video installation
Turbulent.631 Turbulent was the beginning of a collaboration between Neshat and Azari,
which continues until this day. Azari also introduced Neshat to other Iranian artists: singer
and composer Sussan Deyhim, cinematographer and writer Ghasem Ebrahimian,
cinematographer Darius Khondji, and art director Shahram Karimi, among others.632 Ever
since, Neshat has surrounded herself with Iranians, with whom she works for her videos.
According to Neshat, her approach to other Iranian artists and the urge to have a community
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of Iranians around her, is related to her experience of being questioned at an Iranian airport in
1996, after which she never returned to Iran:
[The video-based work] was created between 1997 and 2001, a period which marks a
less nostalgic, more angry and critical relationship with Iran. It appears that, as they
closed the border on me, I tried to compensate by opening new doors for myself. Back
in New York, I build [sic] an Iranian ‘community’ by collaborating with many Iranian
artists, including musicians, filmmakers, visual artists, writers etc. Together, we
produced several film installations, and eventually presented a live multimedia
performance. This group dynamic became a way of life for each member of the team
in several senses: artistically, socially and professionally.633
In the aforementioned article by Graham and Khosravi, the authors describe how Iranians who
are unable or unwilling to make return visits to Iran, increasingly recreate a home through
family reunions in places that are accessible to all family members.634 Even though this
observation does not specifically apply to Neshat, it does appear that her unwillingness to
return to Iran after the incident in 1996 resulted in a wish to be part of an Iranian community,
perhaps as a compensation for the loss of the homeland.
Neshat’s personal experience at the airport also seems to have been a catalyst for a
change in her work, both in the change of medium and in the change of the subject, in line
with her own words: “The evolution of my subject and my work reflects the way I navigate in
life.”635 This “evolution” between 1997 and 2001 resulted in videos that were more universal,
poetic and lyrical than the previous photographs. When viewing the videos, it is obvious that
the narrative takes place in an Islamic society, but the themes are more universal, such as the
relationship between men and women. Besides, the videos are also deeply existential as the
women have the option to make changes about their situation and search for freedom.
Through these elements, Neshat aims to transcend issues of time and place in the videos.
Just before Neshat stated that the evolution of her art synchronizes with changes in her
personal life, she said in the same interview: “The development of the ideas of my work
started from the personal to more social, and back to personal. It always relies on where I’m at
633
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in my life.”636 This shift back to the personal gradually started after 9/11, a political event that
did not take place in Iran, but in her hostland. Again, she states how the political affected her
own life and artworks:
Then, of course, came Sept 11th, 2001, which changed my entire perspective on life,
politics and the course of my art. I must say that, like many others, I felt personally hit
by this attack. In the most apocalyptic moment of my life, I watched the Twin Towers
fall, people leaping to their death, and other catastrophic scenes and images. I was
emotionally devastated.
Aside from that, I began to feel cornered in America for the first time; it was a
country that I had proudly considered my ‘home’ and a heaven for ‘democracy’.
Suddenly, I felt an unfamiliar level of intense anxiety about being Iranian – a Muslim
living in America. Moreover, I found myself completely in opposition to the American
government and its political position of power and foreign policy in the world.637
As it is beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss all of Neshat’s works after 9/11, the first
works she made– the performance Logic of the Birds (2001) and the video Tooba (2002) –
will be left out of the analysis. Neshat claims that her oeuvre took a new direction with these
works:
With the new wave of antagonism and feelings of insecurity came a new philosophical
turn in my work. The scope of my thinking no longer remained limited to my native
country, Iran, but expanded to encompass the world. […] From this point on in my
work, we were no longer limited to women in black veils or men in white
administrative shirts […]. It was artistically liberating to make this move, even though
it confused many. It was as if I was turning against myself and my typical use of
Islamic or Iranian iconography, and moving to a more worldly and accessible
symbolism. For me, it was the beginning of discovering a ‘new language/new
aesthetic’ or rather a ‘third language/third aesthetic’, one that belonged everywhere
and nowhere.638
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After these two works, Neshat seems to have taken a completely opposite direction in her
work, which became, in my view, a much more dominant course in her oeuvre. In October
2002, just over a year after 9/11, Neshat stated: "I'm beginning to feel that activism isn't such
a bad thing. I'm really interested in social justice, and if an artist has a certain power of being
heard and voicing something important, it's right to do it.”639 Not only had she developed a
new view on the role of an artist, a more activistic role on which more will be said below, her
artworks from the period that followed also seem to be more political than ever before. The
Last Word (2003, fig. 4.16) is perhaps Neshat’s most directly political artwork. In the video, a
woman is interrogated by a group of men. One of the men claims that the woman crossed a
line with her revolutionary words. The video was inspired by Neshat’s experience at the
Iranian airport in 1996, when she was questioned by the authorities. In January 2003, almost a
year and a half after 9/11, Neshat started to work on a major new project: five video
installations and a feature film called Women without Men.
Female Empowerment in Women without Men
Tehran, August 1953. Pick-up trucks with soldiers leave a military compound. In the streets of
Tehran, people wave flags, clench their fists and scream “Long live the Shah”, while the jeeps
pass by. The supporters of the Shah – both men and women – follow the pick-up trucks until
they arrive at a crossroads. In the middle of the crossroads stand supporters of the oppositional
party, supporters of former prime minister Mossadegh. They are joined by other supporters of
Mossadegh, who walk towards them from another street. They shout “Long live Mossadegh.”
The supporters of Mossadegh are all dressed in white, except for one woman, Munis, who
wears black. While the supporters of Mossadegh are driven away by the soldiers of the Shah,
Munis says in a voice-over: “And in this turbulence and noice, there was almost silence
underneath. The sense that everything repeats itself over time. Hope… betrayal… fear.”
This is a scene from Women without Men (2009, fig. 4.17), Neshat’s first feature film.
In 2003, during a Writer’s Workshop at the Sundance Institute in Sundance (Utah) she
decided that her next project would be to turn the novel Women without Men. A Novel of
Modern Iran (1989) by the Iranian author Shahrnush Parsipur into five large-scale video
installations and a feature film. Before turning Parsipur’s novel into a feature film, Neshat
turned it into five videos: Mahdokht, Zarin, Munis, Faezeh and Farokh Legha. The five video
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installations each portray one of the five protagonists from Parsipur’s novel.640 Neshat’s
movie weaves together the stories of four of Parsipur’s characters: Zarin, Munis, Faezeh and
Farokh Legha. Mahdokht was left out of the feature film, for reasons that will be discussed
later on. In the book, the feature film and the five video installations, the female protagonists
all struggle in a male-dominated society with its strict rules about religion, sexuality, and
behavior.
Neshat’s videos of Women without Men function differently, since, according to
Neshat, “[the videos and the feature film] are very different kinds of constructions. The logic
behind the editing of the video installations was to create a group of five nonlinear narratives,
giving a glimpse into the nature of each of the five characters, as opposed to telling their
entire stories. The idea was that the viewer would walk from room to room and, at the end, be
able to put the story together. So in reality the viewer becomes the editor.”641 The five videos
are characteristic of Neshat’s work. They are more poetic and leave more room for the
imagination of the viewer, while the movie presents the viewer with more of a linear
narrative. Besides, the movie may serve a different, and perhaps larger, audience than the
videos. The movie was shown at cinemas worldwide and is now available on dvd, while the
videos can only be seen in museums. To avoid overlap, in the following, the emphasis in the
analysis and interpretation will be on the movie, but the video installations will be addressed
when necessary.
The woman dressed in black during the demonstrations on the street, mentioned at the
beginning of this section, is Munis. Munis is an unmarried, almost thirty year old woman. She
refuses to follow her brother Khan’s order to prepare herself for a visit by a suitor, because
not only does she not want to get married, she is also too preoccupied with the political
upheavals in Iran. She spends her days listening to the radio. When her brother angrily pulls
her away from the radio. Munis’ friend Faezeh (fig. 4.18), another protagonist in the novel
and movie, comes to visit her and they talk about the protests. Faezeh is not interested in the
protests, but Munis wants to join them. Faezeh’s reason for visiting Munis is because she
wants to marry her brother Khan, but she heard Khan is about to marry a girl called Parvin.
According to Faezeh, Parvin will bring shame as she is not a virgin according to the rumors.
640
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Munis and Faezeh then have a discussion about virginity. Faezeh says that virginity is a tight
hole that widens when you get married, but Munis is convinced it is a curtain that could tear,
for instance when you climb a tree as a child. When Khan comes home, he orders Munis to
get ready for the suitor. Munis goes to the roof of the house and throws herself off the roof.
When Faezeh and Khan find her, they bury her in the garden. Later, Faezeh returns to the
house to put a spell on Khan, preventing him from marrying Parvin. In the garden, she hears
Munis calling her name from her grave and digs her out of the ground. Munis and Faezeh
leave the house. Munis goes into a coffeeshop to listen to the radio. Faezeh leaves her behind,
but gets followed by two men from the coffeeshop who rape her. After the rape, Munis takes
Faezeh to a garden in Karaj. Munis herself does not enter the garden, but returns to Tehran to
join the demonstrations and eventually to help communists to fight for their cause by
spreading pamphlets.642
Another protagonist in the movie is Zarin (fig. 4.19). Zarin is a prostitute working in a
brothel. One day, when a client comes to see her, Zarin is shocked as the man’s face is
distorted. Horrified, she runs away to the bathhouse, where she starts to scrub herself so hard
that her skin starts to bleed. she leaves the bathhouse, and wanders through the streets, coming
across wailing women and praying men. Eventually, she flees the city, ending up in the
garden in Karaj.
The garden is owned by the wealthy Farokh Legha (fig. 4.20). She recently bought the
garden and the house in it after she left her husband, a general in the Shah’s army. Farokh
Legha was not only unhappy in her married life, but her husband also felt he was entitled to a
second wife as Farokh Legha was standing on the threshold of menopause. When Farokh
Legha first arrives at the garden, she finds Zarin floating in the pond, almost dead. She takes
her inside the house to take care of her. After Farokh Legha restores the old house and the
garden, Faezeh arrives. The three of them live together and Zarin gets better. After a while,
Farokh Legha wants to open her house for guests and have a party. When the party begins,
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Khan comes to the house to see Faezeh. He wants to marry Faezeh and tells her his first wife
will be her servant. Faezeh refuses as she does not want to become another servant, as soon as
Khan gets tired of her too. At one point, the military also stops by during the party to search
the place, looking for communists and followers of Mossadegh. When they find out that all
the guests are supporters of the Shah, the soldiers join the party. During the party, Zarin
becomes ill again and dies. The next day, Faezeh walks on the road to Tehran, apparently
going back to her life in the city, while a sad Farokh Legha wanders through her house and
garden.
Before discussing Neshat’s movie at more length, I will briefly discuss Parsipur’s
novel. In her magic-realist novel Women without Men. A Novel of Modern Iran (1989), the
Iranian writer Shahrnush Parsipur treats subjects like virginity, rape, suicide, murder, and
love, some of which are taboo in Iran. The book recalls the lives of five characters from
different social strata in Tehran.643 All the stories are centered around sexuality; on ignorance
of it, fear, of taboos and suppression. The book demonstrates how female sexuality is
controlled partly by society, by conventions, by religion, by men, but also by other women.
The five women in the novel eventually come together in the garden in Karaj, hoping to
resolve the issues in their lives. According to Persis M. Karim, this garden “serves as a kind of
utopian women’s space, free from the dictates and brutality of male society.”644 As the
characters live in the garden, they come to realize that their dream of Utopia cannot easily be
reached. Some women, like Faezeh and Farrokh Legha, leave the garden, return to society and
get married. Zarin also gets married, but she, her husband the gardener and other characters
transform into non-human entities. Zarin and the gardener become smoke. Finally, Munis is
taken by the wind. She travels for seven years, until she arrives at the city and becomes a
simple schoolteacher. All the characters thus eventually leave the garden and continue their
lives in a world with men.
The book received a lot of criticism in Iran, mainly because of the issue of virginity.
Parsipur said about this issue in 2003: “Women have sexual desire and the idea of virginity
impedes them from expressing that desire. Women are only allowed to express their sexuality
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in the context of marriage, and the obsession with virginity is ridiculous.”645 After Women
without Men was published, Parsipur was imprisoned twice in the early 1990s due to this
book.646 The criticism of Parsipur’s novel Women without Men resulted in a ban of all of her
work.647 In 1994, Parsipur moved to the United States, where she still lives. Parsipur also
plays a minor role in Neshat’s video installation Zarin and in the film Women without Men as
the brothel keeper (fig. 4.21).648
Neshat’s film adaptation of Parsipur’s novel Women without Men. A Novel of Modern
Iran is not an exact remake of the novel.649 Besides the four characters in Neshat’s movie,
Parsipur’s novel also portrays the life of a fifth woman, Mahdokht. Mahdokht is a teacher, but
resigns after the school’s principal asks her out on a date. She yearns to have children, but is
scared to lose her virginity. Mahdokht spends her time knitting sweaters for her brother’s
children and helping other children with charities.When Mahdokht witnesses how a young
girl loses her virginity in a greenhouse, she is disgusted. Mahdokht decides that she wants to
become a tree and immediately plants herself in the garden of Karaj.
Neshat did make a video installation Mahdokth (2004, fig. 4.22), which consists of
three screens placed side by side. The film shows three phases of Mahdokht’s life in a nonchronological order. The first phase which is shown is the dead Mahdokht floating in the
water. This is followed by Mahdokht as a child who is playing hide and seek with other
children in an olive garden. In this sequence, Mahdokht stands out from the other children,
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wearing a white dress, while the other children are wearing yellow. At the end of the video,
Mahdokht is a grown woman who is manically knitting with yellow wool, while children
dressed in yellow clothes are running in the woods. The woman seems crazy and as she is
knitting she is constantly mumbling to herself in Farsi: “If I had more fingers I would be able
to knit more sweaters and have more children.”650 Neshat left Mahdokht out of the movie,
claiming that it was too difficult to fit her into the story: “The extreme magical nature of her
character was difficult to balance in the film. Originally, in the first few drafts of the script,
she was included, but she eventually got eliminated.”651
Neshat also made some alterations in the storylines of the four other characters, some
minor, but others more significant. For instance, in Parsipur’s novel, Faezeh marries Munis’
brother Amir Khan at the end, but in the film she turns down his proposal. Neshat has thus
given Faezeh more agency in the film. She makes her own choices and does not adjust to the
male authority and gender roles present in Iranian society. Faezeh is now portrayed as less of
a victim as in Parsipur’s novel. Not all the differences between the movie and the novel can be
described in this chapter, but many of the alterations Neshat made provided the female
protagonists with more agency than in the novel.652
With this in mind, perhaps the most important difference between the movie and the
novel concerns the ending. About the alterations in the ending, Neshat has said:
I must say that there are numerous things that I love about the novel, such as its
philosophical and political nature, plus its broad range of female characters, from
Westernized to devoutly religious and traditional to extremely poor. But I don’t really
like how the story plays out once the women arrive at the orchard, nor how it ends. I
feel that the women become victims, and I never wanted to portray my characters as
victims. I wanted to make a film that shows women obviously are oppressed and
against the wall – due to sexual, religious or social pressure – but who all undergo a
positive transformation.653
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Unlike Parsipur’s novel, Neshat’s movie has a more open ending. Zarin has passed away, but
Faezeh is seen walking back to the city, while Farrokh Legha wanders around the garden in
the last scenes of the movie. In the last scene, Munis seems to commit suicide again by
jumping off the roof. None of these three women – Munis, Faezeh and Farrokh Legha –
however, seems to choose a life with a man. With the ending of her movie, Neshat suggests
that, no matter what Faezeh and Farrokh Legha decide, they have the freedom to make their
own choices about their own lives. They appear empowered, a theme that was already present
in her earlier video installations Turbulent and Rapture. All protagonists in Neshat’s movie
are trying to break free from the strict rules and conventions that were imposed upon them
concerning sexuality and marriage. These women are searching for freedom and try to
undermine male authority.
The women in Neshat’s movie therefore appear to choose a life without men, which is
also stated in the title of the work. The title of Parsipur’s novel Women without Men. A Novel
of Modern Iran is a play on Hemingway’s collection of short stories Men without Women
(1927): “I read Hemingway’s collection and found that he wanted to show that men had no
sense without women.”654 It appears that for Parsipur’s female protagonists it is the other way
round: “women had no sense without men” as they return to the city to live with men. This
does not seem to apply to the women in Neshat’s feature film, as these women seem to remain
“women without men,” or at least this is an option, whereas in Parsipur’s novel this is not the
case.
An interesting parallel for the analysis of Neshat’s women, who do not fit in the
standard norm of Iranian women, can be found in Willy Jansen’s dissertation Women without
Men. Gender and Marginality in an Algerian Town. 655 In the early 1980s, Jansen conducted
anthropological research in a town in northern Algeria on “women without men.” These
women “all occupy a marginal position in the family structure and kinship relations: they are
widowed, divorced, or orphaned. […] Also included are those women who are virtually in the
same position because their husband or father is ill, absent or incapacitated.”656 According to
Jansen, these marginal women do not engage in the habits or embody qualities considered
feminine, such as staying at home and looking after their children.657 Jansen concludes that
these Algerian women without men on the one hand confirm traditional gender roles. They,
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for instance, emphasize the stigma of their occupations – working with taboo substances such
as bodily fluids when they assist in a childbirth – in order to maintain a monopoly on their
specific activities. If other women were to take up these activities as well, they would earn
less money, because of competition. On the other hand, these women stretch the boundaries of
gender roles and hierarchy through their anomalous behavior.658
In Neshat’s feature film Women without Men, the female protagonists also differ from
the gender norms. These women occupy maginal positions as a prostitute, divorced woman,
political activist – which is perceived as a male activity – or are unmarried. Because of their
decisions to leave the traditional female gender role, they not only undermine male authority,
but also try to stretch the boundaries of gender roles and hierarchy. Although it is unclear
what decisions the women eventually make, they gain a degree of freedom that promises a
potential for change.
Search for Freedom and Democracy
If you look back at all my work up to date, there have been two consistent elements
resurfacing in one form or another: literature and politics. Poetry and other forms of
texts have been applied either in the form of calligraphy or as songs in the video
installations. Meanwhile, every work has also either directly or indirectly framed some
sort of political issue, such as the Islamic revolution, political oppression, martyrdom,
or the 1953 coup in my film “Women Without Men.” But I think this interest in
looking back at political and cultural history to draw inspirations and connections took
a sharper turn in the making of “Women Without Men” where I had to carefully study
history — specifically the CIA-organized Coup of 1953 in Iran — and found
fascinating parallels between the popular uprisings in 2009 and the mass protests in
1953. Ultimately, I found that history tends to repeat itself.659
In Neshat’s feature film Women without Men, the search for freedom does not only take place
at the individual level of the women, but also at a national and political level. Perhaps one of
the most significant changes Neshat has made is her emphasis on the political events of 1953,
when the democratically elected government of Prime Minister Mohammed Mossadegh was
brought down with the help of the intelligence agencies of the United Kingdom and the
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United States. In Iran, oil was controlled by the British-owned company Anglo-Iranian Oil
Company (AIOC, later British Petroleum or BP). Ever since the 1940s, Iranians were
dissatisfied with this situation as people felt they were exploited by AIOC. Despite the
enormous profits that were made by AIOC, the Iranian government only received a small
number of royalties. In Iran, debates arose about whether it would be better to negotiate with
AIOC or to nationalize the oil. People in Iran were aware of the fact that, if the oil was
nationalized, it could lead to a political crisis, which could have disastrous consequences for
Iran. In 1951, Mossadegh was elected as Prime Minister. He immediately ratified the
nationalisation law. Britain therefore placed an embargo on the purchase of Iranian oil, which
adversely affected the Iranian economy. Negotiations between Iran and Britain continued, but
the parties failed to come to an agreement. As a result, the British started to develop plans for
a military intervention to remove Mossadegh from his post. Due to several circumstances and
incidents, Mossadegh’s political position started to weaken in the summer of 1953, while the
Shah became more popular as he was seen as the anchor for social and political stability. At
the same time, Britain tried to convince the Shah of the threat Mossadegh posed for Iran. The
United States and Britain convinced the supporters of the Shah to overthrow Mossadegh and
his government, which resulted in a coup in August 1953. After the coup, the Westernoriented Shah ruled as an authoritarian monarch until the Islamic Revolution in 1979.660
In Parsipur’s novel, the setting of the story is described in the second chapter
“Faezeh,” with the words: “At four o’clock in the afternoon on the twenty-fifth of August,
1953, after days of hesitation Faezeh made her decision.”661 Although it becomes clear in
Parsipur’s novel that the story takes place during the political upheavals of 1953, these do not
play a major part in the story. Munis is interested in what is happening on the streets, but
neither she nor the other protagonists become politically active. Parsipur’s decision to situate
the story during the time of the coup was based on her desire to show the “spiritual condition
of Iranian women at a time when the society was in crisis.”662
In Neshat’s movie, Munis does become a political activist and literally protests against
authority. It is through Munis’ experiences that viewers “witness the political development in
the country.”663 The struggle for freedom is not just women’s struggle with regard to
sexuality, but it is also a struggle on a national and political level between the people and its
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leader(s). Munis seems to become a symbol for the Iranian struggle for democracy. In the
videos of Women without Men, the focus is on the individual stories of the women, and the
political events are only addressed in the video Munis (2008).
If Neshat’s movie addresses the political events more explicitly than Parsipur’s novel,
this does not mean that Parsipur’s novel is not political. Writers like Parsipur have often used
various strategies, such as metaphors, allegories and magic realism, to express concealed
social and political critique on governmental policies. As Karim states, by “[d]eploying
literary metaphors and allegorical images and language, writers continue to invent ways to
protest government policies and actions, and to express dissension.”664 Neshat is very much
aware of this tradition in Iranian culture, and she also embraces it in her own artistic practices,
for instance, when using magic realism.665
In the following, only the characteristics of magic realism – the term Neshat uses –
that are applicable to Parsipur’s and Neshat’s work will be briefly outlined. The distinguishing
feature of magic realism is that it brings reality and magic together. Not only is the magical
event described in a realist tone, the reader also has to accept the presence of realist and
magical perspectives of reality in the same work.666 According to Bowers, the fusion of magic
and realism can form a new perspective, and as such, magic realism can be regarded as a
“disruptive narrative mode” that is “suited to exploring… and transgressing… boundaries,
whether the boundaries are ontological, geographical, or generic.”667 Magic realism has
therefore become a popular means for writers criticizing totalitarian regimes, also in Iran,
something which Neshat is well aware of:
In cultures where citizens struggle with heavy social control, magic realism is a natural
tendency. For Iranians, who have endured one dictatorship after another, poeticmetaphoric language is a way to express all that is not allowed in reality. […]
Personally, magic realism seems to suit me well, because I feel most comfortable with
surrealism – not only as a strategy to avoid the obvious but as a means to make art that
transcends the specificities of time and place.668
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What is perhaps remarkable is that, although Neshat seems to relate to Iranian writers in their
use of strategies such as magic realism for political critique, and although she claims that she
is comfortable employing magic realism, she did remove most of the magic realism of
Parsipur’s novel when filming Women without Men. Only Munis’ rise from her grave recurs
in Neshat’s movie. The magic realist scenes were removed, because Neshat felt they were
difficult to visualize, as Neshat’s husband and collaborator, Shoja Azari, has said: “Shirin was
really attracted to the magic realism, because it allowed for a lot of imagistic departures. And
that magic realism is a nightmare for a filmmaker. Like a woman becomes a tree, yeah sure.
But how the hell are you going to do it on film?”669 It is perhaps doubtful if this truly was the
reason for erasing the magic realistic events in the movie considering the many techniques
that are available for filmmakers. What makes the removal or alteration of these magic realist
scenes so remarkable is on the one hand that Neshat strongly identifies with Iranian writers
who advance criticism on governmental policies in their work, as will become more clear
below. On the other hand, while magic realism may be a way to express indirect protest,
Neshat claims it is also a strategy for her to surpass the specificities of time and place, an
element she always emphasizes as important in her work.
Although Neshat did not use a lot of magic realism in her movie, metaphors, and
especially the metaphor of the garden, play an important role in this and other works. The
garden as a metaphor is often used both in Persian literature and in Neshat’s work. Like
Women without Men (2009, fig. 4.23), Neshat’s video Tooba (2002, fig. 4.24) centers around
a garden. Neshat has said the following about the importance of the garden:
In Iran, both in its Persian and Islamic traditions, gardens are highly symbolic and
significant both in physical and metaphysical terms. Deserts occupy much of the
Iranian geography, so the visual and physical experience of a green space in the midst
of such a landscape becomes extremely precious and psychologically intoxicating. The
great poets and mystics in Persian mystical literature, such as Hafiz or Rumi, have
referred to the garden as ‘paradise’, a space for spiritual transcendence where one
becomes relieved of all worldly attachments and can truly seek union with God.
Persian miniatures are direct visualizations of such literature, with the narratives often
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involving and depicting elaborate and exquisite gardens that suggest the image of
paradise. Ironically, the metaphorical value of the garden is not confined to this
mystical tradition; it commonly appears in our political terminology as well. We often
refer to the garden as the place for freedom and/or independence. In my work in films
such as Tooba and now in Women without Men, gardens also become highly
symbolical as they become a place of exile, a refuge to escape all the banality and
difficulties of the society.670
The garden in Neshat’s movie functions as a place for freedom, where the women can go to in
order to escape both political and sexual repression. In one of the first scenes of the movie, the
viewer is introduced to the garden. With the sound of streaming water, the camera emerges
from black surroundings and follows a babbling brook. As the camera goes through a narrow
hole in a wall, a luxuriant, green garden reveals itself, and Munis says: “And I thought, the
only freedom from pain is to be free from the world.” Slowly traveling through the mist, the
camera explores the garden, accompanied by ominous music and sounds of birds. Throughout
the movie, this atmosphere is maintained to present the garden as a peaceful place. When
traveling to the garden, all the characters take the same road (fig. 4.25), which seems to
function as a passage, a passage from their struggles in life to a seemingly carefree one.
Although a garden is often used in Persian literature, in Parsipur’s novel Women without Men
it is also used in a biblical sense, namely as the Garden of Eden, something Neshat is well
aware of:
The very concept of the orchard where the women take refuge is apparently inspired
by the ‘Garden of Eden’ where Adam and Eve were given a chance to live in a utopia
as long as they didn’t commit a sin. Here in the novel, the orchard similarly offers the
women an opportunity for time out, a chance for salvation as long as this chance is not
abused and so every woman is automatically put under a test.671
In Neshat’s Women without Men, this idea of the Garden of Eden comes back in the sense of
committing a sin. When Faezeh arrives at the garden, for instance, she is tormented as she lost
her virginity through the rape, and has brought shame upon herself. She thinks: “Dear God!
Have mercy on me. Forgive my sins.” In the garden, the women are living a quiet life.
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Farrokh Legha, however, wants to invite people to the garden, including men, for parties. As
soon as she has made that decision and starts preparing for the first party, a tree from the
garden falls down into the house. Farrokh Legha’s idea to invite other people to the garden
can be seen as a sin that leads to two catastrophes: Zarin’s death and the fall of the
democracy. After the tree has fallen, Zarin can be seen lying, seemingly ill, in the grass, while
Munis in a voice-over says: “What is it about people that their hunger, their desires seem to
eat everything. The light, the air, the quiet. Now the orchard was turning, breaking under this
great weight as if it fell ill and there was no retreat, no rest any longer.” At the end of the
scene, the image of Zarin is overlayed with a scene of the beginning of the coup d’état, when
supporters of Mossadegh are running away, followed by soldiers of the Shah. After
Mossadegh’s government has fallen, the party takes place in the house of Farrokh Legha,
during which Zarin passes away. The morning after, Faezeh leaves the house – perhaps an
allusion to the expulsion – Farrokh Legha wanders through the garden and Munis commits
suicide again.
In several interviews, Neshat has indicated that the period in which the story takes
place was of significance for her as she aimed to introduce both Westerners and Iranians to
this political time in Iran’s history:
I made this film because I felt it’s important for it to speak to the Westeners about our
history as a country. That all of you seem to remember Iran after the Islamic
Revolution. That Iran was once a secular society and we had democracy, and this
democracy was stolen from us by the American government, by the British
government. This film also speaks to the Iranian people in asking them to return to
their history and look at themselves before they were so Islamicized. In the way we
looked, in the way we played music, in the way we had an intellectual life. And most
of all, in the way that we fought for democracy.672
Neshat aims to make both Western and Iranian people aware of this, in her eyes, key moment
in Iranian history. With Women without Men, however, she introduces a new aspect of the
political in her work, namely a critique on the Western role and power in world politics and
more specifically, on the Western role in the history of Iran in its search for democracy. This
new attention to the role of the American government by Neshat came after 9/11: “Moreover,
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I found myself completely in opposition to the American government and its political position
of power and foreign policy in the world.”673 Although not directedly related to her artworks,
Neshat made another comment in 2002 to criticize American foreign policy:
Instead we're faced with an increasing sense of ignorant, simplistic patriotism that
reiterates a deep sense of arrogance. What has happened in Palestine in recent months,
with the Americans giving carte blanche to Israel to destroy a nation, is unforgivable.
If Palestine had oil, of course, they would have been worth defending, but they have
nothing and therefore Americans feel no need of humanitarian justice.
In Iraq we're faced once again with the hypocrisy of a government that
misleads its people and the world in saying one thing but meaning another. Most of us
know that the removal of Saddam Hussein is essentially not the aim, which is gaining
access to the oil and Republicans winning an election. Of course I don't support
corrupt Islamic governments but I care about the Muslims and how the economic and
political pressures have created a volatile situation both inside and outside their
countries. Ultimately, fundamentalism and terrorism breed in such an environment.674
In interviews, Neshat has become openly critical of America’s foreign policy, claiming that it
is hypocritical, being only concerned with oil. In Women without Men, this critique on the
West is not explicitly visualized. Her critique on the United States after 9/11 was, however,
probably a reason for Neshat to choose a novel in which the story takes place during the coup
of 1953. In her view, the loss of democracy in Iran is the result of America’s policy, which
repeats itself again and again as it did not only occur in Iran, but elsewhere as well.
Neshat’s belief in the repetition of history also recurs in another themes, namely the
struggle for freedom against authority. In previous works, such as Turbulence and Rapture,
this struggle was mainly with male authority. In Women without Men, this is still present, but
it has expanded to a struggle for democracy. In Women without Men these two themes came
together because one of the female protagonists, Munis, was fighting for democracy and
social justice. When the movie premiered at the Venice Film Festival in September 2009, the
Green Movement had risen in Iran several months earlier to protest against the results of the
presidential elections. For Neshat, the similarities were striking:
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What is unbelievably ironic, is the period we try to depict in the film, the cry for
democracy and social justice, repeats itself now again in Tehran. The Green
Movement significantly inspired the world. It brought a lot of attention to all those
Iranians who stand for basic human rights and struggle for democracy. What was most
significant for me was once again the presence of the women. They are absolutely
inspirational for me. Even the Islamic Revolution, the images of the women portrayed
were submissive and didn’t have a voice, now we saw a new idea of feminism in the
streets of Tehran. Women who were educated, forward-thinking, non-traditional,
sexually open, fearless and seriously feminist. These women and those young men
united Iranians across the world, inside and outside. I then discovered why I take so
much inspiration from Iranian women. That under all circumstances they have pushed
the boundary. They have confronted the authority.675
To show solidarity with the uprisings, Neshat and the cast and crew of Women without Men
were dressed in green and black and flashed a peace sign at the red carpet of the festival (fig.
4.26). Neshat also dedicated her movie “to the memory of those who lost their lives in the
struggle for freedom and democracy in Iran – from the Constitutional Revolution in 1906 to
the Green Movement in 2009.”676 Neshat also publicly became very outspoken: “I think in the
last few years ever since the Green Movement or ever since I became more directly involved
with some of the political issues and you can even say became more of an activist here and
there, I felt really empowered as an artist. I felt for the first time that art and artists made a
difference.”677 Shirin Neshat also moved into the direction of becoming a political activist and
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participated in certain protests: “I became very outspoken, participating in hunger strikes and
trying to help the young prisoners.''678 Neshat always aims to make people aware of the effect
of politics on people and how people throughout history, specifically in Iran, but has become
more activistic in recent years. Neshat’s interest in the confrontation with authority and the
struggle for freedom and democracy was already an issue in Women without Men, but evolved
in her next photographic series The Book of Kings.
Revolutionary Photographs
The first time The Book of Kings was exhibited in 2012 at the Barbara Gladstone Gallery in
New York, the series consisted of three groups: the Masses, the Patriots and the Villains. In
2013, Neshat added a new series to The Book of Kings, which is called Our House Is On
Fire.679 The 45 photographs of the Masses are portraits of Iranian and Arab men and women
of all ages (fig. 4.27). The portraits are all busts, showing the men and women en face. They
all wear a black shirt that almost blends in with the neutral black background. Their faces
show no expression. A delicate calligraphy covers their bare skin. The title Masses seems to
refer to a large group of people, which is reflected in its arrangement in the exhibition in New
York and in the following exhibition at the Galerie Jérôme de Noirmont in Paris between 12
September and 17 November 2012. At both exhibitions the relatively small photographs (each
sized 40x30 cm.) were ensembled as a group in two or three rows above each other (fig. 4.284.29). Although the portraits are represented as a group, each individual photograph carries
the name of the portrayed person as its title.
The Patriots consists of ten half-length portraits of Iranian and Arab young men and
women, which again show the portrayed en face (fig. 4.30). The people portrayed are all
dressed in black and stand in front of a black background. Similar to the Masses, the faces of
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the portrayed express no emotions. The women and men in Patriots, however, have all placed
their right hand on their heart. According to Neshat, the hand on your heart universally is “a
sign of love of nation, like when they hear the national anthem in America or anywhere or the
soldiers. There is something truly universal about this. […] For me, the hand over the heart
suggests a sort of a sacrifice, devotion, a conviction of something higher than just yourself
and yet [there is] the violence that resonated from the Villains.”680 Again, on the bare skin of
the portrayed persons, texts are calligraphed. This time, at the top of each excerpt, the letters
are calligraphed in relatively large typeface, but they gradually become smaller further down.
The excerpts on the faces are divided vertically into three sections, separated by two blank
lines. This arrangement of the texts is the same as the arrangement of the texts in the
illustrated manuscripts of the Shahnameh. Neshat claims that “in a way each patriot becomes
a page in a book of history.”681 All ten patriots are also portrayed in the Masses, suggesting
that the patriots emanated from the masses.
The Villains consists of four photographs. Three photographs show full-length
portraits of men either sitting or standing against a black background (fig. 4.3+4.31-4.32).
They are all wearing black pants, but no shirt. The fourth photograph only shows a pair of feet
and lower legs (fig. 4.33). What unites these four photographs are the drawings that cover the
legs, torso’s, and arms of the men. Neshat has confirmed that the drawings were actually
drawn on the bodies of the men and not on the photographs.682 These drawings all show
battlegrounds with soldiers on horses with lances, bow and arrow, and sabre as weapons.
What is striking is that the drawings are not black and white: Neshat has also used the color
red, except in Bahram (fig. 4.31). Red is explicitly used for blood when a figure in the
drawing gets beheaded or is shot at with a bow and arrow. The drawings show battles between
armies or individuals, which will be discussed later in this chapter. On the illustrations,
Neshat said:
I went after the use of illustrations that came from the Book of Kings, from the book of
Ferdowsi, the ancient epic book of poetry from the tenth century to sort of return to
this idea of historical, more mythological evidence of the way in which love and
violence and war have been in an intersection without directly hinting at the narratives
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of the Book of Kings from Ferdowsi. I was really using the visual interpretation of
those images of killings, but these killings are under the notion of patriotism.683
The photograph Divine Rebellion (fig. 4.33) deviates from the other three as it does not
portray a man, but only shows a pair of feet and lower legs dangling in the air. The dangling
legs give the impression that the person was hung.
Finally, the last group of photographs is called the Our House Is On Fire. Neshat was
in Egypt at the time of the upheavals to prepare for her next feature film about Umm
Kulthum. She also went to the Tahrir square in Egypt in November 2012 to experience “the
energy and sense of euphoria.”684 As The Book of Kings mainly portrayed young people,
Neshat felt it was important to also portray the elderly. Some of these people were the parents
or relatives of the young protesters who “willingly lost their lives for their country.”685 Neshat
recruited men and women at the Tahrir square who had dealt with loss and tragedy during or
immediately after the upheavals. She set up a studio near the Tahrir square and in her studio
she spoke with these people about their loss, both personal and national, but also about
Neshat’s own personal loss and her “national loss” as an Iranian woman.686 Neshat wanted to
capture the sadness of these people in her photographs. In the sixteen black-and-white
photographs, the portrayed men and women all cry (fig. 4.34-4.35). This time the texts
calligraphed on the faces are from Arab writers, for instance from the Palestinian poet
Mahmoud Darwish.687 Other photographs (fig. 4.36) show the bottom of feet, calligraphed
with text, and a name tag dangling on a toe, depicting a person who has passed away.688 These
photographs seem to depict the people the elderly are mourning about.
Neshat’s series The Book of Kings seems to be a return to her photographic series
Unveiling (1991-1993) and Women of Allah (1993-1997). All three series consist of blackand-white photographs, displaying portraits with calligraphy written on the faces and body
parts of the portrayed which are placed on a neutral background. Although The Book of Kings
might be similar to Unveiling and Women of Allah stylistically, the series is in various ways
different from Unveiling and Women of Allah in subject matter. Neshat no longer merely
683
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focuses on the position of women in an Islamic society, but also portrays men. Besides,
although all series have the revolution as their subject, Neshat used to be mainly interested in
the Islamic Revolution in Iran, she now broadened her field of attention to the Arab Spring.
The final difference between the series regards the political dimensions of the works, which
will be discussed in the following section of this chapter. What is remarkable is that Neshat
returned to photography, since she dropped the medium in 1997 finding it too direct and
didactic, and not poetic enough.
After the elections in Iran in 2009 and the premiere of her movie Women without Men,
Neshat started shooting the photographs for The Book of Kings in 2010, when the uprisings
started in the Arab world. At that time, she was already working on a new feature film about
the Egyptian singer Umm Kulthum. She claims that she was really pulled into the riots.
Neshat then decided that the series should revolve not only around the Iranian situation, but
around the entire series of events.689 Neshat started recruiting people in New York for the
series first through the Iranian community that she has come in touch with during the
aftermath of the Green Movement. She also put out a casting call for Arab people and
recruited people through friends.690
Although Neshat has stated that the series is devoted to the uprisings in the Middle
East, nothing in the photographs refers to any particular event or specific country. Only
through the outward appearance of the persons portrayed and the use of Arabic and Persian
names as titles, is it clear that these persons are from the Middle East. As the portrayed were
photographed in a studio, they were taken out of the context of the uprisings. No specific
events or locations are visible in the photographs. The photographs can not be related to
specific incidents in, for instance, Tunisia, Egypt, Yemen or Libya. Although they were
inspired by the political uprisings of the Arab Spring, the theme is also universal.
In an interview, Neshat has stated that the photographs of The Book of Kings do not
just focus on the recent history in the Middle East and Iran, but more specifically on the
confrontation with power and on people who fight against power.691 The division of the
photographs into four sections seems to represent four groups in society. The Masses are the
suffering but silent public, the Patriots are the people who are devoted to their country, shown
with their hands over their hearts as a symbol for national devotion. Finally, the Villains
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depict the people who possess power. The division of power in society is reflected in the
number of photographs in the three sections: The Villains only consists of four photographs,
while the Masses consists of 45 photographs. The ratio between the photographs perhaps also
reflect Neshat’s sympathy for and interest in the groups, because the Masses, the people
whom she wants to provide with a voice, the people who perhaps need to be inspired, or to
bring hope to, is the largest group. Finally, the group of Mourners are the people who are
living with the consequences of the uprisings, having lost a loved one who was perhaps part
of the Masses or the Patriots. Neshat’s earlier works indicated how politics impinges on
private individuals, but in these series the individuals seem to revolt against the powerful.
The drawings on the portraits in the Villains and the arrangement of the text on the
faces in the Patriots stem from illustrated editions of Ferdowsi’s ancient book Shahnameh.692
As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, Shahnameh recounts the history of Iran from
the first king, Kayumars, to the conquest of Iran by Muslim Arabs in the first half of the 7th
century A.D. The book is in fact a very long poem that consists of approximately 50,000
verses. These verses are divided into mythical, legendary and historical sections. The mythical
parts describe the formation of human society, struggles with the forces and the delineation of
Iranian territory. The legendary sections narrate the lives and deeds of heroic figures. Finally,
the historical parts recount historical events, some of which can actually be identified.
Shahnameh is considered to be one of the most important literary Persian sources in Iran, as
the memory of Iran’s past was endangered due to the presence of Arabic and Islamic culture
in Iran after the conquest in the 7th century.693 The book has had a great historical impact on
the continued existence of the Persian language, but has also tributed to “the survival of an
Iranian cultural identity.”694
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For The Book of Kings, Neshat has used three images from a lithographed edition of
the Shahnameh, the Shahnama-yi Bahaduri (1319-26/1901-8).695 This edition – produced
between 1901 and 1908 – was published in Iran during the Qajar period (1785-1925) and
named after its sponsor Husain-Pasha Khan Amir Bahadur.696 In an article on Neshat, Sussan
Babaie has included two illustrations of the Shahnama-yi Bahaduri, with a caption stating that
Neshat has a publication of the Shahnameh from 1905 in her collection.697 It is unknown to
me how and where Neshat obtained this edition of the Shahnameh and if she deliberately
chose this edition. According to Ulrich Marzolph, an expert on lithographic editions of the
Shahnameh, the scenes depicted on illustrations in Neshat’s work are Rustam kills Ashkabus
and his horse (fig. 4.37) for Amir (fig. 4.3), Isfandiyar kills Arjasb (fig. 4.38) for Bahram (fig.
4.31), and Giv on his way to Turan to find Kay Khusrau (fig. 4.39) for Sherief (fig. 4.32).698
The illustration Rustam kills Ashkabur and his horse is one of the most frequently represented
scenes of the Shahnameh. Rustam is seen as a national hero, as he and his family defended
Iran in its endless wars with Turan. In the scene, Rustam comes to help the Iranian army when
their war with Turan is not going well, and he kills the Turanian champion Ashkabus and his
horse.699 The scene used for Bahram again tells the story of an Iranian champion, this time
Isfandiyar. Isfandiyar is the son of the Iranian ruler Gushtasp, who is also still at war with the
Turanians. After Isfandiyar defeats the Turanians on behalf of his father, he is imprisoned
since his father is suspicious of his loyalty. After two years, Gushtasp releases him to confront
theTuranian ruler Arjasb, who has killed Gushtasp’s father and taken his daughters as
prisoners. Gushtasp promises Isfandiyar that he will bestow the throne on him if he defeats
Arjasb. Again, Isfandiyar defeats the Turanians and kills Arjasb, which is represented in the
illustration used by Neshat.700 Finally, for Sherief, a story about Giv was used. As Iran is
struck with famine, Giv is given the task by his father to travel to Turan to find Kay
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Khushrau, the king of the Kayanian Dynasty, as he can solve Iran’s problems. When Giv finds
Kay Khushrau, he takes him back to Iran. When Piran, a Turanian commandor, hears of Kay
Khushrau’s travel to Iran, he follows them in pursuit with 300 warriors. Giv fights this army
single-handedly. Piran escapes, but returns with a thousand warriors. Giv then is able to
separate Piran from his army and captures him. It is not clear which scene is exactly portrayed
in the lithograph. Perhaps it is Giv killing one of Piran’s warriors.
Neshat probably chose these particular drawings as they all show a battle, a killing out
of love and devotion for the fatherland, a universal theme that Neshat sees recurring
throughout history:
[…] [I]n 2010, as I started to plan the new series of photographs inspired by the
Iranian and Arab uprisings, a few themes became central to my subject: courage,
patriotism, love, devotion, but also betrayal, cruelty, suffering, and ultimately death.
Then I looked again at “The Book of Kings,” a masterpiece of literature by Ferdowsi,
which also focuses on epic tragedies, the themes of sacrifice and patriotism, yet also
war, atrocity, and death. I thought that — both conceptually and visually — there
could be a powerful connection between the contemporary faces of our courageous
youth, an ancient mythological text, and illustrations of heroes.701
Neshat connects Shahnameh to both the Green Movement and the Arab Spring as, in her
view, all three share similar themes. Almost one and a half years after the beginning of the
Green Movement in Iran, on 17 December 2010, a Tunisian street vendor called Mohammad
Bouazizi set himself on fire in Sidi Bouzid, Tunisia, as a protest against the confiscation of his
goods by local police and the harassment and humiliation afterwards by a municipal official.
Bouazizi’s goods were confiscated as he did not have a vendor’s permit and not enough
money to bribe the police. Within hours after the incident, protests began throughout the
country, which increased after Bouazizi’s death on 4 January 2011. Ten days later, Tunisian
president Zine el Abidine Ben Ali stepped down and fled from Tunisia. After the protests in
Tunisia, many uprisings followed in among others Egypt, Libya, Yemen, Bahrain, Syria,
Algeria, Jordan, Kuwait, and Morocco to protest against the authorities, corruption, human
rights violations, unemployment, poverty and other injustices.702 Neshat sees some common
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features in the stories in the Shahnameh, the Green Movement and the Arab Spring.
Throughout history and in the present time, people have had the courage to fight for social
justice out of love for their country, to stand up against the authorities, against powerful rulers
to fight for change in their country. This love and devotion, however, also leads to cruelty and
death as people are getting killed, which can be seen in the drawings on the bodies of the
Villains.
On the other photographs in the series, the bodies of the portrayed are not covered in
drawings, but have texts written on them. The calligraphed texts on the faces of the Masses
and the Villains are poems by contemporary Iranian poets and diary excerpts of Iranian
prisoners.703 The texts by the prisoners can be seen as the voices of dissidents, of people who
are opposed to the established policy. Neshat has said that the prisoners’ diary excerpts, found
by her assistant on the internet, were mainly used for the Masses, while the poetry is mainly
written on the photographs of the Patriots.704 This distinction is, however, not completely
carried through as, for instance, on the photograph Nida (fig. 4.40) from the Masses, Neshat
calligraphed the poem I Pity the Garden by Forugh Farrokhzad (1935-1967), which will be
discussed later in this chapter. Neshat also refers to poems by Farrokhzad in titles of her work,
for instance Divine Rebellion is also the title of a poem by Farrokhzad, published in her book
of poetry entitled Rebellion (1958).705 Besides poems by Farrokhzad, Neshat used poems by
Ahmad Shamlou (1925-2000), Simin Behbahani (b. 1927), and Mehdi Akhavan Saless (19281990). The catalog accompanying Neshat’s exhibition of The Book of Kings at the Galerie
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Jérôme de Noirmont in Paris in 2012, includes several transcribed poems, which may have
been used for the photographs.706 Poems that were used on the photographs are I Pity the
Garden by Farrokhzad, My house is Burning and Dogs and Wolves by Saless, and Sad
Morning and From your Uncles by Shamlou.707
According to Neshat, conceptually, the texts are the voices of the portrayed.708 Similar
to some earlier works, Neshat wants to give a voice to those who have been silenced, have
been oppressed and are searching for freedom. As it is beyond the scope of this chapter to
decipher and discuss all the poems Neshat used for The Book of Kings, I will only examine
one to illustrate the importance of the poems for Neshat’s work.709 The poem I Pity the
Garden710 by Farrokhzad can be read on the photographs Nida and Salah (2012, fig. 4.41).
Neshat has used Farrokhzad’s work on multiple occasions, for instance in the series Women of
Allah and the video The Last Word. I Pity the Garden was already calligraphed on Neshat’s
photograph Offered Eyes (1993, fig. 4.42) and Nida.711 The following excerpt of Farrokhzad’s
poem was written on these two photographs:
No one thinks of the flowers
no one thinks of the fish
no one even wants
to believe the garden is dying
its heart swollen under the sun
its mind emptying of green memories.712
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This poem was published in 1974, several years after Farrokhzad’s death, in a book of poetry
called Let us Believe in the Beginning of the Cold Season. According to Cichocki, the garden
in Farrokhzad’s poem I Pity the Garden is a metaphor for Iran.713 The poem centers around a
family, whose members are all more concerned with their own preoccupations than with
looking after the garden. An old father spends his days reading stories about the past, for
instance Ferdowsi’s Book of Kings. A mother devotes her life to religion. A brother is more
concerned with going out, drinking and his appearance. A sister, who used to look after the
garden, has moved out of the house to lead, in Farrokhzad’s words, an artificial life.
Meanwhile, the garden is dying. According to Talattof, in Iranian pre-revolutionary literature,
metaphors like night, cold, darkness, silence and death refer to the social condition under a
dictatorial leadership, while spring, warmth, day, light and sunshine are a reference to
revolution, freedom and hope for a better future.714 The garden in Farrokhzad’s poem then
describes the social condition and fate of Iran. The narrator of the poem suggests that
catastrophe is ahead of them if nobody thinks about the garden.
Although Farrokhzad’s poem was written before the Islamic Revolution, during the
reign of the Shah, for Neshat this poem resonates with her ideas.715 Farrokhzad’s utterance of
Iran as a depressed country on Offered Eyes can perhaps be connected to the social situation
and specifically the situation of women Neshat witnessed in Iran. In Nida the text is one of
multiple.716 Nida is part of the Patriots, the group of people who represent love for their
nation, sacrifice and devotion. In relation to these positive connotations of the Patriots, the
poem perhaps addresses the other side of the picture. Despite their love and devotion to the
nation, the nation is “dying” or in pieces, because of upheavals, war, cruelty, killings and so
on.
As with the texts on Ghada Amer’s sculpture (see p. 153), viewers have a hard time
reading the texts on Neshat’s photographs. Western viewers who cannot read Farsi are not
capable of reading the texts at all. In 2007, Neshat stated that she did not find this
problematic: “If you look at ‘Turbulent’, I would say that it is universally understood, but an
Iranian would better understand the choice of the music, the words of Rumi, and the political
context. For the rest of the audience, they would have a pure, raw relationship with the piece
713
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and get the concept without having to analyse and understand all these references. To me, that
is equally valuable.”717 With regard to the photographs of The Book of Kings, Neshat has
stated that people with a knowledge of Farsi cannot read the complete texts either, but only
fragments. Again, like Amer, Neshat claims that by reading a part of it, viewers can get an
idea of the content. In recent years, however, both in catalogs and exhibitions, translations of
some of the poems are given.718 For the exhibition of her photography series Our House is on
Fire at the Rauschenberg Project Space in 2014, she included one translated poem – A Cry by
Mehdi Akhavan Sales – in order to give the audience an idea of the kind of poetry that she
uses.719 Perhaps Neshat has come to attach greater importance to the audience having some
understanding of the texts, as the texts are not randomly chosen.
Besides the content of the poems, there are two reasons why Neshat chose poetry in
general and specifically Farrokhzad’s poetry to calligraph on photographs like Nida. First,
Neshat has stated that she is not only interested in the content of the texts of female writers
like Farrokhzad and Parsipur, but also in the status, identity, and lives of these writers:
My fascination with [Farrokhzad] has not had to do only with her writing, but also her
identity as a woman, as an artist. […] Similar to Shahrnush Parsipur, she was a writer
who never fit in with the conventions, in fact she constantly protested against the
conventions, whether through her writing or her lifestyle, and she paid a big price for
it. Shahrnush was imprisoned many times; Forugh’s punishment was total isolation
from society. Both of them were considered mad in many ways. But this state of
madness and isolation gave them a sort of artistic freedom, visions that were far
broader than their immediate culture. Somehow I feel that I, like the characters in my
work, am in a way mad and isolated too.720
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For Neshat, writers like Farrokhzad and Parsipur are outcasts, rebellious and fighting
conventions. The same goes for the characters in Neshat’s own video’s, of whom she has said
that “most of the characters are really an extension of myself. They are outcasts, they are
lonely, they are always rebellious, they are always running away.”721 So Neshat identifies
with both these writers and with the characters in her work, as she also considers herself to be
an outcast.
The second reason why Neshat may have chosen Farrokhzad’s poem is perhaps a
more general decision to use poetry, not specifically Farrokhzad’s work. This may stem from
the relation between poetry and politics in Iranian history. Hemmasi claims that poetry plays a
large part in Iranian culture. Both educated and illiterate people often memorize poems. These
poems are often read at social gatherings, recorded and frequently broadcast on television and
radio.722 According to Mahnia Nematollahi Mahani, Iranians are also more receptive to poetry
than to prose, making it easier to transmit ideas and concepts through poems.723 Hemmasi
also claims that multiple examples can be given to illustrate how poetry was used throughout
Iranian history for political purposes, but especially in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries,
since the Constitutional Revolution (1906-1911), poetry has often had a critical function to
offer resistance to the established order.724 Similar to writers, like Parsipur, who use magic
realism, poets also use strategies, such as metaphors, to conceal their critique. Neshat is aware
of the relation between poetry and politics, also claiming that the metaphoric language in her
work as well as in the work of poets, is a way to avoid censorship:
It has been said that Iranians’ attraction to poetry is a way of coping with their dark
political history, whether it be atrocious local governments or invasive foreign
emperors. Therefore, poetry has been more than an emotional expression for Iranians,
but also a sort of philosophy to guide them through life. I would add that for many
contemporary Iranian artists and filmmakers, including myself, poetic and metaphoric
language has been a tool to escape censorship, to express everything that is otherwise
forbidden.725
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In this quote, Neshat not only describes the way Iranian artists express their political ideas in
their art, but she also seems to identify with these artists. As mentioned earlier, only two of
Neshat’s works – Tooba and Mahdokht – have been exhibited in Iran. Neshat’s feature film
Women without Men is apparently available in Iran on DVD through the black market.726 I am
unaware if Neshat’s work is well-known in Iran, and, if so, how well-know, for instance,
through one of the many Iranian weblogs.727 Although Neshat’s work is not subjected to
censorship since she lives in the United States, she does rely a lot on metaphors in her art: “I
think that one underlying element in all of my work is that it is very, very poetic, and very
metaphoric in its form of language.”728 Neshat not only identifies with Iranian artists based on
the use of poetry and a metaphoric language in her art, but also because of their role in
society, a role she perceives is also important for her as an Iranian artist in exile:
[…] [A]n artist such as myself finds herself also in the position of being the voice, the
speaker of my people, even if I have indeed no access to my own country. Also,
people like myself, we are fighting two battles in different grounds. We are being
critical of the West, of the perception of the West about our identity, about the image
that is constructed about us, about our women, about our politics, about our religion.
[…] At the same time, we are fighting another battle. That is our regime, our
government, our atrocious government, who has done every crime in order to stay in
power. Our artists are at risk. We are in a position of danger. We pose a threat to the
order of the government. Ironically, this situation has empowered all of us, because we
are considered as artists central to the cultural, political and social discourse in Iran.
We are there to inspire, to provoke, to mobilize, to bring hope to our people. We are
the reporters of our people and we are the communicators to the outside world. Art is
our weapon. Culture is a form of resistance. I envy sometimes the artists of the West
for their freedom of expression, for the fact that they can distance themselves from the
question of politics, from the fact that they are only serving one audience, mainly the
Western culture.729
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This quote indicates that Neshat sees herself as a voice for the Iranian people, as a politically
activist artist and as rebellious. She attaches great importance to the role of artists to offer
resistance to the regime. It is, in this context, important to note that Neshat never made such a
statement before the Green Movement. The more activistic statements, once more, emerged
after the Green Movement.
Voice of Hope
Neshat had already used portraits in the style of the Patriots and the Masses in her video
Egypt in my Heart (fig. 4.43), which she placed on the opinion pages of The New York
Times’ website on 19 March 2011.730 Egypt in my Heart is one of four videos that Neshat
made for The New York Times in 2011. For each season, Neshat produced a video, in which
she addressed various social issues. Before my Eyes was made for the summer season and
addresses both Neshat’s hope and fear for the Middle East as well as for the devastation after
the tsunami and the following nuclear accidents in three reactors in the Fukushima Daiichi
Nuclear Power Plant complex in Japan. For the fall, Neshat made The Fall with famine in
Somalia as its topic. The video made for the winter season, Beginning of the Cold Season,
again addresses the Arab Spring. As Egypt in my Heart is thematically related to The Book of
Kings.
In Egypt in my Heart, Neshat’s deals with the uprisings in Egypt in 2011. The video
opens with footage of a concert from 1965 by the Egyptian singer Umm Kulthum, who sings
the Egyptian classical song “Inte Omri” (You are my life).731 Four times during the short
video a photograph with a portrait of a man overlays the concert footage. A portrait in the
style of the Patriots is used twice, while an image in the style of the Masses is only seen once.
The fourth and last image is again in the style of the Patriots, except that the man in this photo
does not wear a shirt and underneath his hand, on the place of his heart, an image of an eagle
is half visible. This eagle is taken from the flag of Egypt. It is Saladin’s eagle, Egypt’s
national emblem. The man of the fourth portrait also has calligraphy written on his eyes,
while the others do not. This calligraphy is so small that it cannot be read.
This video has a direct link to the upheavals in Egypt, with the title of the video, the
image of the eagle and the concert features of Umm Kulthum. In the caption underneath the
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video, Neshat, however, broadens the context by referring to other uprisings in the Middle
East:
In the past months we have witnessed uprisings against oppressive regimes across the
Middle East, from Tunisia to Egypt, Bahrain, Iran and Libya. In all these nations,
young protesters have been central in demanding reform. As spring arrives, so too do
the seeds of a new era for the Muslim world.
This video is a tribute to those youth. It features Umm Kulthum, the singer known as
the Mother of Egypt. At her death in 1975, she was widely regarded as the most
significant Muslim artist of the 20th century. She sang about earthly and spiritual love,
as well as solidarity in the struggle for justice. Hers was a voice of hope out of crisis –
as vital this season as it was in the past.732
Although Neshat’s video at first view might seem to address mainly the Egyptian uprisings,
one might say that it proclaims hope for the wider Middle East area after the Arab Spring.
Neshat has also stated that she feels a connection with the Arab world, and Egypt in
particular:
I am pulled to the Arab world. I feel liberated because I feel like my world has
expanded and I've gained a new community. Egypt is close to Iran because of its
history, its dynamic, its clash between modernity and tradition. For so long I was
feeling sorry for myself for being an artist in exile; now I feel like I'm not in exile
because Egypt is also somehow my country.733
In 2010, after the release of Neshat’s feature film Women without Men, she had decided to
make another feature film, this time about the legendary Egyptian singer Umm Kulthum.734
Neshat was already travelling frequently to Egypt to conduct research for this project when
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the uprisings in Egypt began. 735 Both Neshat’s interest in “non-Iranian” subjects like Umm
Kulthum and the idea of hope through Umm Kulthum’s music can be explained through a
brief examination of Umm Kulthum’s life events and work.
Umm Kulthum was a very popular singer in Egypt. She was called the “Voice of
Egypt” or, in Neshat’s words, the “Mother of Egypt.” During her career, which lasted over
fifty years, Umm Kulthum recorded over 300 songs. Every month for almost forty years, her
concerts were broadcasted on Egyptian radio. Millions of people all over the Middle East
would listen to these performances.736 Although she passed away in 1975, her music is still
very much present in late twentieth-, early twenty-first-century Egyptian society, as noted by
Virginia Danielson and Laura Lohman.737 Danielson indicates that Umm Kulthum’s albums
are still sold, and that her songs are still played in taxis and shops, but no longer frequently on
radio and television. Performers also still appropriate her songs to reuse them in different
ways; they are, for instance, shortened, form the basis of instrumental recordings, or are used
as the basis for a new song.738
In her book Umm Kulthūm. Artistic Agency and the Shaping of an Arab Legend, 19672007, Lohman examines the last years of Umm Kulthum’s career to argue that these years
were essential in both her posthumous reception as a patriot and to the appropriation of her
songs for political goals. Lohman points out that 1967 was an important year in Egyptian
cultural and political history due to the defeat by Israel in the Six-Day War. She states that
this defeat, just like any other crisis, spurred artists like writers, poets, and playwriters to
respond to the loss and destruction by expressing grief, resolve and disappointment. Umm
Kulthum started to organize fundraising concerts for the reconstruction of Egypt’s military.
Lohman also argues that Umm Kulthum had always carefully constructed an image of herself
as a singer, but after 1967, she transformed this image from that of a singer into that of a
patriot and an ordinary citizen.739
According to Lohman, this image of Umm Kulthum as a patriot and ordinary citizen
served various political agendas.740 Lohman demonstrates that the political significance of her
songs is not only limited to the period in which she recorded and performed them, but,
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remarkably, continued to play a role in times of crisis even decades after her death.741 Umm
Kulthum’s songs are still used today to address various political issues in order to promote
peace, provide a voice for oppressed communities, or challenge political leaders. Neshat used
Umm Kulthum’s song “Inte Omri” for her video, which is one of her most famous songs.
Several artists have used this song for different reasons to express their political ideas. The
Israeli Arab rock band Khalas, for instance, appropriated the song for the opening track of
their album in 2004. At the end of the song, Umm Kulthum’s vocals have been replaced with
the voices and lyrics of the band, who reprimand contemporary Arab leaders who “sit and do
nothing.”742 As indicated in the caption accompanying the video Egypt in my Heart, for
Neshat, Umm Kulthum was a powerful artist who provided “solidarity in the struggle for
justice” and was “a voice of hope out of crisis.”743 Like many other artists, she appropriated
Umm Kulthum’s performance for political reasons. Umm Kulthum has become a symbol of
political resistance.
The political use of Umm Kulthum’s music by many artists, including Neshat, accords
with Neshat’s ideas on the role of art in times of crisis. In several interviews after the Green
Movement and the Arab Spring, Neshat has stated that art is important in that it can provide
alternative perspectives with regard to a political situation: “I for myself believe more and
more that particularly in this time we live, a very politically troubled time, we really need our
artists more than ever to engage and be face to face with other individuals from government
leaders to politicians to diplomats to activists to scientists. Because we are able to be a
different kind of voices and we are voices that people are listening to.”744 Neshat probably
also identifies with Umm Kulthum, because she considers both of Umm Kulthum and herself
to be voices for their people, who give hope and inspire people.
Earlier, I mentioned that Umm Kulthum’s songs are nowadays often appropriated and
altered, possibly to fit the artists’ (political) needs. Neshat also edited the original footage of
Umm Kulthum’s concert: while the original concert lasted almost one and a half hour,
Neshat’s video is only 4:25 minutes.745 The part of the song Inte Omri that she chose for her
video must have had a special appeal to her. Neshat also provided the video with an English
741
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translation of the lyrics, which shows that these must have been important to her.746 The
translated excerpt of Inte Omri in Neshat’s video indicates that this is a love song, including
the words: “You’re my life, that started its morning with you…” It is not clear whom Umm
Kulthum addresses in this excerpt, but “you” can refer to Egypt, to the four portrayed fighters,
or Umm Kulthum can be seen as the voice of the rebels to express their love for the nation. Or
perhaps “you” refers to all of these posibilities. Neshat not just uses Umm Kulthum’s music
because Umm Kulthum is seen as a patriot, but also specifically for its lyrics.
For the season Winter, Neshat made a video called Beginning of the Cold Season,
placed on the website of the New York Times on 21 December 2011.747 This video opens
with a remarkably symmetrical, bare tree (fig. 4.44), followed by several photographs from
Neshat’s series The Book of Kings. Some of the photographs in the video (fig. 4.45-4.46) are
the same as in the series The Book of Kings, for instance Ramin (fig. 4.1) and Divine Rebellion
(fig. 4.33). The expressions of the first four portrayed persons – three men and one woman –
on these photographs are quite neutral, as one can see in the portrait of Ramin. The following
photographs in the video alternate emotional portraits of three men ( fig. 4.47and portraits of
two women with more neutral facial expressions on the one hand (fig. 4.48) with close-up
images of dangling legs (fig. 4.46) and hands crossed on a bare chest on the other (fig. 4.49).
The photographs slide horizontally across the screen. The texts that were calligraphed on the
photographs are not legible in this video, but a text slides over several of the photographs
from top to bottom. This text is again arranged like the texts on the illuminated manuscripts of
Shahnameh. The video ends with the same tree as the one featured at the beginning. The video
is accompanied with music by Iranian musician Mohsen Namjoo. Neshat has explained that,
as this video was published on the first day of winter, it was a way for her to summarize the
year, looking back on the period since the Egyptian Revolution. Neshat claims there was a
mixed feeling of optimism and hope, and yet with pessimism, uncertainty and anxiety. This
video for her was a tribute to this period with its hopefulness, but also sadness for people who
lost their lives. 748
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Conclusion
In Neshat’s work, the effect of politics on the inhabitants of an Islamic society, such as Iran,
has always been a major subject. Her attention has mainly focused at women, since, according
to Neshat, to understand a society and its laws, one must look at the the roles and status of
women. For Neshat, this became apparent when she first visited Iran after a long period of
absence, and after the Islamic Revolution had taken place. The change in role and status of
women in Iran after the revolution was so shocking for her, that she started to examine their
position in her art, first in photography, later in video installations and ultimately in a feature
film.
The start of Neshat’s career thus evolved from a very personal experience in Iran.
According to Neshat, her work can never be fully understood without knowledge of her
background. The relationship between her work and her background is manifested in several
ways. First, the relationship between Neshat’s life and work can be recognized in the subject
of her work. Most of her artworks address the role and position of women in Iran. This focus
changed in 2012, when Neshat also began to photograph Arab men (and women). With these
photographs, Neshat addressed the Arab Spring. Besides a shift in gender, from 2012
onwards, Neshat has also focused on countries other than Iran. Neshat, however, saw many
similarities between the Iranian Green Movement in 2009 and the Arab Spring.
The second manifestation between Neshat’s work and background is found in the
many interviews Neshat has given over the years. During her career, a shift can be noticed in
the way Neshat perceives herself. In the beginning, she claimed she was not a political artist
and mainly wanted to raise questions. After the Green Movement in Iran, this changed
significantly. Neshat now not only claims she is an Iranian artist, but also feels that as an
Iranian artist, she has a very specific role. In interviews, she now states she is a political artist,
who wants to be the voice for Iranian people and inspire them or give them hope.
My discussion of the political dimension of Neshat’s work was preceded by theories of
Chantal Mouffe and Jacques Rancière. Mouffe and Rancière’s theories differ in many
respects, but both perceive society as a division between groups that can be rearticulated
through political and artistic interventions. Both also have a particular understanding of the
role of artistic practices for the unrecognized parties in a society, who struggle to be seen and
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heard. With her work, Neshat aims to inspire and mobilize people by showing them women
who try to resist the oppressive laws and try to escape in different manners. The women, and
later on men, in her work are rebellious, trying to fight the system in search for freedom.
Neshat’s work can therefore be seen as political as they provide people with an image of the
potential of change.
Finally, although Neshat’s works often specifically address Iranian or Arab society,
her works also address universal subjects. Her works are deeply existential: women who have
the chance to change their situation, struggle for freedom, people (women) trying to achieve
freedom and independence, struggle between people and powerful, struggle of minorities to
achieve visibility and audibility, the quest for social justice, and the relationship between men
and women. These are only a few of the universal issues Neshat has examined in her works
throughout the years. Therefore the works also become timeless and placeless.
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Conclusion
The exhibition Without Boundary. Seventeen Ways of Looking (2006) at MoMA, New York,
presented the work of fifteen artists, who were born in a country where Islam is the
predominant religion, and of two American artists. The aim of the exhibition was to
undermine simplistic thinking about the Islamic region, but the development of the concept
proved to be problematic in several ways. First, most of the selected artists live and work in
the West, therefore reflecting on the region from the point of view of a migrant. Second, not
all of the artists have an “Islamic” background, like Mona Hatoum, for instance, who is
Christian. Finally, the artworks were arranged according to the classical traditions of Islamic
art, such as calligraphy and carpets, sometimes resulting in problematic categorizations. While
the aim of the exhibition was to challenge categorical interpretations, and to question whether
the artists should be considered within an Islamic context, it did not do so without falling in
certain traps.
This exhibition was the starting point for my research project, leading to several
questions. What is the role of the artists’ biography in their work? What is the impact of such
categorization on the interpretation of the work of these artists? How do these artists, as a
migrant, reflect on the region? This dissertation aimed to make a contribution by studying the
complex experiences of migration as expressed specifically in the work of four contemporary,
women artists, who have frequently been presented as Middle Eastern, living in Western
countries: Ghada Amer, Mona Hatoum, Shirin Neshat, and Shahzia Sikander. The artists live
and work in places geographically removed from their country of origin, but the reasons of
their moving varies. Amer moved to France as a child in connection with her father’s work;
Hatoum got stranded in London after the Lebanese Civil War broke out; Neshat was sent to
the University of California, Berkeley, in the United States by her parents; while Sikander
chose to stay in the United States for education during a visit. Their moves, which in each
case took place at a relatively young age, provided them with what Edward Said calls “a
plurality of vision,” an awareness of at least two cultures. This vision has enabled them to
offer alternative views on notions of the home, homeland and identity.
The four selected artists all draw on the experience of migration in their work and all
have an awareness of multiple cultures that offer them alternative views of the contemporary
world at large. I examined how these experiences and this awareness have affected their work,
aiming to answer the question: To what extent and how have Ghada Amer, Mona Hatoum,
Shirin Neshat, and Shahzia Sikander represented experiences of migration and familiarity
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with multiple cultures in their art, in light of the artists’ complex relationships to both homeand hostland?
I have taken the concept of migration is as a point of departure to study the impact of
the artists’ move on their work. The definition and application of the term migration is highly
debated, as are many other related terms, such as diaspora, exile, transnationalism, and
nomadism. It also turned out to be problematic to describe the artists with a fixed term,
because the relationship to the homeland can alter throughout the years, partly as a result of
changes in the homeland. The best example of this is Shirin Neshat. She voluntarily moved to
the United States for educational purposes. Her move could be described by the term
migration. When she was unable to return to Iran after the Islamic Revolution and subsequent
wars, her status, one could state, changed to exile. Since 1998, Neshat herself claims that she
is now part of the Iranian diaspora, surrounding herself in her private and professional life
with Iranians. As I did not set out to settle the problems surrounding these terms, migration
was used as a more general notion to describe the increasing and uncertain conditions and
experiences of human displacement in the contemporary era. Notions from migration,
diaspora and exile studies were used to analyze the visualization of these conditions and
experiences in the artists’ work.
It is, however, impossible to make general statements about migrated artists with
Middle Eastern affiliation, due to their different backgrounds, various reasons for migration
and of course individual approaches, and visualizations of notions as identity and home. With
this dissertation, I did not have the ambition to cover an entire complexity of a full range of
dimensions and categories, but the focus lies on the personal narratives and representations of
an individual, in this case each of the four artists. In each of the four preceding chapters,
however, overlapping themes in the works of the artists can be detected, but at the same time,
these chapters have shown how each of them explores a different dimension of the condition
and experiences of displacement.
One of the questions I aimed to answer was to what extent the biography of the artists
is of importance for the interpretation of their work. For all four artists their art production is
to a certain extent and in various degrees related to their life experiences. Neshat is the only
artist featured in this disseration who explicitly states in many interviews that her work needs
to be seen in light of her biography, claiming that her work cannot fully be understood
without it. Neshat’s emphasis on this connection between life and work in interviews has
increased significantly over the course of her career, which is partly due to both to changes in
her personal life, and to changes in her home- and hostland.
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While Neshat is very outspoken about the relationship between her art and her life, the
other artists are much more hesitant in emphasizing it. Hatoum does not deny a relationship
between her life experiences and her work, but she seems to fear that such an emphasis will
lead to limited interpretations of their work. According to Hatoum, feelings of threat, fear and
instability are rooted in her own experiences, but her work is not a literal representation of her
biography. Instead, because these feelings are directed at the viewers’ body, viewers not only
experience the work physically, but they can also project their own experiences onto the work.
Hatoum’s works therefore remain open for various experiences and narratives.
Sikander has a similar interest in the multiple associations and meanings an image may
elicit in the viewer. Her interest in the combination of Hindu, Islamic and Western images in
miniature paintings can be related to her Pakistani background, education and move to the
United States, but do not explicitly represent her own life story. Some of the appropriated
images, such as the griffin, can be seen as metaphors for Sikander’s own position and
experiences as an artist in the United States.In interviews, Sikander has related the multiple
identities of the griffin to her own position and her confrontation with multiple categories,
among which Muslim, Pakistani, Asian, Asian-American. The griffin, and other images, are
not merely a metaphor for Sikander’s own identity and experiences, however, but also relate
to her perception of identity as shifting and multilayered.
Amer also examines notions of identity in her art, but the starting point for this interest
bears similarities with Neshat. The visit to the country of birth may have been a kind of
catalyst that fueled both Neshat’s and Amer’s interest in exploring the position and status of
women in their work, as they both claim to no longer recognize their homeland. Neshat first
visited Iran in 1990 after the Islamic Revolution had taken place, which had a profound effect
on the status and position of women in Iran. Amer claims she had a similar experience. She
states that, during the years when she was living in France, an “Islamic revolution” had taken
place in Egypt, although in contrast to Iran, it was a silent one. The consequences, however,
were, according to Amer, similar. Just like Neshat, she claims that the circumstances for
women had changed significantly.
Both Neshat and Amer have since focused on stereotypical images and gender roles of
women, but the role of their background on their work differs. While for Neshat, her art
always remains conntected to her own life, Amer does not directly relate her work to her
biography. She has stated that elements of her work, such as the use of language, stems from
her upbringing, claiming that she was more confronted with language than with images.
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Although for some of her works, mainly the text-based sculptures, Amer uses Islamic or
Arabic sources, the majority of her works focuses on white women and notions of sexuality.
The background of the four artists is sometimes used by art historians and critics to
categorize the artists or to provide stereotypical interpretations of their work. These kinds of
interpretation often seem to be related to a presumed Islamic content of the work, perhaps
stemming from Western preconceptions. The dangling threads in Amer’s works, covering the
pornographic imagery, for instance, are sometimes interpreted as veils. Similarly, the layers of
tissue papers in Sikander’s installations have been described as veils, hiding and exposing
certain parts of the imagery to the viewer like a veil that hides and reveals certain parts of the
female body. These interpretations seem to originate partly from association that art historians
make with the fact that the artists were born in a country where Islam is the dominant religion.
Thus, even if works have no direct or obvious relation to Islam, interpretations have referred
to it.
Although these stereotypical interpretations are problematic, it cannot be denied that
three of the artists – Amer, Neshat and Sikander – in some way or another refer to the Islam.
Both Neshat and Sikander have addressed the notion of the veil in their work. One might ask
whether the representation of such highly debated symbols and subjects in artworks by artists
like Amer, Neshat and Sikander may contribute to stereotypical interpretations of their art and
the categorization of these artists as Islamic in exhibitions like Without Boundaries. Seventeen
Ways of Looking (2006) at the MoMA. Besides, issues of instability and insecurity, as
visualized by Hatoum, are also part of the contemporary society. These subjects and symbols,
however, are perhaps also part of the reason why Western art historians and museums are
interested in these artworks and artists. What makes the situation more complex is that,
besides their wish to subvert certain stereotypes, these artists are no doubt aware of the
interest in and the debate on the veil and sexuality in the West. This leads to a complicated
situation with artists who may benefit from the public’s and art world’s interests in these
issues, while at the same time, they do not want to be categorized as “Muslim” artists, and
reject simplistic interpretations of their work, making it difficult for art historians, critics, but
also curators of exhibitions such as Without Boundaries. Seventeen Ways of Looking to
determine how to address and discuss these artists.
This debate on issues such as the veil and sexuality leads to another question I aimed
to answer: How have Ghada Amer, Mona Hatoum, Shirin Neshat and Shahzia Sikander
reflected on notions of identity, gender roles and sexuality? For Amer, Neshat and Sikander,
the study of identity, gender and sexuality is one of their main preoccupations. In Hatoum’s
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works on the home, the role of gender plays a less significant role. According to Hatoum,
traditionally, the home is a feminine domain, where women execute tasks such as nurturing,
caring and domestic work. These gender roles and expectations are subverted in Hatoum’s
work. Hatoum’s sculptures and installations are not warm and nurturing, but form a potential
threat for anyone who wants to come near the home environments of sculptures. With this
strategy, Hatoum shifts viewers’ perception of the home, including the gender roles.
Sikander also aims to challenge the viewer’s perception, but in her work the shifting of
meaning and the challenging of people’s perceptions on female identity and gender roles is
highly present. Sikander often appropriates, transforms and layers images of female figures
from divergent sources, such as Hindu gopis, a Hindu goddess with multiple arms, and a
veiled woman, which she continuously recombines. Because of the recontextualization,
transformation, layering and recombination of images, fixed meanings cannot be attached to
the images, resulting in a multilayered, fluid and shifting notion of identity. The instable and
shifting meanings of images challenge the viewer’s perception of these images, subverting
stereotypical meanings.
Similarly, Amer also appropriates stereotypical images and texts on women for her
work to challenge them, but with different strategies. For her image-based works she usually
takes images from pornographical magazines or from fairy tales. The pornographical images
of women are made for the pleasure of men. Amer sometimes combines these images with
images of women from fairy tales, in which stereotypical and traditional gender roles are
prescribed for women and men. Amer not only combines these images, but also constantly
repeats them on the canvas. Each repetition of the image is different from the other instants of
the image, for instance, through a different color. This difference destabilizes the “original
image.” The repetition and difference of the images releases potentially subversive forces,
challenging the stereotypical images and gender roles.
Amer claims that the images and texts used in her work are all part of a masculine
domain, which she aims to reclaim for women. Pornography is made for the pleasure of men,
while fairy tales are often written by men. To reclaim the female body and female sexuality,
Amer takes up a method that Cixous has called écriture féminine. According to Cixous,
through women’s writing about their body and sexuality, it will be given back to them.
Though Amer does not write about the female body and sexuality, as she appropriates images
and texts, through the more feminine method of embroidery, Amer aims to reclaim the female
body and pleasure for women as a way to empower them.
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Empowerment is also one of the main issues in Neshat’s examinations of the role and
position of women in an Islamic society. In her first series of photographs Neshat addressed
stereotypical ideas about veiled women. She aimed to explore the complexity of the veil,
illustrating that in Iran, the veil is not just a form of oppression, as often thought in the West,
but also a symbol of liberation, a form of resistance against the West. The veil became a
political statement. Moreover, according to Neshat, instead of hiding a woman’s sexuality, the
veil could be used to empower a woman sexually since veiled women may use the visible
body parts to attract attention and excite men. In the subsequent works, Neshat introduced the
potential for change as the women in her video’s are trying to break free from the strict rules
and conventions that were imposed upon them. Neshat gives them the freedom to make their
own choice about their lives, which empowers them.
What sets Neshat apart from the other artists – besides her emphasis on the personal –
is that her examination of women’s roles is often related to politics. The other three artists do
not or rarely refer to politics. Mona Hatoum’s work Present Tense can perhaps be seen as
political, in which she addresses the political, social and cultural dynamics at play within the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict through the appropriation of a map of the 1993 Oslo Accords.
These kind of works are, however, rare in Hatoum’s oeuvre, and not activistic as Neshat’s
work turned out to become. From the beginning of Neshat’s career, there has always been a
relation between her preoccupation with women’s roles and the political, as Neshat has
claimed that women’s roles and position in a society reveals much about its ideology. I did
not intend to specifically study this aspect in Neshat’s work, but during my research, Neshat’s
focus on politics seemed to increase, leading her to make more political and activistic art. As
the result of the war on terror since 2001 and the Green Revolution in Iran in 2009, Neshat
became more critical toward both countries, especially changing her perspective on the United
States. While she had previously seen the United States as a heaven for democracy, she
became critical of their foreign policy in interviews, which she also addressed indirectly in her
feature film Women without Men (2009). With the feature film, Neshat not only wanted to
address a period in the Iranian history unknown in the West, but also to criticize how,
according to her, democracy was “stolen” from Iran due to the interference of the United
States. Partly due to the events after 9/11 and especially the Green Revolution, Neshat seems
to have become more political. She participated in hunger strikes, tried to help young
prisoners, but also saw a different role for herself as an artist. She started to strongly identify
with Iranian artists, claiming she was a voice for the Iranian people, who could give them
hope. In her last photography series The Book of Kings (2013), this idea of being a voice was
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extended to the Arab world after the rise of the Arab Spring, which for Neshat bore
similarities with the Green Revolution.
Although Neshat’s photographs, video’s and films seem to mainly focus on Iranian,
and later Arab, issues, universal themes are always present in her work. These themes are
deeply existential, such as the struggle for freedom and independence, and the relationship
between men and women. Her works therefore surpass local issues, and become timeless.
The issue of the universal also recurs in the work of Amer. In some works, such as
Encyclopedia of Pleasure (2001) and Private Rooms (1998), she used an Arab and Islamic
source, but in most of her works she appropriates images of white, Western women. For
Amer, white women represent a universal woman, all women: she claims that everyone can
identify with white women, but not everyone can identify with a black or Chinese woman. For
her, white women function as a symbol to discuss women’s sexuality in general.
Another question I aimed to answer in this study was how the artists have reflected on
the notion of the home and homeland as a result of their experiences of migration. Hatoum
explicitly addressed the home and the homeland in many of her installations and sculptures
since the late 1980s. In most of these works, the experience of the home – an important notion
in diaspora and migration studies – is conveyed to the viewer as the works pose a potential
threat to the body of the viewers, as they have a disturbing, psychological affect on viewers,
evoking feelings of threat, fear and instability in order to challenge and shift viewers
perception of the home. Connotations of stability, safety, and fixity of the home – and also the
homeland – are undermined. The home, for Hatoum, is also not fixed, but mobile. Hatoum,
for instance, has stated that, because she is displaced and does not truly feel at home
anywhere, she now lives the life of a nomad, traveling around the world, setting up
provisional homes. It should be noted that Hatoum’s lifestyle is besides the result of her
experiences of displacement, also perhaps partly related to the contemporary art practice, as
many artists, migrated or not, travel around the world for exhibitions, biennials, and
residencies.
Besides experiences of displacement, I have also remarked that the nature of the
relationship of the artists to their homeland can vary due to the circumstances of migration,
but they can also change over time. Neshat’s relationship to both Iran and the United States
has changed, because of personal experiences in Iran, but also because of political
circumstances and events in both countries. She may not visit Iran, but her engagement with
her country of birth seems to have grown stronger. Sikander’s relationship to both home- and
hostland is quite different, in comparison to these of Neshat and Hatoum. Perhaps because of
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her own decision to live and work in another country, and she still frequently visits her family
and friends in Pakistan, Sikander mainly seems to see her dislocation positively, as she has
called it – also in a title of one of her works – a “pleasing dislocation.”
For all four artists, the experiences of migration and their familiarity with multiple
cultures, and awareness of various views on notions as identity, gender and the home are to a
certain extent relevant for their work and for the interpretation of their work. The impact of
their migration on the visualize of these experiences and views are diverse in character, partly
related to the circumstances of their migration and their (changing) relationship to their
country of birth. Referring to the artists’ background seems almost unavoidable, and can shed
an interesting light on their artworks and views. It is, however, necessary to be cautious with
placing to much emphasis on their life experiences, as it will leave out many other interesting
aspects of their work. Their work has proven to be much more complex than a mere reflection
of their background.
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Appendix II. Poetry750
Fairies – Ahmad Shamlou
Our city is celebrating tonight
For the Devil’s house has been overthrown
There is no place for Devils to run now
For them, the forests will be barren
For them, the jungles will be desert
It is different here in our City
Oh Fairies! You have no idea
How things have changed!
The Castle doors are open
the slave-holders and the Devils are ashamed
the slaves are being freed
The dungeons are being transformed
And now he who has been imprisoned and tortured
is given balm
The sharp straws have become soft rugs
Yes, the slaves are becoming free
So many, Free!
Free to consider revenge
With sickles and hoes
They become a flood,
a flood of anger, Whoosh!
No more slavery! We are Free!
We destroyed injustice.
We held freedom as our Mecca.
Since the City stood firm,
Since the living became ours,
750

Excerpts taken from: Shirin Neshat - The Book of Kings (2012)..
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We’ll be happy forever!
We’ll be free forever!
We have achieved our goal!
We have reached our home!
This is the end of our tale!
This is the end of our jail!
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The Window – Forough Farrokhzad
When my faith was hanging
by the weak thread of justice
and in the whole city
the hearts of my lamps were
being torn to pieces
when the childlike eyes of my love
were being blindfolded by law’s black kerchief,
and fountains of blood were gushing forth
from the distressed temples of my desire,
when my life was no longer anything,
nothing but the tick tock of a wall clock,
I discovered that must,
that I absolutely had to
love madly.
O friend, o brother, o blood of my blood,
when you have reached the moon
inscribe the date the flowers were slaughtered.
Dreams always
fall from the height of their innocence, and die
I can smell the four-leafed clover
sprouting from the grave of exhausted sense
was not the woman who turned to dust
in the shroud of her waiting and chastity
my youth?
Will I again climb the stairs of my curiosity once more
to greet the good God pacing
on my roof?
I sense the time has passed
I sense the moment allotted me
belongs to history’s pages
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I sense that the table is an unwanted barrier
between my hair and the hands
of this sad stranger
Say something to me
What does the one
who offers you a living thing’s love
asks but the sense of life in return?
Say something to me
In my window’s sanctuary
I am joined to the sun.
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Lament – Mehdi Akhavan Saless
Our dear martyr’s body
is left unburied
left upon our hands, left upon our hearts
like the dumb gaze of disbelief,
our chieftain he was, this noble warrior
crusader of our cause, leader of our host
with this message of purity
with his divine nobility, he bade us to go forth
and with im we came
to this holy war
and he cried out,
“Tomorrow no doubt
is a better day,
no doubt it is ours.”
But
now
for many a day
his dear body
is left unburied
left upon our hands, like sighs in our hearts
and
ours are evil days.
today
we are broken, and we are weary
and instead of us you are the victors
may this defeat and this victory be wholesome to you
however you mock our cause
whoever you capture, whoever you torture
whatever you pillage, whatever you plunder
is yours by your might, may it be wholesome
but at least bury this noble body.
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Farough Farrokhzad – I Pity the Garden
No one thinks of the flowers
no one thinks of the fish
no one even wants
to believe the garden is dying
its heart swollen under the sun
its mind emptying of green memories
slowly, slowly
while its radiance, now an abstract thing
rots in its own seclusion.
Our house is lonely, waiting outstretched
for a gift from an unknown cloud,
our house is lonely
and our pond empty.
From the tops of branches
small inexperienced stars
hit the dust
and from the pale casements of the pond at night
come sounds of coughing.
Father says:
“My days have gone by
my days have gone by
I’ve carried my load
and done my share.”
In his room he reads from morning to night
The Epic of the Kings or The History of Histories.
To Mother he says:
“Damn all the fish and all the birds
what difference
when I am dead, if the garden is
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or the garden is not
my pension is enough for me.”
To Mother, life
is but a rolled-out prayer rug
facing the terrors of hell,
at the bottom of everything she hunts
for the footsteps of sin
and thinks a seedling’s infidelity
has contaminated the garden
Mother is a natural sinner,
she prays all day
and blesses all the flowers
and blesses all the fish
and blesses herself,
Mother is waiting for a Coming
and the forgiveness that will descend.
Brother calls the garden a graveyard
laughs at the plight of the plants
and counts
the corpses of fish
beneath the sick skin of water
decomposing into putrid pieces,
Brother is addicted to philosophy
Brother considers the garden’s cure
in its undoing,
he gets drunk
and beats on doors and walls
trying to show
that he is pained, tired and desperate,
he carries his despair
to streets and markets
like his i.d., his watch, his handkerchief
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His lighter, his pen
his despair is so small
it gets lost each night
in the crowd of the tavern.
And my sister who was once
the flowers’ friend
and took her simple words
to their silent, sincere company
when Mother hit her,
and played hostess to the fish family
offering them sunshine and sweets,
she now lives on the other side of town,
now in her artificial house
with her artificial goldfish
in the arms of her artificial husband
under the branches of artificial appletrees
she sings artificial songs
and makes natural babies,
everytime
she visits our house
and the corners of her skirt get dirty
from sweeping through the impoverished garden
she takes a bath in eau de cologne,
everytime
she visits our house
she’s pregnant.
Our house is lonely
our house is lonely
all day
from behind the door
come sounds of shattering
sounds of explosion
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instead of flowers, all our neighbors
have planted machineguns and bombs in their gardens,
all our neighbors
have covered their tiled ponds over
and in spite of themselves
the ponds are hidden reservoirs of gunpowder,
the children in our alley
have filled their schoolbags with little bombs,
uur house is bewildered.
I am afraid
of an age that has lost its heart
afraid of the thought of so many idle hands
afraid of so many alienated faces,
like a schoolgirl madly in love
with her geometry lesson
I am alone…
and I think the garden can be taken to the hospital
I think…
I think…
I think…
And the heart of the garden has swollen under the sun
its mind emptying of green memories
slowly, slowly.
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Mehdi Akhavan Sales – A Cry751
My house is on fire, soul burning,
Ablaze in every direction.
Carpets and curtains threaded to dust.
Within the smoke of this raging fire
I sob, run to each corner
Shout, scream, yelp
With the voice of a sad howl and bitter laughter.
… And the fire keeps on raging,
burning all memories, books and manuscripts,
all landscapes and views.
Putting out the fire with my blistering hands,
I pass out with its roar.
As the fire rages from yet another
direction circled in smoke.
Who will ever know as my being turns into the non
being by the sunrise.

751

Yasmine El Rashidi, "Egypt. Face to Face," The New York Review of Books, 18 March 2014.
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Appendix III. Umm Kulthum – Ente Omri (You are my life)
Your eyes took me back,
to the days that have gone by.
They taught me to regret
the past and its pain.
All I saw,
Before my eyes saw you,
it’s a lifetime wasted.
How can they count those days, as part of my life?
You are my life!
That started its morning with you.
You are my life!
That started its morning with you.
You… You… You…
You are my life!
So much of my life has gone by…
Gone…
Gone…
Gone…
and passed… my love!
So much of my life has gone by…
So much of my life has gone by…
Gone…
and passed… my love!
So much of my life has gone by…
Only now have I begun,
to love my life.
Only now have I begun to fear,
that time will fly.
You are my life!
You’re my life,
that started its morning with you.
You… you… you are my life!
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Illustrations

Figure 0.1: Mike Kelley, Untitled, 1996-1997, hand-woven silk (made in
Ghom, Iran), 101.6 x 152.4 cm.

Figure 0.2: Ghada Amer, The Definition of Love According to Le Petit Robert, 1992,
embroidery and gel medium on canvas, 101.6 x 101.6 cm.
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Figure 1.1: Mona Hatoum, Home, 1999, table, stainless steel kitchen utensils,
electric wire, light bulbs, computerized dimmer unit, amplifier, mixer,
speakers, table, dimensions 77 x 198 x 73.5 cm.

Figure 1.2: Mona Hatoum, Home (detail), 1999, table, stainless steel kitchen utensils,
electric wire, light bulbs, computerized dimmer unit, amplifier, mixer, speakers, table
dimensions 77 x 198 x 73.5 cm.
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Figure 1.3: Mona Hatoum, Incommunicado, 1993, metal cot and wire, 127 x 49.5 x
95.5 cm.
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Figure 1.4: Mona Hatoum, Mouli-Julienne ( x21), 2000, mild steel, main sculpture:
425 x 325 x 560 cm., discs each: 6.3 x 210 cm. diameter
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Figure 1.4: Mona Hatoum, Mouli-Julienne ( x21), 2000, mild steel, main sculpture:
425 x 325 x 560 cm., discs each: 6.3 x 210 cm. diameter

Figure 1.5-6: Mona Hatoum, Present Tense, 1996, soap and glass beads,
4.5 x 241 x 299 cm., installed at Anadiel Gallery, Jerusalem
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Figure 1.7-10: Mona Hatoum, Interior Landscape, 2008, steel bed, pillow, human
hair, table, cardboard tray, cut-up map, plastic rack, wire hanger, dimensions
variable
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Figure 1.11: Mona Hatoum, Sous Tension, 1999, table, steel kitchen utensils, electric wire,
light bulbs, computerized dimmer unit, amplifier, mixer, speakers, dimensions variable
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Figure 1.12: Mona Hatoum, Homebound, 2000, kitchen utensils, furniture, electric wire, light
bulbs, computerized dimmer unit, amplifier, mixer, speakers, dimensions variable, installed at
Duveen Galleries in Tate Britain, London, 2000
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Figure 1.13: Mona Hatoum, Homebound (detail), 2000, kitchen utensils, furniture, electric
wire, light bulbs, computerized dimmer unit, amplifier, mixer, speakers, dimensions
variable, installed at Documenta 11, Kassel

Figure 1.14: Louise Bourgeois, Spider, 1997, steel, tapestry, wood, glass, fabric,
rubber, silver, gold, bone, 444.5 x 518 cm.
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Figure 1.15: Mona Hatoum, Measures of Distance, 1988, video, 15 minutes

Figure 1.16: Mona Hatoum, Silence, 1994, glass infants cot, 127 x 93 x 59 cm.
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Figure 1.17-8: Mona Hatoum, Corps Étranger, 1994, video installation with cylindrical
wooden structure, video projection, video player, amplifier and four speakers, 350 x 300
x 300 cm.
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Figure 1.19: Mona Hatoum, Slicer, 1999, metal, plastic, 104 x 117.5 x 93.5 cm.

Figure 1.20: Claes Oldenburg, Soft Dormeyer Mixer, 1965, vinyl, wood, and kapok,
81.2 x 50.8 x 31.8 cm.
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Figure 1.21: Claes Oldenburg, unnumbered notebook page: Dormeyer Mixer, 1965,
ballpoint pen and collage on paper, 27 x 20.3 cm.

Figure 1.22: Claes Oldenburg, Clothespin, 1976, cor-ten and stainless steel, 13.72 x 3.74 x
1.37 m., installed at Center Square Plaza, Fifteenth and Market Streets, Philadelphia
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Figure 1.23: Mona Hatoum, Entrails Carpet, silicone rubber, 1995, 4.5 x 198 x 297 cm.
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Figure 1.24: Mona Hatoum, Socle du Monde, 1992-1993, wood, metal, magnets, iron filings,
164 x 200 x 200 cm.
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Figure 1.25-6: Mona Hatoum, The Negotiating Table, 1983
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Figure 1.27: Mona Hatoum, Keffieh, 1993-1999, human hair on cotton fabric, 117 x 122 cm.

Fig. 1.28-30: Mona Hatoum, Recollection, 1995, hair balls, strands of hair hung
from ceiling, wooden loom with woven hair, table, dimensions variable, installed at
the Beguinage St. Elisabeth, Kortrijk
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Figure 1.31: Mona Hatoum, Hair Necklace, 1995, human hair, wood, and leather,
bust: 31 x 22 x 17 cm., vitrine: 40 x 40 x 32 cm.
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Figure 1.32: Piero Manzoni, Socle du Monde, 1961, cast iron and bronze, 82 x 100 x 100 cm.

Figure 1.33: Man Ray, Gift, 1921, editioned replica 1972, iron and nails, 17.8 x 9.4 x 12.6 cm.
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Figure 1.34: Salvador Dalí, Lobster Telephone, 1936, steel, plaster, rubber, resin and paper,
17.8 x 33 x 17.8 cm.

Figure 1.35: Mona Hatoum, Untitled (Baalbeck Birdcage), 1999, wood, galvanized steel, 310 x
450 x 196 cm.
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Figure 1.36: Mona Hatoum, Cage-à-Deux, 2002, mild steel, painted MDF, 201.5 x 315 x
199.5 cm.

Figure 1.37: Martha Rosler, Semiotics of the Kitchen, 1975, video, black and white and
sound, 6:09 minutes
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Figure 1.38: Mona Hatoum, No Way, 1996, stainless steel, 6 x 41 x 13 cm.

Figure 1.39: Mona Hatoum, Mobile Home, 2005, furniture, household objects, suitcases,
galvanized steel barriers, three electric motors, pulley system, 119 x 220 x 600 cm.
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Figure 1.40: Mona Hatoum, Light Sentence, 1992, wire mesh lockers, slow-moving motorized
light bulb, 198 x 185 x 490 cm.

Figure 1.41: Carl Andre, 144 Magnesium Square, 1969, magnesium, 1 x 365.8 x 365.8 cm.
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Figure 1.42: Mona Hatoum, The Light at the End, 1989, angle iron frame, six electric heating
elements, 166 x 162.4 x 5 cm.

Figure 1.43: Mona Hatoum, Clouds (9), 2007, oil and ink on cardboard, 16.5 x 24 cm.
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Figure 1.44: Mona Hatoum, Map, 1999, 14 mm glass marbles, dimensions variable, installed at
Casino Luxembourg, Luxembourg

Figure 1.45: Mona Hatoum, Hot Spot, 2006, stainless steel, neon tube, 234 x 223 x 223 cm.
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Figure 1.46: Mona Hatoum, Shift, 2012, wool, 150 x 260 cm.

Figure 1.47: Mona Hatoum, Nature Morte aux Grenades, 2006-2007, crystal,
mils steel and rubber, 95 x 208 x 70 cm.
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Figure 1.48: Mona Hatoum, Alfombra Roja (Red Carpet), 2002

Figure 1.49: Mona Hatoum, Present Tense, 1996, soap and glass beads, 4.5 x 241 x 299 cm.,
installed at Arter, Istanbul
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Fig. 1.50-51: Mona Hatoum, Silence, 1994, 4 infant’s glass cots fabricated from
laboratory glass tubes, three glass panels, cotts: 127 x 59 x 91 cm. each, panels:
250 x 117 cm. each, installated at the Kröller-Müller Museum, Otterlo
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Figure 1.52: The Kröller-Müller Museum serving as a Red Cross hospital during the
Second World War

Figure 1.53: Mona Hatoum, Over My Dead Body, 1988-2002, inkjet on PVC with
grommets, 204.5 x 305 cm.
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Figure 1.54: Mona Hatoum, ∞ (Infinity), 1991-2001, bronze, 61 x 34.5 x 34.5 cm.
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Figure 1.55: Mona Hatoum, Round and Round, 2007, bronze, 61 x 33 x 33 cm.

Figure 1.56: Mona Hatoum, Misbah, 2006, copper lantern, metal chain, light bulb
and rotating electric motor, dimensions variable, lantern: 60 x 35 x 31 cm.
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Figure 1.57: Barbara Kruger, Untitled (I Shop Therefore I Am), 1987, photographic
silkscreen/vinyl, 282 x 287 cm.
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Figure 2.1: Shahzia Sikander, Transformation as Narrative, 2007, acrylic on wall,
dimensions variable, installed at, Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney, 2007
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Figure 2.2: Shahzia Sikander, SpiNN, 2003, digital animation with sound, 6:38 minutes
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Figure 2.3: Shahzia Sikander, Fleshy Weapons, 1997, acrylic, dry pigment,
watercolor, and tea on linen, 242.5 x 175 cm.
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Figure 2.4: Shahzia Sikander, Who’s Veiled Anyway?, 1994-1997, vegetable color,
dry pigment, watercolor, and tea on wasli paper, 28.58 x 20.64 cm.
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Figure 2.5: Shahzia Sikander, Then and N.O.W. - Rapunzel Dialogues Cinderella, 1997,
vegetable color, dry pigment, watercolor, and tea on wasli paper, 19.37 x 10.80 cm.
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Figure 2.6: Shahzia Sikander, Ready to Leave?, 1997, vegetable color, dry
pigment, watercolor, ink, and tea on wasli paper, 22.54 x 18.42 cm.
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Figure 2.7: Shahzia Sikander, Hood’s Red Rider #2, 1997, vegetable color, dry
pigment, watercolor, and tea on wasli paper, 25.6 x 18.2 cm.
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Figure 2.8: Shahzia Sikander, Reinventing the Dislocation,1997, vegetable
color, dry pigment, watercolor, tea wash, and xerox on wasli paper, 32.9 x
23.5 cm.
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Figure 2.9: Shahzia Sikander, Uprooted Order, Series 3, #1, 1995, vegetable color,
dry pigment, watercolor, and tea on wasli paper, 17.07 x 9.45 cm.
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Figure 2.10: Shahzia Sikander, To Reveal or Not to Reveal, 2004, acrylic, gouache,
and ink on tissue paper, dimensions variable, installed at San Diego Museum of Art
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Figure 2.11: Francisco Goya, Manner of Flying, plate 13 in “Proverbs”, 1865-66,
aquatint and etching on white wove paper, 30.1 x 42.8 cm.

Figure 2.12: Shahzia Sikander, To Desire (Flip-Flop Series), 2004, ink and gouache
on paper, 37.47 x 28.58 cm.
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Figure 2.13: Shahzia Sikander, Entanglement, 2001, vegetable color, dry
pigment, watercolor, ink, tea, and photogravure on wasli paper, 20.32 x 13.97
cm.
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Figure 2.14: Shahzia Sikander, Phenomenology of Transformation Transcending Text, 2006, ink and gouache on paper, dimensions unknown
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Figure 2.15: ‘Krishna Steals the Clothes of the Maidens of Vraja’ (ca. 1700) from a
Bhagavata Purana, ca. 1700, Pahari, 19.7 x 28.6 cm.
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Figure 2.16: Shahzia Sikander, Prey, 2002, graphite, ink, and tea
on wasli paper, 27.94 x 15.24 cm.
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Figure 2.17: Shahzia Sikander, Transformation as Narrative (detail), 2007, acrylic on wall,
dimensions variable, installed at Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney
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Figure 2.18: Shahzia Sikander, The Sinxay Series: Narrative as Dissolution #1, 2008,
ink and gouache on prepared paper, 207 x 129 cm.
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Figure 2.19: Shahzia Sikander, To Declare, To Dissolve, 2008, ink and acrylic on
wall, dimensions unknows, installed at Daadgalerie, Berlin, 2008
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Figure 2.20: Shahzia Sikander, Pathology of Suspension #11, 2006, ink and
gouache on prepared paper, 197 x 131 cm.
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Figure 2.21: Shahzia Sikander, Spaces In Between, 1996, vegetable color, dry pigment,
watercolor, and tea on wasli paper, 27.94 x 25.4 cm.

Figure 2.22: Shahzia Sikander, Separate Working Things II, 1993-1995, vegetable
color, dry pigment, watercolor, tea on hand-prepared wasli paper, 25.4 x 17.8 cm.
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Figure 2.23: Shahzia Sikander, Veil ’n Trail, 1997, triptych-acrylic on linen, 167.6 x
733.4 cm.

Figure 2.24: Shahzia Sikander, Untitled, 1998, acrylic, gouache, ink, and tissue paper
on wall, 3,66 x 13,72 m., installed at On the Wall, Contemporary Art Museum, St.
Louis
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Figure 2.25: Shahzia Sikander, Chaman, 2000-2001 acrylic, gouache, ink, and tissue
paper on wall, dimensions variable, installed at Acts of Balance, Whitney Museum of
American Art, New York, 2000

Figure 2.26: Shahzia Sikander, Chaman, 2000-2001, acrylic, gouache, ink, and tissue
paper on wall, dimensions variable, installed at Elusive Paradise, National Gallery in
Ottowa, Canada, 2001
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Figure 2.27: Shahzia Sikander, Chaman, 2000-2001, acrylic, gouache, ink, and tissue paper
on wall, dimensions variable, installed at Threads of Vision. Toward a New Feminine
Poetics, Cleveland Center for Contemporary Art (Museum of Contemporary Art Cleveland),
2001

Figure 2.28: The Polo Player, 1642, collection of the Freer Gallery of Art and
Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Riza-I Abbasi Album
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Figure 3.1-3.2: Ghada Amer, Encyclopedia of Pleasure, 2001, embroidery on
cotton duck mounted on acid-free cardboard structure in fifty-four parts,
dimensions variable
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Figure 3.3: Ghada Amer, Private Rooms, 1998, embroidery on satin, hangers, and a metallic
bar, dimensions variable

Figure 3.4: Ghada Amer, Private Rooms (detail), 1998, embroidery on satin, hangers,
and a metallic bar, dimensions variable
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Figure 3.5: Ghada Amer, Snow White without the Dwarves, 2008, acrylic, embroidery,
and gel medium on canvas, 127 x 152.4 cm.
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Figure 3.6: Ghada Amer, Red Diagonals, 2000, acrylic, embroidery, and gel medium on
canvas, 182 x 182 cm.
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Figure 3.7: Andy Warhol, Brillo Boxes, 1964, screenprint and ink on wood, dimensions
each box: 43.2 x 43.2 x 35.6 cm.

Figure 3.8: Donald Judd, Galvanized Iron 17 January 1973, 1973, galvanized
iron, 101.6 x 482.6 x 101.6 cm.
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Figure 3.9: Jackson Pollock, Number 8, 1949, 1949, oil, enamel, aluminum on canvas, 87 x
181 cm.

Figure 3.10: Ghada Amer, Sans Titre, 1990, embroidery on canvas, 36 x 28 cm.
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Figure 3.11: Ghada Amer, Five Women at Work, 1991, embroidery on canvas in
four parts, 62.9 x 55.2 cm. each
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Figure 3.12: Barbara Kruger, Untitled (Your Body is a Battlefield), 1987,
photographic silkscreen on vinyl, 284.5 x 284.5 cm.

Figure 3.13: Jenny Holzer, Abuse of Power Comes as No Surprise, 1982, Times
Square, New York
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Figure 3.14: Ghada Amer, Black Longing, 2006, embroidery, acrylic, and gel medium on
canvas, 152.4 x 127 cm.
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Figure 3.15: Ghada Amer, The Woman Who Failed To Be Shahrazad, 2008, acrylic,
embroidery, and gel medium on canvas, 157.5 x 172.7 cm.
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Figure 3.16: Ghada Amer, Barbie Aime Ken, Ken Aime Barbie, 1995-2000, embroidery
on canvas in two parts, 180 x 100 x 50 cm. each
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Figure 3.17: Ghada Amer, Princesses, 2005, ink, colored pencils, and embroidery on
paper, 57.2 x 72.4 cm.

Figure 3.18: Ghada Amer, The Dwarves and the Lovers, 2003, ink, pencil,
and embroidery on paper, 73 x 56.5 cm.
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Figure 3.19: Andy Warhol, Marilyn, 1967, nine seriegraphs on paper from a portfolio
of ten, each 91.5 x 91.5 cm.

Figure 3.20: Clyfford Still, 1957-D No. 1., 1957, oil on canvas, 292 x 404 cm.
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Figure 3.21: Ghada Amer, Black Desire, 2006, embroidery, acrylic, and gel medium
on canvas, 152.4 x 127 cm.
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Figure 3.22: Ad Reinhardt, Abstract Painting No. 5, 1962, oil paint on canvas, 152.4 x
152.4 cm.
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Figure 3.23: Josef Albers, Homage to the Square: “Ascending,” 1953,
oil on composition board, 110.5 x 110.5 cm

Figure 3.24: Ghada Amer, The New Albers, 2002, embroidery on canvas, 177.8 x
182.9 cm.
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Figure 3.25: Ghada Amer, Black Series – Coulures Noires, 2000, acrylic, embroidery,
and gel medium on canvas, 172.7 x 177.8 cm.

Figure 3.26: Ghada Amer, La Ligne, 1996, embroidery and gel medium on
canvas, 177.8 x 162.5 cm.
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Figure 3.27: Barnett Newman, Onement I, 1948, 69.2 x 41.2 cm.
cm

Figure 3.28: Barnett Newman, Vir Heroicus Sublimis, 1950, 242.2 x 541.7 cm
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Figure 3.29: Rosemarie Trockel, Hammer and Sickle, 1986, knitted wool, 129.5 x
149.9 cm

Figure 3.30: Rosemarie Trockel, Untitled, 1987, wool, fabric, and mannequin, 122 x
53.3 x 39.3 cm.
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Figure 4.1: Shirin Neshat, Ramin (Patriot), 2012, ink on LE silver gelatin print, 152.4
x 114.3 cm.
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Figure 4.2: Shirin Neshat, Panteha (Masses), 2012, ink on LE silver gelatin print,
101.6 x 76.2 cm.
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Figure 4.3: Shirin Neshat, Amir (Villain), 2012, acrylic on LE silver gelatin print,
251,5 x 125.7 cm.
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Figure 4.4: Shirin Neshat, I Am Its Secret, 1993, RC print and ink, 49.5 x
33.7 cm.

Figure 4.5: Shirin Neshat, Rebellious Silence, 1994, RC print and ink, 118.4 x
79.1 cm.
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Figure 4.6-7: Shirin Neshat, Turbulent, 1998, video stills, two-channel video/audio,
black/white, 10:00 min.
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Figure 4.8-12: Shirin Neshat, Rapture, 1999, video stills, two-channel video/audio,
black/white, 13:00 min.
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Figure 4.13: Shirin Neshat, Women without Men, 2009, video stills, featurelength film, super 35mm color film, 99:00 min.
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Figure 4.14-15: Shirin Neshat, Soliloquy, 1999, video stills, two-channel
video/audio, color, 17:30 min.
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Figure 4.16: Shirin Neshat, The Last Word, 2003, video stills, single-channel video/audio
installation, black-and-white, 18:00 min.

Figure 4.17: Munis: Shirin Neshat, Women without Men, 2009, video still, featurelength film, super 35mm color film, 99:00 min.
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Figure 4.18: Faezeh: Shirin Neshat, Women without Men, 2009, video still, featurelength film, super 35mm color film, 99:00 min.
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Figure 4.19: Zarin: Shirin Neshat, Women without Men, 2009, video still, feature-length
film, super 35mm color film, 99:00 min.
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Figure 4.20: Farokh Legha: Shirin Neshat, Women without Men, 2009, video still, featurelength film, super 35mm color film, 99:00 min.

Figure 4.21: Parsipur as brothel keeper: Shirin Neshat, Women without Men, 2009, video
still, feature-length film, super 35mm color film, 99:00 min.
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Figure 4.22: Shirin Neshat, Mahdokht, 2004, video stills, three-channel video/audio
installation, super 35mm color film, transferred to DVD, 13:35 min.

Figure 4.23: Garden: Shirin Neshat, Women without Men, 2009, video still,
feature-length film, super 35mm color film, 99:00 min.
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Figure 4.24: Shirin Neshat, Tooba, 2002, video stills, two-channel video/audio, color, 12:43
min.

Figure 4.25: Passage: Shirin Neshat, Women without Men, 2009, video still, featurelength film, super 35mm color film, 99:00 min.
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Figure 4.26: Shirin Neshat. Women without Men. Red Carpet – 66th Venice Film Festival

Figure 4.27: Shirin Neshat, Morad (Masses), ink on LE silver gelatin print, 101.6 x 76.2
cm.
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Figure 4.28: Exhibition Shirin Neshat – Book of Kings, installed at Barbara
Gladstone Gallery, New York

Figure 4.29: Exhibition Shirin Neshat – Book of Kings, installed at Galerie
Jérôme de Noirmont, Paris
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Figure 4.30: Shirin Neshat, Sara Khaki (Patriot), ink on LE silver gelatin print, 152.4 x
114.3 cm.
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Figure 4.31: Shirin Neshat, Bahram (Villain), acrylic on LE silver
gelatin print, 251.5 x 125.7 cm.
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Figure 4.32: Shirin Neshat, Sherief (Villain), acrylic on LE silver gelatin print,
251.5 x 125.7 cm.
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Figure 4.33: Shirin Neshat, Divine Rebellion, 2012, acrylic on LE silver gelatin
print, 157.5 x 124.5 cm.
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Figure 4.34: Shirin Neshat, Ahmed (Mourners), 2012, ink and acrylic on LE
silver gelatin print, 152.4 x 114.3 cm.
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Figure 4.35: Shirin Neshat, Ghada (Mourners), 2012, ink and acrylic on LE
silver gelatin print, 152.4 x 114.3 cm.
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Figure 4.36: Shirin Neshat, Hassan (Our House Is On Fire), 2013,
digital C-print and ink, 152.4 x 121.9 cm.

Figure 4.37: Rustam kills Ashkabus and his horse, folio from a publication of
the Shahnama-yi Bahaduri, 1319-26/1901-8
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Figure 4.38: Isfandiyar kills Arjasb, folio from a publication of the Shahnama-yi
Bahaduri, 1319-26/1901-8

Figure 4.39: Giv on his way to Turan to find Kay Khusrau, folio
from a publication of the Shahnama-yi Bahaduri, 1319-26/1901-8
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Figure 4.40: Shirin Neshat, Nida (Masses), ink on LE silver gelatin print, 101.6 x
76.2 cm.
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Figure 4.41: Shirin Neshat, Salah (Masses), ink on LE silver gelatin print, 101.6 x
76.2 cm.
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Figure 4.42: Shirin Neshat, Offered Eyes, 1993, RC print and ink, 35.6 x 27.9 cm.
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Figure 4.43: Shirin Neshat, Egypt in my Heart, video, 4:25 min.

Figure 4.44-49: Shirin Neshat, Beginning of the Cold Season, video, 4:34
min.
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Nederlandse samenvatting
Sinds het begin van de jaren negentig krijgt een grote groep kunstenaars die gemigreerd zijn
uit het Midden-Oosten internationale aandacht. Dit proefschrift richt zich op de complexe
relatie van vier vrouwelijke kunstenaars, Ghada Amer (Egypte, 1963), Mona Hatoum
(Palestina, 1952), Shirin Neshat (Iran, 1957) en Shahzia Sikander (Pakistan, 1969), met hun
geboorteland en het land waar zij zijn gaan wonen, en de reflectie daarop in hun kunst. Door
hun migratie naar het Westen hebben deze kunstenaars politieke, culturele en religieuze
grenzen gepasseerd. Zij zijn geconfronteerd met diverse culturele en artistieke praktijken,
verschillende noties van gender en seksualiteit, en hebben uiteenlopende ervaringen met
betrekking tot het gevoel ergens thuis te horen (belonging). Op deze aspecten reflecteren zij in
hun werk. Dit project onderzoekt hoe complexe processen van migratie gevisualiseerd worden
in het werk van deze kunstenaars. De hoofdvraag luidt: In hoeverre en hoe hebben Ghada
Amer, Mona Hatoum, Shirin Neshat en Shahzia Sikander hun ervaringen van migratie en hun
bekendheid met diverse culturen gerepresenteerd in hun kunst, in het licht van hun complexe
relatie tot hun geboorteland en hun nieuwe thuisland?
Om deze vraag te beantwoorden is het van belang om de potentiële problemen van een
autobiografische benadering/analyse van kunstwerken in overweging te nemen. De verhuizing
van de vier kunstenaars naar een ander land, een andere cultuur, heeft hun wereld en leven
gevormd, waardoor het aannemelijk is dat hun kunst gerelateerd is aan hun levenservaringen.
Toch kan hun werk niet als puur autobiografisch gezien worden. Dit leidt tot de vraag wat de
rol van biografie van deze kunstenaars is in hun werk en in hoeverre biografische kwesties
meegenomen moeten worden in de interpretatie van hun werk.
Andere subvragen die in dit proefschrift aan bod komen, zijn: Hoe hebben Ghada
Amer, Mona Hatoum, Shirin Neshat en Shahzia Sikander gereflecteerd op noties van
identiteit, genderrollen en het concept home? Hebben artistieke en kunsthistorische tradities
invloed gehad op hun kunstwerken, en waar bestond die invloed uit? Ik heb me tijdens het
onderzoek gerealiseerd dat deze vragen problemen oproepen, aangezien zij lijken te zijn
gebaseerd op de aanname dat deze kunstenaars elementen uit twee culturen vermengen. Deze
vraag brengt daardoor het risico met zich mee van een reductie tot twee “pure” culturen. Het
is dan ook belangrijk op te merken dat de kunstenaars beschouwd kunnen worden als
kosmopolieten wier werk niet slechts de ervaringen van en reflecties op twee culturen
representeert. Daarnaast is het onmogelijk om elk element in hun werk te relateren aan een
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van de twee culturen of allebei. De nadruk in deze studie ligt daarom op de dynamiek tussen
de verschillende ervaringen en reflecties waaruit hun werk is ontstaan.
Aangezien ik geen overzicht wil geven van een grote groep kunstenaars en hun werk,
maar de kunstwerken aan een diepgaande analyse wil onderwerpen, heb ik ervoor gekozen om
me te richten op het werk van vier gevestigde en gerenommeerde kunstenaars Ghada Amer,
Mona Hatoum, Shirin Neshat en Shahzia Sikander. Deze kunstenaars zijn op een relatief
jonge leeftijd naar het Westen verhuisd: Amer, Neshat en Sikander wonen in New York
(Verenigde Staten) en Hatoum woont en werkt tegenwoordig in Londen (Engeland) en Berlijn
(Duitsland).
De keuze voor deze vier kunstenaars is gebaseerd op een aantal overwegingen. Ik heb
kunstenaars geselecteerd met ieder een andere afkomst. Aangezien ze uit een ander land
komen, een andere achtergrond en geschiedenis hebben, werpt ieder van hen vanuit een ander
perspectief een licht op de kwesties die in dit proefschrift aan de orde worden gesteld.
Daarnaast wilde ik ook diverse kunstvormen analyseren, zoals schilderkunst, sculptuur,
videokunst, installatiekunst en fotografie. Dit maakte het mogelijk om te bestuderen hoe
bepaalde thema’s worden vormgegeven in verschillende media. De vier geselecteerde
kunstenaars in dit project beperken zich niet tot één specifiek medium, maar gebruiken
diverse media in hun kunstpraktijk. Ten slotte heb ik specifiek voor vrouwelijke kunstenaars
gekozen. Als vrouwen hebben zij niet alleen te maken met een spanningsveld tussen
verschillende culturen, maar ook met gender stereotypen en patriarchale structuren, waardoor
hun positie nog complexer wordt. Wat deze kunstenaars met elkaar gemeen hebben is dat zij
door hun verhuizing een nieuw begrip hebben ontwikkeld wat betreft het gevoel (n)ergens
thuis te horen (belonging), en hun identiteit heroverwegen en herzien, inclusief
genderidentiteit. Daarbij zijn zij allemaal opgeleid aan een westerse kunstacademie waar zij
kennis hebben gemaakt met westerse kunsttheorieën en praktijken.
Het proefschrift is opgedeeld in vier hoofdstukken, waarbij ieder hoofdstuk zich richt
op het werk van een van de vier kunstenaressen. De eerste drie hoofdstukken, over Hatoum,
Sikander en Amer, hebben een thematische benadering, waarbij een voor het oeuvre van de
kunstenaar karakteristiek thema of onderwerp onderzocht wordt. Het vierde en laatste
hoofdstuk over Shirin Neshat volgt een andere aanpak, namelijk een analyse van haar werk
vanaf haar eerste tot haar laatste fotoserie op het moment van schrijven. Tijdens mijn
onderzoek naar haar werk bleek dat de ontwikkeling van Neshats kunst beïnvloed werd door
veranderingen in haar persoonlijke leven en politieke gebeurtenissen in Iran, de Verenigde
Staten en door de Arabische Lente. Dit hoofdstuk heeft daarom een chronologische
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benadering van Neshats oeuvre om te bestuderen hoe haar werk, en haar ideeën over haar
werk door de jaren heen veranderden, waarbij zij steeds politieker en ook activistisch werd.
In het eerste hoofdstuk wordt onderzocht of en hoe de visualisatie van het thema “huis”752 in
de installaties en sculpturen van Mona Hatoum zijn gerelateerd aan haar levenservaringen. In
deze visualisatie spelen gevoelens van angst, instabiliteit en bedreiging een grote rol,
gevoelens die de kunstenaar wil overbrengen op de beschouwer. Hatoum werd geboren in
Beiroet, Libanon, in 1952 als dochter van Palestijnse ouders. Tijdens een bezoek aan Londen
in 1975 brak de Libanese Burgeroorlog uit, waardoor zij niet kon terugkeren naar Beiroet. Zij
besloot om in Londen naar de kunstacademie te gaan. Sinds het begin van de jaren negentig
refereert Hatoum vaak naar “huis” door bekende omgevingen — zoals de keuken en objecten
die gerelateerd zijn aan het huis, zoals meubilair — te transformeren in iets vreemds en
griezeligs. Dit doet zij bijvoorbeeld door objecten onder stroom te zetten, te vergroten of door
een ander materiaal te gebruiken. De transformaties zijn vrijwel altijd gericht op het lichaam
van de beschouwer, die erdoor gewond kan raken. Daarbij wordt het idee van het huis als een
veilige, comfortabele en stabiele omgeving gedestabiliseerd. De werken representeren
ambigue noties van het huis om de perceptie van de beschouwer uit te dagen. Ze kunnen
uiteenlopende associaties en interpretaties oproepen, afhankelijk van de ervaringen en
levensgeschiedenis van de beschouwer.
Hoewel het werk van Hatoum gekenmerkt is door haar persoonlijke ervaringen van
oorlog en bedreiging, overstijgen de werken het persoonlijke narratief. Sporen van Hatoums
verleden en ervaringen, zoals angst, bedreiging en instabiliteit, worden overgebracht op de
beschouwer. De beschouwer kan de werken niet alleen lichamelijk ervaren, de werken kunnen
ook de ervaringen, associaties en betekenissen van de beschouwer in zich opnemen. Deze
openheid tot meervoudige narratieven wordt in dit proefschrift onder andere geïllustreerd met
Hatoums werk Silence (1994). Dit werk laat zien dat Hatoums werk niet alleen openstaat voor
narratieven van de beschouwer, maar ook de geschiedenis van een plaats of gebouw in zich op
kan nemen. Silence werd oorspronkelijk geïnstalleerd tijdens de tentoonstelling Heart of
Darkness in het Kröller-Müller Museum in Otterlo. De installatie bestond uit vier glazen
kinderbedjes die naast elkaar achter een glazen wand stonden. De suggestie werd gewekt dat
deze ruimte een ziekenhuiszaal voorstelde. Hiermee werd de geschiedenis van het
museumgebouw opgeroepen: het museum functioneerde als een tijdelijk ziekenhuis tijdens de
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Het Engelse begrip home heeft diverse betekenissen in het Nederlands, waaronder huis, thuis en vaderland.
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Tweede Wereldoorlog. Deze herinnering aan het museumgebouw kan gerelateerd worden aan
terugkerende thema’s in Hatoums werk, zoals oorlog, kwetsbaarheid van het menselijk
lichaam, bedreiging en instabiliteit. De installatie toont de interactie tussen Hatoums
ervaringen, zoals belichaamd in het kunstwerk, en de herinneringen van de plaats. Na de
tentoonstelling werden de vier bedjes als sculpturen verkocht. De sculpturen verkregen niet
alleen nieuwe associaties in andere opstellingen en tentoonstellingen, maar ook van
beschouwers. Hatoums werken reflecteren en omvatten dus niet slechts Hatoums persoonlijke
ervaringen, maar functioneren tevens als een katalysator of bemiddelaar om diverse
associaties op te wekken.
De meeste werken van Hatoum kunnen niet rechtstreeks met haar achtergrond in
verband worden gebracht, maar een aantal werken refereren directer en explicieter naar het
Palestijnse vaderland door historische landkaarten – een ander thema in haar oeuvre – van
voormalig Palestina te integreren in haar visualisaties van het huis. Voor Hatoum staat het
huis in verband met het vaderland. De ambiguïteit van het huis breidt zich uit naar noties van
het vaderland. Het huis en het vaderland hebben beide connotaties van een stabiele plek waar
kwesties met betrekking tot het gevoel je ergens thuis te voelen, (culturele) identiteit en
(cultureel) geheugen een rol spelen. De connotatie van een stabiel thuisland wordt ook in deze
werken ondermijnd door de continue projectie van gevoelens van instabiliteit, bedreiging en
angst op de beschouwer.
In het tweede hoofdstuk wordt bestudeerd hoe Shahzia Sikander met strategieën als
transformatie, recontextualisatie en gelaagdheid tracht om stereotype beelden van vrouwelijke
identiteit te ondermijnen. Geboren in 1969 in Lahore, Pakistan, maakt Sikander gebruik van
de technieken en materialen die traditioneel gebruikt werden voor miniatuurkunst. De figuren
in haar werk, waarvan er vele vrouwelijk zijn, zijn duidelijk hybride en crosscultureel door de
vermenging van hindoe, islamitische en westerse iconografie. Sikander haalt de beelden uit
hun oorspronkelijke context, transformeert ze en combineert ze met andere beelden, soms
door lagen over elkaar heen aan te brengen.
In haar werk onderzoekt Sikander de grenzen die identiteit definiëren. Meestal
gebruikt zij een beperkt aantal beelden in een bepaalde periode, waarmee zij telkens nieuwe
combinaties maakt. Deze nieuwe combinaties bevragen stereotypen, aangezien zij nieuwe en
onverwachte beelden bieden. Hierdoor creëert Sikander de mogelijkheid om nieuwe
betekenissen aan de beelden toe te kennen. Door constant de betekenissen en associaties van
beelden te verschuiven, probeert zij te voorkomen dat beelden een vaste betekenis krijgen,
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waardoor zij weerstand bieden aan stereotypen. De betekenis van beelden wordt daarmee
afhankelijk van de context. Haar werk toont dat identiteit niet statisch is, maar flexibel. De
verschuiving van betekenissen van beelden wordt beter zichtbaar als beschouwers de
transformaties en nieuwe combinaties zien in de verschillende kunstwerken.
Haar eerste werken maakte Sikander met de traditionele technieken van
miniatuurkunst die zij had geleerd aan de National College of Art in Lahore, Pakistan. Na een
paar jaar ging zij ook andere media gebruiken, zoals muurschilderingen en animatie. In deze
media kan Sikander haar interesse in transformatie en gelaagdheid verder onderzoeken en
beter zichtbaar maken voor de beschouwer. In animaties zoals SpiNN (2003) kan de
beschouwer zien hoe het haar van gopis, aanbidsters van de god Krishna in hindoe
mythologie, wordt getransformeerd in abstracte vormen. In muurschilderingen, zoals Chaman
(2001), gebruikt Sikander vloeipapier. Ze bevestigt alleen de bovenkant van het papier aan de
muur, waardoor de beschouwer onder de lagen van het vloeipapier kan kijken. De
onderliggende beelden schijnen door het transparante papier heen.
Het aanbrengen van verschillende lagen in het werk van Sikander wordt vaak
omschreven als een palimpsest. De palimpsest is in dit hoofdstuk gebruikt als een metafoor
voor het functioneren van het geheugen om te analyseren hoe Sikander beelden uit
verschillende periodes en culturen bij elkaar brengt en in lagen over elkaar aanbrengt. Zij
begon beelden uit het hindoeïsme en de islam te combineren en in lagen over elkaar aan te
brengen na een bezoek aan India. In Pakistan was hindoe iconografie niet toegankelijk voor
haar, aangezien Pakistan na de scheiding met India in 1947 een islamitische identiteit wilde
construeren en hindoe miniatuurkunst en iconografie verbande. In haar werk brengt Sikander
de twee iconografieën bij elkaar omdat zij gelooft dat ze onlosmakelijk met elkaar verbonden
zijn.
Genderrollen en vrouwelijke identiteit zijn ook een terugkerend thema in het werk van Ghada
Amer. In het derde hoofdstuk wordt de representatie van vrouwelijke identiteit en seksualiteit
in de schilderijen en sculpturen van Amer onderzocht. Amer werd geboren in 1963 in Cairo,
Egypte, en verhuisde naar Nice, Frankrijk, in 1974. In haar schilderijen en sculpturen
onderzoekt zij vrouwelijke seksualiteit en genderrollen door gebruik te maken van
verschillende strategieën en bronnen. In sommige werken borduurt Amer erotische
afbeeldingen van naakte vrouwen uit westerse pornografische tijdschriften op doek, soms in
combinatie met beelden van vrouwelijke protagonisten uit westerse sprookjes. In andere
werken borduurt zij teksten, voornamelijk uit islamitische bronnen, en bevraagt zij
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vrouwelijke genderrollen en seksualiteit. Amers keuze voor specifieke bronnen, maar ook
specifieke media, zoals taal, komt voort uit haar geloof dat deze “mannelijk” zijn of bedoeld
zijn voor mannelijk plezier. Door zichzelf deze bronnen en media toe te eigenen, hoopt zij
deze te destabiliseren en terug te eisen. In dit hoofdstuk wordt onderzocht hoe Amer, door
haar gebruik van de traditioneel als vrouwelijk getypeerde methode van borduurkunst, poogt
diverse domeinen en bronnen die zij beschouwt als mannelijk of bedoeld voor mannelijk
plezier – waaronder pornografie, taal en modernistische kunst – te herschrijven om het
vrouwelijk lichaam voor vrouwen te herwinnen.
Vanaf het begin van haar carrière is Amer geïnteresseerd geweest in het idee van het
“model” waarmee mensen, volgens haar, geconfronteerd worden tijdens hun leven. Voor
Amer zijn stereotypes een model. Dit model legt mensen bepaalde rollen en ideeën op die zij
geneigd zijn om te volgen. In dit proefschrift wordt de notie van het model niet alleen
begrepen als een stereotype, maar ook als een voorbeeld voor imitatie, of een algemene norm
waartoe mensen geneigd zijn of die zij trachten na te volgen. Deze modellen kunnen
stereotype beelden zijn, traditionele genderrollen, maar ook mannelijke schilders. Amer
reflecteert kritisch op het model vanuit een vrouwelijk perspectief door het mannelijke model
te destabiliseren – onder andere door borduurkunst – en daarmee het vrouwelijk lichaam en
vrouwelijke seksualiteit te herwinnen.
Het ontwrichten van “mannelijke” domeinen en het herwinnen van het vrouwelijk
lichaam vindt een parallel in de theorieën van de Franse filosofe Hélène Cixous, waar Amer
ook zelf naar heeft verwezen. Volgens Cixous wordt het vrouwelijk lichaam meestal
beschreven in teksten van mannen. Om het vrouwelijk lichaam te herwinnen en om
vrouwelijke seksualiteit terug te geven aan vrouwen, dienen vrouwen zelf over hun eigen
lichaam te schrijven. Cixous’ theorie van de écriture feminine kan slechts gedeeltelijk
toegepast worden op Amers werk, aangezien zij niet letterlijk schrijft of schildert over het
vrouwelijk lichaam, maar zich teksten, beelden en schilderstijlen uit het “mannelijk” domein
toe-eigent. Zij brengt ze vervolgens over op het doek met de meer vrouwelijke techniek van
borduurkunst. Door deze techniek poogt zij de macht in handen te nemen over deze bronnen
en ze terug te eisen voor vrouwen.
Het laatste hoofdstuk over Shirin Neshat richt zich op de onderlinge relatie tussen Neshats
kunstproductie en haar levenservaringen om het verband tussen het persoonlijke en het
politieke in haar kunst te onderzoeken. Hierbij spelen haar eigen ideeën over haar werk een
belangrijke rol. Neshat werd in 1957 in Iran geboren. Haar ouders waren aanhangers van de
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sjah van Iran, Reza Pahlavi, die Iran wilde moderniseren en verwestersen. In 1974 stuurden
haar ouders Neshat naar de Verenigde Staten om daar te gaan studeren aan de University of
Berkeley. Tijdens haar verblijf in de Verenigde Staten brak in Iran de Islamitische Revolutie
(1978) uit waardoor zij gedwongen is in de Verenigde Staten te blijven. Als Neshat in 1990
Iran voor het eerst weer bezoekt, schrikt zij als ze ziet hoe sterk het land veranderd is, in het
bijzonder de positie en de rol van vrouwen. Deze verontrustende ervaring brengt Neshat tot
het maken van foto’s, video-installaties en een film. De representatie van islamitische
vrouwen in deze kunstwerken toont de constante betrokkenheid van de kunstenaar met haar
vaderland en de situatie van vrouwen in een islamitische samenleving. Dit hoofdstuk volgt,
zoals eerder gezegd, het werk van Neshat chronologisch van haar eerste fotoserie Unveiling
uit 1991-1993 tot en met de fotoserie The Book of Kings uit 2012.
Neshats carrière begon door een zeer persoonlijke ervaring in Iran. Volgens Neshat
kan haar werk ook nooit volledig begrepen worden zonder kennis van haar achtergrond. De
relatie tussen haar werk en haar achtergrond manifesteert zich op diverse manieren. Allereerst
kan de relatie tussen haar leven en werk gezien worden in het onderwerp van haar werk. De
meeste werken richten zich op de rol en positie van vrouwen in Iran. Deze focus verandert in
2012, als Neshat zich gaat richten op mannen en vrouwen die vechten voor vrijheid in de
Arabische wereld sinds het uitbreken van de Arabische Lente. Hoewel dit een nieuwe fase
lijkt te zijn in haar oeuvre, ziet zij zelf overeenkomsten met de Groene Revolutie in Iran in
2009.
De tweede relatie tussen Neshats werk en haar achtergrond kan gevonden worden in
de vele interviews die Neshat door de jaren heen heeft gegeven. Gedurende haar carrière kan
er een verschuiving worden waargenomen in de manier waarop Neshat zichzelf ziet als
kunstenaar. In het begin beweerde zij geen politieke kunstenaar te zijn en slechts vragen op te
willen werpen. Na de Groene Beweging in Iran is dit aanmerkelijk veranderd. Neshat
benadrukt nu niet alleen dat zij een Iraanse kunstenaar is, maar ook dat zij als Iraanse
kunstenaar een specifieke rol heeft. In interviews stelt zij nu dat ze een politieke kunstenaar is,
dat zij de stem is voor het Iraanse volk en dat zij hen wil inspireren en hoop wil geven.
Mijn discussie over de politieke dimensie van Neshats werk is deels gebaseerd op de
theorieën van Chantal Mouffe en Jacques Rancière. Deze theorieën verschillen onderling in
vele opzichten, maar beide auteurs zien de samenleving als een scheiding tussen groepen.
Over deze scheiding kan onderhandeld worden door politieke en artistieke interventies. Beide
auteurs hebben ook een specifiek begrip van de rol van artistieke praktijken voor de marginale
groepen in een samenleving die strijden om gezien en gehoord te worden. In haar werk tracht
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Neshat mensen te inspireren en mobiliseren door vrouwen te laten zien die weerstand bieden
aan onderdrukkende wetten en op uiteenlopende manieren pogen te ontsnappen. De vrouwen,
en in latere werken ook mannen, zijn opstandig en proberen om tegen het systeem te vechten
op zoek naar vrijheid. Neshats werk kan daarom als politiek worden gezien, aangezien zij
mensen een beeld geeft van potentiële verandering.
Hoewel Neshat vaak refereert aan de Iraanse of Arabische samenleving, hebben haar
werken ook raakvlakken met universele onderwerpen. Haar werken zijn zeer existentieel:
vrouwen die de kans hebben om hun situatie te veranderen, strijd om vrijheid en
onafhankelijkheid, strijd tussen mensen en machthebbers, strijd van minderheden om gezien
en gehoord te worden, de zoektocht naar rechtvaardigheid, en de relatie tussen mannen en
vrouwen. Dit zijn slechts een paar universele kwesties die Neshat heeft onderzocht in haar
werken door de jaren heen. Door deze kwesties aan de kaak te stellen, worden ze ook tijdloos
en onafhankelijk van plaats.
De geselecteerde kunstenaressen putten alle vier uit hun ervaringen als migrant in hun werk
en zij zijn zich bewust van meerdere culturen die hen alternatieve blikken op de hedendaagse
wereld bieden. Het is echter onmogelijk om algemene uitspraken te doen over gemigreerde
kunstenaars die een achtergrond hebben in het Midden-Oosten vanwege hun diverse
achtergronden, uiteenlopende redenen voor migratie en hun individuele benaderingen en
visualisaties van noties als (t)huis, vaderland en identiteit. In dit proefschrift heb ik laten zien
dat er desondanks overlappende thema’s in het werk van deze kunstenaars waargenomen
kunnen worden, terwijl tegelijkertijd de analyses hebben laten zien dat elke kunstenaar een
andere dimensie van de omstandigheden en ervaringen van migratie onderzoekt.
Eén van de vragen was in hoeverre de biografie van de kunstenaars van belang is voor
de interpretatie van hun werk. De kunstproductie van de vier kunstenaars kan tot op zekere
hoogte gerelateerd worden aan hun levenservaringen. Van deze kunstenaars is Neshat het
meest uitgesproken over dit verband. De anderen ontkennen de relatie niet, maar willen er niet
te veel nadruk op leggen. Zij lijken te vrezen dat een te grote nadruk zal leiden tot beperkte
interpretaties van hun werk.
De biografische achtergrond wordt soms door kunsthistorici en critici gebruikt om de
kunstenaars te categoriseren of om stereotypische interpretaties aan hun werk te geven. Deze
interpretaties lijken vaak gerelateerd te zijn aan de veronderstelde islamitische inhoud van het
werk, en zijn waarschijnlijk afkomstig van westerse vooroordelen. De loshangende draden in
het werk van Amer en de lagen vloeipapier in Sikanders werk worden bijvoorbeeld soms
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geïnterpreteerd als sluiers die bepaalde delen van de afbeeldingen verbergen en tonen zoals
een sluier bepaalde delen van het vrouwelijk lichaam verbergt en toont. Deze interpretaties
lijken voort te komen uit de associatie die kunsthistorici maken met de geboortelanden van
deze kunstenaars, landen waar islam de dominante religie is. Ook als kunstwerken geen
directe of overduidelijke relatie met islam hebben, wordt er soms in interpretaties aan
gerefereerd.
Hoewel deze stereotype interpretaties problematisch zijn, kan niet ontkend worden dat
drie van de vier kunstenaars – Amer, Neshat en Sikander – op de een of andere manier soms
naar de islam verwijzen. Zowel Neshat als Sikander stellen de notie van de sluier aan de orde
in hun werk, maar behandelen ook kwesties als de positie van de vrouw en vrouwelijke
seksualiteit binnen de islam. Dit werpt de vraag op of de representatie van zulke symbolen en
onderwerpen ook kan leiden tot stereotype interpretaties van hun kunst en categorisering van
de kunstenaars. Deze onderwerpen zijn wellicht ook de reden waarom westerse kunsthistorici
en musea geïnteresseerd zijn in deze kunstwerken en kunstenaars. Wat het nog complexer
maakt is dat naast het feit dat de kunstenaars bepaalde stereotypen willen ontwrichten, zij zich
ook bewust zijn van het debat over en de interesse in het Westen in de sluier, seksualiteit en
de positie van vrouwen in de islam. Dit leidt tot een complexe situatie waarin de kunstenaars
baat hebben bij de interesse voor deze onderwerpen vanuit het publiek en de musea, maar
tegelijkertijd niet gecategoriseerd willen worden als “islamitische” kunstenaars en
simplistische interpretaties van hun werk afkeuren. Hierdoor wordt het moeilijk voor
kunsthistorici, critici en curatoren van tentoonstellingen om te bepalen hoe deze kunst
besproken moeten worden.
Dit debat leidt tot een andere vraag die in dit proefschrift besproken is, namelijk hoe
Amer, Hatoum, Neshat en Sikander gereflecteerd hebben op noties als identiteit, genderrollen
en seksualiteit. Deze onderwerpen zijn belangrijk voor Amer, Neshat en Sikander. Alle drie
pogen zij simplistische ideeën over deze onderwerpen te ondermijnen en de complexiteit te
laten zien. Neshat onderscheidt zich in de benadering van dit onderwerp van de andere
kunstenaars door een relatie te leggen tussen persoon en werk. Daarnaast is haar bespreking
van de positie van vrouwen ook anders doordat die in verband wordt gebracht met politiek. In
Hatoums werken over het huis en vaderland daarentegen speelt gender, en ook de politieke
dimensie, een minder belangrijke rol.
In dit proefschrift kwam ook aan het licht dat naast de uiteenlopende ervaringen van
migratie, ook de aard van de relatie van de kunstenaars tot hun vaderland verschilt door de
omstandigheden van de migratie, en dat die relatie in de loop der tijd onderhevig kan zijn aan
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verandering. Neshats relatie tot zowel Iran als de Verenigde Staten is veranderd door
persoonlijke ervaringen in Iran, maar ook door politieke omstandigheden en gebeurtenissen in
beide landen. Hoewel zij Iran niet meer kan bezoeken is haar betrokkenheid met het land
sterker geworden. De relatie tot het gast- en geboorteland is bij Sikander bijvoorbeeld geheel
anders. Wellicht heeft haar vrijwillige keuze om te leven en te werken in een ander land
hiertoe bijgedragen, maar ook het feit dat zij haar familie en vrienden in Pakistan nog kan
bezoeken kan ertoe geleid hebben dat zij haar migratie als positief ervaart.
Gesteld kan worden dat de ervaringen van migratie, de kennis en bekendheid van
verschillende culturen, en het bewustzijn van diverse visies op noties als identiteit, gender en
(t)huis tot op zekere hoogte van belang zijn voor het werk van de vier kunstenaars en voor de
interpretatie ervan. De impact van hun migratie op de visualisatie van deze ervaringen en
visies verschilt, gedeeltelijk vanwege de verschillende omstandigheden van hun migratie en
hun (veranderende) relatie tot hun geboorteland. Refereren aan de achtergrond van deze
kunstenaars lijkt dan ook onvermijdelijk en kan een interessant licht op hun werk en
denkbeelden werpen. Het is echter noodzakelijk om voorzichtig te zijn en hier niet teveel
nadruk op te leggen, aangezien het andere interessante aspecten van hun werk kan verdringen.
Hun werk is veel complexer en niet slechts een reflectie van hun achtergrond.
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